New Thorens TD 160 Super.
In their 1980 review of over eighty turntables, the audio experts at
Choice" said, " Ceerly in the top turntable group on our tests, we
could make few criticisms of this model's sound quality."'
Precision manufacrured in Europe, and benefiting from the same
quality engineering that goes into top, professional studio turntables the
high performance TD 160 Super allows you : he freedom to pair it with the
finest tone- arms and cartridges.
At f.,190, list price, its outstanding value for money.
Any of our dealers WIlbe pleased to demonstrate the TD 160 Super
and other Thorens turntables to help you create asystem with the sound
you want.
For further information, contact your local Thorens dealer,
or Combrasound.

Sole U.K. distributor:
Cambrasound Limited,
Fieedex House 4-10 North Rood.
i_ond6r ,N7 9HN. Tel: 01-607 8141
Telex 264773 Metros G.
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THIS is likely to be the year of the digital
audio disc. Likely, that is, in the sense that
the various technologies for getting digital signals pressed onto and gleaned from massproduced disc pressings will finally pass from
the development stages into commercial competition on the world market—with reproductive hardware and adecent range of reproducible software on simultaneous offer. The
major record companies are now taping everincreasing proportions of their new repertoire in
digital format, but while an increased clarity of
sound is apparent on the better analogue discs
derived from such master- tapes, the real breakthrough will come when the digital umbrella
encompasses the crucial disc stage itself.
However, there are many problems to
overcome when the umbrella is opened that
widely, for the elaborate correction and control
procedures used in professional applications
have to be extended ( in simplified and massduplicated from) to cover the domestic replay
circuitry. How the competing systems tackle
these problems, the likelihood of their success
in achieving the virtually distortionless and
noise- free performances of which digital techniques are capable, various practical and
theoretical points arising, plus some explanation of how the whole idea works anyway—all
this is presented in a special feature in this
Annual. The digital debate will rage throughout
1982, but Trevor Attewell's article will be there
to supply the facts and calm the protagonists
with reasoned comment.
Beyond this, we offer our long-established
guide to hi-fi brand names ( with special thanks
to our secretary Susan Fenner for much hard
burrowing), plus Peter Gammond's updated
and ever useful listings of the best classical
records. Also as usual, but always different, we
include a substantial collection of equipment
reviews, re- printed, in handy format, from a
thirteen month span of magazine reports. There
are over 90 pages of such reviews here, covering 79 items, which should provide many
thousands of readers with a lot of valuable
findings.
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All the proof you need
is right before
yourears.

No pick-up arm in the past decade has received so
much acclaim as the Syrinx PU2.
Not simply because its advanced design is different from
that of any other arm in the market.
But because it really does achieve an astonishing
improvement in reproduction quality
Judge for yourself See it at your Syrinx dealer now.
Listen to it perform on any turntable ofyour choice.
It's arevelation.

Syrinx, 54a Castle Street,
Edinburgh EH2 3LU 031-226 4109
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Trevor Attevvell sets the scene for hi-fi's
next step forward

T most of industry and commerce, shepherHE silicon chip has already revolutionised

ded men to the moon, brought us pictures of
the outer planets, revitalised communications,
speeded scientific calculations beyond the
wildest dreams of even fifty years ago, and
invaded our homes in dozens of products
from washing machines to personal computers. While some of the benefits may be
debatable, the overall expansion of our
human horizons is not. This Second Industrial
Revolution is now opening a new era in the
shape of Digital Audio, which offers exciting
possibilities if it is publicly accepted and
sensibly developed.
What is digital audio, and what improvements can it bring over the present analogue
equipment? First, we must recall what is
meant by ' analogue'. To transmit asound to a
distant place out of earshot, we are obliged to
send something that represents the sound.
We might use a microphone to convert the
sound to an electrical voltage which, in turn,
could send acurrent down awire to the
distant location, where an earphone ( say)
could convert it back into sound. If ideal,
such asystem would be linear—the output
sound pressure would be proportional to the
movement of the earphone diaphragm, which
would be proportional to the current
and
so on, right back to the original sound
pressure. All these quantities ( current,
displacement, etc) represent one another in
time and amplitude—they are analogues of
one another, and we have an analogue
system. The devices that convert energy from
one form to another, that is the microphone
(acoustical to electrical) and the earphone
(electrical to acoustical) are called transducers, and in practice it is difficult to make
these linear, although the circuit between
them can quite easily be made very linear
compared with the transducers—at least in
this simple case.
Other analogue transmissions introduce
other problems, but the real fun starts when
storage is necessary. The common media for
storage at present are vinyl discs and magnetic tape. The former involves two more

transducers, one to engrave the signal on the
lacquer, the other to recover it from the massproduced copies. The first can be made to
perform very adequately by brute- force, noexpense- spared methods, and it makes its
own groove, eliminating tracking troubles.
The domestic cartridge at the other end of the
line is another matter. Even if we ignore the
irreducible distortions inherent in the
mastering/replay cycle, and the subtleties that
provide the majority of journalistic mileage
these days, we are still stuck, in real life, with
grotty pressings and the egregious inroads of
dust. Tape does not have the same problems
to any extent, but provides its own—wow
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and flutter, dropouts, distortion, uneven
frequency response. HF compression and so
on.
Digital techniques can go avery long way
towards eliminating these headaches. To find
out how, we must take a look at the principles of digital transmission and storage. Fig.
la shows asound- wave which has been
converted to the electrical analogue, a
necessary first step. Suppose we sample the
amplitude of the wave for avery brief instant
once every tenth of asecond, noting each
time the voltage reached, and rounding this
down to the next lower whole number. At the
start our first value is 0, atenth of asecond
later it is between 1 and 2, so we write ' 1',
and so on. The string of numbers obtained
(see figure) could now be sent in any convenient form to another location, where they
could be reproduced at the same tenthsecond intervals, giving the waveform ( b).
This would sound pretty horrible compared
with the original, but a low-pass filter will
smooth it into something like ( c). Our
sampling process involved analogue- to- digital
conversion (
A— D for short), and the subsequent signal recovery was the reverse, or
D—A conversion. We shall see that our poor
reproduction is merely the result of too few
samples and too few voltage levels.
The numbers used for the samples are in
our ordinary number series, called denary and
based on powers of ten ( ten is the radix). It
isn't the most obviously useful system—the
duodecimal one with radix 12 would have
some advantages, for example. Had evolution
left us with two fingers we might well now
be working in binary (
radix 2), as well as not
bothering to invent keyboard instruments.
Binary has only two digits, 0 and 1, and
Binary digits are shortened to bits. The Table
(p.11)givesthebinaryequivalentsforthedenary
range 0 to 16, together with an example to
show how the value of a binary number can
be obtained as the sum of asuccession of
powers of 2, each multiplied by its own
coefficient ( 1 or 0).
All practical computers and digital systems
work in the binary system, for several excell5
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arrangement of fig. 1and examine further the
sampling process. We can now express the
sampled levels in binary form, as in the simple
8- level case of fig. 3. Note that the binary
word allocated to each sample size usually
represents the mean of the sample limits.
Thus 110 in fig. 3 represents 2-5V, and so
on. The redundant zeros are included to
equalise the word lengths. In any such
sampling process we arbitrarily divide the
amplitude range into discrete pieces, or
quanta, and the process is called quantisation.
t
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pulses by which all operations are normally
synchronised as well. The ' clock' is simply a
precision pulse generator followed by dividers
to define word lengths, process durations,
and so on. Words are not necessarily transmitted 'as is', but are more often combined
with other bits ( to be mentioned later) in
coded form, not for security, but to reduce
errors and optimise processes.
This brings us to further advantages of the
digital system. Signals in analogue form
cannot be restored to their original shapes
once they have had spurious signals, such as
noise and distortion, added to them. Similarly,
asignal lost in atape dropout is gone forever. In adigital system we are only transmitting one of two fixed levels at any time, as
in fig. 2a. Fig. 2b shows the same signal,
degraded and with noise added to an extent
that would be totally unacceptable in analogue form. But we could handle afar worse
case than this in digital form—all we need to
know is which level is present at any specified time, and we can then reconstruct the
original exactly. Thus, for example, tapes can
be dubbed until the signal is almost lost in
noise without loss in quality, while the
occasional use of a pulse regenerator to clean
up the waveform allows us to dub forever!
The only small penalty is the need to wait for
one pulse time to elapse while the signal is
examined, giving aminiscule delay in transmission ( fig. 2c).
There is better to come! It is actually
possible to detect incorrect bits in aword and
put them right! This apparent magic is done
by inserting extra ( redundant) bits into each
word in a logical way, and by adding errorcorrecting words also. After transmission or
recovery from storage all words are examined
and tested in combination by logic rules
(called algorithms), thus establishing whether
any bit is incorrect. If a ' 1' is incorrect, the
proper value must be ' 0', which can be
obtained by asimple inversion, and vice
versa. The complete process is complex, but
the simple case of asingle added bit is easy
enough to follow. If we find the total number
of ' l's in aword ( by just counting them) then
the parity of that word is odd if the total
amounts to an odd number, and even if the
total is even. We then simply add a0 or a 1
to make the parity correspond with that of the
system we are using—this means an extra bit,
of course. After every operation on, or
transmission of that word, we do the sum
again. The most probable fault will be that a
noise pulse or malfunction has turned a0 into
a 1, or vice versa. If so, we shall know that an
error has occurred, but not in which bit. The
extra bits added in practice tell us both.
In digital audio storage systems there can
be aprolonged loss of information ( aburst
error) caused, for example, by tape dropout.
To get round that one aprocess called crossinterleaving is used. Instead of recording all
words sequentially they are first put into
storage temporarily, then brought out and
recorded in atotally different sequence, so
that originally adjacent words are separated
by a number of word lengths. On replay the
words are de- interleaved ( ghastly jargon) into
correct order again. A dropout affecting many
adjacent stored words is thus redistributed to
only one word in every two or three, and
even the effect of these is further minimised
by error- correction. Thus aburst error
becomes pseudo- random.
Having looked at afew of the basics of the
digital system, and some of the advantages it
offers, it is time to go back to our simple
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ent reasons. First, the system is peculiarly
well adapted to electronic handling in that
the two bits can be represented by aswitch
of any kind with two states (
on and off), by a
voltage that is high or low, or is positive or
negative, by a magnetic field that is oriented
in one direction or the other, or by any signal
that is present or absent. Electronic switching
between such states is fast and simple, and
storage electrically, magnetically and in many
other forms is equally straightforward. Again,
binary storage takes up less storage space
than any other number system. Having noted
that the two- digit number 16 requires no less
than 5 bits you may find this hard to swallow,
but it's true! Suppose we wish to store any
number from 0 to 99 inclusive. In order to
represent individually any of the 10 possible
right-hand digits ( the least significant ones)
we shall have to provide 10 different, assignable states, plus another 10 for the left, or
most significant, digit, making 20 states in all.
For the binary case we must cope with up to
7 bits ( 99 is 1100011 in binary) with two
possible values for each—this needs only 14
assignable storage states, with which we
could in fact store any number up to 127
inclusive.
It is also necessary to deal with negative
numbers, which computers do by one of
several methods, each basically involving the
addition of an extra sign bit, which is usually
0 for '+' and 1 for '-'. The sign bit is included in all arithmetic and other processes,
the correct sign emerging automatically from
the operation concerned. Not as difficult as it
may sound, but beyond our present scope. In
audio we can ill- afford the extra bit, and one
alternative is to shift the whole conversion
range by half its peak value, making
00000
the most negative number and
11111
the most positive. It so happens
that this is easily converted into an equivalent
computer code, known as the ' 2's complement', when required.
Having reduced the value assigned to any
one sampled voltage to binary form it can
now be stored or transmitted elsewhere as
needed in the form of astring of pulses. This
bit stream is arbitrarily divided into sections,
each containing the same number of bits,
called words. Words are transmitted sequentially without gaps, the beginning and end of
the word being defined by astring of clock

011
— — 010
—

001
000
LOUTPUT WORDS

FIG.3

On inspection it is clear that in order to end
up with asatisfactory copy of the input
waveform we need to sample frequently—but
how frequently? We have been spared a lot of
work by Nyquist, who proved that if the
highest frequency to be sampled is no greater
than half the sampling rate, then the signal
can be fully recovered, and no information
need be lost through the sampling process.
The maximum signal frequency is the Nyquist
frequency, while the minimum sampling rate
for agiven highest frequency is the Nyquist
rate, the latter being twice the former. Note
that this condition only ensures that information is not lost because of the finite
sampling rate; we can still lose it by using
insufficient quantisation levels, as is clear
from fig. 4 for the extreme case of only two
intervals. There is no neat theoretical criterion
to fix the number of intervals, so we fall back
on experiment, which suggests a 14- bit
quantisation as the likely minimum for firstclass reproduction. This does not mean 14
levels, of course-14 bits encompass 21
possible states, or 16384 in all. Every extra bit
clearly doubles the number of levels, and
hence adds 6dB of dynamic range, making
84dB for 14 bits. This will be sufficient in
most situations, but the 96dB available from
a 16- bit ( 65536 level) quantisation gives a
very good safety margin in both range and
quality.
If frequencies above the Nyquist value are
allowed into the system we face worse
problems than the mere loss of information. In
fig. 5 we return to our original simple system
with its sampling rate of 10 per second, and
see what happens when the input frequency
is the Nyquist frequency—in this case 5Hz as
at ( a). The short answer is ' nothing', because
the wave is passing through zero ( or some
other fixed value if we shift the sample point
relative to the wave) every time we sample.
On the same argument, any multiple of
5Hz will equally be ignored. But if we look at
a 71Hz wave ( b), it is clear that there will be
an output, and that it will be awave of
frequency 2
1
.Hz ( d), which is the frequency
difference between the sampling and input
frequencies ( 10-7-5=2-5). This phenomenon
4

is called aliasing-4 Hz has become an alias,
if you like, for the original 71- Hz.
It is merely acoincidence that the input
and its alias appear to be harmonically
related. Had we sampled at 11.6 Hz ( why
not?) the alias for 75 Hz would have been
4.1 Hz, which is related only in avery distant
fashion, if at all. Indeed, it is precisely
because aliased tones are not, in general,
harmonically related to their source frequencies that they sound so obtrusive, harsh
and metallic, and especially so since their
amplitude can approach that of the input
frequencies producing them. To make sure
that this will not happen a low-pass filter
must be added before the A- D conversion,
and this is known as the anti-aliasing filter.
Because any such filter has afinite asymptotic slope we have to decide at what
frequency above the passband the probable
input level at the sampler will be small
enough to make aliasing negligible. It is this
frequency, rather than the highest wanted
one, that will fix the sampling rate. In practice
a rate of about 44 kHz is required for a
response 3dB down at 20 kHz.
Two more limitations in the digital system
are the signal-to-quantisation error ratio and
the quantisation noise. Both arise from the
fact that any input voltage lying within a
quantisation interval can only be represented
by the mean value of the interval ( to which
the relevant word is assigned) rather than by
its precise value. The first is defined by the
ratio of the maximum signal to the quantisation error, and the latter will be a maximum
for avoltage on the borderline between two
quantisation intervals, where it is at equal
distances from each of the two adjacent
mean levels, giving aworst- case error of ±
half an interval. When the input analogue
signal is high-level and wideband the
quantisation error is statistically random, and
represents white noise the relative amplitude
of which clearly reduces with an increase in
the number of bits used, the improvement
being 6dB per bit. It is also clear from the
nature of this effect that ahigh-level pure
tone will give rise to correlated errors which
will be more obtrusive than errors of similar
magnitude arising from acomplex wave.
Quantisation noise is also caused by
quantisation error, but refers to low-level
conditions when the signal amplitude spans
only a limited number of intervals. The result
can be seen by referring back again to fig. 4
and taking the two intervals shown to be the
lowest ones, with a low-level signal applied
The result of the sampling process is to
produce asquare- wave, which constitutes a
component at the input frequency plus a
string of odd harmonics. This is not noise in

the generally accepted sense, and is better
considered as distortion. Unfortunately, some
of the harmonics will be above the Nyquist
frequency and will give rise to aliasing, the
contribution from which will become more
significant at higher signal frequencies. For
example, the lowest troublesome harmonic
from a 1kHz input will be the 23rd, which
will be very small relative to the fundamental,
but that from a 15 kHz input will be its 3rd,
and potentially a nuisance ( we are now
considering apractical system, of course, and
not our simple one). Note that the antialiasing filter cannot help, because these
harmonics are being introduced after the
signal has passed through it, and neither can
the aliased products of the sampling be
distinguished from wanted tones.
The noise produced by these low-level
additions is called granulation noise, because
hearers have likened it to granules of sand
being rubbed together. Quantisation noise
could be made negligible by using two extra
bits ( as also could quantisation error), but
this is not ' on' due to the greatly increased
cost and complexity that would be involved.
If we could do this, the result in atypical
system would be to reduce granulation noise
to acomparable level of white noise. An
easier alternative is to add avery small
amount of white noise, conveniently obtained
from preceding circuits, to the input, causing
its level to cross and recross the adjacent
quantisation levels ( fig. 6). The additional
noise is rather charmingly called dither, and it
changes the granulation noise to awhite form
of the kind found in high-level wideband
inputs, comparable with that found in analogue systems.
If the analogue signal level rises above the
highest quantisation interval, it can no longer

be digitised by the A- D converter, giving
what is, in effect, hard limiting. This is not a
problem so long as an adequate dynamic
range is available—which includes any
properly used system of 14 or more bits—and
is in any case no different in effect from the
hard limiting in an overloaded analogue case.
Any conventional harmonic distortion produced by the system will come principally
from the sampler in the D-A converter, and
with correct design this should not exceed
0.05% across the frequency spectrum.
We can now construct ablock diagram of a
straightforward linear digital system ( fig. 7).
The amount of detail given in a block
schematic is quite arbitrary ( we could have
just one block labelled 'digital system' with
input and output lines), and this one comprises little more than the various elements
previously mentioned. At the input is the antialiasing filter and next comes the sampler.
This samples the input only for an instant at a
time, but the A-D converter needs to ' see' the
sample level for aminimum time in order to
digitise it. A 'sample- and- hold' circuit is
therefore used which retains the last value
until it takes the next sample—this is indicated in the block by the capacitor. After
the A- D converter comes the processor,
which inserts various control bits together
with error- correcting words, and carries out
the interleaving discussed earlier. Storage is
needed for the latter function, as we have
seen. After this the digitised programme can
be stored for domestic distribution on tape or
any of several other proposed media. When it
is recovered for use, ade- processor carries
out de- interleaving and error correction and
extracts the control information needed by
the reproducing system, passing the program
material to the D-A converter, which turns it
to page 11
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To buy well-equipped Hi Fi,
you normally need to be wellheeled.
But with the system you see
here, Hitachi proudly offer you an
exception to the rule.
The HA 4800 amp:
around £129.
The HA 4800 delivers ahefty
50 watts RMS per channel.
It has our celebrated super
linear circuitry which virtually
eliminates cross over distortion.
(Total Harmonic Distortion is only
0.02% at rated output.)
It also has Dual Servo Power
Supply— one for each channel—
plus amoving coil input, too.
The FT4500 tuner:
around £[39.
You can probably spot the
beauties of it at aglance:3 wavebands (FM, Medium and long Wave);
is digital; it has 12 presets— 6FM
and 6AM: and Manual or Automatic sweep tuning.
The DE55 cassette deck:
around £129.
What you can't see is the new
micro- computer logic circuit; but
what you can see is the feather
touch control system.
The DE 55 offers you four tape
settings— Normal, Cr02, Fe Cr and
Metal.
And there's even an automatic
mute switch to provide asilent
'pause' between your recordings.
How did we do it?
Have we cut corners? Heaven
forbid. Were simply passing on the
benefit of our investment ... in
research, development and manufacture.
Remember, we're the company
who introduced you to Power MOS
FET, Unitorque Direct Drive, and
the close gap R&P head.
If we can't offer you alittle bit
more, who can?

HITACHI
1HDPENF1DnItincE

'typical Selling Price.

ANY CARTRIDGE THAT OFFERS YOU
A FLATTER RESPONSE IS FLATTERING ITSELF.

Technics;
EPC-20501K3

If you know anything about cartridges, you'll diamond stylus and ahigh energy samarium-cobalt
know that flat frequency response is the holy grail ' magnet.
of all hi-fi manufacturers.
Net result: astylus assembly adding up to just
At Technics, were delighted to say our quest o.I49m.g.
has now ended.
Or the smallest effective mass ever achieved in
OurEPG2o5CMk3 isn'tjust abetter cartridge. aphono cartridge.
It delivers atotal response range of-8o kH z
A FLAT CHOICE
with no more than -± o.5dB deviation.
As you'd expect, our EPC-2o5 CMk3 is designIn plain terms, the flattest response yet.
ed to fit into aTechnics deck.
A RADICAL CONCEPT
After all, the world's finest cartridge deserves
Achieving this level of frequency response
to move in the best circles.
meant drastically reducing the effective moving
But we've also designed aversion without an
mass of the armature and cantileverr
integrated headshell to fit awidevarietyoftonearms.
Which in turn meant breaking new ground in
It's called the EPC-Uzos CMk3.
audio engineering technology.
Fit one and we can promise you aresponse The breakthrough was fashioning ahollow
that will flatter the humblest ofdecks. .
tubular cantilever out of pure boron, amaterial of
mum
extraordinary rigidity and lig,htness.
(On the Mohs scale Boron has ahardness of
9.5 compared with io for diamond).
EPC-205C Mk3 Stereo Cartridge
To this we added atiny cm mm square- cut
300/318 Bath Road, Slough, Berks SL16JB.Tel: Slough 34522

Technics

back into the analogue form required by a
power amplifier to drive loudspeakers. After the D-A stage another
sample- and- hold circuit is generally used. The
reason is that although the converter theoretically gives astep output, it may in real life
produce unpleasant spikes and under- or
over- shoots between the steps. The S & H
circuit samples the converter output only in
its settled state, and retains that value until
the next sample. The final block is asimple
low-pass filter to smooth the stepped waveform into acontinuously varying one.
A simple addition to the arrangement of fig.
7 can further improve its performance,
namely, the incorporation of high- frequency
pre- emphasis. It has been noted above that
granularity noise is more obtrusive for lowlevel, HF signals than for LF ones of similar
amplitude. Since granularity noise tends
towards white noise as the amplitude rises,
we can derive some benefit by raising the
level at the higher frequencies, while the
increasing subjective intrusion as the frequency rises suggests asloping characteristic
for the purpose. The one most likely to be
adopted generally is shown in fig. 8, the preemphasis curve being flat to 2.12 kHz ( 75 ps),
then rising at 6dB/octave to 10.6 kHz ( 15 ps)
where it again flattens. The de- emphasis
curve is the inverse of this. Pre- emphasis
should precede the anti-aliasing filter in order
to remove any distortion products introduced
by the emphasis circuits. The success of the
trick relies upon the amplitude of any preemphasised signal not exceeding the available
headroom ( at which it will be clipped), but
this condition will almost invariably be met in
practice, and is already implicit in most
loudspeakers by virtue of their relatively lowpower tweeters.
The digital system already discussed is a
linear one, in which all quantisation intervals
are equal; but non-linear systems are possible,
with intervals graded so that they are smaller
at low amplitudes and progressively wider at
higher ones. One way of implementing this is
by using a linear system preceded by an
amplitude distorter, followed by its inverse,
but it is difficult to match analogue distorters,
and the non- linearity is usually introduced in
the digital part. The method has been used in
telephone circuits, but various considerations
make it less attractive for high quality purposes. A special case in the non-linear class
is the floating-point converter, in which a
word has two parts—one represents the
significant figures in the analogue value while
the other carries the decimal point. Signals

are amplified or attenuated according to the
position of the decimal point, so that the
maximum converter range is utilised. It
sounds good, but unfortunately the changing
gain is a modulation process, and it adds
modulation noise. A variant of the method,
called ' block floating-point', can give excellent quality with the advantage of a reduced
number of bits, an essential factor in program
transmission, but it is very expensive to
implement, making it unattractive for domestic audio manufacturers. This situation could
easily change in the future, however.
Amongst other bit- saving methods may be
cited differential converters. These digitise not
the individual sample amplitudes, but the
difference between the present sample and
the last. Such differences will mostly be
smaller than the individual samples, or equal
to them in the worst cases, so that fewer bits
can be used. The properties of such systems
are beyond the scope of this article, but they
are not without their own penalties, and it
will suffice for the present to note that a
knowledge of the difference between this
sample and the last is no big deal if the last
one was erroneous, or failed to arrive at all.
There is a limiting case of differential conversion, called delta modulation, in which the
quantising rate is increased until the digitised
difference requires only one bit. Unhappily
the sampling rate would need to be 200 MHz
in order to achieve an accuracy equal to that
of a16- bit linear digitiser! On the other side
of the coin, delta modulation is very simple in
hardware terms, and agood deal of work has
been done on it in connection with voice
compander systems and vocoders, where
more modest sampling rates can be used.
Although these alternative forms of digital
system are beyond our present scope, and
may not be found in home audio equipment
for the present, this outline has been included
partly to give abroader base to the subject,
partly to illustrate the point that in the digital
world also there is no such thing as afree
lunch, and partly in anticipation of possible
future developments.
Looking briefly at the topic of digital
circuits, it will not have escaped the attention
of the reader that these can be borrowed

Derivation of Binary Numbers
DENARY

O
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

BINARY
0
1
10
11
100
101
110
111
1000
1010
1001
1011
1100
1101
1110
1111
10
1 00
10
1

=0.2°
=1.2°
=0 = 2.+1 . 2'
(= O+2)
=1.2.+0=2'+1.2.
(= 1+0+4)

=1.2 0 +1.2'+0.2.+1..
(=1+2+0+8)

piecemeal from the computer world. The most
critical components are the A- D and D-A
converters which are based on acircuit
element common to both. The performance
required from them in current systems is not
very far from the present technological limit,
and suitable elements can only be obtained
from a limited number of specialist suppliers.
It is far too early to discuss the logic implementation, which can hardly be in final
form as yet. For prototypes one might expect
most components to come from existing
sources, and no doubt the use of state-ofthe-art blocks such as uncommitted logic
arrays and programmable logic arrays is being
looked at. By the time hardware is selling in
significant quantities, however, manufacturers
will have been able to specify and obtain
prototypes of custom-built large-scale
integrated circuits, and some work is already
in hand along these lines. The viability of this option is afunction of price,
and hence of market penetration.
As far as replay hardware is concerned,
there are several possible options. If this
sounds vague, it is because some of the
manufacturers involved, or at least the
representatives contacted, appeared reluctant
to discuss the nuts and bolts or to offer firm
launch dates. For professional users the issue
is not in doubt—the only sensible storage
medium is tape, and fully-fledged systems are

Sony Compact Disc player. with adigital disc and matchbox to give the scale
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already in use, as is apparent from the steady
stream of analogue discs made from digital
tapes. Equipment ranges from video recorders
used with add-on black boxes to purposebuilt machines with up to 32- track capability.
In this field bulky machines and sophisticated
circuitry, while not built for fun, are still
perfectly acceptable. An environment in
which asmall mixing desk is 2m wide can
usually find a bit more room if needed.
The domestic sphere is quite another area,
in which equipment must be compact, easy to
use, and not too greedy with software, which
must in turn be inexpensive, damage- resistant
and long-lasting. The adaptation of avideo
machine is an obvious possibility and can
give an excellent performance with the best
quality recorders. Hitachi have produced
(September 1981) an all- singing, all- dancing
model which does just this, and offers a
comprehensive array of video facilities into
the bargain. There are just two snags—the
necessity to use NTSC ( though a PAL version
will appear next year) and a little price tag
marked with the Japanese equivalent of
about £800! It is the incompatibility of the
NTSC, PAL and SECAM TV systems, and the
need for software to be produced in three
versions, that will dampen agood deal of
enthusiasm on the part of suppliers and
buyers alike. Nor will the price help much
during arecession, as shown by the relatively
slow rise of sales in the video market. For the
home digital recordist, however, atape
system is the only possibility at present, so it
looks as though the humble cassette player
will be around for quite awhile yet. •
Most people seem to agree that discs are
the most convenient storage format, with
their rapid access to selected bands. Four
digital disc systems are nominally under
development, and their working principles are
fairly well established, though firm design
details are hard to come by. One, from
Telefunken and Teldec, is virtually a miniatur-

ised gramophone record carrying digital signals
and tracked by apiezoelectric pickup. The
disc's minute groove has to be protected by a
cassette at all times, including playback, for
fairly obvious reasons. It is claimed that these
discs can be pressed on existing plant; which
is some attraction to current producers.
Without wishing to be dogmatic, it is difficult
to see much consumer enthusiasm for such a
concept, which is too close to the LP for
comfort. Although many problems in the
latter can no doubt be side-stepped by
digitising, the possibility of wear in the course
of time will weigh with many users, and so
will the gremlin- like ability of dust to infiltrate
apparently sealed boxes.
Two out of the three remaining techniques
make use of changes in capacitance between
aconductive disc and apick-up electrode.
The electrode is one plate of the capacitor,
and the disc is the other, capacitance
changes being produced by shallow pits
engraved on the disc surface. The RCA
version of this has atrapezoidal groove, the
flat bottom of which is engraved with the
information pits, while the sloping walls
guide the electrode with the aid of atiny
stylus which runs in the groove. A video
version is available in the USA on which
feature films are distributed. Fragility again
demands the use of acassette or 'caddie',
from which the player itself loads and unloads the disc. It is an admittedly cheap and
cheerful system, and the disc's delicacy is
little problem when asingle playing costs no
more than a night out for the family at the
movies. RCA claim considerable sales, and an
audio disc system is to be launched ' soon',
again in the USA. Britain? ' Don't know yet!
[Again. September 1981— Ed]
The other capacitance- based method is
JVC's Audio High Density ( AHD) disc. Very
similar to the RCA disc, it has the important
difference that the electrode skims the surface
instead of relying on groove guidance.
Tracking is done by aservo system that
derives its information from additional sets of
pits running along the two sides of the
information track. Like the RCA one, it has to
be protected by acaddie— deposits from
human skin could change the capacitance,
and dust or scratches would spell ruin. The
video system ( VHD) is due for launch on
May 31st. at Earl's Court, but AHD will not
follow until late 1982.
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The fourth system is the Philips/Sony
Compact Disc ( CD), which seems to have
attracted much more backing from potential
software producers than its rivals. More
detailed information about CD is also freely
available, and avery interesting development
it is. The form of the disc is shown in fig. 9.
On each side aset of information pits carrying the audio and other signals is engraved in
asubstrate, and the surface is then metalplated to adepth ci about 0.04 pm before
applying atransparent protective coating. ( fig.
9a). The pits are 0.4 pm wide and 0.1 pm
deep with aspiral pitch of 1.6pm ( fig. 9b),
giving some 4..t km of track from the inner
diameter of 50mm ( start) to the outer one of
116mm (finish), with a playing time of an
hour. A constant track velocity is needed, and
the speed of rotation is varied from about
500 rpm at the inside to about 200 rpm at the
outside. The bit rate is 4.3218 Mbits/s, this
very high rate being necessary to accommodate not only the 16- bit quantisation at
44.1 kHz, but also aconsiderable number of
parity bits, and control words for synchronisation, channel multiplexing and tracking
purposes. Sony's ' Users Bit Editing System',
which appears to have little connection with
editing but provides for automatic programme
search ( possibly including readout), is added
to the programme track. The A-D and D-A
converters handle only the audio bits, but
even so they are not working much below
their top speed for the precision required.
An optical system is used to read the
information on the disc without physical
contact. It is very sophisticated and afull
description is not possible here. In outline,
the beam from asolid-state laser is split into
acentral beam and two symmetrical side
lobes at very small divergence by adiffraction
grating. The central beam reads the information track, while the side beams just
overlap adjacent turns of the spiral, and are
used for tracking. The laser output is polarised, and optical elements in the path use the
polarisation to separate the light- beams going
to and from the disc. Light is focused on the
reflective surface of the disc to aradial
accuracy of 0.1 pm by an objective lens with
a numerical aperture of 0.45 ( required by
diffraction considerations) and adepth of
focus of about 2pm, which moves parallel
with its optical axis to follow any warp.
Fixed mirrors are used to fold the lightpath, and two moving ('galvanometer')
mirrors give tangential correction ( anti- wow)
and radial correction for fine tracking and
elimination of eccentricity. Error information
for the various servos is derived from a6element photodiode on which the reflected
light is focused by acylindrical lens. The
reflected beam has an intensity maximum
while reading the reflecting coating, but this
is reduced by scattering when the incident
beam reaches asurface pit. The incident
beam has a high convergence at the disc
surface, with adiameter of about 1mm at the

Sony and Philips Compact
Disc players, with CD set
against an LP

outside of the protective layer. This alone
gives very good protection against dust and
scratches, and further improvement is provided by error- correction, which allows burst
errors of up to 3584 bits to be recovered,
equivalent to more than 238 mm of track
length.
Apart from the foregoing outline information, most areas of future home digital
audio development are pure speculation, and
this at just the time when we should all be
taking an interest in the progress of events
and attempting to define what we want so
that the manufacturers can be pushed into
providing it, by market forces if necessary,
rather than allowing them to fob us off with
whatever it suits them to make. As for the
available sound quality, there is no doubt in
my mind that digital techniques can and do
give excellent reproduction, with acleanness,
dynamic range, frequency extension and
freedom from noise that leave little to be
desired. Two transducers are still left in the
chain at opposite ends—of these the studio
microphone can be remarkably accurate,
while current loudspeakers remain aweak link
in general, though the best are now making
listening rooms the limiting factor.
The digital revolution has already reached
most record companies, and the next logical
step of converting the software from analogue to digital form is clearly not far off. Do
we want it? Well Ido, for one! What a relief it
will be to get rid of fragile pressings that
rapidly become grotty even if they weren't
when they arrived, not to mention the endless
arguments about whether or not A's cartridge
is better than B's if mounted in C's headshell
on D's arm but not on E's motor unit unless
fitted with F's mat. Some may object that
there will be less choice, and that there will
be nothing to stop manufacturers from
degrading quality once we are all ' converted'.
Ido not subscribe to this view—it is quite
unbelievable that only one company will
produce all players; others will have tp join in
to get ashare in the market, as they do now.
As for quality, Ihadn't noticed anyone
stopping manufacturers from degrading
current equipment and software. As long as
there are those willing to buy inferior goods,
for whatever ( and sometimes very good)
reasons, then somebody will supply that

market, whether it is analogue or digital. In
fact, digital systems do have one advantage in
that they tend to be go/no go—either it
works or it garbles horribly, so corner- cutting
requires care. One possibility would be a
reduction in bit rate to simplify circuits, but
even this could be unattractive because of the
way mass- production reduces the cost of
dedicated chips, and there would also be the
insuperable problem of incompatible software.
Unfortunately some of the present small,
specialist companies may fall victim to the
change- over if they are unable to cope with
the new technology. However, there is time
for them to diversify since the change is likely
to take a number of years.
Among possible digital defects the ones
that may be audible in some circumstances or
to some hearers are those already mentioned
(quantisation noise, etc). There is another
one—the effect of the low-pass filtration.
There have been some suggestions that
certain ears may be able to detect the effect
of the sharp cut-off at the band edge.
Without concrete evidence one cannot
comment on the magnitude of this problem
except to say that engineers whose hearing is
widely respected have not complained about
it. In amass market one can only work for the
greater good of the greater number of discriminating users ( which leaves afew terms
undefined), and not for afew ears beyond
the two- sigma limits. We can be quite sure
that mystery sounds will always be with us—
somebody will come up with acompletely
unsubstantiated claim that the bit rate is
audible, or that combining the P and CI parity
words is more musical than separating them. I
can only appeal to whoever it is in advance
(and without real hope) to read and act on
the sane advice contained in Lipschitz and
Vanderkooy's article on subjective evaluation
(JAES July/August 1981).
The technical complexity of digital data
systems will also have some interesting sideeffects. While most interested hi-fi buffs can
quickly get agood idea of how an amplifier,
for example, works, they will need a University course in digital techniques just to
understand the new logic involved, let alone
the details of its implementation. Dependence
on guidance by the media must increase,
which Iregret, even though Iwrite for part of
it. Moreover, reviewers who can carry out
investigative analysis on the guts of the
product will be somewhat thin on the ground,
lacking both the background and the equipment, though in/out testing will not be
significantly more difficult. As for the repair

trade, the mind boggles at the thought of Joe
Bloggs taking on the realignment of a laser
tracking servo in his High Street radio shop. It
is going to be essential to get asubstantial
measure of agreement on systems and testing
methods to minimise these problems, and
specialised repair facilities would also appear
to be unavoidable. We may eventually reach
the stage of do-it-yourself throw- away
replacement, the sub- assembly destined for
the dustbin or return to the maker being
determined by routine tests, probably aided
by ancillary test gear, including test software.
Recording techniques will also come under
the microscope—and about time too. Some
companies are rumoured to be worried
already about the over- engineering in their
production, because it shows up alarmingly
once the veil of analogue mush has been
lifted, and even more with an accurate
loudspeaker on the end. Editing is much
easier in digital format, and can be virtually
undetectable, but we must also keep a beady
eye on the sheer gimmickry that will be
equally easy.
If we are to go digital, broadcasting should
be included. The Beeb are working on it ( the
BBC SO Shanghai concert in Summer 1981
was carried in digital), but the bandwidth
needed together with present commitments
will probably mean waiting for the proposed
five satellite channels.
Another possibility threatened by Sony is a
fresh outbreak of the dreaded quadraphonicals, obtained from CD with 30m playing
time. No thanks, but we might be interested
in 3- channel Ambisonic at 45m per side.
Under the same ' Oh no! Not again!' heading
comes Sony's inclusion of a ' prohibition of
digital dubbing' control bit. Surely there is an
analogue output even if you can't find a
systerrbs man to disable the function? Illegal, I
must add, but not that easy to prevent.
On the fringe of it all are some sillies like
'how do we get future sleeve notes?' An
'insert booklet, no notes at all, or afree
magnifying glass? The first, please—and Ido
not want them read aloud off the disc!
Finally, when do we get it? Simple—when
somebody has debugged asystem, established that you want it, ensured that a
good choice of software is ready and finally
produced the thing at asane price so that
you don't rapidly go off it again. In theory,
during 1982, but at awild guess, in about 18
months. After that, those LP collections of
which maybe 2% are regularly played could
easily find themselves regarded much as old
78s are now! •
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Win the war against static
WITH

E-STAT
FROM

TAMMY

The record sleeve that
actually disperses
static
For years audio enthusiasts have been waging war against static electricity.
Conventional anti-static weapons such as record sprays, cleaning brushes and even
ionisation devices have only attempted to reduce the effects of static.
Tannoy now brings you an effective weapon—an anti-static record sleeve that really
works. The E-Stat sleeve is manufactured from aunique high technology carbon loaded
material. Unlike any paper or plastic sleeve—including those claimed to be anti-static,
which can even increase surface charge!—E-Stat is extremely conductive and will
disperse the static charge on arecord during storage. The attraction of damaging dust and
dirt to the record surface is therefore considerably less.
Defeat static and protect your investment in your record collection, with E-Stat from
Tannoy. Available in packs of 3or 10 from HiFi dealers and record stores.
HiFi N

E-Stat is distributed in the U.K. by Tannoy Products Ltd., Rosehall Industrial Estate, Coatbridge, Strathclyde.
E-STAI Lantor U.K. Ltd (Patent applied for)
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Chris Thomas in Popular Hi Fi says"One of the only ABR loaded designs I've heard that actually works"
—Popular HiFi April 1981
Westcliff Acoustics Limited.
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Southchurch,
Southend-on-Sea
Essex
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Southend-on-Sea (
0702) 613918

CLASSICS on DISC
Compiled by Peter Gammond

ECORDINGS included in the following lists have been chosen to

R help select alibrary of classical music built upon afoundation of

the most popular and/or important works of the best-known composers. This 'catalogue' is compiled primarily to assist the reader in
choosing arecording when several versions are available; consequently some quite important works are omitted if only one recording existed when the list was completed. This approach helps to save
space and keeps the list down to moderate size. However, in some
cases works available in only version are included when this draws
attention to an outstanding issue or important historical reissue. Other
exceptions are some operas and multi- record sets whose expense calls
for guidance even though only one set might be in the catalogues.
The quality ratings given ( A:1,6:2, etc) arise from the unique
'Recording Rating' scheme operated in HiFi News & Record Review,
details of which are listed in the panel. Such ratings given here are
generally the same as those appended to the original reviews, though
in afew cases they have been altered to accord with revised impressions conveyed via the Quality Monitor and Looking Rack features, or
according to the findings of the author or editor.
The list has been fully updated to late summer 1981 and dates given
are those of reviews in HFNIRR, or in Record Review if before
October 1970. They are generally the first date of issue, to give an
idea of arecording's true vintage. Where the works of two or more
composers are coupled on arecord, the sign tshows that both are in

ADAM, Adolphe ( 1803-1856)
Giselle ( Cpte)
MCO/Bonynge
Oiselle ( Ed) etc
PCO/Martinon
ALBENI2, Isaac ( 1860-1909)
Cantos de España/
Larrocha
Iberia/Navarra
Suite espailola ( Orch)
NPO/Burgos
BACH, Johann Sebastian ( 1685-1750)
Art of Fugue
Paillard (orch)
Rogg (Org)
Brandenburg
ECO/Leppard
concertos
var/Leonhardt
ASM/Marriner
Musical Offering
MA Koln/Goebel
Orchestral suites
ASM/Marriner
Hpd. concertos
Malcolm/Menuhin
Violin concertos
Menuhin/etc
Violin partitas and
Milstein
sonatas
Navarra
Solo cello suites
Leonhardt
Goldberg variations
Tureck
Italian Concerto
Williams
Lute music
Hufford
Organ works Vol. 1
Hurf ord
Vol. 2
Hurford
Vol. 3
Vol. 4
Hutiord
Vol. 5
Hurford
Hurford
Vol. 6
ECO/Somary
Mau in b
ECO/Britten
St John Passion
PO/Klemperer
St. Matthew Passion
ASM/Ledger
Christmas Oratorio
Magnificat

AAM/Preston

Dec SET433/4
Dec SPA 3840

3/70
7/59

A:1
A:1/1*

Dec SXL6586/7

10/73

A:1

Dec SXL6355

10/68

A:1

Era STU71122/3
HMV SLS782 ( 2)
Phi 6747 166(2)0
RCA RL30400(2)
Phi 9502 014/50
DG 2533 422
Arg ZRG687/80
HMV SLS5039(3)0
HMV ASD346
DG 2709 047(3)0

4/80
10/69
4/76
8/81
9/72
11/79
9/71
5/76
6/60
4/75

A*:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A:1*n
A*1
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A*1*

Cal 1641/30
HM 065-99710
CBS 76899
CBS 79203(2)0
Arg D120D3(3)0
Arg D138D3(3)0
Arg D15003(3)0
Arg 017703(3)0
Aug 0207D3(3)0
Aug D226D3(3)0
Van VSD711190(3)
Dec SET531/3
HMV SLS827(4)
HMV(4) SLS
5098(3)0
DSLO 572

5/80
9/78
5/80
11/75
11/78
5/79
9/79
12/79
11/80
4/81
7/75
7/72
4/62
11/77

A:/A:1*
A*1*
A:1
A*1*
A*1*
A*1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*1*/1

1/80

A*/A:1*

Symphonies 1 & 2
Symphony 3

ASM/Marriner
BPO/Karajan

RECORD RATINGS
Performance
Very good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
D
H
Historical
H ( or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention,
taking it beyond the 'very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases astar is added to the letter or figure as
appropriate: e.g. Bi*, Alt:2 or (
exceptionally) A*:1*.
0 HiFi News & Record Review.
Recording
A

Symphony 4
Symphony 5
Symphony 6

Cantatas—The Harnoncourt Cantate series on Telefunken ( 1-25) is favourably
recommended throughout—average A*/A:1*/2
Motets
Schneidt
DG 2708 031(2)
7/74
BARTOK, Bela ( 1881-1945)
Concerto for
CSO/Solti
Orchestra
Divertimento/Music
ASM/Marriner
for strings. etc
Piano concertos 1 & 2
Pollini/Abbado
Piano concertos 2 & 3
Ashkenazy/Solti
2- Piano Sonata/etc
Argerich/Bishor.
String quartets 1-6
Tokyo Qt
"Bluebeard's Castle'
LSO/Kertesz
BEETHOVEN, Ludwig van (1770-1827)
Symphonies 1-9
CSO/Solti
Symphonies 1-9
VPO/Bernstein

the recommended list. When an issue is duplicated by acassette
version, the sign 0 is included. The symbol ® means ' mono', E
means ' stereo transcription', and ® means quadraphonic ( stereo compatible), otherwise all recordings listed here are ' stereo'. Il = digital.
Recordings with asound- quality rating below A ( very good) are not
included except where alower rating is offset by a1* performance, or
the compiler has decided that the interest of the work or the performance demands inclusion. Likewise there are very few issues listed that
fall below the 1 (very good) performance rating. Our list will give
helpful guidance, but we could never claim that the version given is
necessarily the only possible alternative or that our choice must
inevitably suit all tastes or always agree with other expert opinions.

Dec

nSXDL7536

9/81

A*1*
A*:1*

Arg ZRG657

2/70

A:1*

DG 2530 901
Dec SXL69370
Phi 9500 434
DG 2740 235(3)
Dec SET311

8/79
3/81
8/78
5/81
5/66

A*/A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*:1*
A:1*

Dec 118E1188/960
DG 2740 216(8)0

9/75
4/80

A*/A:1*/1
A*/A1*

Phi 6527 0740
DG 2531 1030

10/71
10/77

A:1*
A:1*

Symphony 7
Symphonies 8 & 9
Symphony 9
Piano concertos 1-5
Piano concertos 1-5
Piano concerto 1
Piano concerto 2 & 4
Piano concerto 3
Piano concerto 5
Violin concerto
arr.pno
Triple concerto
Romances & Dances
Septet/etc
Quintet/Sextet
Quartets 1-6
Quartets 7-10
Quartets 7-11
Quartets 1-16
Piano trio 6
Violin sonatas 1-10
Piano sonatas 1-32
Piano sonatas 2 & 3
Sonatas 7, 23
Sonatas 8, 12 & 14
Sonatas 8, 21, 26
Sonatas 7, 14 & 25
Sonatas 24 & 29
Sonatas 28 & 30
Late sonatas
Diabelli variations
Eroica variations
Mass in C
Missa solemnis
'Fidelio"
'Prometheus

VPO/S-Isserstedt
VPO/C. Kleiber
VP0/135hm
LAPO/Giulini
Con. 0/Kleiber
PO/Muti
VPO/Kleiber
BPO/Karajan
CSO/Solti
Ashkenazy/Solti
Brendel/Haitink
Michelangili/Giulini
Bishop/Davis
Bishop/Davis
Pollini/Böhm
Grumiaux/Davis
ECO/Barenboim
Beaux Arts/
Haitink
VPO/Boskovsky
Vienna
Vienna Octet
Qt. Italiano
Cleveland Qt.
Berg QI'
Qt. Italiano
Beaux Arts
Perlman/Ashkenazy
Kempff
Ashkenazy
Ashkenazy
Eschenbach
Ashkenazy
Brendel
Brendel
Ashkenazy
Pollini
Rosen
Curzon
Giulini
PO/Karajan
SO/Solti
Klemperer
Karajan
IPO/Menta

BELLINI, Vincenzo ( 1801-1835)
'Beatrice di Tenda'
Bonynge/etc
"Capuleti ed Montecchi' Patane/etc
'Norma"
Bonynge/etc
'1 Puritani'
Bonynge/etc
'La Sonnambula"
Bonynge/etc

Dec JB70
DG 2630 5160
DG 2530 062
DG 2531 2660
Dec MECS549
HMV A5036460
DG 2530 7060
DG 2707 1099
Dec 6B8121/20
Dec SXL6594/70
Phi 6767 002(5)0
DG 2531 3020
Phi 6670 1340
Phi 6570 1350
DG 2531 194
Phi 6500 775
DG 2530 4570
Phi 9600 3820

1/78
6/75
7/71
6/80
4/51
4/79
10/76
10/77
11/72
9/73
10/77
10/80
10/75
10/75
1/80
4/76
10/74
4/78

A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
H:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A:1*
A*/A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*/1*
A*1*

Dec SXL6436
DG 2530 799
Dec SDD419
Phi 6703 081 (3)
RCA RL0310(4)
HMV
SLS5171 (2)0
Phi 6747 272(10)
Phi 6833 033
Dec 09205(5)0
DG 2721 060(14)
Decca SXL68080
Dec SXL66030
HMV ASD36960
Dec SXL67060
Phi 6500 4170
Phi 6500 1390
Decca SXL68090
DG 2740 166(3)
Sym SYM9
Dec SXL65230
HMV ASD2661
HMV SLS5198(2)0
Dec D8702(2)0
HMV SLS5006(3)0
HMV 51-5954(3)0
Dec SXL6438

6/70
4/77
11/70
3/78(R)
10/79
12/79

A:1
A*1*
A:1*
A*/A:1*
A:1*
A:1

Dec SET320/2
HMV SLS986
Dec 5E1424/60
Dec 5E1587/90
Dec SET239/41

9/76
1/66
3/78
12/66
2/77
10/73
7/79
5/75
2/73
2/72
7/77
1/78
3/78
1/72
6/71
10/59
8/78
6/62
4/71
7/70

A*/A:1*
Al
A:1*/1
A/B:1*
Al*/1
A:1*
A:1* ,
A:1*
A:1*
Al
A/A*1*
A/1/A1*/1
A:1
B:1*
A:1
A:1*
A*1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*

9/67
4/76
5/65
7/75
2/63

A:1
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
8:1*
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CLASSICS on DISC
BERG, Alban ( 1885-1935)
Violin concerto
Menuhin/Boulez
tLyric suite
NYPO/Boulez
'Lulu'
Paris/Boulez
'Wozzeck'
VPO/Dohnanyi
tString quartet/
La Salle at
(SchoenberglWebern)

HMV ASD2449
CBS 763050
DG 2740 213(4)0
Dec II D23102(2)
DG 2720 029(5)

3/69
9/77
1/80
6/81
11/71

Phi 6500 7740
Dec SXL69380
Dec SXDL7512
Phi SAL3788

3/75
12/79
6/80
3/70

HMV ASD3212e
HMV SXLP 303140
DG 2709 087(3)
Phi 6700 106(2)0
HMV SLS 52090
Phi 6700 0190
Phi 6700 032(2)
O- LSOL256/7
Phi 6707 019(4)0
Phi 6709 002(5)
Phi SAL3724
Dec JB150

6/760
8/63
10/79
10/77
8/81
9/70
1/69
2/63
3/73
5/70
8/69
3/64

Phi 9500 6830

7/80

A:1*

HMV ®SIS
5096(4)
Dec SXL6374

11/77

A*1*

11/68

A:1*

Arg ZRG7190
Phi 9500 4430
HMV SLS5021(3)0
DG 2709 083(3)0
HMV ®SLS
5113(2)0
HMV SXLP302670
DG 2530 1280

1/74
11/79
6/60
12/78
6/78

A:1*
A:1*
8:1/1*
A*/A:1*/1
A/8:1

10/57
5/72

8:1*
A:1

BOCCHERINI, Luigi ( 1743-1805)
1•Cello concerto in
Pré/Barenboim
Quartets
Ot. Italiano

HMV ASD2331
Phi 9500 305

10/67
2/80

A:[*
A*/A:1*

BOITO, Arrigo ( 1842-1918)
'Mefistofele'
Rudel/etc

HMV SLS973(3)

5/74

BORODIN, Alexander ( 1833-1887)
Symphony 2/etc
Tjeknavorian
String quartet 2
Italian Qt.
'Prince Igor'
Belgrade/Danon

RCA RL252250
Phi SAL3708
Dec GOS 562/5

9/77
5/69
7/55

DG 2740 193(4)0
HMV 5L55137(4)
DG 2542 121

10/78
6/75
11/74

A:1*/1
A:1*/1
A:1*

DG 2532 0030
CFP40084
HMV SXLP302830

4/81
11/74
3/68

A:1*
A:1*
A:1*

DG 2542 1560
DG 2542 1510
DG 2530 7900
Phi 6580 0870
HMV ASD25250
Sup SUAST
505730
Dec JB860
Dec JE1870
Arg ZK620
DG 2531 1970
Phi 6770 007(2)
DG 2709 058(3)

6/74
6/74
8/77
4/75
2/70
4/66

A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1

5/68
2/69
2/80
9/80
1/68
11/75

A:1
A:1
Al
A:1*
A:1*/1
A*:1*

HMV ASD2436
Dec SDD261/9
Phi 6769 055(2)
HMV A5032600
DG 2709 057(3)
Phi 9500 7850

12/68
9/70
10/81
10/76
10/75
8/80

A:1
A/8:1/1*
A:1*
A*:1*
A:1*
A*:1*

Dec SXL64050
Dec 5)(161100

6/69
9/64

Arg ZRG8600
Dec SXL 2189
Dec SET252/30
Arg ZRG5277
Dec
ECM765
Dec SXL68470
Dec SET274/6
Dec SET379/81
Dec SET3660

11/76
5/60
5/63
1/62
7/56
7/77
10/64
9/68
12/67

A*:1*
13:1*
A:1*
B:1*
B:1*
A*:1*/1
A:1*
A*:1*
A:1*

Dec SET301
Dec SET581/3
HMV ASD36080
Dec SET338/40

1/66
11/74
1/79
5/67

A*:1
A*:1*
A*:1
A*:1

BERLIOZ, Hector ( 1803-1869)
Symphonie
CO/Davis
fantastique
VPO/Haitink
NYPO/Mehta
Symphonie funebre
LSO/Davis
et triomphale
Overtures
LSO/Previn
Harold in Italy
Menuhin/PO/Davis
'Damnation de Faust'
PO/Barenboim
L'Enfance du Christ
LSO/Davis
Requiem
LPO/Previn
LSO/Davis
'Romeo et Juliette'
LSO/Davis
'Beatrice et Benedict LSO/Davis
'Benvenuto Cellini'
BBC SO/Davis
'Les Troyens'
ROH/Davis
Te Deum
LSO/Davis
Nuits d'Eté
Crespin/Suisse/
Ansermet
Cleopatra/etc.
Baker/Davis
BER1NALD, Franz ( 1796-1868)
Orchestral works
RPO/Beirlin
Symphonies 3 & 4

LSO/Ehrling

BIZET, Georges ( 1838-1875)
Symphony in C
ASM/Marriner
CO/Haitink
'Carmen'
Beecham/etc
Abbado/etc
'Pecheurs de Penes'
P0/ Prêtre
l'ArlesiennerCarmen'
suites .

RPO/Beecham
BPO/Karajan

BRAHMS, Johannes ( 1833-1897)
Symphonies 1-4
BPO/Karajan
LPO/Boult
Symphony 3/
DSO/Abbado
St. Anthony
Symphony 4
VPO/C.Kleiber
HO/Loughran
Piano concerto 1
Barenhoim/
Barbirolli
Gilels/Jochum
Piano concerto 2
Gilels/Jochum
Pollini/Abbado
Violin concerto
Krebbers/Haitink
Oistrakh/Szell
Double concerto/
Suk/Navarra/
Tragic
Anceri
Serenade 1
LSO/Kertesz
tSerenade 21(0vorek)
LSO/Kenesz
Clarinet quintet
Brymer/Allegri
Piano Quintet
Pollini/Italian
Piano trios 1-4
Beaux Arts
Violin sonatas
Zukerman/
Barenboim
Cello sonatas 1 & 2
Du Pré/Barenboim
Complete piano/etc
Suk/Katchen
Requiem/Destiny
VPO/Haitink
tAlto rhapsody
Baker/Boult
Voltslieder
Mathis/Neumann
Songs
Norman/Parsons
BRITTEN, Benjamin ( 1913-1976)
Simple symphony/etc
ECO/Britten
Young Person's
LSO/Britten
Guide/Serenade
1:Bridge variations
Marriner
Nocturne
LSO/Britten
War Requiem
LSO/Britten
Canticles 1-3
Pears/Britten
St. Nicolas
Pears/Britten
Phaedra/etc
ECO/Bedford
'Albert Herring'
Britten/etc
'Billy Budd'
Britten/etc
'The Burning Fiery
Britten/etc
Furnace'
'Curlew River'
Britten/etc
'Death in Venice'
ECO/Bedford
'The Little Sweep'
Ledger/etc
'A Midsummer
Britten/etc
Night's Dream'

16

A:1*
A*:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1

A*:1
A:1
A/8:1/1*
A*/A:1/2
A:1
A*:1*
B:1*
A/B:1*
A:1*
B:1*
A:1*

A/A*1
A*/A:1*/1
A:1
B/C:1

A*:1*
A:1*

Arg 2K1
Dec SET501/2
Dec SXL.2150/20
Dec SET438
Dec SET492/3
Dec €0G0M660/1

12/61
6/71
10/59
6/70
6/71
8/55

A*:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1
B:1

Dec SX165730

11/72

A:1*

BRUCKNER, Anton ( 1824-1896)
Symphonies 0-9
CO/Haitink
Symphony 1
DSO/Jochum
Symphony 2
CO/Haitink
Symphony 3
BPO/Karajan
Symphony 4
VPO/Bühm
Symphony 5
BPO/Karajan
Symphony 6
CO/Haitink
Symphony 7/(Wagner)
BPO/Jochum
Symphony 8
BPO/Karajan
Symphony 9
CSO/Giulini
Mass 2
Norrington

Phi 6717 002(12)
HMV A5038250
Phi SAL3785
DG E 2532 0070
Dec 685171/20
DG 2702 1010
Phi 6500 164
DG 2726 054(2)
DG 2707 0850
HMV ®AS03382
Arg ZRG710

10/73
2/80
5/70
8/81
10/74
10/78
11/71
10/67
8/76
12/77
12/73

A:1/1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A*:1*
A:1

CHABRIER, Emmanuel ( 1841-1894)
Espana/Marche/etc
SRO/Ansermet

Dec JB100

10/65

A:1

CHARPENTIER, Gustave ( 1860-1956)
'Louise'
NPO/Prépe

CBS 79302(3)

12/76

A:1

CBS769700
Dec SXL61740

7/81
9/65

A:1*
A:1*

Phi 6500 133

12/71

A*:1*

CRD CRD10600
Dec SXL6710
Era STU 71406
DG 2726 014(2)

7/81
2/76
5/81
6/67

A:1*/1
A:1*
A:1*/1
A:1

RCA S86702
RCA SB8731/20
DG 2530 6590
Dec 5)(168770
Dec SX163340
Dec SXL68100
DG 2531 099
RCA S866000

5/67
2/68
12/76
7/79
4/68
7/78
3/80
2/65

8:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*/1
A:2
A:1*/1
A:1*
A:1*

CILEA, Francesco (1866-1950)
Adriana Lecouvreur'
NP/Levine

CBS ® 79310(3)

6/78

CIMAROSA, Domenico ( 1749-1801)
Matrimonio Segreto'
ECO/Barenboim

DG 2740 171(3)

9/77

A:1*/1

Lyr SRCS 107

11/79

Alt:1*

CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS
CBS

6/72
6/80
4/61
2/71
7/67
6/63

A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*/1
A/B:1*/1

A:1
A*:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*/1*:1
A*/A:*/1 •
A*:1*/1 •
A:1*

Noye's Fludde'
'Owen Wingrave'
'Peter Grimes'
'The Prodigal Son'
'Rape of Lucretia'
'Turn of the Screw'

Del Mar/etc
Britten/etc
Britten/etc
Britten/etc
Britten/etc
Britten/etc

BRUCH, Max ( 1838-1920)
Violin concerto 1/
Chung/Kempe
Fantasy

CHOPIN, Frederic ( 1810-1849)
Piano concerto 1 •
Perahia/Mehta
Piano concerto 2/
Ashkenazy/
Zinman
(Bach)
tPiano Trio/
Beaux Arts
(Smetana)
Milne
Ballades etc
Etudes
Ashkenazy
Duchable
Vasary
Etudes/Impromptus/
Ballades
Mazurkas
Rubinstein
Rubinstein
Nocturnes
Polonaises
Pollini
Preludes/etc
Ashkenazy
Scherzi/etc
Ashkenazy
Piano sonatas 2 & 3
Ashkenazy
Sonata 3/Polonaises
Gaels
Waltzes
Rubinstein

COATES, Eric ( 1886-1958)
Orchestral works
NPO/Boult
COPLAND, Aaron ( 1900)
Appalachian Spring
LSO/Copland
(original)
CCO/Copland
Billy the Kid/Rodeo
NYPO/Bernstein
LSO/Copland
Symphony 3 (
Harris)
NYPO/Bernstein
Songs
Warfield/etc/
Copland

728720
618940
72411
72888
61681
61998

A*/A:1*

DEBUSSY, Claude ( 1862-1918)
Orchestral works
PO/Martinon
Images/Danses
CO/Haitink
La mer/Apres-midi
NPO/Boulez
BPO/Karalan
Nocturnes/Jeux
CO/Haitink
tQuartet/(Rave
Melos Ot.
'Pelléas et Mélisande'
BPO/Karajan
Preludes 1 & 2
Rev

HMV SLS893(5)
Phi 9500 509
CBS 725330
DG 2542 1180
Phi 9500 6740
DG 2531 203
HMV SLS5172(3)
Saga 5391/5442

Images/Children

DG 2530 1960

2/75
2/79
8/67
3/65
11/80
11/79
2/80
3/75 &
12/77
12/71

HMV (3)f
SLS5091(2)0
Dec SET387/9
Dec SXL6635/6

11/77

A:1*/1

5/69
6/74

A:1
A:1

HMV ASD24770

7/69

A:1

HMV
HMV
HMV
HMV
HMV

8/60
2/71
9/59
2/67
8/65

B:1*
A:1
C:1*
A:1
A:1

Michelangeli

DELIBES, Leo ( 1836-1891)
'Coppélia'
PO/Mari
'Lakme
'Sylvia'

Bonynge/etc
NPO/Bonynge

DELIUS, Frederick ( 1862-1934)
Cuckoo/Summer
HO/Barbirolli
garden
Brigg Fair/Cuckoo/etc
RPO/Beecham
Brigg Fair/Appalachia
HO/Barbirolli
Dance/Rhap/Florida
RPO/Beecham
Song of summer/etc
LSO/Barbirolli
tCello concerto/
Du Pré/Sargent
(Elgar)
Violin concerto/etc
Menuhin/Davis
Requiem/Idyll
Harper/Davies
Paris/Eventyr/Dance
RLPO/Groves
Sea drift/High hills
RLPO/Groves
'The Magic Fountain'
Del Mar
'Hassan'
BS/Handley
Mass of Life
LPO/etc/Grooves
tPart songs (
Elgar)
Halsey Singers

HMV ® AS033430 6/77
HMV ASD2397
9/68
HMV ASD2804
8/72
HMV ASD2958
3/74
BBC 2001
8/80
HMV ASD3777®
2/80
HMV SLS958(2)
4/72
Arg ZK23
6/69

DONIZETTI, Gaetano ( 1797-1848)
'Anna Bolena'
VO/Varviso
'Don Pasquale'
Kenesz/etc
'La Favorite'
Bonynge/etc
Bonynge/etc
'L'Elisir d'Amore'
'La Fille du Regiment'
Bonynge/etc
'Gemma di Vergy'
ONY/Queler
'Lucia di Lammermoor'
Bonynge/etc

Dec SET446/9
Dec SET280/1
Dec D96D3(3)
Dec SET503/5
Dec SET372/3
CBS®79303(3)
Dec SET528/30

ASD357
E5070990
SXLP304150
A50/2305
ASD2764

11/70
2/65
5/78
11/71
11/68
7/77
5/72

A:1*

A:1
A:1
A/A1/
*/1C
.Iir
:1
A:1
A:2
B:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1/1*
A:1*
B:1/2
A:1

*Lucrezia Borgia'
Bonynge/etc
'Maria Padilla Francis/etc
'Maria Stuarda'
Bonynge/etc
Francis/etc
'Ugo Conte di Parigi'
DVORAK, Antonin ( 1841-1904)
Symphony 1-9
LSO/Kertesz
Symphony 4
LSO/Kertesz
Symphony 7
CO/Davis
Symphony 8
LSO/Kertesz
CO/Davis
Symphony 9
BPO/Karajan

Slavonic dances
Piano concerto
Cello concerto

Scherzo/etc
tSerenade Op. 44/
(Brahms)
tSerenade Op. 22/
(Grieg)
Violin concerto/etc
Piano quartets 1 & 2
Piano quintet
Piano Trios
Complete quartets
String quartet 12/14
Requiem
Mass in D
'The Jacobin'
'Russalka'

3/79
6/81
6/76
9/78

A*1*
A:1
A:1
Al

Dec D6D7(7)
Dec ,J8113Ø
Phi 9500 1320
Dec JB1170
Phi 9500 3170
HMV&
A5034070
Dec SXDL E 75100
DG 2531 0980
DG 2726 122(2)
HMV&ASD33710
HMV®ASD3452

9/71
4/67
1/77
7/63
10/79
11/77

A:1
A:1
A:1*
A*:1*
A*/A:1*
A*/A:1*

7/80
6/79
11/75
9/77
4/78

A*1
A:1*
A/A*:1
A:1*
A*/A:1*

HMV0DHLM7013
Phi 6570 1760
Dec J6870

1937
5/65
2/69

A:1

ASM/Marriner

Arg ZR6700

11/70

A*:1*

Perlman/
Barenboim

HMV ASD3120

10/75

A:1*

Trampler/
Beaux Arts
Curzon/Vienna
Suk Trio
Prague at.
Prague Qt.
LSO/Kertesz
LOC/Hoban
BrPO/Pinkas
PN/Chalabala

Phi 6500 452

1/74

A:1

VPO/Kondrashin
VP0/13iihm
BRSO/Kubelik
Richter/Kleiber
Rostropovich/
Giulini
Casals/Szell
CO/Haitink
LSO/Kertesz

Dec SDD270
Sup 1411 2621(3)
DG 2740 177 ( 12)
DG 2530 632
Dec SET416/7
Dis ABM18
Sup SUP3481/3
Sup SUAST50440/3

6/63
1/81
12/77
4/76
10/69
2/75
1/80
9/64

8:1*
A:1*
A:1*/1
A:1*
A:1
Al
B:1
BI

HMV ASD6550

12/66

A:1/1*

CBS 765280

11/76

A:1*

CBS 618830
Arg ZRG5730
HMV® ASD33880
HMV ASD2356
Dec SXL65690
Lyr REAM1
Dec SXL6723
Lyr REAM2
HMV AS027500
HMV A5038570
CBS 01061878
HMV ASD3050
HMV ESD70090
HMV ESD70680
HMV ASD40610
HMV&SLS998

9/74
10/68
11/77
3/68
8/72
10/68
6/75
10/68
11/71
4/80
8/55
3/75
11/70
11/64
10/81
7/77

Al
A*1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A*1*
H:1*/1
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1/2

NPO/Ledger
LPO/Handley
LSO/etc/Britten
LPO/etc/Boult
LPO/Boult
LPO/etc/Boult

(2)0
HMV®ASD3345
HMV SXDW3052(2)
Dec SET525/6
HMV SLS939(2)
HMV SLS976(3)0
HMV ASD2311

6/77
9/76
7/72
4/69
12/74
5/67

A*1
A:1*/1
Al
B:1
A*1*
A:1

LSO/Elgar ( 1930)
LSO/Elgar ( 1927)

WRCOSH139
WRC010SH 163

1/71
9/71

H:1"
H:1*

BBC/LSO/Elgar
(1926)

WRC

11/71

Hl

Dec JB500
Arg ZRG921
HMV SXLP301870

11/67
6/81
11/64

A:1
A:1*
A:1

Dec ECS805
Arg ZRG841
Pearl SHE524

3/62
4/76
2/76

13:1
A:1*
A:1*

Arg ZRG815

8/76

A:1*

Lyr SRCS84
Hyp A66010
Arg ZRG896
Lyr SRC93

4/78
11/80
5/79
11/79

A:1
Al*:1
A:1
A:1*

Phi 9500 6050
Dec SXL68230
HMV SXLP302560
Dec SXL64080

2/80
4/77
3/62
5/69

A:1
A:1
8:1*
A:1*

HMV®ASD3546

8/78

A:1

ELGAR, Edward ( 1857-1934)
tCello concerto
Du Pré/Barbirolli
Sea pictures
Violin concerto
Zukerman/
Barenboim
Falstaff/Cockaigne
LPO/Barenboim
Serenade/etc
ASM/Marriner
Marches
LPO/Boult
Wand of Youth 1 & 2
LPO/Boult
Symphony 1
LPO/Solti
LPO/Boult
Symphony 2
LPO/Solti
LPO/Boult
Enigma/ ( Vaughan
LSO/Boult
Williams)
LSO/Previn
Enigma/etc
RPO/Beecham
Orchestral Music
LPO/Boult
Light Orchestral
NS/Marriner
Chansons/Starlight
RPO/Collingwood
Bavarian Highlands
BSO/Del Mar
Caractacus
RLPO/Groves
Coronation 04Ele/etc
Starlight Express
Dream of Gerontius
The Kingdom
The Apostles
Music Makers (
Parry)
Historical:
Symphony 1/etc
Symphony 2 (and
rehearsal)
Enigma/Falstaff

Dec D93D3(3)0
OpR OR6(3)
Dec D2D3(3)0
OpR OR1(3)

FALLA, Manuel de ( 1876-1946)
'El amor Brujo"/
NP/Burgos
'Master Peter'
LS/Rattle
Sombrero/etc
PO/Fruhbeck
FAURE, Gabriel ( 1845-1924)
Masques/Pelléas/etc
SRO/Ansermet
Requiem
St. John's/Guest
Songs
Partridge/
Partridge
Songs
Palmer!
Constable
FINZI, Gerald ( 1901)-1966)
Orchestral works
LPO/Boult
tClarinet Concerto
King/Francis
Dies natalis
LSO/Hickox
Garlands/etc
NPO/Handley
FRANCK, Cesar ( 1822-1890)
Symphony in d
CO/Waart
Symphony in d/symRogé/Maazel
phonic variations
FNRO/Beecham
Violin sonata/
Perlman/
(Brahms)
Ashkenazy
Piano Quintet
Ortiz/Medici

SH162

GAY, John ( 1685-1732)
'The Beggar's Opera'
Cast/Sargent

HMV ESDW704(2)011/55

GERSHWIN, George ( 1893-1937)
Piano concerto/etc
Haas/De Waan
Labeque ( 2-pno)
Rhapsody/etc
Gershwin/Thomas
'Porgy and Bess'
Cast/Maazel

Phi 6747 062(3)
Phi 6500 9170
CBS 765090
Dec SET609/110

11/71
6/81
2/77
4/76

A:1
A:1
A:1*n
A*/A:1*
A*:1*

Overtures
Piano Music

BPO/Thomas
Bennett

GIORDANO, Umberto ( 1876-1948)
'Andrea Chenier'
NP/Levine
GLAZUNOV, Alexander ( 1865-1936)
'The Seasons'
PCO/Wolff
Violin concerto/
Amoyal/Scimone
(Bruch)
GLUCK, Christoph ( 1714-1787)
'Alceste'
Cast/Jones
'Orfeo ed Euridice'
Cast/Solti
ASM/Marriner
'Don Juan'—ballet
GOUNOD, Charles (1818-1893)
Cast/Bonynge
'Faust'
BPO/Karajan
t'Faust—balleff
(Offenbach)
TO/Plasson
Cast/Lombard
'Romeo et Juliette'
Hanemann
Messes solenelle
GRANADOS, Enrique ( 1867-1916)
Goyescas
Larrocha
Piano Music
Rajna

GRIEG, Edvard ( 1843-1907)
tPiano concerto/
Bishop/Davis
(Schumann)
ASM/Marriner
tHolberglOyot6k)
NCO/Tenneen
String Music
LSO/Dreier
'Peer Gynt'
BPO/Karajan
'Peer Gynt' (exc)
Giles
Lyric pieces
Flagstad
Songs
HANDEL, George Frederic ( 1685-1759)
Concerti grossi,
ASM/Marriner
Op. 3 & 6
Concerti àdue cori
ECO/Leppard
Organ concerti 1-6.
Preston/Menuhin
8-10, 13-18
Oboe concerti
ASM/Marriner
Royal Fireworks/
ASM/Marriner
Water Music
Water Music
ECO/Leppard
AAM/Hogwood
Fireworks/Water
RPO/Weldon
(arr. Harty)
Ballet music
ASM/Marriner
'Alexander's Feast'
ECO/Ledger/etc
'Acis and Galatea'
EBS/Gardiner
'Admeto'
CBS/Curtis
'Alceste'
AAM/Hogwwod
'Alcina'
LSO/Bonynge
'L'Allegrci/etc
MC/Gardiner
'Ariodante'
ECO/Leppard
'Belshazzar'
Harnoncourt
'Judas Maccabeus'
ECO/Mackerras
'Messiah'
ASM/Marriner
'Partenope
PB/Kuijken
'Rinaldo'
Cast/Malgorei
'Semele'
NSO/etc/Lewis
'Xerxes'
Cast/Malgorei
HARTY, Hamilton ( 1879-1941)
Orchestral Music
UO/Thomson
HAYDN, Josef ( 1732-1 809)
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 1-19
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 20-35
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 36 48
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 49-56
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 57-64
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 65-72
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 73-81
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 82-92
Symphonies 93/4
RPO/Beecham
PH/Dorati
Symphonies 93-104
RPO/Beecham
Symphonies 101/2
RPO/Beecham
Symphonies 103/4
PH/Dorati
Symphonies (add)
tCello concerto in C/
Du Pré/
Barenboim
(Boccherini)
Rostropovich/
Cello concertos in C
ASM
&D
Horn concertos 1 & 2
Tuckwell/Marriner
Stringer/Marriner
Trumpet concerto/etc
Tokyo Qt
Quartets 44-9
Berg Qt.
Quartets 74/77
Beaux Arts
Piano Trios
ASM/Marriner
The Creation
The Seasons
RPO/Doraff
Masses 7-12
Guest/Willcocks
LCO/Dorati
'Armida'
'La fedeltà premiata'
LCO/Dorati
LCO/Dorati
rIncontro improviso'
Tinfedeltá delusa'
LSO/Dorati
LCO/Dorati
'Isola disabitata'
LCO/Dorati
'Il mondo della luna'
'Orlando Paladino'
LCO/Dorati
TRitorno di Tobia"
RPO/Déraff
LCO/Dorati
'La vera costanza'
HINDEMITH, Paul ( 1895-1963)
tMathis der Haler
SRO/Kletzki
tHorn concerto
Brain/Hindemith

CBS 76632
HMV EMD55380

12/77
8/81

A:1*
A:1*

RCA RL02046(3)

10/77

A:1*

Dec ECS642
Era STU71164

6/72
9/79

A:1
A:1

Dec GOS574/6
Dec SET443/4
Dec SXL6339

2/57
6/70
1/69

C:1*/1
A:1
A:1

Dec SET327/300
DG 2530 1990

1/67
5/72

A:1
A*:1

HMV SLS5203(3)
CAN 235/7
HMV SXLP30206

12/80
4/69
7/64

B:1
A/B:1
A:1

Dec SXL67850
CR01022/3/35/6/
7

12/77
76/78

A*1*
A:1

A:1*

Phi 6500 1660

3/72

Arg ZRG6700
BIS LP- 147
Uni RHS361/20
DG 2530 2430
DG 2542 1420
Dec ECS622

11/70
8/80
2/79
11/73
3/75
6/67

Dec SDD8294/7

10/71

A:1*

Phi 6570 1140
HMV SLS824(4)

8/77
6/72

A:1
A:1

Arg ZK2
Arg ZRG6970

11/65
3/72

A:1
A:1

Phi 6670 0180
O- L DLSO 543
HMV SXLP
200330
Arg ZK68
HMV SLS5168(2)0
DG 2708 038(2)0
EMI® IC163 808/12
O- L DS L0581
Dec GOS6509/11
Era STU71325(2)
Phi 6769 025(4)
Tel EK6.35326(4)
DG 2723 050(3)0
Arg D18D3(3)0
HM 1C15799855/8
CBS 79308(3)0
0- LIDO LS111 /3
CBS 79325(3)

1/71
11/78
2/62
6/72
11/79
9/78
11/79
1/81
9/62
1/81
9/80
1177
11/77
11/76
12/79
11/77
8/55
10/79

A:1*
A*/A:1*
A*/A:1*
A*1*
A:1
B/C:1*

6:1
A*/A:1*
B:1
A:1*
A:1
A*1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A*1*
A:1
A*1*
A*1*
A*:1*
A*:1*
A*1*
A:1
A/81

Cha DBR2001(2)

2/80

A:1

Dec HDNA1/6
Dec HDNB7-12
Dec HDNC13/8
Dec HDND19/22
Dec HDNE23/6
Dec HDNF27/30
Dec HDNG31/4
Dec HDNH35/40
HMV SXLP302850
Dec HDNJ41/6
HMV SXLP302650
HMV SXLP302570
Dec HDNK47/8
HMV ASD2331

9/73
4/73
9/72
5/71
1/71
9/70
9/71
3/72
12/58
10/74
11/60
5/59
4/74
10/67

A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A/8:1*
A:1
A/8:1*
A/8:1*
A:1
A:1*

HMVEIASD3255

9/76

A:1

Arg ZK6
Arg ZK6
DG 2740 135(3)
Tel AS6 41302
Phi 6768 077(14)
Phi 6769 047(2)
Dec D88D3(3)
Arg SODG341/6
Phi 6769 021(3)
Phi 6707 028
Phi 6769 040(3)
Phi 6769 061(3)
Phi 6700 119(2)
Phi 6769 003(4)
Phi 6707 029(4)
Dec 021604(4)0
Phi 6703 077(3)

4/66
4/68
7/76
1/75
10/79
1/81
12/78
10/72
10/79
9/76
9/80
8/81
10/78
9/78
9/77
2/81
6/77

Dec SXL6445
HMV HLS7001

12/70
12/69

A*1
A:1*
A*:1*
A*1*
A:1
A*/A:1*
A:1
A/81
A*1*
A:1
A:1*/1
A:1*
A:1
A*1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1/2
C:1*
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For awider
experience of
sound.
It's one thing for us to tell you how good
our Nagaoka cartidges are. Since we're
selling them,what else would you expect?
But it's quite another thing fo v.-the HiFi
press to come right out and praise every
single model in our range.
From our super little MP10
(around £14) up to our sensational
MP50 (around £79) the verdict
is the same...

Nagaoka MP50
... alittle masterpiece, likely to win the
admiration of knowledgeable
enthusiasts." CLEMENT BROWN. HI-Fl FOR PLEASURE.
Nagaoka MP30 "... an enthusiast's
product." CLEMENT BROWN, HI-Fl FOR PLEASURE
Nagaoka MP20 "... one of the most
refined and compromise-free
cartridges on the market."
POPULAR ELECTRONICS, USA.

Nagaoka MF'15 "... an
excellent cartridge."
SIMON MOON, POPULAR Hl R.

Nagaoka MP11 "... Ican
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excellent cartridge ... exceptional
performance for the price." NOEL KEYWOOD. WHAT HI-Fl?
Nagaoka MP10 "
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recommend this cartridge ... awelcome
newcomer!" ALVIN GOLD, WHAT HI FP
If you're looking for outstanding
performance and real value for money,
ask your local hi-fi dealer to demonstrate
Osawa's Nagaoka MP range
and listen for yourself.
Please rush me details of Osawa's wonderful range of Nagaoka MP
cartridges and list of stockists.
NAME
ADDRESS

Exclusive Distributor for UK: JOsawa and Co. (UK) Ltd, 10 Forge Court,
Reading Road, Yateley Camberley, GU17 7RX. Telephone: 0252 879121
Exclusive Distributor for the Republic of Ireland: Noel Cloney. Leinster Mews,
154 Leinster Road, Rathmines, Dublin 6. Telephone: Dublin 961316

ow
NAGAOKA MP
CARTRIDGES

CLASSICS on DISC
Violin concerto
Symphonic Met/etc
(Hindemith)t

Oistrakh
PO/Ormandy
LSO/Abbado

Dec SDD465
HMV ASD37430
Dec SXL63980

2/63
11/79
5/69

A:1*
A*:1*
A*.1*

HOLST, Gustav ( 1874-1934)
The Planets
LPO/Boult
LSO/Previn
St. Paul's/etc
ASM/Marriner
Choral symphony
LPO/Boult
Egdon Heath/Hymn
LP0/86ult
Perfect Fool/etc.
LSO/Previn
Choral music
ECO/etc/Holst

HMV ASD23010
HMV®ASD30020
HMV ASD2831
HMV SAN354
Decca JB490
HMV EDS70780
Arg ZK74/5

3/67
7/74
3/73
10/74
9/62
9/75
12/68

A:1
A*1*
A:1
A:1
A:1*n
A:1
Al

HUMMEL, Johann ( 1778-1837)
Trumpet concerto
Cuvit/Ansermet
Wilbraham

Dec SXL6375
Arg ZRG699

3/69
4/71

A:1
A:1

HUMPERDINCK, Engelben ( 1854-1921)
'Hansel and Gretel'
VPO/Solti
PO/Karajan

Decca D131 D2(2)
12/78
HMV SLS5145(2)0 1/54

IBERT, Jacques ( 1890-1962)
tDivertissement' etc
CBSO/Frémaux

HMV@ASD29890

5/74

A:1

IVES, Charles ( 1874-1954)
Symphonies 1-5/etc
Bernstein/etc
Symphony 2/etc
LAPO/Mehta
Symphony 3/etc
ASM/Marriner

CBS 77424(3)
Dec SXL67530
Arg ZRG8450

8/74
7/76
7/76

A/A*1
A:1*
A:1

JANACEK, Leos ( 1854-1924)
tSinfonietta
LSO/Abbado
Taras Bulba/Sinfonietta
VPO/Mackerras
'House of the Dead'
VPO/Mackerras
'Jenufa'
BSO/Jilek
'Makropoulos Affair'
Mackerras/ete
'Katya Kabanova'
Mackerras/etc
'Osud' (' Fate')
BrSO/Jilek
Male choruses
Moravia/Tucpasky
Glagolitic mass
RPO/Kempe
Quartets 1 & 2
Medici Qt.

Dec SXL6398
Dec g SXDL75190
Dec D224D2(2)0
Sup SUP2751/20
Dec D144D2(2)
Dec D51D2(2)0
Sup SUP2011/2
Sup 112 0878
Dec SXL66000
HMV HQS1433

5/69
A*1*
7/81
A*1*
11/80
A:1*/1
1/81
A*/A1/2
10/79
A*1*
10/77
A:1/1*
1/80
A:1
5/72
8:1*
2/74
1*
:
A
2/81A*:1*

KHACHATURIAN, Aram ( 1903-1978)
Piano concerto
Larrocha/LPO
Gayaneh/Spartacus
Khachaturian
Symphony 2
Khachaturian

A*:1*/1
8:1*

Dec SXL65990
HMV®ASD33470
Dec SXL6001

6/73
6/77
10/62

A:1
A:1*
A:1

Dec
Dec
Dec
Dec

9/74
1/65
12/69
5/71

A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1

Dec SXL6803

12/76

A:1

HMVECASD32090

6/76

A:1*

LEHAR, Franz ( 1870-1948)
'Friederike'
MRO/Wallburg
'Giuditta'
VOP/Moralt
'Merry Widow'
PO/etc/Matacic

HMV SLS5230(2)
Dec GOS583/4
HMV SLS823(2)

8/81
7/58
5/63

A*/A:1
8:1
A:1*

LEONCAVALLO, Ruggiero ( 1858-1919)
tI Pagliacci'/
LSM/Karajan
t(Mascagni)
NPO/Patané

DG 2709 020(3)0
Decca D83D(3)0

10/66
4/79

A:1
A:1

Phi 9500 7800
DG 2530 7700
HMV®ASD32620

9/81
12/76
9/76

A:1*
A:1*
A*1*/1

HMV SLS5207
Dec SXL6709
Dec SXL6535
Phi 6747 412(2)0
Dec SXL6076
Phi 9500 286
Phi 9500 775
Phi 6500 043
Pye NEL2013

1/81
5/75
4/72
2/78
11/63
5/78
5/81
5/72
6/74

Dec SXL6445

12/70

EMI®165 03231/6

7/79

A*/A:1*/1

DG 2531 1470
Phi 6500 587
Phi 9500 3160
Dec ACL305
Phi 6500 8310
HMVSLS785(2)
Phi 6768 021 ( 16)
HMV AS03541
Dec D229D2(2)0
DG 2707 094(2)0
HMV SLS5519(2)0
DG 2530 9660
DG 2531 2050
Chana ABR D10250
HMV SLS5169(2)0
DG 2707 106(2)
Dec SET518/9

6/75
1/74
11/77
11/68
10/76
12/69
2/79
10/78
6/81
6/77
1/81
7/78
12/79
5/81
12/79
8/78
10/71

A:1*/1
A*1 /1*
A*1*
H:1*
A*/A:1*
A:1
A:1*n
A/A*1*

KODALY, Zoltan ( 1882-1967)
Orchestral works
PH/Dorati
Galanta/Hary Janos
LSO/Kenesz
'Hary Janos'
LSO/Kertesz
Psalmus Hungaricus/
LSO/Kertesz
Peacock
Misse Brevis/
Heltay/etc
Pange Lingua
LALO, Edouard ( 1823-1892)
Cello conc./SymTonelier/Frémaux
phonie espagnole

LISZT, Franck ( 1811-1886)
Piano concertos 1 & 2/
Arrau/Davis
Totenanz
Berman/Giulini
tPiano concerto 1/
Gutierrez/Previn
(Tchaikovsky)
Piano & Orchestra
Beroff/Masur
OP/Solti
Tasso/etc
LPO/Mehta
Orpheus/Mazeppa/etc
Etudes
Arrau
Piano recitals:
Curzon
Brendel
Brendel
(piano sonata)—
Arrau
Verdi paraphrases
Bolet
LUTOSLAWSKI, Witold ( 1913)
tConcerto for
SRO/Kletezi
orchestral(Hindemith)
Orchestral works
RSO/Lutoslawski
MAHLER, Gustav ( 1860-1911)
Kindertotenlieder
Ludwig/Karajan
Klagende Lied
Harper/Haitink
Knaben Wunderhorn
Norman/Haitink
Lied von der Erde
Ferrier/Walter
Baker/Ha itin k
Baker/Barbirolli
5 Rücken Lieder etc
Symphonies 1-9
CO/Haitink
Symphony 1
LPO/Tennstedt
Symphony 2
CSO/Solti
CSO/Abbado
Symphony 3
LPO/Tennstedt
VPO/Abbado
Symphony 4
8PO/Karajan
SNO/Gibson
Symphony 5
LPO/Tennstedt
Symphony 6
BPO/Karajan
Symphony 7
CSO/Solti

SXL6712/3/4
J8550
SET399/400
SXL6497

A:1*/1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1

A*/A:1*
A*/A:1*
A*1*/1
A*/A:1*
A*1*
A*1*
A*1*

Symphony 8
Symphony 9
Symphony 10

CSO/Solti
PH/Levine •
8SO/Rattle

Dec SET534/50
10/72
RCA RL03461
6/80
HMV 5L55206(2) Ø 12/80

MASCAGNI, Pietro ( 1863-1945)
tCavalleria RustiLSM/Karajan
cana'l(Leoncavallo)t
NPO/Gavazzeni
'Cavalleria'—only
NPO/Levine

DG 2709 020(3)0
Decca 083D3(3)0
RCA RL13091

10/66
4/79
3/80

MASSENET, Jules ( 1842-1912)
Cigale/Valse
NPO/Bonynge
Scènes
NPO/Bonynge
'Cendrillon'
PO/etc/Rudel
'Le Cid'
ONY/Gueler
'Don Quichotte'
SRO/Kord
'Esclarmonde'
NPO/Bonynge
'Jongleur de Notre-Dame' MCO/Bouty
'Manon'
OC/Monteux
'Roi de Lahore'
NPO/Bonynge
Werther'
LPO/Plasson
'Le Cid' ballet
CBSO/Fremaux

Dec SXL6932
Dec SXL6827
CBS 79323(3)
CBS 79300(3)
Dec D156D3(3)0
Dec SET612/4
Ele 2C167-16275/6
HMV SLS5119(3)
Dec
D210D3(3)
HMV SLS5183(3)
HMV ESD(4)70400

9/80
12/77
7/79
5/77
12/79
12/76
11/80
11/56
11/80
2/80
12/71

HMV ASD 2546
Arg ZRG605

7/70
1/70

IPO/Berstein
PCO/Maksymiuk
LSO/Chmura
ASM/Marriner
Bartholdy at.
Barenboim
Fruhbeck/etc
LSO/etc/Previn

HMV AS029260
Arg ZRG926(Es
RCA Gil 27030
DG 2531 0970
HMV 821 ESD71 23
DG 2535 460
Arg ZRG569
Aca J823075(6)
DG 2470 104
HMV SLS935(3)
HMV€DASD33770

1/74
7/81
7/71
11/79
8/81
12/77
5/68
8/80
12/74
10/68
9/77

Frühbeck

HMVeSLS5092(3)

2/78

MENDELSSOHN, Felix ( 1809-1847)
Piano concertos 1 & 2
Ogdon/Ceccato
2- piano conc./etc
Ogdon/Lucas/
Marriner
Perlman/Previo
tViolin concerto
ASM/Marriner
Symphonies 3 & 4
tSymphony 4
Symphonies 4 & 5
5 String Symphonies
Overtures
Octetl(Boccherini)
String Quartets
Songs without Words
'Elijah'
'Midsummer Night's
Dream'
'St. Paul'

LSO/Previn

A*1*
A*1*
A*/A:1*

A:1
A:1
A:1

A*1*
A*/A:1*
A:1
B:1
A:1
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A*1*
A:1

A:1*
A*1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A*/A:1*
A:1*/1
A:1*
A*1*
A:1
8:1
A*1*
A:1

MESSIAEN, Olivier ( 1908)
Turangalila
LSO/Previn

HMV@SLS5117(2)06/78

Quatuor Fin de Temps
Chants/Poems

DG 2531 093
Arg ZRG699

8/79
11/72

A*1*
A:1

MEYERBEER, Giacomo ( 1791-1864)
'Les Huguenots'
NPO/etc/Bonynge
Les Patineurs/etc
IPO/Martinon

Dec SET460/3
Dec SDD139

10/70
12/58

A:1
A:1

MILHAUD, Darius ( 1892-1974)
Boeuf sur le Toit
LSO/Chailly
Creation du Monde
Bernstein
Wind Music
Athena Ens,

Phi 9500 9300
HMV&ASD34440
Cha ABR10120

8/81
3/78
8/80

A:1
A:1
A:1

MONTEVERDI, Claudio
Lamento dell Ninfa
'Orfeo'
'Poppea'
'Il Ritorno d'Ulisse'
Madrigals Bk 3
Madrigals Bk. 4
Sacred vocal

Arg ZK66
Tel FK6 35020(3)
Tel FK6 35247(5)
CBS 79332(3)
Phi 9502 0080
Phi 9502 0240
Hyp A66021

4/71
3/70
3/75
12/80
1/74
1/74
10/81

A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A*1*

HMV SXLP302460

7/60

8:1*

Phi 6500 3780
HMVIDASD11400
HMV ASD27800
Dec SXL63530
Dec SXL62590
Phi 6500 1400
Phi 9500 5650
DG 2538 139
HMV ASD2434
Decca SXL68810
Phi 6500 9480
Phi 6500 2830
Phi 6500 5330
Phi 6500 4310
HMV 'ASD24650
Phi 9500 1450
DG 2535 204
Dec SXL6716
CBS 77381(3)
Dec D121D10(10)
HMV SXLP30213
ARG ZRG554

9/73
10/54
4/72
9/68
1/67
2/74
10/79
9/72
11/68
5/79
4/75
11/72
10/74
3/74
2/69
10/77
1/61
6/75
1/75
5/79
10/72
2/68

Dec SXL6366
Dec JB90/0
Dec SDD251
Har 065-99726
Dec J8190
Dec J8540
Dec JB1060
Dec J8310
Dec J889
Dec J8340
HMV SXDW3050

12/69
10/77
2/62
8/80
6/70
2/68
10/68
4/74
11/70
11/73
'66/79

A:1*
A:1*
8:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A*:1
A:1
A*:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*/1

(2)
Fug ZRG6790
CBS 730300

11/71
10/72

A:1*
A:1*

Barenboim/etc
Barker/Johnson

( 1567-1633)
Purcell Consort
Harnoncourt
Harnoncourt
GO/Leppard
Leppard
Leppard
Parley

MOZART, Wolfgang Amadeus ( 1756-1791)
Bassoon/Clarinet
Brooke/Brymer/
Concertos
Beecham
Clarinet Conc./etc
ASM/Marriner
Horn concertos 1-4
Brain/Karajan
Tuckwell/Marriner
Piano conc. 6 & 20
Ashkenazy/etc
Piano conc. 8 & 9
Ashkenazy/Kertesz
Piano conc. 12 & 17
Brendel/Marriner
Brendel/Marriner
Piano conc. 13 & 14
Piano conc. 13/etc
Haskil/Baumgartner
Piano conc. 14 & 15
Barenboim/ECO
Piano conc. 17 & 21
Ashkenazy
Piano conc. 18 & 27
Brendel/Marriner
Brendel/Marriner
Piano conc. 19 & 23
Piano conc. 20 & 24
Brendel/Marriner
Piano conc. 21 & 25
Bishop/Davis
Piano conc. 21 & 27
Barenboim/ECO
Piano conc. 22/etc
Brendel/Marriner
Piano conc. 23 & 24
Kempff/Leitner
2 & 3- Piano concertos
Barenboim/etc
Zukerman/ECO
Violin concertos 1-5
Dances, marches, etc
VME/Boskovsky
Petits riens/overtures
ASM/Marriner
Divenimenti
ASM/Marriner
(Salzburg syms/
Serenade 6)
Divenimenti 1 & 2
VME/Boskovsky
VME/Boskovsky
Divenimenti 2 8i 15
Divenimenti 17
Vienna Octet
Divermenti (Trio)
Coll. Aureum
Serenades 3 & 13
VME/Boskovsky
Serenades 4, etc
VME/Boskovsky
Ser. 6/Symphony 40
ECO/Britten
Serenade 7
VME/Bokovsky
Serenade 8/etc
VME/Boskovsky
VME/Boskovsky
Serenade 9
Serenades 10, 11, 12
PO/Klemperer
Serenade 13/Sym. 32
tSinfonia concertante
K3641(Stamitz)

ASM/Marriner
ECO/Barenboim

A*/A:1

A:1*
C:1*
A:1*
A:1
A*1*
A:1*
A:1*
8:1*
A*:1*
A:1*
A/A*:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A:1*
A*1
A*1*/1
A:1/1*
A:1
A*1
A:1/1*
8:1*
A*1*

19

CLASSICS on DISC
Symphonies 1-24
Symphonies 13 - 16
Symphonies 25, 29
Symphonies 25-41
Symphonies 35 & 40
tSymphony 38/
(Shuber()
Symphonies 38 8i 39
Symphonies 40 & 41
Clarinet quintet/trio
Flute quartets
Violin sonatas 17-34
String quartets 1--4
String quartets 1-22
String quartets 14-19
String quartets 20-23
String quintets 1-6
Piano Sonatas, Vol. 1
'Ascancio in Alba'
"Betulia Liberate
'La Clemenza di Tito"
"Cosi fan lutte"
'Don Giovanni'
'Die Entfuhrung'
'La finta giardiniera'
'Lucio Sine
'Idomeneo'
'Le Nozze di Figaro"

BPO/etc/B6hm
ASM/Marriner
ECO/Britten
BPO/Bern
ASM/Marriner
ECO/Britten

VPO/Bitihm
VPO/Bethel
Brymer/Allegri
Bennett/Grum.
Lupu/Goldberg
Heutling Qt.
Italian 01.
Chilingirian Qt.
Juilliard Qt,
Grumiaux/etc
Ranki
SMO/Hager
SCO/Hager
VSO/etc/Kertesz
ROH/Davis
CG/Davis
ASM/Davis
SMO/Hager
SMO/Heyer
MO/Harnoncourt
BPO/Karajan
VPO/Kleiber
II Sogno di Scipone'
SMO/Hager
'Il Re Pastore SMO/Hager
'Die Zauberflote'
BPO/Karajan
RPO/Beecham
Requiem
PO/Giulini
Requiem
VPO/Kertesz
Masses 10/16/etc
BR SO/Kubelik
MUSSORGSKY, Modest
tNight on the Bare
Mountain/etc
Pictures at An
Exhibition
'Boris Godunov' ( R- K)

DG 2740 109(8)
Arg ZRG5940
Dec SXL68790
DG 2740 110(7)
Phi 6570 0220
Dec SXL65390

9/68
12/68
6/78
9/68
6/72
7/72

11/79
DG 2531 2060
6/77
DG 2530 7800
3/71
Phi 6500 073
6/71
Phi 6500 034
10/75
Dec SDD514/6
8/70
HMV HQS1221
9/74
Phi 6747 097(6)
CRD 1062/4
12/80
CBS 79204(2)
10/76
Phi 6747 107(3)
2/76
Hung SLPX 11835/7 6/81
DG 2740 181(3)
9/81
DG 2740 198(3)
3/79
Dec SET357/9
2/68
Phi 6707 025(4)0
3/75
Phi 6707 022(4)0
11/73
Phi 6769 026(3)
8/80
DG 2740 234(4)
4/81
DG2740 183
1/76
TelinIG X6.35547(4 ) 05/81
Dec D132D4(4)0
9/79
Dec GOS585/7(3)0 3/59
DG 2740 218(3)
3/80
DG 2740 182(3)
12/79
DG 2741 001(3)0
10/80
WRC SH158/60
7/38
HMV ASD37230
1/80
Dec SPA4760
6/66
DG 2530 3560
3/74

A:1
A*:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A*1*/1
A:/1*/1
A:1
A*1*
A:1*
Al
A*/A:1*
A:1/1*
A:1/1*
A:1*
A:1
Al
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*/1
Al
A:1*
A*:1*
A:1
C:1*
A:1*/1
A:1
A*1
H:1*
A*1*
A:1
A:1

( 1839-1881)
BPO/Solti

Dec SXL 62630

2/67

A:1

Ashkenazy/Mehta
CSO/Giulini
VPO/Karajan

Dec JB1060
DG 2530 7830
Dec 5E1514/70

12/67
4/77
11/71

A:1
A:1*
A:1

NICOLA', Otto ( 1810-1849)
•Merry Wives"
BSO/Kubelik

Dec 086D3(3)0

3/78

A*1*/1

NIELSEN, Carl ( 1865-1931)
Orchestral works
DRO/Blomstedt
Symphony 1
LSO/Previn
Symphony 2
LSO/Schmidt
Symphony 3
LSO/Schmidt
Symphony 4
LSO/Schmidt
Symphony 5
SR/Kletzki
'Maskerade"
DRO/Frandsen
'Saul and David'
Horenstein/etc

HMV SLS5027(8)
RCA GL428720
Uni KPM70020
Uni ( PM 70030
Uni (PM 70040
Dec SXL6491
Uni RHS350/2(3)
Uni RHS343/5

10/75
9/67
1/75
1/75
1/75
3/71
5/78
7/76

A:1
A:1*
A:1
Al
A:1
A*/A:1*
Al

Bar BA614(2)
SPI SLP84
Dec 5E1545/70

11/79
4/81
11/72

A:1
B:1
A:1*

DG 2530 199c.
CBS 79207(2)
HMV SLS5175(3)
HMV SLS5076(2)
Dec SXL65880
DG 8112532 0060

5/72
4/77
3/80
5/77
5/73
5/81

A*1
A:1*/1
Al
A:1*n
A:1*
A:1*

OFFENBACH, Jacques ( 1819-1880)
'La Belle Hélèné
SRO/Lombard
'Les Brigands'
Cast/Mourruau
'Les Contes d'Hoff Cast/Bonynge
mann"
'Gaie Parisienne"—
BPO/Karajan
'Grande Duchesse'
OCT/Plasson
'Orfée aux Enfers"
OCT/Plasson
'La Vie Parisienne—
OCT/Plasson
'Le Papillon' ballet
LSO/Bonynge
Overtures
BPO/Karajan
ORFF, Carl ( 1895)
'Carmina Burana'
'Catulli Carmina'
'Trionfo di Afrodite
'Antigonae'
'Oedipus Tyrannus'

Leipzig/Kegel
LRSO/Kegel
LRSO/Kegel
BRO/Leitner
BRO/Kubelik

Phi
Phi
Phi
DG
DG

9500
6500
9500
2740
2740

0400
815
150
226(3)
227(3)

10/76
1/76
1/78
10/61
9/67

A*1*
A:1
A:1*
B:1
A:1

Piano concerto 1
(Ravel)
Piano concertos 1 8i 2
Piano concertos 4 & 5
+Piano concerto 3/etc
Violin concertos 1 & 2
Lt, Kije/Oranges/etc
Peter and the Wolf/
(Britten)
'Ivan the Terrible'
'Romeo and Juliet'
'Alexander Nevsky"
'Cinderella'/Romeo &
Julie—suites
Piano sonata 7/
(Stravinsky)
Sonata 8/etc.

Gavrilov/Rattle
Ashkenazy/Previn
Ashkenazy/Previn
Ashkenazy/Previn
Chung/Previn
PhO/Ormandy
Connery/RPO/
Dorati
PO/Muti
CLO/Maazel
LSO/Abbado
SRO/Ansermet

A:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A:2

Pollini

DG 2530 225

6/72

A*1*

Gavrilov

HMV ASD38020

6/80

A*1*

Dec 5E1565/60
CBSQ79213(2)
Dec SET236/8

8/73
1/78
12/62

A:1*
B:1
A:1

Dec SET584/60
DG 2709 078(3)0
HMV SLS962(2)
RCA DPS2055(2)
Dec 5E1'6270
DG 2707 121(2)0
Dec SET561/30
Cha ABR1019ci

2/75
10/78
9/72
12/67
12/79
9/80
9/73
2/81

A:1
A*1
A:1
A:1
A*:1*/1
A*/A:1*
A:1
A:1

Cha ABR1026
Decca SET6150
Dec SET499/500
Era STU71275
Era STU71274
Arg ZRG724

6/81
6/78
1/72
8/80
4/80
11/72

A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A:2
A:1

Dec SXL6565/70

9/72

Anievas/Atzman

HMV ASD23610

5/68

LSO/Previn
RPO/Waart
LSO/Previn
RPO/Waart
Ashkenazy
USSR / Sveshnikov
Sèderstrom

HMV SLS6225(3)0
Phi 9500 4450
HMV ASD28890
Phi 6768 148(4)
Decca 588221/20
HMV ASD2973
Decca SXL6718
Decca SXL6772
Decca SXL6832
Decca SXL6869
Decca SXL6940

5/73
1/80
4/73
6/78
4/76
6/74
7/75
1/77
12/77
2/79
9/80

A:1*41
A*/A:1
A:1
A*1
A:1
A:1*

RCAIDAVSAi
0296(3)

8/75

H:1

Tel HF6.35048(4)
O- L SOL286/8
Era STU70850/3

12/72
4/66
10/79

A:1
B:1
A*1*

HMV SLS5016(5)
HMV SXLP304460
Dec USXDL75260
Dec SXL64880

1/76
4/72
7/81
3/71

A:1
A:1
A*1*
A:1

DG 2542 1490

2/69

A:1*

HMV ASD38450

6/80

A*1

HMV ASD2506

4/70

DG 2531 2030
Dec SDD168

11/79
6/55

DG 2530 8900
HMV®ASD3327
DG 2530 8910

8/79
3/77
7/79

A*:1*
A*:1*
A:1*

LPO/Haitink
SRO/Ansermet

Phi 6500 4100
Dec 50D281

1/74
5/59

A*1
B:1*

MRSO/Fedoseyev

DG 2709 063(3)

11/76

A:1

Phi 9500 5630
CBS 763690
RCA ARL1 11810

9/79
2/75
11/75

A*1*
A:1*
A:1

Dec J8790
Arg ZK260
Arg ZK27

10/77
5/67
12/69

A*1*
A*1:1*
A:1*

Phi 6769 024(2)
Arg ZRG893/4
Dec SXL6534
HMV SLS853(3)
HMV SLS5165(3)0

5/81
12/78
2/72
3/59
10/63

A:1/2
A:2
A:1*
A:1*/1

PURCELL, Henry ( 1658-1695)
BS/Thornas
AF/Bedford
Cast/Britten
EBS/Gardiner
MO/Gardiner

Choral works

Guest/etc

RACHMANINOV, Serge ( 1873-1943)
Piano concertos 1-4/
Ashenazy/Previn

Rachmaninov/
Ormandy

RAMEAU, Jean ( 1683-1764)
'Castor et Pollux'
Harnoncourt
'Hippolyte et Aricie'
Lewis
'Indes Galantes'
Paillard
RAVEL, Maurice ( 1875-1937)
Orchestral music
OP/Martinon
La valse/Rhapsodie/etc
PO/Karajan
Daphnis et Chloe
MSO/Dutoit
Daphnis suite/Mother
LAPO/Mehta
Goose/etc
Piano concerto in G/
Argerich/Abbado
(Prokofiev) 3
Lett hand concerto/
Collard/Maazel
Concerto in G
Intro and allegro/
Melos Ensemble

PAER, Ferdinando ( 1771-1839)
'Leonora'
SO/Maag

Dec 13130D3(3)0

8/79

A:1

PAGANINI, Niccolo ( 1782-1840)
Violin concertos 1-6
Accardo/Dutoit
tCaprices/Concerto
Perlman/Foster
1I ( Saresate)

(Poulenc, etc)
tQuanet (
Debussy)
'L'Enfant et les
Sonileges'

DG 2740 121(5)0
HMV SLS832(2) or
ASD33840

12/75
6/72

A:1
A:1*/1

RESPIGHI, Ottorino ( 1897-1936)
Pines/Fountains/etc
BSO/Ozawa

PONCHIELLI, Amilcare ( 1834-1886)
'La Gioconda'
Cast/Gardelli
Dance of the Hours/etc
BPO/Karajan

Dec SET364/6
DG 2530 2000

4/68
5/72

:1
Al

POULENC, Francis ( 1899-1963)
Concert champétre/
Preston/Previn
Organ Concerto
Organ concerto/Gloria
Duruflé/Pretre
Les Biches/etc
PO/Prétre

HMVeASD
6/78
34890
HMV ASD2835
6/62
HMV lASD40670 9/81

A:1

PROKOFIEV, Sergei (1891-1953)
LSO/Previn
tSymphony 1/etc
CSO/Guilini
LSO/Abbado
Symphonies 1 & 3
LPO/Weller
Symphony 2/Oranges
MRO/
Symphonies 4 & 7
Rozhdestvensky
Shchedrin)
LSO/Previn
Symphony 5
MRO/
Symphony 6/Russian
Rozhdestvensky
Ov

20

Birds/Botticelli
Ancient Airs etc.

A:1
A*1

RCA GL127030
DG 2530 7830
Dec SXL6469
Dec SXL69450
HMV SLS844(6)

7/71
4/77
10/70
3/80
3/70

A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A*:1*
A:1

HMV SXLP30350
HMV SLS844(6)

5/75
12/70

A*1
B:1

Melos Gt.
SRO/etc/Ansermet

ASM/Marriner
BSO/Ozawa

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV, Nikolai ( 1844-1908)
Scheherazade/Tsar
Russian festival/May
Capriccio espagnol
'May Night'

9/75
9/75
10/75
3/77
7/64
9/66

A*:1*
A/A*:1*
A*1*
A:1*
A 1*
A1 *
A*.1

9/73
4/80
7/72

Overtures
'Dido and Aeneas'
'The Fairy Queen'
'The Indian Queen'
'The Tempest'

Historical:
Concertos/Paganini/etc

Decca SXL67670
Decca SXL67690
Dec SXL67680
Dec SXL67730
CBS 721850
Dec CC75190

9/78

Dec SXL6620/20
DG 2531 2020
Dec SPA2260

PUCCINI, Giacomo ( 1858-1924)
'La Bohème'
Berlin/Karajan
'Edgar'
NYO/Queler
'Gianni SchicchiTII
Florentiono/
Tabarro"/"Suor
Gardelli
Angelica'
*Madama Butterfly'
Cast/Karajan
'La Fanciulla del West'
Mehta
'Manon Lescaut'
Banoletti
'La Rondins'
Molinari-Pradelli
'Suor Angelica'
NPO/Bonynge
'Tosca'
BPO/Karajan
"Turandot•
Cast/Mehta
"Le Villi"
ASO/Fredman

Paganini rhapsody
Piano concerto 2/
Paganini
Symphonies 1-3, etc
Symphony 1
Symphony 2
Symphony 3/Rock
24 Preludes
Vespers
Songs

HMVASD35710

RODRIGO, Joaquin ( 1902)
Concierto de
Romero/Marriner
Aranjuez/etc
Williams/Barenboim
Concierto/etc
Bream/Gardiner
ROSSINI, Gioacchino ( 1792-1868)
Boutique fantasque
RPO/Dorati
String sonatas 1, 3, 5, 6 ASM/Marriner
String sonatas 2, 4/
ASM/Marriner
(Donizetti)
Accardo/etc
String sonatas (Qt.)
LCO/Heltay
Petite Messe
LSO/Kertesz
Stabat Mater
PO/Galliera
'Il Barbiere di Siviglia'
RPO/Gui

HMV®SLS5110(2)05/78

A/A*1*
A:1*

A:1*

A:1
A*/A:1*/1
A/B:1*

'La Cenerentole
LSO/Abbado
'Le Comte Ory'
SW/Gui
'Elisabetta NPO/Masini
'Italiana in Algeri'
MMF/Varviso
'Otello'
PO/etc/Cobos
'Semiramide'
LSO/etc/Bonynge
'Turco in Italia'
LS/Gavazzeni
'William Tell'
RPO/Gardelli
Overtures
ASM/Marriner
LSO/Abbado

DG 2709 039(3)
HMVOR LS744 ( 2)
Phi 6703 067(3)
Dec SET262/4
Phi 6769 023(3)0
Dec 5E1317/9
HMV SLS5148(2)
HMV SLS970(5)
Phi 6768 064(4)0
RCA RL31379

6/72
9/54
9/76
5/64
9/79
10/66
10/55
11/73
11/80
7/790

SAINT-SAENS, Camille
tCarnival of Animals
Cello concerto 1/etc
Piano concertos 1-5
Violin concerto 3
Cello concerto
Symphony 3

CFP CFP40086
HMV ASD30580
HMV SLS802(3)
Dec SXL67590
HMV ASD2498
DG 2530 6190

7/75
6/75
6/71
9/76
11/69
4/76

A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*

SATIE, Erik ( 1866-1925)
Orchestral works
USO/Abravanel
tParade
Entremont
Piano Music
Ciccolino
McCabe

Pye VCS100037/8
CBS 619920
HMV ASD2389
Sag 5387, 54720

6/70
3/71
9/68
7/80

A/B:1
A:1
A:1
A:1*

SCAR LATTI, Domenico ( 1685-1757)
14 Sonatas
Leonhardt
30 Sonatas
Verlet
Complete, Vol. 2
Sgrizzi

RCA RL300334
Phi 6768 650(2)
Era ERA9222(4)

4/80
6/81
12/80

A:1*
A*1*
A*1*

SCHOENBERG, Arnold ( 1874-1951)
Chamber symphony
LAPO/Mehta
tVerklérte Nacht
NYPO/Boulez
Variations/Nacht
BPO/Karajan
Gurrelieder
Boulez/etc
'Pierrot Lunaire'
Boulez/etc
'Moses und Aaron'
NYPO/Boulez
Chamber ensembles
LS/Atherton

Dec SXL6390
CBS 763050
DG 2530 6270
CBS 78264(2)
CBS 76720
CBS 79201
Dec SXLK6600/4

8/69
9/77
3/75
4/75
2/79
12/75
9/74

A:1
A*1*
A:1*
A*1*/1
A:1
A:1
A:1/1*

HMV SLS5127(5)0
DG 2530 216
DG 2530 5260
HMV SXLP302040
Dec ECS763
DG 139 1620
Dec JB760
Dec SPA4670
Phi 9500 0970
Phi 6570 0530
Phi 9500 4000
HMV ASD2417
Phi 9500 4420
HMV ASD40320
CBS 61043
Arg ZK83O
DG 2740 123
HMVOHLM7017
RCA ARL20731(2)
H- M HM10350
HMV HQS1398

2/79
3/72
5/73
6/60
2/66
5/67
7/64
2/59
2/77
12/65
8/78
11/68
3/79
9/81
4/66
9/80
10/75
10/57
8/75
7/81
8/62

A:1*/1
A:1
A:1
8:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
8:1*
A:1*/1
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*/*1
A:1*/1
Cl*
A:1*
A/13:1
H:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*

DG 2542 111
Phi 6747 175(4)
Dec SXL6741
Decca SXL67710
HMV ASD38140
Pearl SHE549
HMV SLS840(3)
HMV ASD40540
Dec SXL6722
EMI 157 30816/8
DG 2707 126(2)

1/67
10/75
8/76
9/77
7/80
2/79
11/62
9/81
6/75
6/79
8/81

( 1835-1921)
SNO/Gibson
Tortelier/Frémaux
Cicolini/Baudio
Chung/Foster
Du Pré/Barenboim
CSO/Barenboim

SCHUBERT, Franz (
1797-1828)
Symphonies 1-9
BPO/Karajan
Symphonies 1 & 2
BPO/Bühm
Symphonies 3 & 4
BPO/Bühm
Symphonies 3 & 5
RPO/Beecham
VPO/Munchinger
Symphonies 3 & 6
Symphonies 5 & 8
BPO/Bühm
Symphony 8 etc
VPO/Kertesz
Symphony 9
LSO/Krips
CO/Haitink
•Rosamunde•
CO/Haitink
ASM Chamber
Octet
Melos Ens.
'Trout' quintet
Brendel/etc
Richter/etc
String quintet
Casals/etc
Allegri/etc
Melos Qt.
Quartets 1-15
Piano trio 1 (
Hayden)
Cortot/Casals
Piano trios 1 & 2
Rubinstein/etc
String trios 1 & 2
Les Musiciens
Arpeggione sonata/
Tortelier/Weisz
(Grieg)
Impromptus 1-8
Kempff
Dances/etc
Brendel
Piano sonata 18/etc
Lupu
Piano sonatas 5 & 20
Lupu
Grand Duo/etc
Eschenbach/Franz
Part songs
Baccholian
Song cycles
Fischer-Dieskau
Songs
Baker/Parsons
Pears/Britten
'Alfonso & Estrella'
OC/Suitner
'Freunde von Salamanka' VO/Guschlbauer
SCHUMANN, Robert (1810-1856)
Du Pré/Barenboim
Cello concerto (
SaintSaens)
Ashkenazy/Segal
Piano concerto/etc
Symphonies 1-4
BPO/Karajan
Piano music
Arrau
Barenboim
Fantasie/
Kinderszenen/
Arabeske
Dichterliebe/
Schreier/Shetler
Baker/Barenboim
Liederkreis
Kruysen/Lee
Lieder
Fischer-Dieskau/
Lieder Vol. 3
Eschenbach
Ameling/Demus
Liederkreis/etc
SCHUTZ, Heinrich ( 1585-1672)
Christmas oratorio
Norrington/etc
St. Matthew Passion
Norrington/etc
Psalms of David
Schneidt/etc
Italian madrigals
Jürgens
SCRIABIN, Alexander ( 1872-1915)
Piano concerto/
Ashkenazy/Maazel
Prometheus
SHOSTAKOVICH, Dmitri (1906-1975)
Cello concerto/
Rostropovich/
Symphony 1
Ormandy
tPiano concerto 1/
Ogdon/Marriner
(Stravinsky)
Piano concertos 1 & 2
Ortiz/Berglund
Violin concerto 1/Cello
D. Oistrakh/M,
Shostakovich

A:1
C:1
A:1*
A*1*
Al
A:1*
B:1*/1
A:1/1*
A*/A:1*
A/81*

A/B1*
A:1*/1
A:1*
A*1*
A:1*/1
Al
At
A:1*n
A:1*
A:1
A/B:1

HMV ASD2498

11/69

Decca SXL6861
DG 2740 129(3)
Phi 6768 084(9)
DG 2531 089

4/79
A*:1*/1
8/72
A:1
'67r78 A*/A:1*/1
7/79
A:1*

A:1

DG 2530 353
HMV ASD3217
Tel EK6.48097(2)
DG 2740 200(3)

3/74
8/76
8/77
9/79

A:1/1*
A:1/1*
A*:1*
A*:1*

Phi 6769 037(2)

8/80

A:1*

Arg
Arg
Arc
Arc

10/71
4/72
11/72
10/76

A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1*

Dec SXL65270

1/72

A:1*

CBS 72081

9/60

8:1*

Arg ZRG674

2/72

HMV ASD30810
HMV ASD40460

6/75
1/74

ZRG671
ZRG689
2722 007(3)
2708 033(2)

A:1*
A*/A:1*
A:1

Symphonies 1 & 9
Symphony 2/Razin
Symphony 4
Symphony 5
Symphony 61(Prokollev)
Symphonies 6 & 9
Symphonies 6 & 11
Symphony 7
Symphony 8
Symphony 10
String quartets 1-13
'Lady Macbeth'
'The Nose'

OSR/Weller
SPO/Slovek
CSO/Previn
Shostakovich
LSO/Previn
LenSo/Svetlanov
BSO/Bergland
LPO/Haitink
LSO/Previn
LPO/Haitink
Borodin Qt,
LPO/Rostropovich
Rozhdestvensky

SIBELIUS, Jean ( 1865-1957)
Violin concerto/etc
Belkin/Ashkenazy
Finlandia/Karelia/etc
HO/Barbirolli
Finlandia/Swan/etc
BPO/Karajan
Symphonies 1-7
BSO/Berglund
Symphony 1/Finlandia
BSO/Davis
Symphony 2
BSO/Davis
Symphonies 3 & 6
BSO/Davis
Symphony 4/Tapiola
BSO/Davis
Symphony 5/En Saga
BPO/Karajan
Symphonies 6 & 7
BPO/Karajan
String Quartet
Fitzwilliam Qt.
Songs
Flagstad
SMETANA, Bedrich ( 1824-1884)
Ma Vlast
BPO/Kubelik
tPiano Mol ( Chopin)
Quartets 1 & 2
'Bartered Bride'

Beaux Arts
Smetana Qt.
Chalabala

*Libuse'
'The Two Widows'
Choral music

Krombhloc/etc
PO/Jilek
CPO/Veselka

STRAUSS, Johann 11 ( 1825-1899)
NPO/Bonynge
Aschenbrodet
'Graduation Ball'
VPO/Dorati
'Die Fledermaus'
VSO/Boskosky
BSO/C. Kleiber
'Der Zigeunerbaron'
PO/Ackerman
Waltzes/Polkas/etc

BPO/Karajan
VCO/Angerer
VPO/Bokovsky

STRAUSS, Richard ( 1864-1949)
Orchestral works.
DSO/Kempe
Vol. 1
Orchestral works,
DSO/Kempe
Vol. 2
Orchestral works,
DSO/Kempe
Vol. 3
Zarathustra
BPO/Karajan
Alpine Symphony
LAPO/Mehta
Le Bourgeois GentilECO/Barenboim
RPO/Beecham
homme/Oboe Con.
Tuckwell/Kertesz
Horn concertos 1 & 2
Brain/Sawallisch
tHorn concertos/
(Hindemith)
Holliger/Waart
tOboe concertos
DS/Kempe
Complete concertos
CO/Haitink
Don Juan/Quixote
Don Quixote
Tortelier/Kempe
Ein Heldenleben
RPO/Beecham
BPO/Karajan
Symphonie domestica
Till Eulenspiegel/etc
DSO/Kempe
ASM/Marriner
tMetamorphosen/
(Wagner)
'Agyptische Helena'
DSO/Dorati
VPO/etc/Solti
'Arabella•
'Ariadne auf Naxos'
LPO/etc/Solti
SRO/etc/8611m
'Capriccio'
'Daphne
VSO/Bühm
VPO/etc/Solti
'Elektra'
VPO/etc/Solti
'Der Rosenkavalier'
'Salome'
VPO/etc/Karajan
'Schweigsame Frau'

DSO/Janowski

STRAVINSKY, Igor ( 1882-1971)
tCapriccio/
Ogden/Marriner
(Shostakovich)
Violin concerto/
Chung/Previn
(Walton)
Histoire du Soldat
Gielgud/BSO
Symphony in C/SymCSO/Stravinsky
phony of Psalma
Concertos/etc
LAPO/Marriner
Apollon Musagete/
ASM/Marriner
Pulcinella
Firebird/Petrushka/Rite
LPO/Haitink
Petrushka
Petrushka
Pulcinella
Rite of Spring/King
Rite of Spring
'Rake's Progress
'Oedipus Rex'

CSO/Levine
CSO/Stravinsky
LSO/Abbado
BSO/Thomas
CSO/Solti
CSO/Stravinsky
Stravinsky

Dec SXL6563
Sup SUAST50958
HMVeASP34400
HMV ASD2688
HMV A5030290
HMV ASD3706
HMV SLS5177(2)
Dec D213D2(2)
HMV ASD29170
Dec SXL68380
HMV SLS879(6)
HMV SLS5157(3)
HMV SLS5088(2)

1/73
7/69
3/78
5/71
12/74
10/79
3/80
2/81
10/73
10/77
7/74
6/79
9/77

Dec SXL69530
HMV ASD22720
HMV ASD33740
HMV SLS5129(7)0
Phi 9500 1400
Phi 9500 1410
Phi 9500 1420
Phi 9500 1430
HMV(4)ASD 34090
DG 2542 1370
DSLO 47
Dec ECS7940

6/80
7/66
12/77
71/76
3/77
4/77
9/77
9/77
4/78
10/68
1/81
7/60

A*1*
A:1
A:1
A:1*/1
A:1*n
A:1*
A*:1*
A*1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1
A:1*

Dec DG 2726 111
(2)
Phi 6500 133
Sup:DI 11 2130
Sup SUAST
5039790
Sup 50701/3
Sup 1 12 2041/3
Sup 1 12 1143

12/71

A:1*

12/71
2/80
11/60

A*1*
A:1*
B:1

3/74
7/78
2/74

A:1
8:2/3
A:1*

Dec Lo D225D2(2)
7/81
Dec SXL 68690
6/78
HMV SLS964(2)
2/73
DG 2707 088(2)0
10/76
HMVEISXDW
10/58
3046(2)0
DG
003(3)0 8/81
Int 180 186
11/81
Dec J828, & SXL
6029/SPA312,
/62560/64190/
64950/6526/
6582/etc
var.

n2741

A:1
A:1
A*:1
A*
A*/A 1
:1*
A:1*/2
A*1*
A*1*
A:1*/1
A:1*
B:1/1*
A*/A/C:1*
A:1

A*1*
A*1*
A:1*
A*:1*
B:1*/1
A*/1*:1
A:1*

A:1/1*

HMV SLS861 (4)

10/73

A:1/1*

HMV SLS880(4)

6/74

A:1/1*

HMV SL5894(3)
4/75
A*:1*
TC-SLS8990—selected from above 3
DG 2530 4020
6/74
A:1*
Dec SXL67520
4/76
A*1*
CBS768260
11/79 A:1*/A/B
WRSH378
47/48
H:1*
Dec J8170
6/67
A:1*
HMV HLS7001
11/57
C:1*
Phi 6500 1740
HMV SLS5067(4)0
Phi 9500 440
HMV SXLP304280
HMV SXLP302930
HMV ASD2955
HMV ESD70260
Arg ZRG604

1/72
11/76
3/75
4/74
6/61
3/74
3/75
9/69

Dec D176D3(3)
Dec GOS571/3
Dec D103D3(3)0
DG 2721 188(3)
DG 2721 190(2)
Dec SET354/50
Dec SET418/210
HMV SLS
5139(2)0
HMV SLS5160(3)

12/79
4/60
6/79
8/72
7/65
11/67
9/69
11/78
6/79

A:1

Arg ZRG674

2/72

A:1*

Dec SXL66010

5/73

A:1*

DG 2535 4560
CBS 721810

3/76
8/64

A:1
A:1

HMV ASD3077
Arg ZRG575

7/75
10/68

A:1*/1
A:1*

PHi 6500 458/482/
4830
RCA RL12615
CBS 78307(3)
DG 2531 0870
DG 2535 2220
Dec SXL66910
CBS 77304(2)
CBS 61131

10/74

A*:1*

7/78
4/61
7/79
10/72
11/74
3/65
10/51

A*:1*
B:1
A:1
A*1*
A*1*
B:1
C:1*

A:1*
A:1*/1
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A*1
A:1*
A*/A:1*
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THE FAMILY

There are now six models in the range of SME
precision pick-up arms covering all cartridge and
deck requirements.
They are supported by accessories to facilitate
mounting and optimisation for cartridge compliance
and mass.
If you are planning to up-grade your system with a
new arm and cartridge let us know the broad details.
You will receive good practical advice and, should
you become an SME owner, enjoy aproduct of
worth supported by first class after-sales service.
Why not write to us?

Write to SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY, England

211`Steyning (
0903) 814321

Telex 877808 SME G

CLASSICS on DISC
SULLIVAN, Anhur ( 1842-1900)
Part- songs
Howard/etc
'Gondoliers'
PA/Sargent
'Grand Duke'
'Trial by Jury/Pinafore'

DC/Nash
PA/Sargent

'Patience'

PA/Sargent

'Pirates of Penzance'
DC/Godfrey
lolanthe PA/Sargent
'Princess Ida'
'Mikado'
'Ruddigore'
'Utopia Limited'
'Yeoman of the Guard'
'Pineapple Poll'
Di Ballo/Symphony

DC/Sargent
DC/Nash
DC/Godfrey
RPO/Nash
DC/Sargent
Mackerras
LPO/Groves

RRE SRRE179
HMV SXDW30277

(2)0

9/79
5/59

Decca SKL5239/40012/76
HMV SXDW
7/61
3034(2)0
HMV SXDW
9/62
3031 ( 2)0
Dec SKL4925/60
2/59
HMV SXDW
12/59
3047(2)0
Dee SKL4708/90
11/65
Dec SKL5158/90
2/74
Dec SKL4504/50
11/62
Dec SKL5225/60
4/76
Dec SKL4624/50
11/64
HMV ESD70280
6/62
HMV ASD2435
2/69

A:1
A:1
A*/A:1
A:1*
A:1
Al
A:1
A:1
A:1
A:1
A/A*1
A:1
A:1
A:1

VERDI, Giuseppe ( 1813-1901)
Requiem
PO/etc/Giulini
VPO/etc/Solti
'Aida
VPO/Karajan
'Aroldo'
NYO/Oueler
'Attila'
RPO/etc/Gardelli
'Bailo in Maschera'
Scala/Abbado
'Battaglia di Legnano'
ORF/Gardelli
'Don Carlo'
CG/Giulini
'II Corsaro'
NPO/Gardelli
'1 Due Foscari'
ORF/Gardelli
'Ernani'
RCAI/Schippers
'Falstaff'
VPO/Karajan
'Forza del Destino'
LSO/Levine
'Giorno di Regno'
RPO/Gardelli
'I Lombardi'
RPO/etc/Gardelli
'Luisa Miller'
ROH/Maazel
'Macbeth'
NPO/Muti
Masnadieri'
NPO/Gardelli
'Nabucco'
VO/etc/Gardelli
BPO/Karajan
'Rigoletto'
VPO/Giulini
'Simon Boccanegra'
LS/Abbado
'Stiffelio'
ORF/Gardelli
"La Traviata'
MM/Pritchard
'II Trovatore'
BPO/Karajan
'I Vespri Sicilani'
NPO/Levine

HMV SLS902(2) 0
Dec SET374/50
Dec SXL2167/90
CBS 79328(3)
Phi 6700 056(2)
DG 2740 251(3)0
Phi 6700 120(2)0
HMV SLS956(4)
Phi 6700 098(2)
Phi 6700 105(2)0
RCA RL42866(3)
Phi IM6769 060(3)0
RCA/R L01864 (4)
Phi 6703 055(3)
Phi 6703 032(3)
DG 2709 096(3)0
HMV SL5992(3)0
Phi 6703 064(3)0
Dec SET298/300
HMV SLS975(3)0
DG 2740 2250
DG 2709 071(3)
Phi 6769 039(2)
Dec SET249/510
HMV@SLS5111(3)
RCA ARL4-0370(4)

7/64
10/68
12/59
10/80
5/73
10/81
4/79
7/71
6/76
4/78
9/68
3/81
10/77
9/74
5/72
7/80
1/77
9/75
5/66
11/74
10/80
12/77
10/80
8/63
6/78
9/74

A:1*
A*:1
A:1*/1
A/B:1 / 2
A*1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A:1*
B:2/3
13:1 /2
A*1*/1
A:1*
A*:1*
A.1*/1
Alir:1*/1
A:1
A*:1*
A:1*
A/A*1
A*1*/1
A*1
Al
A:1
A*1
13:1

VIVALDI, Antonio ( 1675-1741)
12 Concertos, Op. 7
IMusici
12 Concertos, Op. 8
Scimore
VCM/Harnoncoun
The four seasons
ASM/Marriner
La Cetra, op. 9
ASM/Brown
Bassoon concertos
Allard/Scimone
Flute concertos Op. 10
AAM/Hogwood
Lute & mandolin/Con.
Yepes/Kuentz
Wind concertos
ASM/Marriner

Phi 6768 011(5)
RCA STU70680(3)
Tel EK6.35386
Arg ZRG6540
Arg D99D3(3)0
Era STU70837
0-L DSL0519
DG 2530 2110
Arg ZRG839/840

A:1
A*1*/1
A*1*(1
A:1*
A:1*/1
A*:1*
A:1
A:1
A*/A:1*/1

L'estro armonico, Op. 3
La Stravaganza, op.4
'Orlando Furiosa'
Sacred Music

Arg ZRG733/4
Arg ZRG800/1
RCA STU71138(3)
Phi 6700 116(2)

9/76
4/77
3/78
9/70
7/78
10/79
4/77
8/72
11/77,
4/78
4/73
4/75
4/78
3/79

CBS 61263
Phi 6500 9320
HMV ASD39430
Decca D24D3(3)0
Dec SET292/70
DG 2740 148(6)
HMV SLS5071(5)0
DG 2740 149(5)0
Dec SET550/40
DG I)2741 002(5)0
Dec SET382/40
DG 2740 145(3)
Dec SET242/60
DG 2740147(5)
Dec SET506/9
HMV SL5963(5)
Dec SET312/40
DG 2740 146(5)
Phi 6500 294
Dec D100019(19)0
DG 2720 051(19)0
Phi 6747 037(16)

2/67
11/75
7/80
5/77
5/65
11/70
2/64
12/76
4/73
4/81
3/59
9/68
4/63
11/69
12/71
1/73
9/66
5/67
6/72
12/68
10/72
9/73

DecIIIECS560
Dec ECS586
RCA GL427070
HMV ASD29900
Decca SXL66010
HMV SAN3240
HMV@SLS997(3)

11/54
7/59
1/67
5/74
6/73
11/72
6/77

B:1*
A:1
A:1
A:1
A*1*
A:1
A:1/2

HMV ASD2455

5/69

A:1

Dec D235D3(3)
DG 2726 052(3)
Dec SXL68760

1/81
7/72
8/78

A*1*
A/B:1
A:1

CBS 7902(4)
DG 2631 146
DG 2720 029(5)

12/78
3/75
11/71

A:1*n
A*1*
A:1*

CBS 78279(2)
DG 2740 153(3)

6/61
11/76

Bl*
A*:1*/1

WIENAWSKI, Henryk ( 1835-1880)
Violin concerts 1 & 2
Perlman/Ozawa
Violin pieces
Ricci/Gruenberg
Campoli/Ibbott

HMV ASD2870
Uni DKP9003
DSL045

5/73
6/81
10/80

A:1
A*/A:1*
A:1*

WOLF, Hugo ( 1860-1903)
Wake Lieder
Fischer-Dieskau
ltalienische Lieder
Fischer-Dieakau
Spanische Lieder
Schwarzkopf/etc

DG 2530 584
DG 2707 114(2)
DG 2726 071

12/74
1/80
5/68

A:1
A:1
A:1*/1

WOLF- FERRARI, Ermanno ( 1876-1948)
'II Segretto di Susanna'
CG/Gardelli
Overtures/etc
PCO/Santi

Dec SET6170
Dec SDD452

11/76
5/60

A:1
A:1

SUPPÉ, Franz von ( 1819-1895)
Overtures
BPO/Karajan
'Boccaccio'
BRO/Boskovsky

DG 2535 3100
EMI 30126/7

5/73
10/80

A:1*
A:1

SZYMANOWSKI, Karol ( 1882-1937)
DSO/Dorati
Symphonies 2 & 3

Dec SXDL75240

7/81

A:1

TANEIEV, Sergi (
1856-1 91 5)
'Orestia'
Kolomizeva/etc

DG 2709 097(3)

11/79

A:1

TCHAIKOVSKY, Peter ( 1840-1903)
tPiano concerto 1
Gutierrez/Previn
Arrau/Davis
Piano concertos 2 & 3
Graffman/Ormandy
tViolin concerto
Chung/Previn
1812/Romeo & Juliet
LAPO/Mehta
Francesca/Romeo
CO/De Waart
Serenade/Souvenir
ASM/Marriner
Suites 1-4
NPO/Dorati
Symphonies 1-6/etc
LPO/Rostropovich
Symphony 1/etc
CO/Haitink
Symphony 2/etc
CO/Haitink
Symphony 3
CO/Haitink
Symphony 4
BPO/Karajan
Symphony 5
CO/Haitink
Symphony 6
CO/Haitink
Rococo variations
Tortelier/NSO
Manfred
LPO/Rostrpovich
VPO/Maazel
'Eugene Onegin'
ROH/Solti
Nutcracker
CO/Dorati
Sleeping Beauty
LSO/Previn
Swan Lake
LSO/Previn
Swan Lake-suite/etc
BPO/Rostropovich

HMVeASD3262
Phi 9500 6950
CBS 619900
Dec SXL64930
Dec J13960
Phi 6500 7450
Arg ZRG5840
Phi 6768 035(3)
HMVeSLS5059(7)
Phi 9500 7770
Phi 9500 4440
Phi 9500 7760
DG 2530 8830
Phi 6500 9220
Phi 9500 6100
HMV ASD29540
HMV AS037300
Dec J132603)
Dec SET596/80
Phi 6747 364(2)
HMV SLS5001(3)0
HftrIVeSLS5070
DG 2531 111

9/76
5/80
4/66
11/70
5/70
8/81
4/69
2/68
12/77
4/81
6/79
8/81
6/78
2/76
4/80
5/74
5/77
10/72
6/75
1/77
12/74
12/76
9/79

HM 065-99674
DG 2533 421

9/78
1/80

Arg ZRG8370
Era RL30343

4/77
6/80

Tel EK6.35451
Phi 9500 441

5/79
5/80

CBS 79401(4)

10/78

WAGNER, Richard (1813-1883)
CO/Szell
Overtures/etc
CO/Haitink
ASM/Marriner
tSiegfried idyll/etc
CSO/Solti
'Fliegende Hollander'
VPO/Solti
'Gütterdrimmerung'
BPO/Karajan
VPO/Kempe
'Lohengrin'
'Die Meistersinger'
BO/Jochum
VPO/Solti
'Parsifal'
BPO/Karajan
VPO/Solti
'Das Rheingold'
BPO/Karajan
VPO/Solti
A*/A:1 ' Siegfried'
BPO/Karajan
A:1
VPO/Solti
'Tannhàuser'
BPO/Karajan
'Tristan und Isola'
A:1*
VPO/Solti
'Die Walküre'
A:1*
BPO/Karajan
Nilsson/Davis
A*1*
WesesndonkrRienzi'
VPO/Solti
'Ring' (complete)
A*1*
BPO/Karajan
Bayreuth/BOhm
A/B:1

Arg ZRG680

2/72

A:1

Phi 9500 107
Phi 6500 662
Dec II SXD L7546
Phi 6500 534
Phi 6500 985
RCA SER5620

10/76
1/76
8/81
11/74
11/75
4/72

Phi 6700 063(2)

4/74

TELEMANN, Georg Philip ( 1681-1767)
Concertos in F, A & EL'
Collegium Aureum
Five Chamber
Musica Antigua
Concertos
Cologne/Goebel
Three Overtures
ASM/Marriner
Trios with flute and
Bruggen/Kuijken,
recordér
etc
10 Trio Sonatas
Harnoncourt, etc
Works for Oboe
Holliger, etc
THOMAS, Ambroise ( 1811-1896)
'Mignon'
PO/etc/Almeida
TIPPETT, Michael ( 1905)
Concerto for double
ASM/Marriner
string orchletc
LSO/Davis
Symphony 1/etc
LSO/Davis
Symphony 3
CSO/Solti
Symphony 4/etc
Crossley
Piano sonatas
BBC/Davis
'Child of our Time'
LSO/etc/Tippet
'Vision of St.
Augustine'
'Knot Garden'
ROH/Davis
VARESE, Edgar ( 1885-1965)
Aracana/lntegrales/etc
LAPO/Mehta
Arcana/Ameriques
NYPO/Boulez
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS, Ralph ( 1872-1958)
Symphonies 1-9
LSO/Previn
Symphony 1
LPO/Boult
LPO/Boult
Symphony 2
LPO/Boult
Symphony 3/etc
LPO/Boult
Symphony 4/Norfolk
Symphony 5/Serenade
LSO/Boult
LPO/Boult
Symphony 6/Lark
LPO/Boult
Symphony 7
ASM/Marriner
Tallis/Lark/etc
LSO/Previn
Tallis/Wasps/(E/gar)
LSO/Boult
Job
'Hugh the Drover'
RPO/Groves
NPO/Davies
'Sir John in Love'
Souls/etc
'Pilgrim's Progress'
In Windsor Forest
BSO/Del Mar
(Elgar)
Wenlock edge/etc
Partridge/etc
Historical:
Symphony 4/(( Walton)
BBC SO/Vaughan
Williams ( 1937)

A*1*/1
A*/A:1*
A:1
A*1*
A:1
A:1
A:1*
A:1
A*/A:1*
Al
A*1*
A*:1
A*:1*
A*1*
A*/A:1*
A:1/1*
A:1*
A*:1
A:1
A*1*
A:1*
A*/A:1*
A*1*

WALTON, Willaim ( 1902)
Façade
Sitwell/Collins
suite/(Lecocq)
CG/Fistoulari
A*1*
Symphony 1
LSO/Previn
A*:1*
Symphony 2/etc
LSO/Previn
A*1*
Violin Concerto
Chung/Previn
A*:1* ' Belshazzar's Feast'
LSO/etc/Previn
A:2
'Troilus & Cressida'
CG/Foster
A:1*
WEBER, Carl ( 1786-1826)
Clarinet concerto 1/
De Peyer/
A*1*
Concertino/etc
Frühbeck
'Der Freischütz
BRO/Kubelik
A*:1*
'Oberon'
BRO/Kubelik
A*:1*
Symphony/Overtures
VPO/Stein

Dec SLX6550
CBS 76520

9/72
6/78

RCA SER649/550
HMV ESD71040
HMV A502740
HMV ASD23930
HMV ASD2375
HMV ASD2538
HMV ASD2239
HMV ASD26310
Arg ZRG6960
HMV E0570130
HMV AS02673
HMV SLS5162(2)
HMV SLS980(3)
HMV SLS959(5)
HMV ASD40610

10/72
12/68
10/71
9/68
6/68
4/70
10/67
11 /70
10/72
4/80
4/71
6/79
9/75
2/72
10/81

HMV HOS1236

2/71

A*1

WRC

6/70

H:1

SH128

ASM/Marriner
ASM/Marriner
ISV/Scimone
ECO/Negri

A:1/1*/1
A:1
A*1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
A:1
A:1*
A*1
A*1*
A:1
A:1
A*:1*/1
A:1
A:1

WEBERN, Anton ( 1883-1945)
Orchestral works
LSO/Boulez
Symphony/etc
BPO/Karajan
String quartets
La Salle Gt.
WEILL, Kurt ( 1900-1950)
'Dreigroschenoper'
Various

BRO/RUelerberg
LS/Atherton

A:1*
A:1*
A*1*
A:1
A*1*
A/A*:1/1*
A:1*/1
A*:1
A*1*
A*:1
A:1*
A:1*
A:1*
Al
A*1*
A*1*
A:1*
Al
A:1
A/A*:1/1*
A/A*1 / 1*
A/A*1 / 1*
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If everything were perfect...
It is rarely necessary to have to
boost the bass response of atop
quality high fidelity system,
(although the Quad 44 tilt control
does enable subtle changes to be
made to the overall balance of the
programme), but there are anumber
of high quality loudspeakers on the
market, which because of their
Lilliputian dimensions, necessarily
have attenuated low frequency
response and the Quad 44 is fitted
with abass control which in the lift
position provides optimum
equalisation.
Considerations of domestic
harmony frequently dictate
loudspeaker placement that is less
than ideal. The almost inevitable
result is the excitation of the
fundamental eigentones of the
room and music
reproduction
with a
characteristic and
unpleasant honk.

QUÇID
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is a registered trade mark.

The step side of the Quad 44
bass control switch eliminates this
problem without rolling off the low
frequency information, simply by
putting a5dB step in the frequency
response, reproducing domestic
bliss and acloser approach to the
original sound!
To learn all about the Quad 44
write or telephone for aleaflet.
The Acoustical Manufacturing
Co. Ltd., Huntingdon PE18 7DB.
Telephone: (0480) 52561.

U

D*

A

for the closest approach
to the original sound

Brand names of hi-fi equipment available in the UK in September
1981, with countries of origin and details of manufacturers and importers
ACCESSIT—U.K.

AHB—U.K.
Allen and Heath Brenell Ltd., Pembroke House,
Campsbourne Road, Hornsey, London N8
01-430 3291

Bandive Ltd., 8 East Barnet Road, New Barnet,
Herts. EN4 8RW. 01-4409221

ACOUSTAT—U.S.A.
Transonic Imports ( Acoustical) Lta, Brooks Court,
Stamford, Lincs. 078055551

AIWA—Japan
Aiwa Sales and Service -(U1C)- LiCertsamer„
Information Dept, Aiwa Centre, 56-58 Brunswick
Centre, Marchmont Street, London, WC1
01-278 2081 ( Open TuesSat.)

ACOUSTICAL—See Quad
ACUTEX—U.S.A.
Natural Sound Systems Ltd.

See Yamaha

ADASTRA—Japan, Taiwan
Adastra Electronics Ltd., Unit N22 Cricklewood
Trading Estate, Claremont Road, London
NW21TU
01 - 4526288/9
AD CABINETS—U.K.
A. Davies, Village Woodwork, 14A Vicars Road,
London NW5.
01-267 8504
ADC U.S.A.
BSR Ltd.
See BSR
AGFA-GEVAERT—W. Germany
Agfa-Gevaert Ltd., Great West Road, Brentford,
Middx.
TW8 9AX.
01-560 2131

\
(wel Haslemere Heathrow Estate, Silver Jubilee Way,
I
Rarkway, Hounslow, Middlesex TW46NF
AKAI—Japan

N

.,,,,

e.--'l
-S9 7-6 5eg
AKG ACOUSTICS—Austria
.._----AKG--Acctustiults.L.-19-1--TtreTile, London W37QS
01-749 2042

ALBA—U.K.
Alba ( Electronics) Ltd, Bull Lane, Edmonton,
London N181SD
01-803 4451
ALBARRY
Albarry Music, 372 Buxton Road, Great Moor,
Stockport, Cheshire
061 456 8515
ALLAN—See Richard Allan

ALLSOP—USA
Network Marketing Ltd, Middlesex House, 24/45
High Street, Edgware, Middx HA87HH.
01-952 6225
ALLISON—U.S.A.
Audio Pro. ( Hi -Fi) Ltd.
ALPAGE — Japan
Shure Electronics Ltd.

See Audio Pro

See Shure

ALPHA—U.K.
Chelmsford Electronics, 31 Longbridge Road,
Barking, Essex.
01-591 6962
ALTEC LANSING—U.S.A.
Altec Lansing International Ltd., 17 Park Place
Stevenage, Herts SG11DU.
0438 3241
AMBASSADOR—U.K.
Stereosound Productions Ltd.

See Stereosound

AMBIT
Ambit International, 200 North Service Road,
Brentwood, Essex CM144SG.
0277 230909
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AMCRON—U.S.A.
HHB Hire & Sales, Unit F, New Crescent Works,
Nicoll Road, London NW109AX.
01-961 3295

AUDIO TECHNICA—Japan
Audio-Technica Ltd., Hunslet Trading Estate, Low
Road, Leeds LS1016L
0532 771441

AMSTRAD—U.K.
Amstrad Consumer Electronics Ltd., 1-7 Garman
Road, London N17 OU F.
01 - 801 4431

AUDIX—U.K.
Audix Ltd., Station Road, Wenden, Saffron Walden,
Essex CB11 4LG.
0799 40888

AMTRON—Italy
Amtron U.K. Ltd., 7 Hughenden Road, Hastings
Sussex TN343TG
0424 436004
ANTIFERENCE—U.K.
Antiference Ltd., Bicester Road, Aylesbury, Bucks,
HP19 3BJ
0296 82511
AR—U.K./U,S,A,
Teledyne Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton
Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire LU5 5QJ
0582
60315
ARAGON
Turner Electronics, Unit B2, Old Barn Lane, Kenley,
Surrey.
01-668 0821

AUREX—Japan
Toshiba ( U.K.) Ltd.

See Toshiba

AU ROTN E—U.S.A.
Industrial Tape Applications, 1-7 Harewood Ave.,
London NW1.
01-724 2497
AVEL-LINDBERG—U.K.
Avel-Lindberg Ltd., Arisdale Ave., South Ockenden,
Essex RM155TD.
04025 3444
AVON AUDIO-MAT—U.K.
Wilmex Ltd.
See Audio Linear

B &
B & W Loudspeakers Ltd., Meadow Road, Worthing
BN112RX.
0903 205611

CALREC—U.K.
Calrec Audio Ltd., Hangingroyd Lane, Hebden
Bridge, Yorks. HX770D.
042-284 2159
CAMBRA—U.K.
Cambrasound Ltd., Freedex House, 4-10 North
Road, Islington, N7 9HN.
01-607 8141
CANTON—West Germany
Uher Sales & Services LTD.

See Uher

CANTORIAN—U.K.
Cantonan, P.O. Box 61,Cardiff CF1 1RB
0222 594-211
CANNON—U.K. & U.S.A.
Future Film Developments.

See Mile

BAKER—U.K.
Baker Loudspeakers Ltd., 337 Whitehorse Road,
Croydon, Surrey.
01-684 1665

CAPRICORN—U.K.
Capricorn Electronics, 281 Balmoral Drive, Hayes,
Middx. UB4 8HD.
01-573 1566

BANG & OLUFSEN—Denmark
Bang & Olufsen U.K. Ltd., Eastbrook Road,
Gloucester GL4 7DE
0452 21591

CART-ALIGN
Mossrail Ltd., 43 Spalding Road, Holbeach, Lincs
PE12 7HG.
0406 22865

A & R CAMBRIDGE—U.K.
Amplication and Recording ( Cambridge) Ltd.,
Denny End Industrial Centre, Waterbeach,
Cambridge C6596P.
0223 861550

BASF—West Germany
BASF AG West Germany, 4 Fitzroy Square, London
W1 P6ER.
01-388 4200

CARVER—U.S.A.
O. W. Labs.
See Gale

A/R/D—U.K.
Audio Research & Development Ltd., 27 Marmion
Road, Southsea, Hants P052AT.
0705 812397

B.A.S. SOUND—U.K.
Beard Audio Systems Ltd., Chapel Yard, 1216
Wandsworth High Street, London SW184HZ.
01-874 0777

ARISTON AUDIO—U.K.
Ariston Acoustics Ltd., Unit 176, Brieryside,
Prestwick Airport, Prestwick, Ayrshire, KA92RB.
0292 76933/4

BECKER—U.S.A.
Marlborough Electronics Ltd., Grey Wethers,
Ogbourne St. George « Marlborough, Wilts.
SN81SU.
067 284 241

ARMSTRONG— England
Armstrong High Fidelity Ltd, 32A Blackhorse Lane,
Walthamstow, London E17 6HJ.
01523 0023/0051

BECORD—Japan
Studio Beco Ltd.
See Audionote

ARC—U.K.
Audio Reproduction Co. Ltd., Horton House, 2
Urmston Lane, Stretford, Manchester M32 9BP
061-865 6494

ARTIFACT—U.K.
Artifact Designs Ltd, 13 Friday Street, Henley-onThames, Oxon RG9 1AN
049 12 6037
ASC—W. Germany
Audio System Components Ltd., 19 The Green,
Theale, Berks.
0734 302108
A.T.C.—U.K.
Loudspeaker Technology Ltd, 12 Westwood House,
Great West Trading Estate, Brentford, Middlesex
TW8 9DN
01-568 8224
AUDAN—U.K.
Audan Audio Ltd., 186 Mill Trading Estate, Acton
Lane London NW10 7NP
01-961 4300 & 01-785
9191
AUDIO ADAPTOR UNIT—U.K.
Modular Audio Components Ltd.

See MAC.

AUDIO DYNAMICS CORPORATION
ADC
See BSR
AUDIO LINEAR—Spain
Wilmex Ltd., Compton House, 35 High Street, New
Malden, Surrey, KT34DE
01-949 2545
AUDIOMASTER—U.K.
Audiomaster Ltd., 33 Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
WD24BZ
0923 33010
AUDIO NOTE—Japan
Studio Beco, 16/18 Beak Street, Regent Street,
London W1R 3HA
01-439 3070
AUDIOPHILE PRODUCTS—Japan
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu
AUDIO PRO—Sweden
Audio Pro ( Hi -Fi) Ltd., Brook House, Crewe Road,
Wheelock, Sandbach, Cheshire.
09367 7520
AUDIOREF—France
Moth Marketing, 47 Armstrong Close, Wilstead,
Bedford
0234 741152
AUDIOSPORT—Various
Dixons Photographic Ltd.

See Prinzsound

AUDIOSTATIC—Netherlands
Tresham Audio Ltd.
See Tresham
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BELTEK—Far East
Laskys, Hardman House, The Hyde, London
NW9 6JJ.
01-200 0444
BEN NEVIS—U.K.
Ben Nevis Aerials, Belmont Works, Belmont Site,
Stranraer DG97AS.
0776 2677/8
BEVERIDGE—U.S.A.
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu
SEVER DYNAMIC—West Germany
Beyer Dynamic ( GB) Ltd., 1 Clair Road, Haywards
Heath, Sussex RH163DP.
0444 51003
BOW—U.SA.
Court Acoustics Ltd.

See Court

BIB—U.K.
Bib Audio/Video Products Ltd., Kelsey House,
Wood Lane End, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
HP2 4RQ.
0442 61291
BINATONE—Japan, Hong Kong, Korea & U.K.
Binatone International Ltd., Binatone House,
Beresford Avenue, Wembley, Middx.
01-903
5211
BLAK—U.K.
BLAK Audio Ltd., 14 School Road, Earith,
Cambridgeshire.

CASTLE—U.K.
Castle Acoustics Ltd., Shortbank Road, Skipton, N.
0756 5333/4
Yorks.
CELEF—U.K.
Celef Audio Ltd., 130/132 Thirsk Road, Boreham
Wood, Herts.
01-953 8933 and 01-207 1150
CELESTION—U.K
Celestion International, Ditton Works, Foxhill Road,
Ipswic h IP38JP.
0473 73131
CHANNEL MASTER—U.S.A.
Jaybeam Ltd.
See Jaybeam
CHARTWELL—U.K.
Swisstone Electronics Ltd.

See Rogers

CHILTON—U.K.
Magnetic Tapes Ltd., Chilton Works, Garden Road,
Richmond, Surrey T1N9 4NS.
01-876 7957
CLEANOL—Denmark
Linn Products Ltd.
See Linn
COLES—U.K.
Coles Electroacoustics Ltd., Pindar Road,
Hoddesdon, EN11 OBZ.
099 24 66685/60060
COLTON—U.K.
S & B Trading.
See Musonic
CONDOR—Japan, U.K. & Holland
Woodman Works, 204 Durnsford Road, London
SW198DR.
01-947 9511
CONNOISSEUR—U.K.
D. B. Audio Ltd., 8 Rochester Way, Crowborough,
Sussex.
08926 3150
CORAL—Japan
Videotone.
See Videotone

BLA UPU NKT—West Germany
Robert Bosch Limited.
See Bosch

COURT—U.K.
Court Acoustics Ltd., 35/39 Britannia Row, London
N1 8QH.
01-359 0956

BOSCH—West Germany
Robert Bosch Limited PO Box 166, Rhodes Way,
Watford, Herts. WD24LB.
0923 44233

CRIMSON ELEKTRIK—U.K.
Crimson Elektnk, 9 Claymill Road, Leicester
LE4 7JJ.
0533 761920

BOSE—U.S.A.
Bose ( UK) Ltd., Trinity Trading Estate,
Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD.
0795 75341/5

CYBERNET—Japen
Shadow Lighting Controls Ltd.

BRADMATIC—U.K.
Bradmatic Ltd., 338 Aldridge Road, Streetly, Sutton
Coldfield, West Midlands 674 2DT
021-353 3171
BRYSTON—Canada
K. J. Leisuresound Ltd., Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
WD24BZ
0923 33011
BSR—U.K.
BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath, Warley,
West Midlands B645QH.
0384 65191

See Shadow

DALESFORD-U.K.

Dale,sford Speakers Ltd., Upper Carr Lane, Calverley,
Pudsey, W. Yorks. LS28 5QE.
0532 550577
DAIS
Esoteric Marketing, 7 Dulverton Close, Wigston
Magna, Leicester LE8 20Y.
0533-888 367
DCM—U.S.A.
Absolute Sounds.

See Koetsu

AUDIO INDEX
dbx-U.S.A.
BSR Limited.

ENTRE- Japan
Lentek Audio Ltd.

See BSR

See Lentek

G.H.-U.K.
G. F. C. Hadcock.

See Hadcock

DECCA-U.K.
Decca Special Products, 15 Ingate Place,
Queenstown Road, London SW11.
01-720 2731

ENVIRONMENTAL SOUND-U.K.
Environmental Sound, Northallerton, N. Yorks.
0609 5434

GL
GL Products Ltd., Hambledon Road, Denmead,
Hampshire, PO7 6NU.
07014 50312

DE NON-Japan
Eumig (
U.K.) Ltd.

EUMIG-Austria
Eumig ( UK) Ltd., 14 Priestley Way, London
NW27TN.
01 - 450 8070

GLANZ-Japan
Profi Audio Imports, Sackville Place 44-8 Magdalen
Street, Norwich NR31JE.
0603 616221

EUROTRONIC-U.K.
Eurotronic Loudspeaker Systems Ltd., 178 Pinner
Road, Harrow HA1 4JP.
01-863 9898

GOLDRING-U.K.
Goldring Products Ltd., Anglian Lane, Bury St.
Edmonds IP326SS.
0284 64011

EXA-W. Germany
Audio Workshop Ltd.

GOODMANS-U.K.
Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd., Downley Road,
Havant, Hants. P092NL.
0705 486344

See Eumig

DEN VO- Japan
Uher Sales & Services Ltd

See Uher

DIAMOND ( I_OUDSPEAKERS)-U.K.
Janorhurst Ltd.
See JBE

.44;

DIESIS
\\
Decorflock Ltd., 5 Glebe Close, Rayleigh, Essex. •
0268 774035
DISCWASHER-U.S.A.
Zerostat Components Ltd.

See Zerostat

DOMINUS-U.K.
Dominus, PO Box 1, Cranleigh Surrey GU6 7JF.
04866 6477
DORAM-U.K.
Crestway Electronics Ltd., Woodhill Lane, Shamley
Green, Guildford, Surrey GU5OSP.
0483 893236
DSC-U.K. and Far East
The Diamond Stylus Co. Ltd., Colwyn Bay, North
Wales LL28 5HD
DUAL-W. Germany
.e
il
Hayden House, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, \l'
Gerrards Cross, Bucks. SL99UG.
k..X
..9.22‘13-8844eff89221 o ) .,-...772
' DUMPA-France
Name changed.
See Audioref
DYNASTATIC-U.K.
Audio Services Ltd.
See Shackman

DY NAVE CTO R-Japan
Dynavector Systems Ltd., 52 Park Road, Kingston
on Thames, KT2 6AU.
01-549 7645

E

AGLE-Japan, Korea & U.K.
Eagle International, Precision Centre, Heather Park
Drive, Wembley HAO1SU.
01-902 8832
0480

EARC-Italy
Sounds Professional ( FWO Bauch Ltd.), 49
Theobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.
01-953 0091
ECC-U.K.
Edwards Construction Co., 4 Brunswick Drive,
Harrogate, Yorks.
0432 60921
EEI-U.K., Australia, Japan & Canada
Elite Electronics, 32 Cottimore Lane, Walton- onThames, Surrey.
093322 46850
EGLIPTIC-U.K.
Arnoldi Audio Ltd., 237 Westbourne Grove, London
W11.
01 - 229 2912
ELAC-U.K.
Electro Acoustic Industries Ltd., Stamford Works,
Broad Lane, Tottenham, London N154QU.
01808 0505
ELECTROCOMPANIET-Norway/U.K.
Norse Ecosse Electronics, Nasmyth Road, Southfield
Estate, Glenrothes, Scotland KY6 2SD.
0592
773902
ELITE
Elite Electronics.

EXATOR-W. Germany
Audio Workshops Ltd.
See Fuba
EXPERT-U.K.
Expert Pickups, P.O. Box 3, Ashtead, Surrey
KT21 2QD.
03722 76604
EXPOSURE PRODUCTS-U.K.
Exposure Electronics, Richardson Road, Hove,
Sussex BN3 5RB.
0273 777912
EXSTATIC-U.K.
Goldring Products Ltd.

See Goldring

FAIRMATE-Japan

Plustronics Ltd.

See Plustron

FALCON-U.K.
Falcon Acoustics Ltd., Tabor House, Norwich Road,
Mulbarton, Norwich, Norfolk NR14 8JT.
0508
7872

See EEI

FERGUSON-U.K.
Thorn Consumer Electronics Ltd., 284 Southbury
Road, Enfield, Middx. EN1 1TJ.
01-363 5353
FERROGRAPH-U.K.
Ferrograph Spares & Service, Unit 21 Royal
Industrial Estate, Blackett Street, Jarrow upon Tyne,
Tyne & Wear.
0632 893092
FIDELITY-U.K.
Fidelity Radio Ltd., Victoria Road, London
NW106N D.
01-965 8771
FIDELITY RESEARCH-Japan
Wilmex Ltd.
See Audio Linear
FISHER-Japan
Fisher ( U.K.) Ltd., 8 Greycaine Road, Greycaines
Estate, Watford WD24QU.
FOCAL- France
Falcon Acoustics Ltd.
FOSTER-Japan
Adastra Electronics Ltd.

See Falcon
See Adastra

FRIED-U.K.
Kingsbrook Marketing Co., 23 Kingsbrook Road,
Bedford.
0234 54950
FUBA-W. Germany
Audio Workshops Ltd., 33 London Rd.,
Southborough, Tunbridge Wells, Kent TN4OPB.
0892 39222
FUJI TAPE-Japan
Pyser Ltd., Fircroft Way, Edenbridge, Kent TN8 6HA.
0732 864111

See Linn

GRADO-U.K.
Transonic Imports.

See Acoustat

GRIFFIN-U.K.
H. K. Griffin & Co., ( Electronics), Dept. AD, Siddons
Factory Estate, Howard Steet, West Bromwich
B70 OSU.
021 556 6823/5
GROOVAC-U.K.
R. I. Audio, Kernick Road, Penryn, Cornwall
TRIO 9DQ.
0326 72753

GTR-U.S.A.
S & B Trading.

See Musonic

H

ADCOCK-U.K.
G. F. C. Hadcock, Audio Division, The Old Vicarage,
Doveridge, Derby DE6 5NN.
088 93 2452
HAFLER-U.S.A.
Howland West Ltd.

See Howland West

HARBETH-U.K.
Harbeth Acoustics, 2a Nova Road, W. Croydon,
Surrey CRO2TL.
01-681 7676
HARMAN KARDON-U.S.A.
Harman (Audio) U.K.Ltd., Mill Street, Slough, Berks.
SL2 5DD.
0753 76911
HARRIER- Hong Kong
Dixons Photographic Ltd.

GALE-U.K.

D. W. Labs, Sales Office, 88-90 Grays Inn Road,
London WC1 X8AA.
01-404 5140
GARRARD--U.K.
Garrard Ltd., Factory 103, Cheney Manor Trading
Estate, Swindon, Wilts. SN1 2QQ.
0793 35381

ENCORE-U.K.
Artifact Designs Ltd.

GENELEC-U.K. & Worldwide
Future Film Developments.
See Milab

See Prinzsound

HARRISON-U.K.
Harrison Chapman Ltd., Industrial Site, Cambridge
Road, Milton, Cambs.
0223 62026
HART JLH-U.K.
Hart Electronic Kits Ltd., Penylan Mill, Oswestry,
Shropshire.
0691 2894
HARVARD-U.K., Hong Kong, Japan, Taiwan,
Korea & Singapore
Harris Overseas Ltd., Harvard House, 14-16, Thames
Road, Barking, Essex.
01-594 5533/1473
HELLERMAN-U.K.
Future Film Developments.

See Milab

HEYBROOK-U.K.
Mecom ( Acoustics) Ltd., Knighton Hill, Wembury,
Plymouth, PL9 OED.
0752 863188
HI-LECT-Japan
Studio Beco Ltd.

See Audio Note

HI
RAOKO-Japan
J. Osawa & Co., ( U.K.) Ltd.

EMPIRE SCIENTIFIC-U.S.A.
Sound Source, Station Approach, Rickmansworth,
Herts.
09237 75242
See Artifact

GRACE-Japan
Linn Products Ltd.

GRUNDIG-W. Germany
Grundig International Ltd., 40/42 Newlands Park,
Sydenham, London SE26 5NQ.
01-659 2468

FANE-U.K.
Fane Acoustics Ltd., 286 Bradford Road, Batley
WF175SL.
0924 47631

DYNATRON-U.K.
Dynatron Radio Ltd., Molesey Avenue, West
Molesey, Surrey KT8 ORL.
01-979 7474

EAR-U.K.
Esoteric Audio Research, St. Ives, Cambs.
67788

See Fuba

See Osawa

HITACHI-Japan
Hitachi Sales ( U.K.) Ltd., Hitachi House, Station
Road, Hayes, Middx. UB3 4DR.
01-848 8787
HMV-U.K.
Intersound Electronics Ltd., Victoria Road, London
NW10 6ND.
01 - 965 6834/7
HOWLAND WEST-Various
Howland- West Ltd., 3/5 Eden Grove, London
N78EQ.
01-609 0293
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Master Books
TOT.rts

Master Creative Tape Recording
John Gardner
144 pages • 0408 00244 1
A useful mixture of theory and practice.
Master Electronics in Music
TD Towers
128 pages • 0408 00262 X
Deals with electronic 'special effects' and
keyboard instruments as well as magnetic
tape music, music synthesisers and computer
music.

A two-colour series by
leading authors,
designed to make your
audio leisure more
rewarding and
enjoyable. Each book
measures 216 x135mm.

r

how to choose asystem wisely and how to use
it to the best effect.

Master In-Car Entertainment
Master Hi Fi Installation
Gordon IKing
160 pages • 0408 00237 9
Describes the functions of the main
components of ahi-fi system, differences
between mono, stereo and quad sound, and
the effects of room acoustics.

Master HiFi Loudspeakers and
Enclosures
Dave Berriman
128 pages • 0408 00369 3

All the information needed to provide an

Vivian Capel
128 pages • 0408 00286 7
Sets out the relative merits of mono and stereo
in the car; describes cartridge and cassette
players as well as car radios and antennas.

Newnes Book of Audio
Edited by K G Jackson
144 pages • 246 x189 mm • 0408 00429 0
A technical but easily understood review of
audio equipment and reproduction, by 7
experts. This book provides the enthusiast
with acomplete picture of the state-of-theart and the newcomer with information on
selection and assembly of audio equipment.

Master Stereo Cassette Recording
Ian R Sinclair
120 pages • 0408 00238 7
Takes in recording, replaying and
monitoring, the necessary maintenance of the
cassette recorder, and noise reduction
systems.

Write for full details of all our books on
Audio and Video or in case of difficulty
send cash with order to Patricia Davies,
Marketing Manager.

understanding of how loudspeakers work,

ewnes Technical Books
_ \_ adivision of Butterworths
Borough Green Sevenoaks Kent TN15 8PH

r1/
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REAL-TIME

SERVICE
HEADACHES???

SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

....One of the most useful of
modern test techniques and
now freely available, for the first
time, to the serious enthusiast
and listener.
Your listening room is the
biggest single component of
your hi-fi system - don't ignore
it or take it for granted! Its
inter- reaction with your
loudspeakers is the determining factor in
whether or not your
overall system " sounds"
as good as it should/ could..
1
/
3-8ve RTA is the
modern, accurate,
way of optimising
speaker placement,
listening position,
crossover controls
(active or passive),
filter settings etc.
The Analyser can
even show how well or otherwise - your tapes
match your tape machine!
Naturally, this is an " on- site" service, carried out
by amember of our staff in your home. We will be
very happy to send abrochure on this, and on our
other specialised lab-based technical hi-fi services;
call us or write to us at:AUDIO LABORATORIES

[ LEEDS)

3Kildare Terrace Whitehall Road Leeds LS12 1DB
Telephone: 0532 440378

A
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For some years now we have been quietly providing a
specialist service and re-calibration facility for semi-pro
and top-grade hi-fi equipment, aservice used mainly by
studios and aselect group of high-class Dealers.
THESE FACILITIES ARE NOW AVAILABLE
DIRECTLY TO YOU.
Our reputation is very good (you will see that we have had
the honour to be appointed as aService Centre by two of the
most respected names in the business) and our standards
are extremely high. We use much specialised
instrumentation including the legendary Sound-Technology
FM generator, ours having been factory-fitted with a
precision broadcast- quality stereo encoder so that we can
deal with the finest tuners available. Our wow-and- flutter
measuring equipment is by Bruno Woelke of W.Germany:
our rumble analyzers were also built in W.Germany, by those
masters of turntable technology, DUAL. Other equipmentsby Gould, H.- P., Farnell, Schlumberger, Lyons,
Telequipment, Sennheiser, Ferrograph, Philips- are in
constant daily use as are test discs by B&K,CBS, DGG,
together with calibration tapes by MRL Inc., TEAC and
BASF. All much- respected names in the measurement field.
If you own good-quality equipment write or ' phone straight
away for more details of our technical services; we will be
pleased to send you a copy of our brochure.

R EVOX

AUTHORISED
SERVICE
CENTRE

5ans-ui_

AUDIO LABORATORIES [ LEEDS)
3Kildare Terrace Whitehall Road Leeds LS12 1DB

Telephone: 0532 440378

A

AUDIO INDEX
I

A S—U.K.
Integrated Audio Systems, 18 High Road,
Swaythling, Southampton SO2 2JH.
0703
553473
IMF ELECTRONICS—U.K.
IMF Electronics Ltd., Westbourne Street, High
Wycombe, Bucks.
0494 35576
INFINITY—U.K.
Infinity Systems ( U.K.) Ltd., 129 Walham Green
Court, Moore Park Road, Fulham SW6.
01-385
9478
INSTANT—U.K.
Osmabet Ltd.
See Osmabet
ITT—Various
ITT Consumer Products ( U.K.) Ltd., Chester Hall
Lane, Basildon, Essex SS14 3BW
0268 3040

KOETSU—Japan
Absolute Sounds, 42 Parkside, London SW19.
01-947 5047
KOSS—Eire
Koss U.K. Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts.
AL1SJR.
0727 64337
KS ELECTRONICS—Germany
Marlborough Electronics Ltd.
See Becker

JAMO—Denmark

See Goodmans

JAYBEAM—U.K.
Jaybeam Ltd., Kettering Road North, Northampton
NN31EZ.
0604 46611

METZ— West Germany
Paul Spring Electronics Ltd., 6 Oasthouse Way, St.
Mary Cray, Orpington, Kent BR5 3PT.
0689
31341

LANDER—Taiwan
Videotone.
See Videotone

MICHAELSON Be AUSTIN—U.K.
Hi Fi Tubes ( M & A) Ltd., 140 New Bond Street,
London W1Y 9H F.
01-499 3510 ( Office &
Showrooms). 3 Balmoral Grove, London N7.
01607 3517/3966 ( Factory)

LENNARD—U.K.
Lennard Developments Ltd., 206 Chase Side,
Enfield, Middx. EN2 OQX.
01-363 8238
LENTEK—U.K.
Lentek Audio Ltd., Edison Road Industrial Estate, St.
Ives, Cambs. PE174LF.
0480 62225
LIMPET—U.K.
Broadaker.
See Pivotelli

JBL—U.S.A.
Harman U.K.

LINN—U.K.
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk,
Glasgow. G459SZ.
041 634 0371

JORDAN—U.K.
E. J. Jordan Ltd., Stonyway Bovington Green,
Marlow, Bucks. SL72JH.
062 84 2526

LLOYTRON—U.K.
Lloytron Electronics Ltd., Audio House, Albert Place,
Bourges Boulevard, Peterborough.
0733 52431

JORDAN WATTS—U.K.
Jordan- Watts Ltd., Benlow Works, Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx. UB33BW.
01-573 6928

LNB—U.K.
LNB Audio Ltd., Duke Street, Loughborough,
Leics.
0509 61229

JOSTY—U.K.
Josty ( U.K.) Ltd., Dukes Way, Teeside Industrial
Estate, Thornaby, Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland
TS17 9LT.
0642 769000

LOCKWOOD—U.K.
Lockwood & Co., (Woodworkers) Ltd., 67/71
Lowlands Road, Harrow, Middx.
01-422 3704
and 0768

JR—U.K.
JR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire.
0727 64337

LOGIC—U.K.
Logic Ltd., 6 Guy Street, Leamington Spa, Warks.
0926 20302

JVC—Japan
JVC ( U.K.) Ltd., Eldonwall Trading Estate, Staples
Corner, 6-8 Priestly Way, London NW2.
01-450
2621

LOGICAL SYSTEMS—U.S.A.
Marlborough Electronics Ltd.
See Becker
LOVVTHER—U.K.
The Lowther Loudspeaker Co., Lowther House, St.
Marks Road, Bromley BR2 9HQ.
01-460 5225
LUMLEY
GL Products Ltd.

KEESON IC—U.K.

Keesonic Audio Products Ltd., Halldore Hill,
Cookham, Maidenhead, Berks.
06285 22726

LUX—Japan
Howland- West Ltd.

KENPRO—Japan
Jaybeam Ltd.
See Jaybeam
KITDECK
Input Design Ltd., Victoria House, Shortmead Street,
Biggleswade, Beds. SG15 OAP.
0767 316655
KLARK TEKNIK—U.K.
Klark-Teknik Research Ltd., Walter Nash Road West,
Kidderminster, Worcs.
0562 741 51 5
KLH—U.S.A.
Webland International Ltd., 129 Walham Green
Court, Moore Park Road, London SW6.
01-385
9478
KLIPSCH—U.S.A.
Profi Audio Imports.
K.M.A.L.

See Glanz

See Keith Monks

KNOWIN—U.K.
Knowin ( U.K.) Ltd., Knowin House, 37 Churchill
Way, Fleckney Leics. LE8 OUD
0533 403331

MICHELL—U.K.
J. A. Michell Engineering Ltd., 2 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts.
01-953 0771
MICRO-ACOUSTIC—U.K.
Marlborough Electronics.
See Becket
MILAB ( formerly PML)—Sweden
Future Film Developments, 36/38 Lexingston Street,
London W1R 3H R.
01-437 1892
MILLBANK—U.K.
Millbank Electronics Group Ltd., Bellbrook Estate,
Uckfield, Sussex TN2210L.
0825 4811
MISSION—U.K.
Mission Electronics Ltd., Unit 9A George Street,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE186BD.
0480 57151
MITSUBUSHI—Japan
Mitsubushi Electric ( U.K.) Ltd., Otterspool Way,
Watford, WD2 8LD, Herts.
0923 40566
MOBILE FIDELITY—U.S.A.
MFSL Ltd.
See Lentek
MONITOR AUDIO—U.K.
Monitor Audio Ltd., 347 Cherry Hinton Road,
Cambridge CB1 4DJ.
0223 242898 & 246344
MONOGRAM—U.K. & U.S.A.
Monogram Professional Audio, 281 Balmoral Drive,
Hayes, Middx. UB4 8HD.
01-573 1566
MONSTER CABLE—U.S.A.
Profi Audio Imports.
See Glanz
MO RDAU NT - SH RT—U.K.
Mordaunt-Short Ltd., Durford Mill, Petersfield,
Hants. GU31 5AZ.
073 080 721
MOTION ELECTRONICS—U.K.
Motion Electronics Ltd., Wistiria House, Tonbridge
Road, Wateringbury, Maidstone, Kent.
0622
812814

See GL
See Hovvland-West

KEF—U.K.
KEF Electronics Ltd., Tovil, Maidstone ME156QP.
0622 672261
KEITH MONKS—U.K.
Keith Monks ( Audio) Ltd., 26-28 Reading Road
South, Fleet, Aldershot, Hants.
02514 20568/9

MERIDIAN—U.K.
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd., 13 Clifton Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE187EJ.
0480 57339

LADDERAX—U.K.
Staples & Co., Ltd., Staples Corner, Edgware Road,
N. Circular Road, Cricklewood, London NW2.
01452 1144

JBE—U.K.
Janohurst Ltd., Century House, Shortmead St.,
Biggleswade, Beds.
0767 314252

See Harman Kardon

See Audio Note

MEMOREX—U.S.A.
Memorex U.K. Ltd., Memorex House, 96-104
Church Street, Staines, Middx.
0784 51488

METROCARE—U.K.
Cambrasound Ltd.
See Cambra

LENCO— Switzerland
Accessories only from Goldring Products Ltd.
See Goldring

Goodmans Loudspeakers Ltd.

MELCO—Japan
Studio Beco Ltd.

MUSH KILLER FM AERIALS—U.K.
Antiference Ltd.
See Antiference

M.A.C.—U.K.

Modular Audio Components Ltd, The Whitehorse,
Isley Walton, Derby.
0332 812888
MARANTZ—Japan
Marantz Audio U.K. Ltd., 15/16 Saxon Way
Industrial Estate, Moor Lane, Harmondsworth
UB7 OLW Middlesex.
01-897 6633/9
MARCOF—U.S.A.
Radford High Fidelity International Ltd.
Radford

See

MARTELLO ( RESLOSOUND)—U.K.
Martell° Sound Ltd., Haywood Way, lvyhouse Lane,
Hastings, Sussex TN354PL.
0424 713220
MAXELL—Japan
Maxell ( U.K.) Ltd., 1 Tyburn Lane, Harrow,
Middlesex. HA1 3AF.
01-423 0688
MAY WARE—England & Japan
Mayware Ltd., P.O. Box 58, Edgware, Middlesex
HA8 9UH.
01 - 958 9421
McINTOSH—U.S.A.
Unilet Hi -Fi, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey
KT34BY.
01-942 9567

MUSONIC—U.K.
S & B Trading, 34-38 Verulam Road, St. Albans,
Herts. AL34DF.
0727 50611
MXR—U.S.A
Atlantex Music Ltd., 1Wallace Way, Hitchin,
Hertfordshire SG4 OSE.
0462 31511

N.A.D.—Europe—Various

Hi -Fi Markets, Cousteau House, Greycaine Road,
Greycaine Estate, Watford, Herts. WD2 4SB.
0923
27737
NAGAOKA—Japan
J. Osawa & Co., ( U.K.) Ltd.

See Osawa

NAIM AUDIO—U.K.
Naim Audio Ltd., Southampton Road, Salisbury,
Wilts. SP1 2LN.
0722 3746
NAKAMICHI—Japan
Natural Sound Systems Ltd.
NAMCO—Japan
Shadow Audio Ltd.

See Yamaha

See Shadow
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NATIONAL PANASONIC-Japan
See Panasonic
NEAL-U.K.
Ferrograph Spares & Service.

See Ferrograph

NEI (Neptune Electronics)-U.S.A.
Court Acoustics Ltd.
See Court

PINK TRIANGLE
Pink Triangle Products Ltd., 1 Cossington Court,
Alder Road, Sidcup, Kent DA146PH.
01-302
1257
PIVOTELLI-U.K.
Broadaker, Church Road, St. Sampson, Guernsey,
C.I.

NEW ACOUSTIC DIMENSION-See N.A.D.

PIXALL-U.K.
Milty Products Ltd.

NICHOLS-U.K.
Nichols Acoustical Fitments, The Old Vicarage,
Bubwith, Selby, N. Yorks.
075 785 206

PLATTER MATTER-Canada
Elite Electronics.
See EEI

NIGHTINGALE-U.K.
Nightingale Acoustics Ltd., School Road, Bracon
Ash, Norwich, Norfolk NR148HG.
0508 70829
NI
KKO-Japan
Laskys.
See Beltek
NIPPRO-U.K.
Integrated Audio Systems.

See IA S

NORDMENDE-W. Germany
Nordmende ( U.K.) Ltd., Units 8/9 Faraday Road,
Rabans Lane Ind. Est., Aylesbury, Bucks. HP202RT.
0296 20501
NYTECH-U.K.
Nytech Audio, High Street, Chew Magna, Bristol
BS188PW.
027589 3232

ODYSSEY-U.K.

Odyssey Engineering, 35 High Barholm, Kilbarchan,
Renfrewshire, Scotland PA10 2EG.
05057 4680
ONKYO-Japan
Audiotrend Ltd., 33 Bridle Path, Watford, Herts.
WD2 4BZ. ' 0923 33017
ONLIFE-Japan
Dynavector Systems Ltd.

See Dynavector

OPTONICA-Japan
Sharp Electronics ( U.K.) Ltd.

See Sharp

ORACLE-Canada
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu
ORTOFON-Denamrk
Harman U.K.
See Harman Kardon

See Permostst

PLATTER PAD-U.S.A.
Audiotrend Ltd.
See Onkyo
PLAY-FAIR-U.K.
Lennard Developments Ltd.

See Lennard

PLUSTRON-Far East
Plustronics Ltd., Hempstalls Lane, Newcastle, Staffs.
ST5 OSW.
0782 615131
PML-Sweden
Future Film Developments.

See Milab

See Millbank

PACT
Pact International Ltd., PO Box 50, Peterborough,
PE2 OJ F.
0733 233600
PANASONIC-Japan
National Panasonic ( U.K.) Ltd., 300-318 Bath
Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 6JB.
0753 34522
PANDA-U.K.
Pact International Ltd.

See Pact

PEERLESS- Denmark
Ross Electronics.
See Ross
PERMOSTAT-U.K.
Milty Products Ltd., 173/191 Wellington Road
South, Stockport, Cheshire. SK1 3UA.
061-480
8142
PHILIPS-Various
Philips Electronics, City House, 420/430 London
Road, Croydon CR93GR.
01-689 2166
PICKERING-Switzerland
Cambrasound Ltd.
See Cambra
PIONEER-Japan
Pioneer High Fidelity ( GB) Ltd., Pioneer House, The
Ridgeway, lver, Bucks. SLO9JL.
0753 652222/7
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ROGERS--U.K.
Swisstone Electronics Ltd., 4-14 Barmeston Road,
London SE6 3BN.
01-697 8511
ROSS-U.K., Denmark, Japan, Taiwan, U.S.A.
Ross Electronics, 49/53 Pancras Road, London
NW1 2Q13.
01-278 6371
ROTEL-Japan & Taiwan
Rotel Hi Fi Limited, 2-4 Erica Road, Stacey Bushes,
Milton Keynes, Bucks.
0908 317707

RTJ-U.K.
RTJ ( Electro Mechanical) Ltd., P.O. Box 67, Barnet,
Herts. EN51LF.
01-441 3978

PROAC-U.K.
Celef Audio Ltd.

See Celef

PROFILE-U.K.
Profile Acoustics, 9 George Road, Guildford, Surrey
GU1 4NP.
0483 31884
PS AUDIO-U.S.A.
Transonic Imports.
See Acoustat

SAEC-Japan

Zeepa Instruments Ltd.

See Zeepa

SANSUI-Japan
Sansui Electronics ( U.K.) Ltd., Unit 10A, Lyon Way,
Rockware Av., Greenford, Middx.
01-575 1133

PYE-U.K., Japan, W. Germany, Netherlands
Pye Ltd., 137 Ditton Walk, Cambridge, CB58QD.
02205 2781

SANYO-Japan
Sanyo Marubeni ( U.K.) Ltd., Sanyo House, 8
Greycaine Road, Greycaines Estate, Watford,
Herts.
0923 46363

P.W.B.-U.K.
P.W.B. Electronic Distributors, 1 Norfolk Gardens,
Leeds 7.
0532 682550

SATIN-Japan
J. Osawa & Co. ( U.K.) Ltd.

Q

Q.E.D.-U.K.
Q.E.D Audio Products Ltd., Unit 12, Ashford
Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx.
0784 46236/7, 46241

Millbank Electronics Group Ltd.

ROBINS-U.K.
Robins Electronics, Greenway, West Monkton,
Taunton, Somerset. TA28NQ

PRINZ/PRINZSOUND-Various
Dixons Photographic Ltd., Prinz House, 54/58 High
Street, Edgware, Middx.
01-952 2345

OSMABET-U.K.
Osmabet Ltd., 46 Kenilworth Road, Edgware,
Middx. HA8 8YG.
01-958 9314

PAC-SYSTEM-U.K.

RICHARD ALLAN-U.K.
Richard Allan Radio Lid., Bradford Road, Gomersal,
Cleckheaton, W. Yorks.
0274 872442

RSC-U.K.
Realistic Sound Centres Ltd., 102 Henconner Lane,
Leeds LS13 4LO.
0532 577631

.A.S.-Various
Ariel Pressings Ltd., Wollaton Road, Beeston,
Nottingham NG9 2PB.
0602 256141

See Aurotone

RO DYNAMICS-U.S.A.
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu

P & N-U.K.
Peter and Nicholas Engineering Co. Ltd., Treforest
Industry Estate, Mid Glamorgan CR375UA.
044
385 2453

OSAWA-Japan
J. Osawa & Co., ( U.K.) Ltd., 10 Forge Court,
Reading Road, Yateley, Camberley, Surrey
GU177RX.
0252 879121 & 875919

OTARI-Japan
Industrial Tape Applications.

REVOX-Switzerland & Germany
F.W.O. Bauch Ltd., 49 Theobald Street,
Borehamwood, Herts. WD6 4RZ.
01-953 0091

OU ESTAR
Questar Electronics, 6 The Pleasance, Roehampton,
London SW155HF.
01-876 5376
QUAD-U.K.
Quad Electroacoustics Ltd., 30 St. Peter's Road,
Huntingdon, Cambs. PE187DB.
0480 52561
QUANTUM-U.K.
Stamford House, 14 Stamford Street, Leicester
LE1 6NL.
0533 546 198

RADFORD-U.K.
Radford High Fidelity International Ltd.,
52 Gloucester Road, Bristol.
0272 44593
RCL
Radio Components Ltd., 39 Hedley Road, St.
Albans, Herts AL1 5JN.
St Albans 50701
RED-U.K.
Red Acoustics Ltd., 15 Lots Road, London
SW101QH.
01-351 1394
REFERENCE-U.K.
Reference Audio Products Ltd., P.O. Box 86,
Headington, Oxford.
0865 60844
REGA-U.K.
Rega Research Ltd., 119 Park Street, Westcliff-onSea, Essex SSO7PD.
REPS-U.K.
Reps (Tape Recorders) Ltd., ( Service & spares
only), 13 Regina Road, Southall, Middx.
01-574
3645

See Osawa

SCHNEIDER-W. Germany
Schneider UK Ltd., 1-2 Dawson Road, Mount Farm,
Milton Keynes, Bucks. MK11LH.
0908 640970
SCOTCH-U.K., U.S.A., & Italy
3M United Kingdom PLC, 3M House, P.O. Box 1,
Bracknell, Berks. RG121J0.
0344 26726
H. H. SCOTT-U.K.
Wren International Electronics Ltd., 1-2 Denbigh
Hall, Bletchley, Milton Keynes MK3 7QT.
0908
71611
SEAS LOUDSPEAKER KITS-Norway
Radio Components Ltd.
See RCL
SECK-U.K.
Bandive Ltd.

See Accessit

SENNHEISER-W. Germany
Hayden Laboratories Ltd
See Dual
SEOUM-Korea
Videotone.
See Videotone
SHACKMAN-U.K.
Audio Services Ltd., 82 East Barnet Road, New
Barnet, Herts.
01-499 6605
SHACKMAN-U.K.
Shackman Instruments Ltd., Mineral Lane, Chesham,
Bucks. HP51 NU.
0494 784451
SHADOW-U.K.
Shadow Lighting Controls Ltd., Shadow House, Mill
Road, Royston, Hertfordshire.
0763 46631
SHARP-Japan
Sharp Electronics ( U.K.) Ltd., Sharp House, Thorp
Road, Newton Heath, Manchester M10 9BE.
061205 2333
SHERWOOD-U.K.
Modular Audio Components Ltd

See M A C

SHURE-U.S.A.
Shure Electronics Ltd., Eccleston Road, Maidstone
ME156AU.
0622 59881

AUDIO INDEX
SIGNET—U.S.A.
Audio Technica Ltd.

SUPEX—Japan
Linn Products Ltd.

See Technica

VI ETA
Henden Cole Ltd., Salford House, 19-21 Quarry Hill
Road, Tonbridge, Kent TN92RN.
0732 366767

See Linn

SMC—U.K.
SMC Loudspeakers, 76 Bedford Road, Kempston,
Beds. MK428BB.
0234 854133

SWALLOW—U.K.
Swallow Acoustics, The Old School, St. Ann's Lane,
Godmanchester, Huntingdon, Cambs.
0480
59910

SME—U.K.
SME Ltd., Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY.
814321

SWITCHCRAFT—U.S.A.
Future Film Developments.

0903

SHELL ACOUSTICS—U.S.A.
Hi Fi Tubes ( M & A) Ltd.
See Michaelson &
Austin
SOLAVOX—U.K. & Japan
Comet Radiovision Services Ltd
SONAUDAX—France
Falcon Acoustics Ltd.

See Falcon

SONUS—U.S.A.
Mossrail Ltd.
See Cart- align
SONOTONE—U.K.
Vernitron Ltd., Thornhill, Southampton SO9 50.F.
0703 44811
SONY—Japan, U.K., W. Germany, Korea, Taiwan,
Spain
Sony ( U.K.) Ltd., Consumer Inf. and Showroom,
134 Regent Street, London W1.
01-439 3874
SOUND BARRIER—Japan
Plustronics Ltd.
See Plustron
SOUNDCRAFTSMEN—U.S.A.
REW Audio Visual Co., 114 Charing Cross Road,
London WC2.
01-836 2372
SOUNDEX—U.K.
Bulgin Electronics Soundex Ltd., Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Herts.
0992 64455
SOUNDTRACK
Plustronics Ltd.
See Plustron
SPECTRA— France
Name changed.
See Audioref
SPECTRO ACOUSTIC—U.S.A.
Zeepa Instruments Ltd.
See Zeepa
SPENDOR—U.K.
Spendor Audio Systems Ltd., Unit 12, Station Road
Industrial Estate, Hailsham, Sussex BN27 2ER.
0323 843474
STANTON—U.S.A.
Wilmex Ltd.
See Audio Linear
STATIK ACOUSTIC—U.K.
Klark-Teknik Research Ltd.
See Klark-Teknik
STATUS
Raindirk Ltd., 33a Bridge Street, Downham Market,
03663 2165/3617
Norfolk PE38 9DW.
STAX—Japan
Wilmex Ltd.
See Audio Linear
STD—U.K.
Strathcylde Transcription Developments, Midton
Rd., Howwood, Renfrewshire, PA91AQ.
050 575151

See Milab

SYRINX—U.K.
Syrinx Precision Instruments Ltd., 54a Castle Street,
Edinburgh EH2 3LU.
031 226 4109

TAMON—Far East
Tensai UK Ltd.
See Tensai
TANDBERG—Norway
Unit 1, Revie Road Industrial Estate, Elland Road,
Leeds LS11 8JG, West Yorkshire.
0532 774844
TANGENT—U.K.
Tangent Acoustics UK Ltd., Viking Way, Bar Hill,
Cambs. CB38EL.
0954 81377
TANNOY—U.K.
Tannoy Products Ltd., Rosehall Industrial Estate,
Coatbridge, Strathclyde ML54TF.
0236 20199
TDK—Japan
TDK Tape Distributor ( U.K.) Ltd., Pembroke House,
Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO9XW.
01-680 0023
TEAC—Japan
Harman U.K.
See Harman Kardon
TECHNICS—Japan
National Panasonic ( U.K.) Ltd.

See Panasonic

TELEDYNE ACOUSTIC RESEARCH

See AR

TE LETON—Japan
Teleton Electro ( U.K.) Co. Ltd., Somerton Works,
Prince Avenue, Westcliff on Sea, Essex SSO OHU.
0702 337681
TENOREL—Holland
Condor Electronics Ltd.

See Condor

TENSAI—Far East
Tensai U.K. Ltd., 1-4 Dawson Road, Bletchley,
Milton Keynes, Bucks. MK1 1LH.
0908 644747
THORENS—W. Germany
Cambrasound Ltd.
See Cambra

VISONIK—W. Germany
Uher Sales & Services Ltd.

See Uher

VITAVOX—U.K.
Vitavox Ltd., Westmorland Road, London NW9 9RJ.
01-204 4234
VOGEL—Holland
Condor Electronics Ltd.
VOGELS--U.K.
Knowin ( UK) Ltd.

See Condor

See Knowin

VOLT—U.K.
Volt Loudspeakers Ltd., Sales Office 88-90 Grays
Inn Rd., London WC1X8AA.
01-404 0844
VORTASOUND—U.K.
Vorta Systems ( U.K.) 343/345 High Street,
Cheltenham, Glos. GL50 3HS.
0242 27782
VORTEXION—U.K.
Vortexion Division, Clarke & Smith Mfg. Co. Ltd.,
Melbourne Works, Melbourne Road, Wallington,
Surrey.
01-669 4411
1NALKER—U.K.
C. W. & J. Walker Ltd., Brentwood, Red Lane,
Frodsham, Warrington WA66RA.
0928 33326
WALTHAM—U.K.
Waltham Electronics ( UK) Ltd., 155/159 Queens
Road, Watford, Herts.
0923 24543
WATTS—U.K.
Cecil E. Watts Ltd., Darby House, Sunbury- onThames, Middx. TW165PJ.
09327 83252
WIERCLIFFE—U.K.
Amos of Exeter Ltd., Exwick, Exeter EX4 2AG.
0392 72132
WESTRAK—Japan
Howland- West Ltd.

See Howland- West

WESTCLIFF—U.K.
Westcliff Acoustics Ltd., 15-19 Chase Road,
Southchurch, Southend, Essex.
0702 613988
WHARFEDALE—U.K.
Rank Hi -Fi Highfield Road, Bradford, W. Yorks.
0274 611131

THRESHOLD—U.S.A.
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu

WHITELEY—U.K.
Whiteley Electronics Ltd., Victoria Street, Mansfield,
Notts. NG18 5RW.
0623 24762

TOSHIBA—Japan
Toshiba ( U.K.) Ltd., Toshiba House, Frimley Road,
Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, GUIS 5JJ.
0276
62222

WIFONA—W. Germany
Paul Spring Electronics Ltd.

TRANSCRIPTORS ( IRELAND)— Eire
Transcriptors ( Irl) Ltd., Industrial Estate, Carlow,
Ireland.
Carlow 41646
TRESHAM—U.K.
Tresham Audio Ltd., 32 Tresham Road, Orton
Southgate, Peterborough, Cambs.
0733 234340

See Metz

WIN LABORATORIES—U.S.A.
Marlborough Electronics Ltd.
See Becker
WOELKE—Germany
Lennard Developments Ltd
1NOLLENSAK—U.S.A.
3M United Kingdom PLC.

See Lennard
See Scotch

TRIO—Japan
Harman UK.
See Harman Kardon

WOLSEY—U.K.
Wolsey Electronics, Cymmer Road, Porth, Rhondda,
Mid Glamorgan CF39 9BY.
044 361 2711

STEREOPACK FM ACCESSORIES—U.K.
Antiference Ltd
See Antiference

UAD—U.K.
Integrated Audio Systems.

STEREOSOUND—U.K.
Stereosound Productions Ltd., Capital Works,
Wakefield Road, Brighouse, Yorks.
0484 714355

UHER—W. Geramny
Uher Sales & Services Ltd., 30-31 Lyme Street,
London NW1.

WOOLLETT—U.K.
Woollett Audiostatics, Anerley Station Road,
London SE208PY.
01-699 5296

STERLING—Various
Dixons Photographic Ltd

ULTIMO—Japan
Dynavector Systems Ltd.

STELLAVOX—Switzerland
Future Film Developments.

See Milab

See Prinzsound

STUDIOCCRAFT—U.S.A.
Bose ( UK) Ltd.
See Bose
SUGDEN, J. E.—U.K.
J. E. Sugden & Co. Ltd., Carr Street, Cleckheaton,
W. Yorks BD19 5LA.
0274 872501
SUMIKO (THE ARM)—U.S.A.
Absolute Sounds.
See Koetsu
SUPEREX—U.S.A.
Goldring Products Ltd.

See Goldring

SUPERSCOPE—Japan/Taiwan
Marantz Audio UK Ltd.
See Marantz

ULTRACRAFT—Japan
J. Osawa & Co. ( UK) Ltd.
UNISOUND—Japan
Condor Electronics Ltd.

See IA S

WYE—U.K.
Wye Audio Products Ltd., 27 Station Road,
Brimington, Chesterfield.
0246 70297

See Dynavector
See Osawa
See Condor
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UNITRA—Poland
Daltrade Ltd., 181-183 Warwick Road, London
W14 8PU.
01 - 370 6181

ZEROSTAT—U.K.
Zerostat Components Ltd., Burrell Road, Industrial
Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambridgeshire
PE17 4LE.
0480 62099

V I
DEOTONE—Hungary, Japan, & U.K.
Videotone, 98 Crofton Park Road, London SE4.
01-690 8511

ZEEPA—U.K.
Zeepa Instruments Ltd., 15 Richmond Grove,
Surbiton, Surrey.
01-399 0966
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reviews have their place,
but please don't be foolish
enough to part with hard
earned money on the written word alone!
It is essential that you make your own subjective comparisons.
At Superfi we offer you an unrivalled opportunity to do so,
and at prices that may come as avery pleasant surprise indeed!

I

NOTTINGHAM 15 MARKET STREET 41213718
LEEDS 34-36 QUEEN VICTORIA ST 449075
DERBY 10 MAIN CENTRE PRECINCT

LOUDSPEAKERS 1

Six loudspeakers
reviewed by Trevor Attewell

A

LL the models in this review are priced at around £ 115 per pair, which
really means about £ 100 when VAT is allowed for. This is inexpensive enough for any product carrying a ' hi-fi' label, but it is the sort of price
to which increasing numbers of potential buyers are looking hopefully as
the hard facts of current economics begin to bite. Manufacturers are
responding rapidly by extending their ranges to cover this catchment area.
Before looking at some typical examples in detail, much repetition can be
avoided by afew general observations about design and review ph ilosophies, and other related matters.
.It is commonly, but wrongly supposed that acheap loudspeaker needs
little design, though such a view would no doubt be echoed by the
company accountant. In fact, getting atolerable response at low cost is a
designer's nightmare. He cannot devote much time to the job, because
time is money; he cannot use expensive drivers, large cabinets or complex
constructions, because these all cost too much. He is being pressed hard
to break the laws of physics, which he knows he cannot do. All he can do is
to juggle with the various constraints to produce an acceptable compromise ( acceptable to whom?). For example, the cabinet must be small (cost),
no elaborate electronics can be used (cost), so the bass extension must be
curtailed. But abit could be clawed back at the expense of efficiency.
Ought he to aim for maximum neutrality with areduced output level, or a
higher level with some coloration? There are lots of possible compromises,
but one thing is impossible: an efficient speaker with a flat, extended
response, low distortion and ahigh acoustic output, all at this sort of price.
In short, you don't get £500 quality for £ 100 ( unless it fell off the back of a
lorry), and even the converse is not necessarily true, either!
Each review will attempt to convey the actual performance obtained
without concession to price, so that buyers can decide for themselves
which inevitable departures from strict truth they are likely to find
acceptable. I
see no other sane way of presenting the information except in
absolute terms, as far as possible. For example, aloudspeaker described as
boomy at 80 Hz with an exaggerated top (the description is purely imaginary) will be considered aprobable pain- in- the- ear by A, who has a ' bright'
room with a ' honk' at 90 Hz, but may appeal to B, whose room dips at
70 Hz and is rather 'dead'. To waffle that the 'sound was remarkably good
considering the price' would help neither party. Horses for courses, as
usual, so I'll try to describe the nags, but only the reader can decide
whether he has acourse to suit one.
Acommon feature of all these speakers is their relatively small size. Only
one is called abookshelf model, though stands are recommended, and
none embodies any acoustic correction for that purpose, though some
leaflets mention the possibility that purchasers might wish to shelf- mount
them. The usual considerations apply. Placement against awall will give a
response dip, probably somewhere in the 200-400 Hz region, depending
on size, with araised ' shelf' in the bass, while corner use will exaggerate
these effects and also increase the excitation of room resonances. Most
experienced listeners find such results unpleasant, and generally speaking
any of the models tested will sound best on astand, away from walls, with
the tweeter approximately at ear level. All were tested under these latter
conditions. If ashelf must be used, ensure that it is rigid enough to give
good support, keeping the front of the speaker at least level with, and
preferably slightly overhanging, the shelf edge. A cupboard or other
hollow space used as astand should also be rigid, and well packed with
non- rattling objects to eliminate any hollow resonance. Afoam pad under
the speaker can often help.
For our usual comparative tests it was thought best to use apair of
LS3/5a speakers as transfer standards, since these have a passband
similar to those under test, whereas the Quad ELS normally used gives so
much more bass that changes in balance tend to be deceptive. The design
of the small LS3/5a is itself acompromise, in which the primary aim was
neutrality and accurate imaging, to which bass extension and maximum
output were sacrificed. However, design time was not stinted, nor was
there any economy in materials and construction, so that this loudspeaker,
at about twice the price of our review samples, is not acomparable model.
Expensive loudspeakers are carefully pair- matched to ensure the best
stereo performance, so we measured these samples to find out whether
pair- matching suffered in the interests of economics.

DALESFORD D

Manufacturer's Specification: 2- way sealed enclosure. Drive units: 153 mm
bass/mid, 25 mm soft- domed tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3-5 kHz.
Sensitivity: 83 dB at 1m for 1W input. Power handling: 65 W at 1kHz for
30 mins. Drive amplifier: 20-70 W per channel. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal,
5-5 ohms minimum at 3 kHz.
Dimensions:
340 mm high x 265 mm
wide x 220 mm deep. Weight: approx. 6 kg. Finish: Walnut veneer with black
foam. Price: typically f110 inc. VAT. Manufacturer Dalesford Loudspeakers
Limited, Calverley, Pudsey, Yorkshire LS28 5QE

,is the type and also the shape of this compact, pleasant- looking
and unobtrusive design. The part of the 'cabinet' between the end,D
cheeks is moulded in ahigh- density foam plastic material, and the flat part
of the' D' has moulded recesses to take the drive units, which are sealed by

gaskets. Unusually, the tweeter is slightly inset below the face of the
enclosure. The top and bottom are of chipboard, stepped so that the outer
parts are larger than the plastic body into which the inner portions are
inserted, using abonding material. The total thickness of each end is about
43 mm, and the whole structure is very rigid. The inside surface of the
plastic is damped with bitumous material, and the whole internal volume is
filled with along-haired fibre. An 8- element crossover is hard- wired by
the component leads to afibre board which, in turn, is fixed by asingle
screw to the back of the enclosure—no extravagant engineering here!
Connections are by spring- loaded terminals beneath the base, and room
for the external connecting leads is provided by the depth of three domed
plastic feet on which the base sits. The top is veneered where visible, and
the bottom is veneered around its sides and painted black underneath. The
wrap- around foam cover is contoured over the front face, to which it is
secured by plastic pins at top and bottom, and the ends tuck in to avertical
plastic trim at the rear, again secured by pins. The drive units are designed
.and built by Dalesford. The standard of finish was as good as one would
find on far more expensive models, including aclean edge to all veneering.
The size and shape of the Dalesford invite comparison with both the
LS3/5a and the JR 149, and listening tests showed that the performance
is not startlingly different, either. So small an enclosure must induce a
strong inclination to shelf mount it, but, as explained in the introduction,
this will not allow it to give of its best. When free-standing it sounded
pleasantly neutral, with only a slight tendency to ' middiness' and the
occasional 'cuppy' sound, with alittle hardness at the top end. The fact
that there was little real bass is only reasonable, considering the enclosure
size, and the roll- off was smooth enough to allow the successful use of
bass boost, giving aremarkably creditable overall response without any
long-term fatigue.

Detailed A/B comparison with the LS3/5a, quoting the Dalesford
sound with respect to the reference, showed that speaking voices were
very slightly harder and more 'cuppy', while singers had more timbre and
warmth. Orchestras were a little.less transparent, the strings being less
sweet, the oboe and flute being warmer, and brass more emphatic in
midband, the trombone sounding a bit harder. Transients were very
similar, instruments such as the bass drum, tympani, xylophone and bells
sounding pretty much the same in both cases. The organ showed asimilar
bass extension and tightness, the manual stops tending to be warmer in
the upper 8' and lower 4' regions, with a little more emphasis on high
reeds. The harpsichord showed little significant difference other than a
shift of emphasis from upper bass towards midrange.
On most classical sources the differences were quite small, and it was
pop that produced the biggest difference (though still not astartling one),
tending to sound more hollow and harder at high frequencies. As always,
these comparisons represent differences, not criticisms, and Ican only
repeat that the Dalesford, on sole use for extended periods, is as neutral as
agreat many popular models of far higher complexity and cost.
There are no protective devices, but ample domestic sound volumes
were available in an 83 m3 listening room without distress or damage to
the units. Measurements indicated that amean program level of 93 dB spl
or more could be handled, depending of course on the peak- to- mean ratio
involved. Stereo imaging was commendably precise, with adequate
depth.
Open-air response tests were carried out by James Moir and Associates,
using sine and third- octave sweeps, at aheight of about 7m, with the
results shown in the graphs. A mild degree of mid- emphasis is confirmed,
33
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together with the smooth bass roll- off, and there are afew HF irregularities, but the overall picture is very good for aunit of this volume and price.
These curves agree quite well with one supplied by the maker, and taken in
an anechoic chamber. They do not agree with figures given in the
brochure supplied with the samples, but the maker informs us that this was
an early printing, since when there have been some design changes. A
corrected version should appear shortly.
The pair matching was good, being within + 1- dB over much of the
spectrum, with an occasional widening to + 1dB and asingle worst- case
figure of + 1 dB at adjacent peaks near 5kHz. This is an important factor
in obtaining afirm image, as noted above.
The impedance modulus curve shows no unusual features, and the
minimum figure of 5.5 ohms at about 5kHz agrees with the specification.
The sensitivity, using our normal simplified measurement, was 93 dB spl
at 1mon axis in the listening room ( one unit only) for aterminal voltage of
11 V, using a pink- noise source. This is on the low side, as must be
expected for the enclosure volume.
The Dalesford D certainly has a lot going for it. The small size and
general design will prove attractive to many, and these have been achieved
with the minimum of penalties. The bass roll- off is inevitable, but
intelligent use of bass- boost goes a long way to compensate for this at
normal levels. The neutrality is surprisingly good. While it may not suit
those requiring pop music at very high levels, it is still capable of more
output than most folk will need, and it must be rated as excellent value for
money.

MARANTZ HD 545
Manufacturer's specification: 3- way sealed enclosure. Drive units: 200 mm bass,
120 mm midrange, 25 mm soft- domed tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 1 and
4-5 kHz. Power handling 60 W ( IPM). Frequency range: 40 Hz to 20 kHz. Nominal
Impedance: 8 ohms. Efficiency: 92 dB spl at 1 m for 1W at 1kHz. Dimensions:
486 mm high 286 mm wide x216 mm deep. Weight: approx 84- kg. Finish: Walnut,
with black grille. Price: typically £ 119 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturers: Marantz Audio
UK Ltd., Debmarc House, 193 London Road, Staines, Middx.

T HIS model, manufactured in Belgium, is anew addition to the Marantz
I range. The latter will comprise eight types, of which the 545 is
described as the top of the lower group of five. The units submitted for
review are from the earliest production. They are built in the form of a
rectangular carcase of 19 mm particle board, veneered on all surfaces
except the rear edges. The unit panel, covered in blue PVC, is inserted
flush with the front, and is bonded into place with an elastic seal; the rear
panel, which is painted brown, is similarly inserted. The drivers are surface
34

mounted on the panel, using chipboard- type screws, and the seal is
provided by the plastic coating in conjunction with the machined lower
faces of the driver rims. The bass driver is at the bottom, with the midrange
unit above it and on the right, and the tweeter is near the top left corner.
Below the latter are two controls, labelled ' mid- range' and 'tweeter'
respectively, and arbitrarily calibrated from ' min' to ' max'. The crossover
contains seven elements, including the two control potentiometers, of
which five are rather crudely mounted and wired on apiece of hardboard
screwed to the inside of the rear. One rather unusual component is an
inductor with a laminated core containing interleaved air gaps.
Connections are by push-button terminals recessed into the back.
The cabinet panels are not damped, but the interior is filled with a
quantity of synthetic fibre wadding, prevented from moving unduly by
being stuck here and there with adhesive. The grille is aplastic moulding in
the form of aframe, covered with black material and secured to the panel
by six plastic pins. Four of these perform the usual function, the other two,
placed in the middle of the sides, are in the shape of small buttons on to
which the grille sides clip when the sides are pushed outwards and toward
the panel. No manual was available with these early samples, but this
feature will no doubt be explained therein—it is not obvious until pointed
out. The 545 is an example of asymmetrical driver placement which is not
supplied in ' handed' pairs.
Before any sensible listening could be done, battle had to be done
against the tone controls, or whatever one may call them ( my own
terminology wouldn't get past any Editor). A couple of minutes of trial
sufficed to show that they had a ludicrous range of operation, with
considerable interaction. To optimise the response, using aproper range
of source material and working by ear, can take days of work if one is
conscientious, and the fact that a set of curves was provided for the
tweeter control makes little difference. One cannot just accept curves of
unknown origin, nor can one know how these might be modified by the
action of the second control, since the effects are not necessarily just
additive. In this case, therefore, the measurements were carried out before
any serious listening, the flattest total curve being set up. Some degree of
estimation was still necessary, but the concensus of opinion was that the
flattest result should be obtained with the tweeter at ' max' and the
midrange control slightly below midway. These settings were used for all
subjective testing.
On listening to sources of all types on tape, disc and radio, it seemed to
me that the 545 was distinctly coloured, producing a rather 'small,
tunnellY sound. There appeared to be some loss of upper midrange and
'presence' regions, and the top was atrifle hard and uneven. Some lack of
real bass is only to be expected from an enclosure of this volume, and there
was no problem in applying quite abit of boost at that end to obtain avery
useful extension.
Describing some individual sounds with reference to the LS3/5a,
speaking voices seemed thinner and more isolated, also slightly more
nasal, while most singing voices appeared more constricted. The guitar
was more boxy and apparently smaller in size. Brass instruments varied
with type, the trumpet being brought out more strongly, some notes
sounding harder while others were less edgy. Orchestras generally were
more cramped, the violins having less zing, while the upper cello and low
viola ranges were more prominent but less sharply defined. Woodwinds in
general had narrower tones with less edge on many notes. The organ also
was emphasised in mid keyboard, with less ring to higher reeds, the pedal
extension being slightly greater (no boost, of course). Flute stops were
mostly somewhat duller. Percussion sounds, also, were for the most part
not so keen.
The stereo performance was reasonable, with slightly broadened
sources extending alittle beyond the loudspeakers, with some small loss
in coherence in the ambience. The 545 stood up remarkably well to high
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drive levels, giving amost impressive maximum output of up to 100 dB spi
mean program.
Our usual outdoor measurements gave the curves shown, which were
taken at the control settings previously mentioned—the flattest possible.
Without making any exaggerated claims about the precise relation
between what is plotted and what is heard, it is still not difficult to account
for some of the aural effects. The midband hump, for example, the drop in
the presence region, and the irregular top do confirm what was heard, at
least in ageneral way. The effects of the controls cannot be shown legibly
in the form of curves—briefly, with the tweeter control set in mid position,
the midrange control operates from about 500 Hz, giving + 3dB/- 8dB at
2 kHz, + 2dB/- 3dB at 5kHz, + 3dB/- 13 dB ( peak) at 6 kHz, finally
settling back to the mean level at 15 kHz. The tweeter control ( midrange at
mean) starts at about 3kHz, following a tortuous pathway to end at
+3 dB/- 20 dB at 20 kHz. Ifear my imagination is insufficiently fertile to
conceive of any situation in which such devices might be remotely useful.
The distortion performance is satisfactory, and the impedance modulus
follows a well- controlled path, with safe minimum levels, remaining
above 6 ohms for practically the whole band. Pair matching was also
good, being within ± 1- dB for most of the spectrum, and only a brief
extension to ± 2dB around 10 kHz. The sensitivity by our normal
measurement was 71- Vat the terminals for 93 dB spi of pink- noise at 1m
on axis in the listening room. This is an excellent efficiency and, together
with the impedance, ensures compatibility with awide range of amplifiers.
In the introduction Imentioned ' horses for courses'. The HD 545 seems
very much acase in point. Icould not honestly urge it on those looking for
atransparent, neutral performance ideally suited to classical music, but I
can indeed suggest it to anyone wanting aspeaker that can be driven from
quite amodest amplifier yet deliver amighty sock- it- to- me output, taking
quite abit of stick in the bass, but not a lot of room in the house, at the
expense of some coloration.

MISSION 700
Manufacturer's specification: 2- way reflex system. Drive units: 205 mm Plastiflex
cone bass/mid, 19 mm soft dome tweeter. Frequency response:60 Hz to 20 kHz + 3dB,
overall range 30 Hz to 20 kHz. Amplifier requirement: 15 W min, 80 W max. per
channel. Impedance: 8 ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 86 dBA spi at 1m for 1W pink.
noise. Dimensions: 460 mm high . 260 mm wide . 250 mm deep. Weight: 6.5 kg.
Finish: Walnut and Black. Price: £ 115 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer Mission
Electronics Limited, Unit 9a, George Street, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE18 6BD.

L

IKE all but one of the 700' series this, the smallest member, is areflex
I— design. The small size makes it impractical to use an in- line assembly
of units and port, so these are offset and the speakers are supplied in
I

handed pairs. It is also surprising to find the bass driver at the top, but this
is done for areason. Mission point out that where drivers are displaced
laterally, it is usual to find that the radiation lobe of the complete speaker
tilts towards the bass driver axis near the crossover frequency. They
therefore overlap the cut-off frequencies of the drivers to compensate for
the resulting drop in spi due to the radiation pattern tilt—hence the
absence of a specified crossover frequency. They also found that the
'integration of HFand LF units' was better when the woofer was at the top,
and that this slightly improved the bass response by areduction in the first
ground reflection. In practice, of course, the latter bonus will be modified
by the position of the loudspeaker relative to a wall.
Constructionally, the 700 takes the form of a rectangular cabinet
veneered on all faces except the back, which is painted in Tortaflek. The
front unit panel is painted matt light grey and is slightly inset into the
cabinet. All inside surfaces, except the front, are lined with 25 mm
polyurethane foam. Connections are by ordinary screw terminals with
4 mm integral sockets. These, and a protective fuse, are mounted on a
chipboard block which is bolted to the inside rear face, covering a
rectangular hole which forms arecess for these components. The simple
4- element crossover is built on the inside of the same board, the elements
being glued, or wired between tags. Sound enough, and cost-effective.
The port is aplastic pipe, 50 mm in diameter by 105 mm long. The front
cover is asimple black foam rectangle with chamfered edges, held by six
pin pads and standing a little proud of the cabinet edges.
The optimum listening position for the 700 was found to correspond
closely with that suggested by the maker, but was not at all critical. The
speakers were placed on stands to bring the middle of the cabinet to about
ear level, with each speaker roughly m from aside wall and nearly 2 m
from the end wall, angled inwards at about 30°.
During an extended period of general listening it was thought that while
the sound was not completely neutral, the balance of the relatively mild
colorations was very acceptable. The expected lack of deep bass was
noted, as for all the designs in this group, but avery useful amount of boost
could be used to good effect. A slight lack of upper bass was observed,
with some loss of transparency in the somewhat emphasised midband,
and a little top loss. Despite these mild criticisms, which make no
concession to size or cost, the overall sound was found to be perfectly
pleasant, detailed, and without long-term fatigue, which is very commendable indeed when all things are considered.
Carrying out descriptive comparisons against the LS3/5a for specific
sources gave the following results. Orchestral sounds were a little more
'middy', with less bite to violins and duller 'cellos, the clarinet being rather
more hollow in its lower register, and the oboe atrifle 'fatter'. The flute was
also duller in lower notes, and brass generally warmer. Percussion
instruments were not quite so sharp (
eg, snare drums and cymbals), but
the bass drum was fuller. Similar general differences were found with the
organ, with extra emphasis on some 8' and 4 stops, alittle less brilliance in
the cornet and high reeds, with about half an octave more extension in the
pedals. Male songsters acquired abit more timbre, though there was little
difference in the feminine department. The harpsichord had more bass
extension and was slightly less open in mid- keyboard. In each case the
differences were relatively small, and it is not to be inferred that one
version is right and the other wrong—that is for anyone to decide who may
have access to this particular transfer reference. In this connection Iwould
endorse apoint made by Mission in their literature: not every dealer has a
good listening room with unimpeacheable equipment, especially comparators. If ahome test is not possible, do at least listen to known material
on aloudspeaker familiar to you (your own, perhaps?) as well as on those
under investigation.

A simple rectangular construction

is used, with

19 mm chipboard

panels forming the top, bottom, sides and back, and a 16 mm unit panel.

7

With the exception of a Tortaflek finish on the back, all other surfaces are
veneered, as are the insides of the four walls. This is said to improve the
damping. The front panel carries the bass/mid driver approximately in its

ltd

centre, with the tweeter vertically above, and the port below—displaced to
one side. This assymmetry of the port ( 38 mm dia. x105 mm long) without

10d0

which it would have had to abut against the internal damping, has obliged
manufacture in handed pairs—hardly significant with stand mounting, but
no doubt necessary if shelf- mounted. The internal damping comprises a

1

it

.
(nd
2

25 mm laver of polyurethane foam over all surfaces except the front panel,
plus a roll of BAF behind the tweeter. Connections are by screw terminals
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internally by a 100 mm square wood block which also carries the 11 -
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with brown material. The usual plastic pins serve to attach it. The cabinet is
nicely finished and the overall construction is particularly good for this

.

price bracket, and good at any price.
For audition the MA9s were mounted on stands to bring the tweeters to
approximately ear height, and were kept well away from walls—:1 m from
the nearest one, to be exact. The conclusion reached on the initial listening
period was that MA9 was not completely neutral: some loss of upper bass
and in the presence region was noted, with a little ' shelf' somewhere in the
upper-midband. Real bass extension was not expected, but bass boost
again proved very effective. However, the lack of neutrality was not

10

unpleasant or in the least fatiguing, nor was it particularly significant in
extent. To put these findings into perspective, if the MA9 had sounded as
good as the MA2 ( reviewed August 1980), who on earth would pay more
than three times as much for the latter?
The results of detailed comparison against the transfer standard LS3/5a
were as follows. Voices, both speaking and singing, were a little warmer,
and pianos slightly more boxy. Among stringed instruments, cellos were a
little more 'wide', the double- bass rounder and further extended, and

On- axis response at 1m. 11,t3 octove pink noise analysis

violins had somewhat less edge. The clarinet was hollower at the bottom
of its range and its top notes less pronounced, the oboe generally very
comparable. With large organs there was a slightly duller sound, sharp

NOTE: THIS CURVE DOES
NOT REPRESENT THE
FREQUENCY RESPONSE
OF THE LOUDSPEAKER
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mixtures being less edgy, midrange tones somewhat emphasised, and
upper reeds, mainly at 2' pitch, not so loud or quite so harmonically
defined, while pedal extension was distinctly greater. Orchestral brass was
also a little warmer. Plucking sounds from guitars and harpsichords were
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fractionally less sharp, while the former had slightly less timbre but the
latter rather more.
No protective device is fitted, but driving the MA9 hard ( sometimes
abusing it) caused no problems, and something like 93-96 dBA mean
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program level was measured in the listening room before there was
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appreciable peak clipping—a very good result, and more than ample for
the vast majority of households. Hard driving with deep bass did ( not
surprisingly) give rise to a bit of ' port puffing', but nothing to worry about
in normal use. The stereo imaging was accurate and had a good depth.

The stereo image perceived with the 700 was accurate and stable, with
reasonable depth, slightly behind the line of the loudspeakers. Evidently
the preservation of symmetry by means of handed pairs has paid off. Very

Looking at the open-air response measurements, both sinewave and
third- octave pink- noise show comparable features, including a midband

adequate acoustic levels were available, a mean program level of about
96 dBA being handled before the onset of peak clipping, without bass

rise and a trough round about 2-4 kHz. Although the response at 80 Hz is
not greatly different from the mean level, the reduction in upper bass

boost of course. When really blasted by a beefy amplifier, the fuse gave
complete protection, but this does not give one a license to run the driving
amplifier into clipping, which could damage the tweeter even in a fuse-

mentioned above can probably be attributed to the slope down from
500 Hz to 70 Hz. It is not always obvious to which bit of the spectrum

protected loudspeaker.
The usual performance graphs are given, and the sinewave response is
just outside the very tight limits given in the specification, which were
probably based on anechoic chamber measurements. We do expect some
slight differences between these and our free- space method, which we
believe to be closer to the true response for a given test geometry.
However, the extent to which either method relates to the response in a
particular room is still very much a matter for debate.

Oct.

[
See Moir article,

1980— Ed] The curves for sinewave and third- octave pink- noise are

reasonably flat, particularly in this price range, and distortion is minimal.
Pair matching was excellent—within + î- dB for most of the range, with an
occasional + 1 dB

at worst.

The

impedance

modulus curve

has a

minimum of 4.6 ohms at about 5 kHz, which is perfectly acceptable, while
our sensitivity test gave 93 dB spi at 1 m in the listening room for a
terminal voltage of 81- V, using pink- noise—a fairly average figure.
This model can be recommended for its balanced design, in which a
reasonable and pleasant degree of neutrality has been achieved while
preserving a useful efficiency and very good power handling, all in a small
space and at a low cost. Well worth hearing!

MONITOR AUDIO MA9
Manufacturer's specification: 2- way reflex unit. Drive units: 120 mm bass/mid with
lightweight fibre pulp cone, 29 mm ferro fluid tweeter. Frequency response: 70 Hz to
22 kHz + 3dB. Impedance 8ohms nominal. Sensitivity: 86 dBA per watt into nominal
8ohms. Distortion: < 1% 2nd., < 02% 3rd.. 70 Hz to 22 kHz, 90 dBa at 1m. Amplifier
requirement: Min. 10 W, max 60 W per channel, up to 100 W with care in use.
Dimensions: 406 mm high . 229 mm wide x217 mm deep. Weight: 5-5 kg. Finish:
Teak or Walnut standard, Black. White or Rosewood to order. Price: £119 ( rip) per pair,
inc. VAT. Manufacturer Monitor Audio Ltd., 347 Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge, CB1
4DJ.

80' comprises six models, of which this

is

and stands are recommended. These are available from the company

if

M
press releases, its response is not actually optimised for that specific
ON ITOR Audio's ' Series

the smallest. Although labelled ' Accurate Bookshelf Model' in
use,

required.
36

40 mm BAF wadding, with a single layer round all skies and a double
thickness covering the back. Screw- type terminals with integral 4 mm
sockets are recessed into the back on a p:astic moulding, and the 5element crossover occupies asmall pcb on the back of the terminals. The
grille is of the usual wood frame variety, covered with black material
and secured to the panel by plastic pegs fitted into the latter. The grille is
15 mm thick, with rounded edges on the vertical sides. A basic construction, but of good appearance, with clean veneering, only the rear face
looking a bit short on elegance.
The sound of the 130 seemed atrifle thin at first, mainly because of a
natural shortage of deep bass. Also, the upper bass, apart from afew notes,
appeared to be reduced compared with the real thing. However, bassboost once more produced a quite welf-balanced sound, and the
midrange, though lust a trifle hollow, had a very good measure of
CELESTION DITTON 130

I
00d8

one's ear locks on' when estimating what is up and what is down, and in
cases like this it is perhaps too easy to be wise after the event
The distortion performance indicated here could certainly do with some
improvement. It was not audible as such, but could have contributed to
the occasional ' dulling' noted in the tests. The pair matching test indicated
excellent matching—better than 4- dB throughout the spectrum. The
impedance modulus has a brief minimum of about 4 ohms just above
2 kHz, which should be no problem at all, and the sensitivity by our normal
method was 12 V for 93 dB spi at 1m on axis, using pink- noise in the
listening room of 83 m 3,a little on the low side for the volume.
To summarise, the MA9 has quite low coloration combined with an
adequately high maximum output, a slightly low but not unreasonable
efficiency, and good bass extension for its size, with the ability to benefit
further by the use of bass boost. It is also among the best finished of its
type, and the pair matching indicates excellent quality control. On this
basis, and especially at the price, it certainly merits recommendation.
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CELESTION DITTON 130
Manufacturer's
specification:
2- way
sealed
enclosure.
Drive
units:
155 mm bass/mid, 25 mm low- mass tweeter. Frequency response: 75 Hz to 20 kHz
+3 dB. Crossover frequency: 2.3 kHz. Power rating. 50 W program, 10 Vcontinuous
sinewave 40-2300 Hz, 7V2.3-20 kHz. Amplifier requirement 10-50 W. Sensitivity:
90 dB spi pink- noise at 1 m on axis ( anechoic) for 1.8 W input. Impedance: 8 ohms.
Dimensions: 485 mm high > 250 mm wide x240 mm deep. Weight: 7.7 kg. Finish:
Walnut with black grite. Price: £110 per pair, inc. VAT Manufacturer Rola Celestion
Limited, Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, 1pswitch, Suffolk IP3 8JP

10dB

A

LL four new models in the Ditton range, of which the 130 is the baby,
use specially designed drivers. All also use an improved version of the
HF1001 tweeter, with increased efficiency given by atwin- layer coil and a
higher gap flux, plus achange in leadout placement to increase reliability.
Unlike most designs, a mesh protector keeps stray fingers away from the
dome. Celestion have developed a method of laser scan plotting using
Doppler interferometry, by means of which athree-dimensional representation of avibrating surface, frozen in time, can be drawn by an X—Y plotter.
Quite large surfaces, such as adriver cone, can be accommodated, and the
result is completely pictorial, whereas laser holographs need interpretation. A single line, or even a point, can be studied in this way. The
method will appear as an AES paper, and has, of course, been used to
study Celestion's driver designs.
The cabinet is arectangular shell of 16 mm chipboard, veneered on the
top, bottom and sides. The rear edges, and the back which is inserted into
them, are all black- painted, while the blocked- in front panel is covered
with black vinyl right to the edges. The drivers are conventionally situated
on the vertical centre- line of the front panel. Damping is provided by

On-axis response at lm. 1/
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WHARFEDALE LASER 60
specification:
2- way
seal
enclosure.
Drive
unite:
200 mm bass/mid, 19 mm soft- dome tweeter. C ssover frequency 3.5 kHz.
Frequency response: 63 Hz to 20 kHz ± 3dB. Nominal impedance 6 ohms.
Sensitivity 88 dBA per watt at 1m ( anechoic, sin wave). Amplifier requirement
15-75 W. Dimensions: 412 mm high . 264 mm wide .243 mm deep. Weight: 5-1- kg
approx. Finish: Walnut, teak & black/black cloth. Price: £84.90 per pair, inc. VAT
Manufacturer: Rank Hi -Fi, Highfield Road, Idle, Bradford, West Yorkshire BD10 8SF.

WHARFEDALE LASER 60

90dB

, rA-A--vv'v-V'f'tn

t
10dB
33.1
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OISTORTION . 200

transparency, and the top, though slightly hard on occasional passages,
was generally well integrated. Overall, a pleasantly neutral and untiring
source. Placement was not critical, and stands were used well clear of
walls, with the tweeter at approximately ear height.
The outcome of the descriptive tests using the LS3/5a as reference may
be summarised as follows. Speaking voices were only very marginally
different, having less timbre and a little nasality, while singers were
warmer in tone, particularly in lower registers. String sounds were a bit
more wiry, and more prominent in midband, though the combined effect
with acomplete string orchestra was slightly thinner. In the brass section,
trumpets were very comparable, the horn and trombone having more
breadth. Percussion generally, including Latin-American instruments
with sharp transients, were almost indistinguishable, except that the bass
drum was more realistic. Large organs gave the usual complexity of
difference, with mixtures afraction harder, some upper reeds atrifle more
nasal, and more emphasis in the region between the organ builder's 2' C
and 1'C, ie roughly 250-500 Hz. Pedal extension was greater. It seemed
fairly clear that the differences were mainly in the upper bass and mid
regions.
The stereo image from the 130 was accurate, unambiguous and with
plenty of depth and width. The maximum output level was high, about
96 dBA of mean program level being measured before peak distortion
supervened.
The accompanying graphs give the results of the usual open-air
measurements, and show a very good sinewave response, within the
specification ( which is pretty tight) except for one brief dip at just over
5kHz. The distortion is also within the limits set out in apress release, the
details of which are too extensive to quote here, and which also relate to
total distortion at ahigher spl. Pair matching was better than 1 dB for the
most part, reaching 2dB only around one double peak near 200 Hz. The
impedance modulus is also perfectly satisfactory, with aminimum of just
over 5ohms at 8kHz. In our room sensitivity test, 8V of pink- noise at the
terminals gave 93 dB spi at 1m on axis—an average result.
Clearly the Ditton 130 is another example of agood balance between
conflicting desiderata in the design of aphysically small loudspeaker. The
degree of neutrality is very good indeed, with average efficiency and a
highly respectable acoustic output, at some small sacrifice in bass
extension, recoverable by using bass- boost at reasonable overall levels. A
well-balanced design is a good design, which ( at this price,) certainly
earns it a recommendation.
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Manufacturer's

0, the Idle lads haven't found away to concentrate sound into abeam
sixty microns in diameter, inaudible except on axis, where it instantly
N
goes in one ear and out of the other! Sorry to disillusion you, but the ' laser'

bit refers to Wharfedale's use of laser holography to study driver design
and related matters, and is the type name for aseries of six loudspeakers,
the 60 being the penultimate in the direction of miniaturisation.
The rectangular cabinet has 16 mm sides, top and bottom, veneered on
the outer edges, with 14 mm panels back and front, the back being inset
by 5 mm and the front panel flush, with black plastic facing. The back,
including the wall edges, is painted black. The drive units are vertically
aligned in the middle of the front panel. The bass/mid unit appears to have
asolid rim secured by four screws, but this is actually aplastic reinforcing
ring, the outside of which clamps the actual pressed- out ring of the unit,
itself held by four more screws, the heads of which normally lie beneath
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the plastic ring. Connection is by push-button terminals in a plastic
housing in the rear panel. A 7- element crossover is built on what appears,
at aquick glance, to be atag panel, but is in fact apcb, screwed inside the
back. Damping is provided by asmall amount of loose, long-haired fibre. A
plastic moulding carries the grille material, and is attached by plastic pegs
on the front panel. If the construction seems somewhat basic, a rough
calculation taking off VAT and dealer's and manufacturer's necessary
profits, shows that one speaker would have to be manufactured, promoted
and distributed for something of the order of f20 ( only my estimate, of
course), and that includes the drivers! To do this and provide a goodlooking finish is not something I'd be keen to take on!
During the usual audition period, using most kinds of source, the sound
was thought somewhat constricted, with some 'cuppy' coloration. The
bass seemed quite extended for the size, but had some boominess. By
comparison with the LS3/5a voices were more throttled, sopranos
weaker, basses less rich with less edge tone, and speaking voices more
boxy. In the orchestra, strings were more muted and duller, the clarinet
more cramped in the bottom and less *creamy' at the top, the brass alittle
duller. Percussion instruments showed only slight differences, though
tape noise was reduced at the top end. Organs were more constricted, with
emphasis varying with frequency in mid keyboard—pedal extension was
greater.
The stereo image was reasonably well defined and moderately deep,
though there was atendency for ambience to move outwards from the
centre and become more concentrated near the loudspeakers. Plenty of
output was available, with mean program levels reaching 96 dBA.
Looking at the measured responses does suggest that all is not as well as
one would hope. The response in both modes is irregular, and is outside
the specification by amargin that is not easy to explain in terms of different
methods of measurement. Distortion, too, is perhaps a little higher than
one might like, though it is not by any means severe. The pair matching
was very good—better than 1dB nearly all the way. The minimum value
for the impedance modulus is 2.6 ohms at 10 kHz, with a short dip to
31 ohms at about 2 kHz, which is reasonable for a nominal value of 6
ohms, and should not cause any amplifier problems at the power levels
concerned. The sensitivity in the listening room was measured as 93 dB
spi of pink- noise at 1m on axis, for aterminal voltage of just over 9V—
somewhat on the low side, taking the impedance into account.
In my view this loudspeaker is perhaps on the fringe of what one tends
to classify as ' hi-fi' performance, but it doesn't even reach the other fringe
of what we are usually asked to pay for that pleasure. In fact it is only about
two-thirds of the price of the other small models in this review, and on that
basis alone it could find aready market among those for whom the pursuit
of neutrality is not the prime aim •

LOUDSPEAKERS 2

Five loudspeakers
by Trevor Attevvell

KEF 103.2
Manufacturer's Specification Two-way sealed enclosuse. Frequency range:
60 Hz to 20 kHz ± 2dB at 2m on design axis. Drive units: B200 bass/mid, T33 tweeter.
Crossover frequency: 3kHz Power handling 150 W program, 20 V ruts continuous sinewave 100 Hz to 2-5 kHz, 8V ruts 4-20 kHz, fully protected electronically.
Recommended amplifier power: 30-150 W into 8ohms Impedance: 8 ohms
nominal. Distortion: Second harmonic < 2% 20-150 Hz, < 1% 150 Hz to 20 kHz;
Third harmonic < 2%20-50 Hz, < 1%50 Hz to 20 kHz. Dimensions: 506 mm high x
265 mm wide x 249 mm deep. Finishes: walnut, teak, rosewood or black ash, with
black fabric grille. Suggested price: £250 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: KEF
Electronics Limited, Tovil, Maidstone, Kent ME15 6C1P.

KEF RECOGNISE that there is a continuing demand for speakers
categorised as ' bookshelf, whether or not that is their actual destination.
Indeed, they point out that this model is intended to stand only in the
upright position, and preferably at aheight that brings the design axis
(205 mm from the cabinet top) to the ear level of the listener,which
implies astand of some sort with aheight of 900 mm for the average
person/seat geometry. The 103.2 is one of the Reference Series, in
which all components are tightly controlled in production, and are
individually measured, after which precise pair- matching is carried out
using the automatically stored data. In the unlikely event qf any failure or
damage, replacement parts to the same tolerance can be supplied.
The enclosure is rectangular, of 18 mm particle board, reinforced by a
one-piece bracing frame, open in the middle, running around the walls
between the two drive units, which are vertically aligned on the panel.
All outside surfaces are veneered except for the bottom, which is in the
form of ashallow ( 5mm) black plinth with mitred ecges. Four thin antiscratch pads on the bottom cover the fixing screws for the crossover and
protection pcb, which is inside the speaker on the bottom. As in all
Reference Series models, the bass/mid driver is compliantly mounted on
rubber grommets with hollow metal spacers, and aring of compliant
material supplies the necessary sealing. The three fixing screws are
inserted with aspecified torque, and should not be disturbed by the user.
The 14- element crossover is combined with an electronic overload
protection circuit called ' S- STOP' ( Steady-state and transient overload
protection) which is self- powered by the signal input. An encapsulated
module ' looks' at the voltage across each drive unit separately, and
senses whether either is in danger of thermal overload, and whether any
input, transient or otherwise, is high enough to be likely to cause audible
distortion on peaks. If any one of these limits is exceeded, an output from
the module switches aoak of transistors which, in turn, energise arelay.
The latter inserts aseries resistor into the crossover, giving complete
protection. An LED indicates that the protection circuit is operating.
The inside walls of the enclosure are not damped with bituminous
pads, design studies having shown these to be superfluous.
Polyurethane foam controls the Q, with 25 mm blocks on the sides, back
and top, plus a50 mm block folded to cover the top, back and bottom.
The grille is of black material over aparticle- board frame, the open part of
which has chamfered sides to minimise diffraction effects. The grille is
attached by plastic pegs and sockets, and leaves astrip of the veneered
front visible along the bottom for aesthetic purposes. Connection is by
means of bared leads inserted into flush mounted, spring- loaded
terminals at the rear.

As one expects from KEF, the standards of construction of both
cabinet work and electronics are excellent, giving aloudspeaker that is
also acceptable as apleasant piece of furniture.
The maker recommends that the 103.2 should be placed on stands,
shelves or small tables, at least 500 mm from aback wall and 1m from
any side wall. Some practical difficulties arise in meeting these suggestions if one wants to get the best possible sound quality. The average
room is unlikely to be able to provide shelves of the considerable area
needed, at the right height and in the right part of the room, while small
tables are, almost by definition, too low. It is pointed out that room
dividers are an excellent location—true, but these are seldom located
where it would be convenient to put the speakers, except perhaps in
some large rooms. Stands are possibly the best opinion, bearing in mind
that
height,
stability
and
unobtrusiveness
are
difficult
bedfellows. Shorter stands on small tables are another possibility. This
whole problem is in no way specific to these particular loudspeakers—it
arises whenever the best possible performance is sought from units
bought for their small size.
For listening tests the optimum height was obtained by using short
stands placed on top of other loudspeakers, using some compliant
packing to prevent any transmission of vibration between the cabinets.
Not apretty sight, but technically as good as any support likely to be
used in the home. Each speaker was 11- m from the end wall, and 1m
from the nearest side wall. On listening to awide variety of material from
all normal sources the 103.2 was assessed as slightly coloured, with a
little mid-emphasis giving rise to hollow or nasal sounds on some
sources, and an impression of lack of openness. A reduced bass
extension was expected, but could be dealt with very effectively by bass
boost. The Quad 44 control unit used for the tests has abass lift facility
particularly designed for this general purpose, and the '+ 3dB' setting
(giving up to 11 dB lift at 20 Hz, with a rapid roll- off below that
frequency) made the speakers sound very much larger, and surprisingly
effective on pop as well as large-scale orchestral sounds, and even with
pipe organs. It was noted that both imaging and sound quality were
slightly affected by speaker orientation, best overall performance being
obtained with both speakers pointing along lines almost parallel with the
side walls. This is presumably afunction of the particular room/speaker
interaction, and the rather subtle effects are amatter of interest and not at
all a cause for concern. The stereo image was outstandingly welldefined laterally and had excellent perspective, reflecting the care taken
in design and in very precise pair matching. Regarding the latter, some
KEF 103:2 45v input
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--taFén by KEF oñ the review samples showfid an
extraordinarily close match between the two.
Comparisons against our ELS as transfer standard showed the
following differences, the 103.2 being quoted in terms of the ELS in each
case. The source material consisted mainly of 38 cm/s original tapes and
live FM broadcasts as available—which is agreat deal more rarely than
one would wish! Na bass boost was used in this case. Speaking voices
were more nasal, with less boom among the men. Singers generally
showed increased timbre, ladies' and boys' voices having less edge,
male tenors and basses being also 'wider', though with some fall- off at
the bottom of the bass register. In the orchestra, upper strings were less
sweet, the cello warmer in tone and more forward on lower notes, while
the double bass was weaker on its low notes. Trumpets sounded similar
in the clarino range, hollower at lower pitches, and the trombone was
more full-bodied. Flutes were broader overall, but similar in higher notes,
the bassoon more woody, with less bite at the top end. Tympani were
more hollow, with less body, and not so sharply defined, snare drums
being duller, and cymbals more 'middy'. In large pipe organs, 8' work
39
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the 83 m3 listening room for one speaker was 93 dB spl pink- noise at
1m for an input of 11 V, agood figure for the size.
Power handling was enormously impressive, with deafening levels
available when driven by asuitable amplifier. With aQuad 405 in the
driving seat, the amplifier reached peak clipping before the speakers, and
to operate the S- STOP protection required pink- noise driving a200 W
amplifier into clipping. Reducing the level restored things to normal. The
arrangement inspires great confidence—accidents such as pulling out
phono leads with the gain up may not do too much for your nerves, but at
least you can be sure, during your descent from the ceiling, that these
speakers will be undamaged.
The obvious advantages of the KEF 103.2 lie in its sheer engineering
quality, combined with small size, good appearance, phenomenal power
handling and complete self-protection. Against these very positive
virtues must be set a little coloration, the subjective significance of
which can only be assessed by the intending listener(s). While it is
difficult to quantify some of these factors in terms of cash equivalent. I
have no hesitation in rating this product as above average value for
money, especially if it is bought below the suggested price, which is
usually possible.

LNB LAB 30
Manufacturer's Specification Two- driver transmission line speaker. Drivers: B200
bass/mid, T27 tweeter crossover frequency: see text. Frequency range:
30 Hz-25 kHz. Distortion: 2nd harmonic < 1.5%100 Hz-20 kHz; 3rd. harmonic < 1%
50 Hz-20 kHz. Sensitivity: 96 dB spi at 1m (anechoic) for 12.5 W input. Amplifier
requirement: 50 W per channel. Program power rating: 75 W nominal.
Impedance: 8ohms nominal. Dimensions: 725 mm high Y292 mm wide Y285 mm
deep, including castors. Weight: 16 kg. Finish: Teak, Walnut, Rosewood, Mahogany,
eggshell black. Price: About £270 per pair, including VAT. Manufacturer: LNB Audio
Limited, Duke Street, Loughborough.

around mid- manual and 4' work below the middle were more prominent
and more cloudy. High mutations were alittle louder, and the cornet a
trifle sharper, most pedal work being weaker. The harpsichord was more
boxed- in.
To try to put magnitudes into perspective, the differences noted would
have been clear to most people had they heard the direct A/B
comparisons with areasonable degree of attention, but no difference,
particularly one in which partial similarities are noted, would have been
obtrusive. As always, it should be borne in mind that one insoluble
problem in conducting A/B tests is the impossibility of putting both
loudspeakers in the same place, so that some differences in their
interactions with the room are unavoidable. To minimise the problem in
this case, the mounting arrangement used for the no- comparison tests
was abandoned in favour of apair of small platforms mounted on tripods
in front of the ELS, but with thin legs, checking that they did not audibly
affect the sound.
The usual measurements were carried out by James Moir and
Associates, the response curves for sinewave and third- octave pinknoise conditions being shown in the graphs. The distortion levels are
amplified by 20dB for clarity. The sinewave response is within the very
tight tolerance set by the manufacturer, except for one dip at 5kHz,
which is much reduced if the curve is taken with the grille off, as KEF do.
Further, these measurements are at 1m instead of 2mas specified by the
manufacturer, and one would expect asmoother response at the greater
distance. However, as the above- mentioned KEF-plotted responses
(with the grille off) happened also to be taken at 1m, we are reproducing
one of their curves here for completeness ( p. 39). The differences in the
50-200 Hz and 2-5 kHz regions are unresolved and are subject to
further investigation. The relative merits of the various methods of
measurement have been aired on anumber of previous occasions, but
we are currently staying with the traditional 1m and with the manufacturer's grille intact.
The distortion curves are also very satisfactory, and within specification, and the impedance modulus has two minima, both afraction
under 6ohms, and representing an easy load. The measured sensitivity in
40

LN BIS AN all- British company which sticks firmly to the type of loading
in which it believes, namely, the transmission line—or ( less
ambiguously) the acoustic labyrinth, in which the rear radiation from the
bass driver is gradually absorbed as it traverses what is, effectively, along
pipe containing absorbent material, the far end usually being open. It
sounds easy, but there are complications, particularly in lines of
practicable length, including the possibility of pipe- type resonances,
reflections from surfaces ( especially behind the driver) and the fact that
the line tends towards closed- box behaviour if the line end is closed, or
reflex behaviour if it is open, as is usually the case in published designs,
these latter considerations becoming significant at the low frequency
end. The type of absorbent material used is also important.
In the LAB 30 the pipe is roughly 2i-m long and folded into three
sections by vertical partitions parallel with the front panel. The crosssection is constant along the length, and is approximately equal to the
effective driver area. Various absorbers are used, including felt immediately behind the driver to reduce lateral high- frequency reflections,
and natural long- fibre wool in most of the rest of the line apart from a
wad of fibreglass at the open end, doubtless for cosmetic reasons. The
driver is about 350 mm from the start of the line, aposition which tends
to reduce the excitation of pipe resonances, and also leaves acavity
above the driver which can be used to modify the response, usually in the
upper bass region.
The cabinet is made by LNB themselves from high- density particle
board, and the internal partitions described above make it very rigid. The
vent is at the bottom, below the front unit panel, which is recessed and
covered in black 'crinkle' vinyl. The bass driver is just below the middle of
the panel, with the tweeter above it, and the gap between their mounting

LNB LAB 30
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holes is strengthened by a brace between the panel and the next
partition. Around the sides of the recess is aplastic filler strip, lipped
slightly over the front edges all round, and the front cover is alight pushfit into the recess, flush with the front edge; to remove it requires gentle
leverage with anailfile or something similar. The cover is of chipboard
with appropriate chamfered cut-outs in front of the units, and is covered
with thin foam over which is stretched the usual fabric. The crossover is
of 7elements, one of which is atapped inductor, built on Veroboard and
secured to awood block at the back of the vent, the block being released
by undoing ascrew in the base. Connections are by 4mm sockets at the
rear. The enclosure is veneered on top, bottom and sides, and on the
visible front edges, the back being covered with black vinyl. Four plastic
inserts in the bottom take the four good quality castors, which can be
pulled out if it is desired to use stands. The cabinet work and general
finish are very good, while the circuitry looks abit home- spun but is
adequate for its job—which is all that matters, since it can't be seen.
Since the LAB 30 is supplied with castors, the implication is that floormounting is expected. This would usually bring the tweeter considerably
below ear level, and on listening it was confirmed that there was some
benefit to be had by either tilting the speakers back, or placing them on
low stands.The differences were not very remarka ble, but were enough to
suggest that some users may wish to get the very best possible results by
one of these means, and both methods were used for our own tests.
Although tilting needs nothing more than the removal of the rear castors,
the resultant attitude is decidedly precarious, and asuitable stand makes
more sense.
During general listening over a period of some days the LAB 30s
seemed fairly neutral, but with acertain amount of mellowness and some
constriction or blurring, mainly on large-scale material. These effects
were not very pronounced, and there was never any feeling of fatigue.
Detailed comparisons against the ELS transfer standards followed,
with the following observations, of which the LAB 30 is made the
subject. Speaking voices were more mellow, male voices having less
bass content, while singers in general had more body and less edge.

Brass instruments were slightly more hollow, with mid- frequencies
more strongly produced, though the horn and trumpet were similar at
higher pitches. Among strings, violins were less open with occasional
sharpening of edges, cellos were more prominent and boxy in their
midrange, falling somewhat in the bass—similarly, the double- bass was
louder and more hollow at higher pitches and weaker near the bottom of
its compass. The flute was broadened in tone, the oboe very comparable
apart from some emphasis of lower notes, and the bassoon more hollowsounding. Tympani were thinner, cymbals less crisp. On large organs
more weight was given to most 8' stops on the manuals, with areduced
output from 4' ranks. Upper bass notes were thicker, and there was less
bass extension. The harpsichord was more blurred, with less attack, and
the piano was more mellow. As previously stated, the differences were
not outstanding.
The usual open-air measurements are consistent with the aural
observations, with an overall rise of 3 or 4dB from 50 Hz to 1kHz,
followed by some irregularities in the crossover region and in the slightly
falling bass response. Without getting too bogged down in circuit and
driver details, it should perhaps be explained that the method adopted to
combine the two unit roll- offs involves staggering the cut-offs and
adding a tuned circuit—thus the crossover effectively occupies the
range ( approximately) 21 to 4kHz, and a single quoted crossover
frequency wouldn't make much sense. The bass characteristics can be
deduced from the labyrinth design, and are typical of the performance
possible in an enclosure of such modest volume. In fact, were it not for
the upward mid- band slope the bass extension would seem greater than
it does.
The impedance modulus shows the expected characteristics, and
stays above 8ohms except for adip to 5ohms at 10 kHz—no amplifier
compatibility problems seem remotely likely here! The measured sensitivity by our usual measurement in the listening room was 93 dB spi of
pink- noise ail mon axis for 16-1- Vinput. Rather low, and to be expected
for this type of loading, but in practical terms an adequate domestic
output needs no more than pretty average amplifier power.
No protective device is fitted, but no damage occurred when the
loudspeakers were driven at very high levels from an amplifier capable of
200 W peak per channel. The floor practically got up and walked out at
this sound output, and occasional peak clipping could not be categorised as to its source, which could well have been the amplifier.
With good source material the stereo image was accurate and stable,
with good depth, over an extensive floor area. This doubtless reflects the
close proximity of the drivers, as well as good pair matching.
The LAB 30 offers aslightly above average sound that is characterised
by alittle mellowness and lack of aggression that will be attractive to a
wide audience. It is unobtrusive in aroom, especially when left standing
on its very convenient castors, and many listeners may think the acoustic
advantages of stand mounting insufficient to justify the extra bulk and
cost. In brief—good value, fills adefinite market slot, and has to be worth
hearing for yourself.

Harbeth Monitor HL Mk. III
Manufacturer's Specification Two-way reflex enclosure. Drive units: Bass/mid
200 mm polypropylene cone, Son Audax HD12 9, D25 -825 mm soft -domed tweeter.
Crossover frequency: 2 kHz. Axial frequency responso: 50 Hz to 25 kHz ± 3dB.
Power handling: 100 W peak (
program) Sensitivity 87 dB/W at 1m. Nominal
impedance: 8 ohms. Dimensions: 640 mm high x 325 mm wide a 300 mm deep.
Weight 13.5 kg. Finish: Teak, Walnut, Black Oak. Price:£ 342 .70 per pair, including
VAT, Walnut £ 1 • 15 extra. Stands: optional extra, adjustable, chrome or brown finish,
£30•99. Manufacturer: Harbeth Acoustics, 2a Nova Road, West Croydon, Surrey
CRO 2TL.

THE HARBETH HL incorporates the combined results of numerous
researches into cabinet materials and damping, as well as cone materials
and reflex vent parameters. Thus the bass/mid unit uses the
polypropylene cone now widely recognised as aconsiderable advance
in driver performance, and used increasingly in the USA as well as in
Britain. It is not always recognised that the exact form and termination of
the cone are important, too. Other significant differences in design
between this loudspeaker and most others will be evident in the
customary description that follows.
The cabinet is made from 10 mm birch plywood sides, top and bottom,
all veneered with mitred corners. 19 mm square fillets form rectangular
frames inside the carcase to which are secured the front and rear panels,
also of ply. The rear panel is flush with the outer edges, and fixed by
twelve woodscrews, the front panel is inset about 13 mm, being pinned
and glued. The front panel, painted eggshell black, has the bass/mid
driver slightly below centre, with the tweeter vertically above it and the
port, 65 mm diameter x 51 mm long, below it to the right. All internal
surfaces except the front are lined with bituminous damping pads,
covered in turn with 25 mm fire-resistant foam. The crossover comprises
ten elements, one of which is an autotransformer used to obtain + I- dB
matching between the outputs of the drive units, mounted on aglassfibre pcb with conductors of generous cross-sectional area. The board is
bolted to the front panel, as are the drivers. Anyone attempting to remove
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these will merely succeed in loosening
the nuts, and will have to take the back
off to tighten them. The back is not
specially sealed—it is a good fit, but
anysmall leak would merely add anegligible area to the porting, and with a
high acoustic resistance at that!
Connection is by a pair of terminals,
which also accept 4 mm banana plugs.
The leaflet points out that the vent and
panel designs satisfy BBC requirements for low
distortion and inaudibility of panel resonances, respectively. The frontal
aspect is completed by a contoured black foam cover, held by ' plastic
Velcro' pads. The stands were not supplied for review.
For listening tests the makers' recommendation was followed, particularly since it matched both expectation and practical results! The
speakers were raised about 460 mm above the floor, and situated about
m from the end wall and 1m from the side walls. Prolonged listening
to a wide variety of sources proved pleasant and relaxing, the sound
being clean and open. There was avery slight emphasis of the upper bass
and midband compared with the presence region, with an occasional
trace of extreme top hardness, but there was very little coloration, and
most inputs were reproduced very naturally.
Comparisons were then carried out with the Quad ELS as atransfer
standard, for descriptive purposes, using mainly original own recordings, plus other tapes of known good quality and live FM broadcasts.
The sound of the HL is quoted with respect to that of the ELS in each
case. Starting with orchestral instruments, the violin was very similar,
with alittle more warmth in its midrange and alittle spikiness at the top,
the cello being similar in upper parts and abit warmer at the bottom. The
double bass was very comparable, the French horn somewhat more
rounded, the trumpet less biting on its lower notes, and the trombone
also a bit more echoing, with some edge tones sharpened. Flutes were
more enclosed, the oboe broader in tone and the cor anglais more
hollow. The piano was alittle more mellow, and more forward around its
middle octaves. Drums of all types were very similar in sound, one or two
'kitchen' instruments (
eg, cymbals) having aslightly hollower quality.
Speaking voices showed some small differences according to type and
pitch—generally there was a little added warmth, sometimes with a
touch more nasality, and much the same degree of bass boom, where
originally present. Singers tended to be afraction ' broader', with slight
emphasis on some sibilants. The organ produced some small and
complex differences, with more emphasis on mid- manual unison tone,
slightly sharper upper mixtures, less brilliance in some reeds, mainly at 4'.
Upper pedal notes were slightly louder, and the pedal extension greater,
with the addition of a few useful notes. Quite a number of these
differences, though audible on instant switch- over, would have been
difficult or impossible to locate if the sources had been heard ( for
example) on different days.
Stereo imagery was fine, with accuracy and depth, the sound stage
being somewhat behind the sources, nor was one conscious of the two
sources as separate entities. Though unprotected, the HL stood up to
more than the specified maximum peak input ( this is the last test, always,
so that any possible damage cannot upset listening tests), and its output
at the specified level, though not exceptional, is more than enough for
realistic listening under domestic conditions, and agreat deal more than
most folk would want to use.
The usual open-air measurements, shown in the graphs, reveal avery
flat response from 60 Hz to nearly 1 kHz, with an overall small drop
between 1and 2 kHz and aslight rise at the extreme top. The dip at 5 kHz
may be due to interference between the tweeter output and the residual
output from the bass/mid driver, or it could possibly result from the
tweeter being able to 'see' the cabinet edge. Such effects are common
enough, and can usually be modified or removed by altering the test
geometry slightly, but the expense of retesting is hardly justified. The
sinewave response is auseful comparative and design guide, but we do
not listen to sinewaves at 1m on axis in anechoic conditions as arule!
The impedance modulus shows the typical reflex ' double hump', and
nowhere does it fall below 6 ohms. The measured sensitivity in the
listening room was 93 dB spi of pink- noise at 1m for an input of 11 V,
which is average.
It is clear enough that the Harbeth HL is of Beeb lineage, with its
careful consideration of every design detail, and use of high- quality
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components throughout. Actual Beeb monitors are mostly in the noexpense- spared category, with appearance fairly well down the list, and
the object of this design was to produce something domestically
acceptable while retaining the good tonal balance of the studio version,
all at a reasonable price. By ' good tonal balance' is meant a pleasing,
natural sound with very low coloration on the one hand, but not bitingly
analytical on the other. The result is highly successful, and Ihave no
hesitation in recommending this model as avery good termination for
most systems.

Chartwell PM 210
Manufacturer's Specification Two way reflex enclosure. Drive units: 205 mm
polypropylene bass/mid, Son Audax HD100 D25 soft- domed tweeter. Crossover
frequency: 2.8 kHz. Sensitivity: 89 dB/W pink- noise at 1m. Power handling:
100 W program. Amplifier requirement: 10-100 W per channel. Frequency responses: 50 Hz- 20 kHz + 3driq Impedance: 4-8 ohms nominal. Dimensions:
660 mm high 345 mm wide x 285 mm deep. Weight: 15 kg. Finish: Teak, Black or
walnut with black front, rosewood and/or coloured grilles to special order. Price: £322
(recommended) per pair including VAT for standard finishes. Optional stands with deluxe castors, £ 28.75 inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Swisstone Electronics Limited, 4/14
Barmeston Road, London SE6 3BN.

THIS IS THE second member of the PM series in ascending order of size.
It is constructed from 14 mm high- density particle board, faced inside
as well as out, in the form of a rectangular box of which the top and
bottom overhang the sides and back by about 3 mm, and the front by
20 mm. The unit panel is inset flush with the sides, resting on a
reinforcing fillet running round all four inner walls. The bass driver is set
in flush with the panel slightly above centre, with the tweeter vertically
above and close to it. The port, 64 mm diameter x 76 mm long, is on the
vertical centre line below the bass/mid unit. All inside walls except the
front panel are damped with bituminous pads, over which is foam
material, 25 mm thick on the sides and about 60 mm thick on the back,
top and bottom. In addition, the upper third of the remaining volume is
packed with BAF wadding. The pcb carrying the 13- element crossover
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is mounted on wood blocks off the front panel, immediately behind the
tweeter, and connections are by amale 2- pin DIN connector or 4mm
sockets on the recessed rear input panel. All wiring is short and stapled
down to prevent rattles. The tweeter is protected from straying fingers by
a wire mesh. The front grille, of contoured foam, sits between the
extended top and bottom, and flush with the sides, being securely
attached by numerous circular plastic grippers. The constructional
standard and appearance are both very good, the latter enhanced by
wood veneers on every face, including the unit panel. Stands were not
submitted for review, but my recollection from past sightings is that they
are neat and substantial.
The maker recommends that the PM 210 should be lifted 250 mm or
more off the floor, and that it should be at least 150 mm from any wall,
and preferably twice that distance. For test Estening they were on open
stands about 350 mm high, 11- m from the end wall and roughly tm from
the nearest side wall. A good deal of listening to all sorts and conditions
of source found the PM 210 easy on the ear and kind to most inputs,
mainly for the reason that there was some emphasis in the upper
bass/lower-mid region, with less attack in the top, resulting in awarmish
balance but with ahappy lack of quacky coloration. On A/B comparison
against the ELS as atransfer standard the relative sound of the PM 210
was detailed as follows. Most voices, male and female, speaking and
singing, were somewhat thicker, tending to favour the tenor/alto/
contralto groups. Some orchestral instruments sounded very similar,
particularly flutes, oboes and bassoons, brass instruments varying from
the tuba at the bottom, which was very similar, to the trumpet, which
was alittle more mellow, with less bite. Timpani were alittle less open,
while cymbals and snare drums were significantly dulled. Most of the
string section werea little less open, with slightly reduced 'zing' ( noticed
as areduction in bowing 'edge"). The larger pipe organs were warmer,
with less brilliance in some reed stops, the lower manual pitches being
more emphasised and sharp mixtures sounding less bright. The pedal
note extension was very similar. Harpsichords and guitars were very
comparable, though with some increase in lower- mid and slightly less
crisp attack.
The stereo performance was remarkably good, with first-class separation and depth, and awide listening area could be covered without
difficulty. High-level testing produced volumes approaching the painful,
and certainly well above any normal requirement, the PM 210 taking
100W of program far more happily than Iwas taking its output.
Looking at the open-air response curves taken 1m on ads and 7m
above ground by James Moir and Associates we note that the sinewave
one is within + 3-1- dB from 45 Hz to 20 kHz—avery good result. Also
we see that there is asmall lift between, roughly, 50 and 500 Hz, and that
the top, apart from a rise around 10 kHz, is at a lower average level,
accounting for some of the observations made above ( hindsight is afine
thing!). The distortion curves are very satisfactory, with especially low
values for agood three octaves around 1kHz. The impedance modulus
curve makes me wonder why the impedance is quoted as 4-8 ohms
nominal, since the modulus is never less than 7ohms below 9kHz, and
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an admittedly rather hasty check on phase showed that the real part
doesn't even reach 4 ohms! The sensitivity, by our normal in-house
measurement, was 93 dB spi of pink- noise at 1m for 10e V at the
terminals, atypical figure for this general design.
The PM 210 has something in common with the Harbeth HL, mainly
the basic design as areflex system of comparable size and similar drive
units, and particularly in the use of polypropylene as acone material. It
isn't surprising that they show similarities in sound. The PM 210 is
perhaps ashade light in the extreme top, and warm in the mid/lows, but
it is very free from actual colorations of any kind, and has amost pleasing
and restful nature. If it is sometimes kinder to sources than they deserve,
this will hardly give rise to resentment amongst its owners. I'm sorry if
this is going to lengthen your short-list, but the PM 210 must be
recommended as an addition!

Nightingale Point 5
Manufacturer's Specification 3- way reflex enclosure Drive unite: 200 mm
bextrene coned bass, 100 mm doped pulp mid, 25 mm soft- domed tweeter. Crossover
frequencies: 500 Hz and 3kHz. Tuned cabinet resonance: 35 Hz. Impedance: 8ohms
nominal. Power handling: TS 1.41 rms, no clipping, 100W transient. Amplifier
requirement: 25 W per channel minimum. Dimensions: 800 mm high
267 mm
wide
368 mm deep. Weight: 15.45 kg. Finish: Teak or walnut as standard. Other
finishes to special order. Price: £352 suggested retail, including VAT. Manufacturer:
Nightingale Acoustics Ltd., School Road, Bracon Ash, Norwich, Norfolk NR14 8HG.

THIS IS A very unusual loudspeaker which might be said to wear its
heart on its head. Starting at the other end, its body is a basically
rectangular cabinet of 19 mm particle board with an integral front panel,
which is stepped inwards by 24 mm over the top 180 mm, the two levels
being joined by aslope. In the lower, main section are the bass driver,
almost central on the front, with the reflex port ( 75 mm diameter x
167 mm long) below. The port is asubstantial tube 3-1- mm thick. The
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IS IT A MIRAGE?

We at the Hi Fi Oasis are used to detecting mirages, but
this one has us foxed! Called MIRAGE'S these new
moving coil cartridges from Osawa are very much the
real thing; and offer superb quality and value. We are
pleased to include the MIRAGE 0S7OL (Boron) and the
0S8OL ( Ruby) among our wide array of demonstration
models.
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optimise these requirements.
For maximum information retrieval
This ideal combination of medium
it's got to be Grado.
compliance precise cantilever
But to discover just what it is that
geometry, and generous surface
enables Grado owners to enjoy more
clearance
also reduces disc
information from their discs, it's
warp effects.
worth taking acloser look at this
Connecting aGrado cartridge is
remarkable range of cartridges.
simplicity itself — the light but
What we have done with the Grado
rugged body is designed to afford
Laboratory Series is to tackle the
quick and accurate alignment from
compatibility problem more
any angle .
comprehensively, we believe, than
We think we've covered every
any other manufacturer.
angle too. Even the patented stylus
All Grado cartridges employ the
ensuring you get
unique Flux Bridger principle which, fit is unique
only a genuine Grado replacement.
like all the best ideas, is ingeniously
It's this meticulous care in design
simple. A pivoted cantilever C)
right through to the construction of
simply swings between opposing
every Grado cartridge that
'lux gaps creating an increase in
contributes to an unchallenged
flux in one gap while reducing
consistency of performance
it in the other. The Flux Bridger
and guarantee of reliability.
actually uses four separate
There's an old adage which
magnetic gaps in a highly efficient
suggests ' you can't expect to get out
and perfectly balanced system
more than you put in'. We've put
requiring fewer coil turns. This
everything we know into producing
renders Grado cartridges almost
.the finest range of cartridges in
totally insensitive to pick-up arm
the world. We think you will get
capacitance.
even more out of them.
We took care of the cartridge/arm
compatibility problem too. This is
vital because only through their
correct interface can aproper tonal
balance and system resonance (in
the preferred 8-15 Hz region)
LABORATORY SERIES
be assured. Our own extensive
More than the sum of the parts.
research and experience proved
conclusively that a compliance
Much more.
factor of 15 X 10 6 cm/dyne for
TRANSONIC IMPORTS : ACOUSTICAL) LIMITED
BROOKS COURT STAMFORD LINOS TEL: ( 0780) 55551
the Grado Laboratory Series would
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midrange driver is on the inset portion of the panel. The interior of the
enclosure is foam- lined, the thicknesses varying from 25 to 50 mm, and
asubstantial lateral brace is fitted along the back, between the side walls,
roughly athird of the way up the enclosure. The cabinet is veneered only
on the sides, all other faces being fleck- painted. A contoured foam grille
completes the front, and this is fixed in place by adhesive. It is shaped to
fill in the stepped part of the panel, presenting avertical front surface.
The usual recessed plastic connecting panel is fitted near the top of the
cabinet, and offers a choice of 4 mm sockets or male 2- pin DIN.
Something missing? Oh yes, the head! Sitting atop the cabinet is a
foam cover, rectangular, with achamfered top front edge—it is held only
by two adhesive strips. Under it sits the tweeter, mounted somewhat
offset from the centre line, above the mid- range unit in fact, on avertical
metal bracket. Because of the offset, which helps to reduce any
combination of diffraction effects from the side edges, the speaker has to
be supplied in handed pairs if stereo imaging is not to be worsened. Also
beneath the lid is the crossover, an 11- element job on apcb, screwed to
the top. Some care in handling the speaker is required, since the cover is
not reinforced in any way, and the tweeter and crossover could be
vulnerable to acts of savagery, such as standing it upside-down. It
shouldn't happen, of course, but we all have our moments of aberration.
Needless to say, the reason for stepping the driver fronts is to give timedelay compensation. The whole structure is well- made, with asolid feel,
and it is a relief to see a loudspeaker that is satisfyingly different.
Although it looks big enough for floor mounting, stands are recommended, the suggested one being the AVF 8 in. stand, without castors.
These particular ones were not available for our tests, but others of
similar height were used, the speakers being about 1 m from the end
wall and ,î m from the side walls.
First impressions were not good—the toral balance seemed far from
flat, and something appeared very wrong at : he top end. It was therefore
decided to measure before any serious listening was done.The sinewave
response showed aserious and spikey suck- out between 2 and 4 kHz,
and the reaction of those present was unanimous—tweeter out of phase.
Lifting its hat and looking at its brains showed that the wiring was
correct according to the board markings, but we decided to operate
anyway, and reversed the phase of the tweeter. The ' EEG' promptly
returned to iormal, and the maker subsequently confirmed that ' correct'
was indeed ' incorrect', due to the use el a common board with nonapplicable markings. This will be rectified in production.
Fresh listening tests showed a marked improvement, the main
comments on general, extended listening being that the top was slightly
'fizzy' and hard, there was some ' presence' Jift which tended to reduce
the effective bass content, and some mid coloration was noticed. It is
unfortunate that the measurements had been seen before these tests, but
the graphs were kept out of sight during. and for some days before the
listening tests, and there is little chance that Icould have remembered
any details.
Comparison against our ELS transfer standards showed the following
differences, quoting the Point 5 in each case. Speaking voices were
more nasal and harder, while among singers, the basses were less
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prominen:, the tenors more audible and trebles slightly suppressed—
most voices were somewhat harder. Brass instruments were fiercer, the
trombone thinner, the trumpet more hard and ' stringy'. Woodwinds had
more buzz, with increased harmonics. Strings were also thinner, the
cellos being slightly recessed, with an overall increase in ' chestiness'.
Organs showed less 4' output, the reeds were more irregular and sharper,
but rather thinner, and mixtures more strident. Triangles and bells were
also sharper, most percussion instruments were more emphatic, and
more hollow. Organ pedal, bass drum and double basses indicated less
bass extension, though not significantly so. Harpsichords were duller in
midband, with less sweetness in the top.
The imaging of good stereo inputs was generally good, with adequate
lateral accuracy, but some vertical patterning, and the perspective depth,
though reasonable, was not outstanding. Trying the speaker without its
hat merely increased the tweeter output and was not liked—the
appearance also suffers, of course, if that is a consideration.
The maximum obtainable level was very considerable and far more
than mos: users could stand for long. There is no protection—some
samples may have afuseholder near the input socket, but there is no fuse
in it! However, agood spell somewhat above the recommended 100 W
peak produced no problems. Some slight distortion was heard, but
nothing to worry about, particularly in these extreme conditions.
Examining the measurements does show agradual upward slope over
the band—slight, but probably significant, with a dip around 500 Hz,
and asomewhat spikey top. If Isay that these features can account for
some of the audible effects, some of our sceptical readers may simply
fall about laughing, remembering the circumstances of the measurement. Well, please yourselves!
The impedance modulus curve is typical, showing awell- controlled
impedance, the minimum modulus being 5ohms at about 100-200 Hz,
aperfectly respectable value, with an average very close to nominal. The
sensitivity in the measuring room was 93 dB spl of pink- noise at 1m for
10 V input, which is again avery reasonable figure.
Although some response features have been mildly criticised, the
basic design is agood one, and my feeling is that alittle attention to the
midband/bass crossover and to the tweeter could make this an
outstanding performer, if costing considerations permit. As it stands, I
would hesitate to make a firm overall recommendation, but would
suggest audition, especially by those who prefer a brightish sound •
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LOUDSPEAKERS 3

Two tiny loudspeakers
by Alvin Gold

O unproblematical. But whilst it may appear to be simple to decide that
one speaker sounds more natural than another, it's quite another thing to
N PAPER AT least, the task of evaluating aloudspeaker may seem

apply this judgement when other factors are involved.
There are just such 'other factors' involved in the case of the two models
reviewed here. Size, or rather the lack of it, is traditionally one of the more
obvious enemies of good loudspeaker performance. The subjects of this
review—the Linn Kan and The Small Loudspeaker from RCL—are both
recent introductions ( under 12 months as Iwrite), and are both very small
but exactingly engineered loudspeakers intended to compete with the top
end of the 'mini' market. The established competition is led by the almost
legendary LS3/5a monitor, and Iused apair of the Audiomaster version
to provide aknown point of reference.
The job of evaluating these two loudspeakers was carried out in two
parts. The major part was, of course, apurely musical assessment, carried
out in a2000 cu ft. room with asystem which included aLinn/Ittok/Asak
player and Lentek amplifier. For some of the time, the Asak was replaced
by a Sony ' Esprit' XL- 88D cartridge—an expensive (£ 550) m- cwith a
laser- cut one-piece diamond cantilever and stylus. Recent type Mission
770s and the aforementioned Audiomaster LS3/5as were brought into the
listening at various times, and in addition, both pairs of review speakers
were tried in different systems at different locations in an attempt to get an
all-round appraisal of their virtues—and problems.
The second part of the test was the technical assessment conducted by
James Moir. This covered amplitude/frequency response by swept
sinewave and by rd octave pink noise excitation on the outdoor mast. In
addition, second and third harmonic distortion plots were taken. These
measurements were done with the measuring mike at adistance of 1mon
the forward axis, pointing just below the tweeter in each case.
Before proceeding to the substance of the reviews, it's worth mentioning
afew of the factors taken into consideration in my judgements of these
two unusual designs. The first is summed up by the well known expression
'horses for courses'. Both models are specialised products which are not
really comparable with conventionally sized speakers in their respective
price ranges. They are primarily for people who need ( or want) very small
loudspeakers, and certain trade-offs have been made in each case by
virtue of their size. This is not to say that they are both necessarily inferior
to the more conventional competition, except in certain very specific
ways. The interesting point about the review models, and especially the
Linn Ka ns, is that the trade-offs that have been made are not necessarily the
ones you might expect—of which more later.
The second one concerns the LS3/5as. Although Irefer to them
extensively in the reviews, Ido feel that they are aimed at arather different
market than either the RCLs or the Kans. The LS3/5a is primarily amonitor
loudspeaker, in that the major emphasis is on tonal accuracy and
(especially) repeatability from sample to sample. This emphasis makes
them a known quantity in a way that's appropriate for monitoring
purposes. While consistency is also important for domestic use, it comes
lower down on the list of priorities, and most users ( and myself!) would
probably be happy if the product were to be 'continuously improved'—to
quote the immortal phrase.
All listening on the Linn/Lentek
system was done with the speakers on
460 mm high stands. Only one pair of
speakers were kept in the room at
Below RCL-The Small Loudspeaker
and right: Linn Kan
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any one time to eliminate any possibility of interaction between the pair
being listened to and others nearby. That such interactions occur and—
more to the point—that they have an important influence on the
auditioning of loudspeakers has been convincingly demonstrated by
Studio 99 in London—and reported widely in the hi-fi press.

RCL-The Small Loudspeaker
Manufacturer's specifications: Model: The Small Loudspeaker Type: 2- way reflex
loaded loudspeaker. Drive units:11 cm bass/midrange unit, 19mm tweeter. Both made by
SEAS. Impedance: 8ohms. Power handling: 50 watts. Sensitivity: 84 dB for 1watt at
1 metre Internal volume: 3.4 litres. Size: 31 cm high x15.5 cm wide x16.5 deep.
Weight 5kg. Manufacturer: RCL, Unit E2, Hunton Bridge Works, Bridge Road, Hunton
Bridge, Watford, Hertfordshire Tel: Kings Langley 68399. Price: £122 per pair inc. VAT.

The modestly named 'The Small Loudspeaker' from RCL had its genesis
as adesign exercise by the manufacturer of the drive units, SEAS, to show
what their 19mm treble and 11 cm bass/midrange could do. As such, the
bass unit and the cabinet were designed together—it wasn't just acase of
fitting adriver into abox. As aresult, the version of the bass unit used here
is quite different in its magnetic circuit and cone profile from the version
used by ( for example) Heybrook as amidrange unit in the HB3.
The cabinet construction is in fact quite extraordinary regarding the
lengths that have been gone to in order to achieve areally solid box. It's
made of 12mm chipboard lined internally with another 12mm of
blockboard on all surfaces. The use of different types of particle board for
the two walls, each with its own resonant behavior, results in astructure
that's difficult to excite mechanically.
Another equally surprising feature of the RCL is the reflex loading used.
It takes the form of along narrow tube that runs from the back of the bass
unit, venting above the tweeter. Idecided not to examine the RCL
internally, partly because it was not possible to examine the inside of the
Linn speaker and Ifelt it desirable to maintain the test procedure as nearly
as possible identical for the two models. Details given by the manufacturer
then, but unconfirmed for this reason, are that the crossover uses six
elements of high power capability and that internal wiring is done with 42
strand cable—the inside being foam lined.
The outside of 'The Small Loudspeaker' is well finished in awalnut
veneer on top, bottom and sides, the front and rear being painted black. It's
agood looking enclosure whose proportions are tall and narrow when
compared to the LS3/5a. Of comparable overall size, it has alower internal
volume because of the wall thickness. The only slightly jarring note is
struck by the featureless brown reticulated grille: although thinned down in
front of the drivers, it's abit of alet- down cosmetically and sits somewhat
uncomfortably on the front baffle, attaching rather less than securely via
six Velcro type pads. As is often the case, the grille has a small but
noticeable effect on output, especially off- axis. Itherefore used the
speakers without them—they were also measured this way.
Amplifier connections are via two terminal posts, colour coded and
designed to accept 4mm plugs or bare wires. Although these posts are
substantial enough to accept thick cables such as QED 79- strand or
Monster cable, the cut-out that surrounds them has been reduced in size
on the latest version, making bare cable entry near impossible. Other
changes, though, are for the better, and include amuch reduced overhang
where the sides meet the front baffle. Earlier versions had sides that stood
well proud of the baffle with deleterious effects on treble performance.
To complete the description: the 11 cm bass unit is a doped paper
design with avery heavy magnet and the 19mm tweeter is asoft dome
type, mounted in such away as to provide adegree of horn loading. A
ferrofluid version of the same tweeter is available, but was not used,
according to the manufacturer, because the ordinary version gave better
results in this application.
RCL do not lay down too many rules about positioning: by experiment, I
found that they sounded best on tall open stands, but with their backs
against arear wall, angled slightly inwards and with conventional spacing.
They sound abit bass light if used well away from the rear wall, but not
desperately so, and this method of use could work in some rooms
satisfactorily. Shelf mounting is also a possibility which may pay off: I
didn't try it for lack of suitable shelves.
However, there can be no compromises about the equipment needed to
drive the Ads, which are extremely inefficient—afeature they share with
the LS3/5a. Unlike the latter, though, they can take agreat deal of power
without obvious compression or any other indications of overdrive, and a
fairly powerful amplifier is clearly called for. It seems pointless specifying a
number of watts: there are too many variables, not least the ability of
nominally similarly powered amplifiers to give quite different maximum
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sound like, they come as no surprise either, explaining some of the
findings. The response is broadly even but with abroad, if shallow ( under
2dB max), dip between about 1.5 and 5.5 kHz. At the bass end, the free
field response is — 3dB at 150 Hz, but wall positioning maintains bass
output well at the listening position, albeit without the depth and power of
the better larger models at the price.
Even with their backs to the wall this way, the RCLs produce afirm, solid
stereo image, with good central stability, but without the sharpness that
some small open stand mounting speakers have. Off- axis, the RCLs
continue to image quite well, especially if they're used without their grilles.
They never failed to surprise visitors with the ' largeness' and general
conviction of their sound, even those who were accustomed to competitive designs of the type. And because they resolve so much musical detail
and organise it so well, the RCLs are unusually easy to listen to music on
without fatigue, notwithstanding the slightly prominent top end.
However, for the reasons given, they cannot be successfully employed in
less than first class systems without a severe sound quality penalty.
Recommended then, and remarkable value at their price •

RCL 'SMALL LOUDSPEAKER'
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On-axis sine wave response at 1m (7m above the ground)

Linn Products—Kan
Manufacturer's specification: Type .2- way infinite baffle loudspeaker. Drive units:
KEF 13110 bass/midrange, ( modified) Scanspeak tweeter. Impedance: not given. Power
handling: 50 watts music. Size: 30.5cm high.18.9cm widex16.5cm deep plus
projecting parts—author's measurements. Manufacturer: Linn Products Ltd, 235
Drakemire Drive, Castlemilk, Glasgow G45 9SZ. Tel: Glasgow (041) 634 0371 Price:
£170 plus VAT.
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volumes in practice with the same speaker and in the same environment.
The Lentek amplifier frequently ran into clipping before the speakers did in
my moderately sized listening room, but the volume was very high,
approaching 100dB on a hand held sound pressure level meter at the
listening position. But at least the RCLs do present the amplifier with a
reasonably well behaved load—the measurements showing a smooth
impedance response which does not drop below 6.5 ohms at any
frequency.
The sound of 'The Small Loudspeaker' totally belies its description, and
gives little indication of sounding small. It doesn't have the bass extension
of larger speakers, of course, but the apparent shortfall is not that large
when compared to an average medium size ' bookshelf' speaker. More
important, though, is the quality of the bass, and it is here that the RCL
impresses most of all. It's subjectively even with limited but reasonable
extension. Importantly, there's no indication of boom or overhang which
improves the overall definition and separation between instruments, and
makes them sound that much more solid and believable. By comparison,
the LS3/5a sounds alittle 'flabby' in this region, highlighting the tautness
of the RCL design.
The midrange and treble areas are very much in the same overall class.
The midrange, in particular, is detailed, clear and open, though the treble is
alittle assertive, even slightly spikey. The effect on music is that it sounds a
little harder than on the LS3/5as, but also more focused and detailed—
perhaps also alittle more exciting. The balance is slightly forward, but only
mildly so and less than the Linn Kans. Tonal colours—hardly a fixed
feature in real life—are generally convincing and a little drier than the
euphonic sweetness of the LS3/5a.
These characteristics make certain demands on the equipment to be
used with them. They not only need afairly powerful amplifier, they also
need to be fed with awell behaved and clean signal because of their
emphasis of such things as the ragged top end of acartridge or aharsh
sounding amplifier.
The other main area where the RCLs do well is in their portrayal of the
dynamics. This applies equally to the two main accepted meanings of the
term: they successfully resolve low-level information in the presence of
louder foreground instruments or singers;*and they don't audibly compress high level inputs too much, avery common weakness in other small
loudspeakers, especially where very complex, power robbing crossovers
are used to flatten an intrinsically unflat response.
Although the frequency response traces cannot show what the RCLs

Where the RCL shows some advance in the state of the art for small
loudspeakers in the areas of dynamics and general solidity of sound, the
wonderfully named Linn Kan does so too, and to an even greater degree.
But it's at the expense of aflat frequency response. And the Linn turns out
to be a quite extraordinary loudspeaker with some very considerable
virtues—and some equally distinctive vices!
Without going into aboring description of the ' roots' of the design ( Linn
themselves seem to be quite fond of telling people it was designed one wet
Thursday afternoon), it's worth knowing that the cabinet bears much
resemblance to that of the LS3/5a and the bass unit is the same KEF B110
model also used by that model. Linn carry out some ( unspecified)
modifications to the B11 0, though, and as the crossover is totally different,
the Kan is effectively adifferent speaker in the bass as well as in the rest of
the audible spectrum. The tweeter is aversion of the Scanspeak, used by
Linn in their larger models. The box these units are bolted into has
dimensions within a couple of millimetres of that of the Audiomaster
LS3/5as used for comparisons, but is made of adifferent type of wood to
the LS3/5a ( and to early samples of the Kan). Access is not provided to the
inside of the speaker, and the neat plain black grille cloth is glued
permanently in place—to provide arattle free fixing, according to Linn
Products.
All visible parts of the speaker with the exception of the grille and the
back—which is painted black—are finished in agood standard of teak
veneer. The speaker terminals are similar to the ones used on the RCL,
accepting 4mm plugs or ( preferably) bare wires, including the commonly
used thick types mentioned earlier, but access to the terminals is
unimpeded for bare wire connections in the case of the Kan.
Not having access to the inside, Iknow little about the nuts and bolts of
the Kan, but Linn told me that it is packed with long fibre wool. They also
went into afew generalities about the crossover used. Based on the one
used in the Sara, the design is said to be straightforward. It doesn't include
any response shaping as Linn feel that flattening out the amplitude
response of a drive unit by electrical means within the crossover has
certain undesirable consequences on the dynamic behaviour of the
speaker in its response to music signals, and should be avoided if possible.
No instructions or specifications were supplied with the Kans, other
than a printed figure on a plate on the back of the speaker for power
handling capacity-50 watts music. Impedance as measured by James
Moir showed that it remains between 6 and 8 ohms over most of the
frequency range, but there is adrop to 4.7 ohms around 3.7 kHz. This is at
a high enough frequency to be reasonably unproblematical for most
competent amplifiers, and an overall 6 ohm rating is probably fair.
Nevertheless, amplifiers such as the Quad 405 may not give full power into
the Kans, being designed primarily for 8ohm speakers.
In much the same way as the RCLs, but to agreater degree, bass linearity
is maintained by wall positioning: Iused the same open 460 mm stands for
both models but taller would have been better still. The B110 mounted in
its cabinet shows aresponse trend in its pass band which rises at about
1.5dB/octave up to around 1kHz.
On audition, the Linn Kan has avery strong presence: it's going to be
loved or hated, few listeners are going merely to accept it. Your view of it
must depend on which features of a musical experience are most
important to you. The Kan is very efficient and can go very loud on medium
power amplifiers. It is also very dynamic, in both senses of the word
discussed earlier, in that it goes convincingly loud, but without compression. The Kans can give an impression of 'shouting' in some circumstances
47
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sufficiently good to resolve the differences between massed instruments
of similar types without ever becoming assertive or prominent in any way.
The frequency response curve shows a steady fall in response at high
frequencies and this is audible as aslightly dull feel to the music—but not
as much as the curve implies.
The tonal quality of the Linn speakers is clearly wrong because the
upper mid- band is emphasised at the expense of the frequency extremes,
even when the bass is lifted by wall mounting. The way it affects the
sounds of instruments tends to be somewhat unpredictable, and where
strings could sound quite aggressive on one recording, the effect would
be unnoticeable on the next. Of the people who listened to the Kans while

LINN KAN
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they were in my possession, although one or two remarked strongly about
the incorrect tonal balance, most accepted it without comment.
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The reason for this, Ifeel, is that the Kans do provide sufficient audible
'clues' to an instrument's identity, and the design's other merits—some of
which Ihave mentioned above—tend to make the weaknesses seem less
important.
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So, what kind of speaker is the Linn as a whole? Well, firstly, it's a

On-axis sine wave response at lm ( 7m above the ground)

speaker that's extraordinarily clear and open in its presentation of music.
This clarity places certain strains on the matching equipment, in some
ways different ones to those demanded by the RCLs. Amplifier maximum
power output will probably not be a major limiting factor, but the Kan
ruthlessly exposes a ' bad' turntable or amplifier because it's so transparent
to what they're doing. On the other hand, they will tolerate acertain degree
of brightness or harshness in the cartridge, for example, and the audible
effects of mistracking are not exaggerated.
The tonal quality aspects I've already covered, and although it's not
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possible to say how different listeners will react to their slightly strange
balance, for myself and for a majority of listeners I involved, the
extraordinarily ' real' way the Linn handled the dynamics of music was of
overwhelming importance. Ican only suggest that anyone interested
should listen for himself.

octave analysis of pink noise
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and on some program material, but they always sound firm, open and
clear. This makes them particularly easy to listen to because there is little or
no mental effort necessary to ' follow the action' as it were.
So, the Kan's dynamic integrity is unmistakable, all of quite anumber of
visitors over the review period commenting on this in one way or another.
But, as already pointed out, there is a price to be paid. The Kan has a
distinctly forward balance—not without atrace of hardness too. Against
this, the treble quality is quite superb, though quite un -hi fi -like in being

Iquestioned Linn Products about the falling top end response of the
Scanspeak tweeter. They told me that they had two options with this
particular tweeter: to use one version which has aflat response to 20 kHz,
but then 'dies' abruptly; or to use the one they decided on, which starts
falling after about 12 kHz, but drops smoothly and slowly, giving a
significant output well beyond 20 kHz. Their assertion is that the latter is
musically better and perhaps it is: the treble of the Kans has few peers.
In summary, Iregard the Linn Kan as averysignificant small loudspeaker
which has characteristics quite different to its natural competitors. In some
ways, it's the finest of its type for domestic purposes, but it has some real
problems too: note the apparent poor integration of the two drivers shown
on the amplitude response curve— it covers far too wide afrequency band
to be ameasurement effect due to microphone position, for example. Still,
of all small loudspeakers, the Kan is the one Ithink I'd live with if Iwanted a
small model. But Ihave to say that Ican well understand others taking a
different view of the good and bad points of this unusual speaker.
However, the Kan is not an obstructive transducer and always remains
musical. Like the RCL it belies its compact dimensions totally—an
impressive product •
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LOUDSPEAKERS 4

5sEnglish° loudspeakers
by Trevor Attevvell

B

carries the crossover pcb. The structure is completed by four hexagonal
steel bars which are attached to the front panel and run through the
internal space, their turned- down and threaded ends being passed
through the back of the unit. Brass domed nuts on the back face tension
the whole structure very efficiently. The crossover uses good quality
components, and includes sockets into which the internal input leads and
the drivers are plugged. Damping is by Bostik panels on the walls, plus a
300 x160x 75 mm block of foam held in place by the four bars—the fibre
cabinet is also more acoustically inert than chipboard. Connections are
by small, flat brass terminals provided with solder tags, and wires may be
either soldered to the tags or clamped under them as required. The
protrusion is only afew millimetres, but the terminals are not insulated,
and should be kept clear of any metal objects. The Nextel finish is aspray
treatment involving the deposition of coloured neoprene particles. It is
relatively expensive, but is durable and chemically inert. The front panel is
covered with visually opaque material, including the chamfered edges,
and a sealing gasket is used around the inside edge of the panel. All
corners between sides are rounded—the cabinet material is readily
machined. Altogether awell- thought-out and nicely finished product.

JR MAGNA
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EFORE EMBARKING on the individual reviews there are one or two
matters of general interest common to all the listening tests.
The first concerns arecent letter from Ralph West, in which he points
out that the presence in alistening room of loudspeakers other than those
on test might influence the sounds heard, and he quotes asmall change
in an impedance measurement thought to be due to such an interaction.
It does appear to be a valid consideration, in that a loudspeaker is a
resonant cavity, even though the poor acoustic coupling likely to be
achieved suggests that the effect would probably be very small, and
certainly no greater than those produced by cupboards, shelves and
what- have- you. ( Ionce had a listening room with a horrible ' honk'
around 200 Hz produced in a recess between a wall and a chimney
breast.) A test being indicated, Ifirst listened to afamiliar tape recording
with no speakers in the room other than those in circuit. Then, as quickly
as possible (the risk of a hernia being disregarded in the interest of
science), all ten test speakers plus four others were scattered within
about 9m2 of the main speakers, and the tape replayed. No resonances
were heard, though the sound did seem a bit duller. But it would,
wouldn't it, with all that extra furniture? So the ' passengers' were then
placed face- down to block off the obvious sound entries. Replay the
tape—sure enough it was brighter, though not yet back to normal. Easily
accounted for, though, since Ihad considerably changed the geometry,
and lowered the average height. The conclusion had to be that any
resonance effect was insignificant.
Even so, if the reader is not convinced, there is no need for panic. The
requirement actually to live in the living room as well as to test speakers in
it is apowerful deterrent to storing them there! The Quad. ESLs used for
comparison are, of course, aperiodic.
This brings us back to the problems of specifying loudspeaker performance. Ihave always taken the view that anyone should be able to find
out what aspeaker sounds like ( ideally in the intended location) before
buying. Competition between makers is keen enough to ensure that both
under- priced bargains and rip-offs are equally rare, and the selection of a
'best buy' is not something that can sensibly be delegated to areviewer,
who can have no knowledge of the personal likes and dislikes, priorities,
financial situation, proposed location—the list is endless—of the customer. Hence the present methodology of describing the differences
heard when the sound of the loudspeaker under review is compared with
that of aQuad ESL, using identical source material of the best available
quality. Most prospective purchasers can arrange to hear the ESL, in
which case it becomes a 'transfer standard' from which the performance
of the test unit can be deduced, if the latter is not itself available for
audition. A transfer standard does not have to be an accurate sound
source, but it greatly helps descriptions and their interpretation if it is.
This time the ' old' ESL has been used, but the new ESL- 63—which we
will be reviewing next month—will make descriptions still easier and
more meaningful in future reviews. Watch this space!
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JR Magna
Manufacturer's Specification Two-way infinite baffle. Drive units: 165mm long-throw coil
bass/mid. 25mm Peerless tweeter. Crossover frequency: 2.7 kHz. Frequency range: 40 Hz
to 20 kHz. Impedance: 8 ohms. Sensitivity: 86dB ref. 1W into 8ohms. Power handling:
70W program. Amplifier requirement: 15 to 70W per channel. Dimensions: 360mm
high x210 mm wide.190mm deep. Finish: Hemel, brown or grey. Weight 5.9 kg. Price:
approx £ 135 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer JR Loudspeakers, 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans,
Herts. All 5JR.

Though bigger than its brother,
the Metro ( see April p. 37), this
is still very much a 'shelf- mounting' unit. Like almost every other
loudspeaker, it sounds best on an
open shelf, well away from the
wall, but one suspects that many
will end up in odd corners or surrounded by books, nevertheless!
The design is neat, cost-effective
and original, as we have come to
expect from this maker. It comprises a resin- bonded fibre box
which forms the back and all four
sides, with a separate unit panel
of the same material on which
are mounted bass/mid driver, its
rim clamped by four washers,
and the tweeter, held under a
clamping bar the top of which
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For aperiod of general listening the Magnas were mounted on high
stands, a short preliminary session having confirmed the expected
deterioration in quality when any speaker is placed against a wall, or
worse, in acorner. A room divider can work well, but if it must be ashelf,
keep the unit as far from the wall as the shelf will allow, and certainly
away from any second wall. The performance obtained was thought
remarkably good for the size. Some coloration was apparent, with some
slightly 'cuppy' or hollow effects, and a certain constriction in large
sources. No great amount of bass was expected, but boost could be
applied effectively, and the output was very adequate for normal
purposes. Extended listening failed to produce any aural fatigue—always
agood sign.
49

The front and rear panels, of
12 mm ply, are fixed to the fillets so
that the outer surfaces are just subflush with the outer edges. All internal walls except the front panel are
damped by 10 mm bituminous pads,
plus 25mm of foam throughout.
Connection is by terminals with
4mm sockets, slightly recessed at
the rear. The front panel is fixed
by woodscrews to the fillets, and
has the port, bass/mid and tweeter
in vertical alignment on its centre
line, the main driver being fixed to the
rear of the panel, while the tweeter is
set in flush with the front. The port is
circular, 76 mm in diameter, with its inner end scarfed at an angle of about
30° to the pane!, giving amean length of about 110 mm. The crossover
pcb is mounted on four pillars behind, and clear of, the tweeter. The
bass/mid driver is of Spendor's own manufacture, with adoped bextrene
cone terminated in a highly damped surround, and a massive diecast
chassis. The panel is covered by plain, edge- contoured Declon foam. The
construction and finish are of high quality, and one notes, for example,
that only polyester capacitors are used in the crossover.
During the usual period of listening to these speakers alone, without
comparison, and using all types of source, Iwas impressed by the open,
uncoloured sound, which was positively relaxing. Orchestral detail was
excellent, and the bass well extended and firm. With live or decently
recorded material there was aprecise stereo image with good depth, and
at no time was one conscious of listening to individual sources.
In use, the SA2 were mounted on stands about 300 min high, and
placed about I- m from side walls and 11 m from the end wall.
Comparison on an A/B basis with the ESL using only tape or FM
sources of known good quality, gave the following results—as usual the
SA2 sound is quoted with respect to the ESL. Voices were very similar,
both in speech and singing, being just ashade warmer and, in certain
cases such as sopranos, with fractionally less 'edge'. Orchestral brass was
also alittle warmer, while woodwinds such as the oboe and clarinet were
ashade more enclosed with atrace of added ' quack'. Harpsichords and
guitars had somewhat more body, but similar plucking transients. The
string section showed only minor shifts in emphasis, with some extra
fullness in the cello. The organ produced more 8ft. tone, with an added
richness in foundation stops, and less bite in mixtures and 2ft. reeds, the
cornet being less reedy'. Bass extension was marginally less, but equally
SPENDOR SA2
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When carrying out comparison tests on very small units such as the
Magna there is a precedent for using an LS3/5a in place of the usual
Quad ESL This does not really contradict anything said in the introduction, but reflects the difficulty introduced by the extended bass
response of the ESL compared with the Magna—such a marked difference in overall sound balance merely makes descriptive comparison
more difficult. In addition, the disparity in physical size may exaggerate
the differences in speaker/room interaction. The LS3/5as were placed on
separate stands about half ametre from the Magnas.
All comparisons were made using original tapes and live FM broadcasts
where available. Voices, both speaking and singing, were a little less
open, with slight nasality, basses and tenors more hollow and with less
hardness—feminine voices tended to produce more head tone. The
orchestra as awhole sounded rather more enclosed and less detailed. In
the string section, violins were abit heavier, and the 'cello darker at the
bottom of its range, but very similar nearer the top, while the double- bass
was very comparable. Among the brass, the trumpet sounded a little
muted, the trombone more full-bodied, and the tuba comparable—rather
repeating the string pattern. Touring the woodwind found the flute alittle
warm, the oboe generally similar except for asomewhat 'fatter' tone at the
bottom end and less reedy higher up, adescription that would also fit the
clarinet. In the ' kitchen' the timps were hollower, with athicker texture,
and side drums abit more muffled. Transients generally were firm and
with little overhang. The organ, lacking much of its pedal of course,
showed some shift of emphasis from 4ft. to 8ft. work in labials and reeds
in the manual compass, and some gain in the higher pedal notes—the
extension was similar. In general, sounds with plenty of harmonic
content such as strings, plucking sounds and bells were less sweet and
sharply defined—' more cloudy' just about describes the effect. The
differences could be rated as clear, but not obtrusive in the long term.
The stereo performance was very good, with a precision not too
different from the LS3/5a, having areasonable depth and covering an
ample listening area. The maximum sound output was also very good for
a speaker of this size. Pop music could be made to give about 99dB
average at 1m, though peaks over 99dB showed distortion ( not
surprisingly), especially if much bass was present. Although the maker
specifies 70W as the maximum amplifier power, the Magna stood up to a
405 driven into fairly frequent clipping for some minutes, which is
remarkable, and definitely not recommended!
Our standard measurements were made by James Moir and Associates
(before the high level tests!)—these are the sinewave and distortion
curves and the third- octave pink noise response, measured at aheight of
7m in the open air with the microphone on axis at 1m. As a result of
changing the tracking filter for a new one with a slightly reduced
discrimination ( it appears that the former one was unusually good in this
respect), the distortion curves are raised by only 10dB instead of our
previous 20dB, so that the lowest readable value is 0.33%. This is
adequate for practical purposes. The curves show that the sine response
is within about * 3dB from 90 Hz to at least 15 kHz, despite the suck- out
around the 700-1200 Hz region, while low- frequency distortion is barely
2% at worst for 90 dB fundamental, which is avery respectable result.
The impedance curve shows areasonably- damped system resonance
at 75 Hz, and also indicates an easy amplifier load. The sensitivity,
measured by our usual simplified technique in the 83m 3 listening room,
was 93 dB of pink noise at 1m on axis for an average input of 81- V, which
represents agood efficiency—the recommended amplifier power is very
modest by current standards.
JR designs are always innovative, and have aknack of fitting neatly
into a market slot. The Magna is no exception, being small, neat and
inexpensive, as well as robust, and having asound quality which belies
its size, with only slight inequalities in response that will not trouble most
buyers. Where space is at a premium and/or the cash flow is getting
uncomfortably viscous, it will be particularly attractive. In asentence—a
modestly hi-fi performance for abudget size and price.
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Manufacturer's Specification 2- way reflex enclosure. Drive unite 200mm Spendor
bass/mid, 25mm soh- domed Audax tweeter. Crossover frequency 3kHz. Frequency
response 50Hz to 20kHz ± 2.5dB. Pair matching: ±0-75dB 50Hz to 15kHz. Power
handling: 70W music. Sensitivity 90dB for 1W at 1m. Maximum apt 105dBA at 1m.
Nominal impedance: 8ohms. Dimensions: 505mm high.263mm wide.280mm deep.
Finish: Teak, walnut or black. Weight 10 kg approx. Price: £290 per pair inc. VAT.
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Spendor SA2

'Spendor' is aname that has come to be associated with quality and the
pursuit of concert hall realism—their BC1 has been around for quite afew
years, and is still regarded by many experienced listeners as astandard
against which other moving- coil systems may be judged. The SA2 is
smaller than its famous forebear, with asimilar ( slightly higher) efficiency, and aims to provide monitor standards at affordable domestic
prices and within adomestically acceptable enclosure.
The cabinet reflects BBC philosophy and practice in using a thinwalled and heavily damped construction made from top grade birch ply, a
material selected after extensive testing. The four sides are 6mm thick,
reinforced by 16 mm square fillets around the inside of the back and front.
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firm. Transients generally were equally well defined, with negligible
hangover, and applause had asimilar smoothness with alittle less top. All
these differences were small. Since the ESL is virtually unrivalled for
midrange transparency and transient accuracy, this clearly represents an
excellent result.
The maximum output available was also surprising for the size of the
loudspeaker, and the claimed peak of 105 dBA was confirmed at 1m. Pop
music ( which has the merit, for test purposes, that its mean level is
almost, shall we say, ' rock' steady) could be played at about 96 to 99 dB
spl at 1m from one speaker only. Not exactly disco ratings, perhaps, but
enough to cause abreach of the peace in many neighbourhoods. In this
context Spendor supply abooklet'
to explain some ambiguities and
myths surrounding the use of loudspeakers ' which includes some
discussion on power ratings. A sane and useful text, which Istrongly
recommend.
The curves show the results of our normal sinewave response and
distortion measurement, and the third- octave pink noise test, all at 7m in
the open air. The sinewave response is remarkably even, and is comfortably within specification. Harmonic products are noticeable at low
frequencies, but these are not abnormally high for the size and type of
enclosure. The gentle rise and fall of the pink noise curve fits in well with
the observed tendency to slight warmth in some sources, with a little
reduction in ' bite'. Both speakers were measured to check the claimed
pair matching, which was also confirmed. Note that the distortion curves
are raised by only 10 dB instead of our former 20 dB, as explained in the
last review. The impedance curve shows the expected reflex double
hump, and never falls below 7 ohms, giving the driving amplifier an easy
time.
Sensitivity was measured as 93dB spl of pink noise at 1m in the
listening room for an input of 8p/—agood efficiency.
This loudspeaker exemplifies the kind of design skill and sane philosophy that can still keep Britain ahead of the Orient among discriminating
buyers. It seems mainly ( but not exclusively) aimed at the classical
listener who wants clear, natural sound, without aural gimmickry, in a
sensible enclosure at afair price. Ican thoroughly recommend it.

Westcliff TS L1
Manufacturer's Specification 2- way line/ABR Drive units: 200mm Westcliff bass/mid,
25mm Son Audax soft- domed tweeter. Crossover frequency: 3.5kHz. Frequency response: 45Hz to 22 kHz±3 dB. Sensitivity: 85 dB for 1Watt m. Distortion: less than 0.5%
50Hz to 20 kHz at 90dB spi. Amplifier power requirement: 20-75W into 8 ohms. Nominal
impedance: 8ohms. Size: 610 mm high . 305 mm wide 330 mm deep. Finish: Walnut, teak or
black with brown or black grille. Weight: 18.1 kg. Price: £297.85 inc. VAT. Manufacturer:
Westcilff Acoustics Ltd., 15-19 Chase Road, Southend- on- sea, Essex. SS1 2RE.

This newcomer to the UK market has been made for export for about two
years. It is of unusual configuration in that it contains a short line
terminated at the output end by an ABR. As shown in the diagram, the
line is formed by aset of three partitions fixed between the sides of the
enclosure, and is driven by the bass/mid unit which is placed rather less
than a third of the distance from the closed end, thus reducing the
excitation of pipe- like resonances. The line is also well damped with a

The unusual internal construction—a Inc
terminated with an ABR—of the Westcliff
TSL1

WESTCLIFF TLS1
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BAF material, especially in the closed region. Without agood deal more
information ( or alot of measurement) it is not easy to be specific about
the acoustic design. Basically, however, a line of this kind does in any
case behave as a reflex enclosure over a limited range of frequencies,
hence terminating it by an ABR not only modifies the line behaviour, but
also provides a better and more predictable means of controlling the
performance. Westcliff calculate that the combination gives better control
over bass output than either an ABR or a port alone.
Constructionally, the cabinet is made from 19 mm high- density chipboard, veneered on all faces except the back, but including the unit panel.
The back has a Tortaflek finish. The grille material is stretched over a
wood frame, the inside of which is mitred away from the panel, and
which is attached to the front panel by plastic pegs and sockets. The ABR
is near the bottom of the panel with the bass/mid driver vertically above
it, but the tweeter is slightly displaced off the vertical centre line, and the
speakers are supplied in handed pairs. The internal construction has
already been noted, except for acircular wood block about 19 mm thick
and 150 mm in diameter fixed to the vertical partition behind and below
the bass/mid driver, and used to reduce flexural resonances in the
partition. Why circular? It comes for free from the driver hole! The ABR
hole is probably hiding in there somewhere, tool A small, 6- element
crossover is attached to aside wall, and a number of damping pads are
also fixed to the insides of the walls. Connection is by recessed terminals
with 4mm sockets at the rear. The cabinet is well made and finished, and
the partitions make it immensely rigid.
For listening purposes the TSL1s were mounted on stands about
300 mm clear of the floor, and were kept away from walls, being about
11m from an end wall, and a minimum of 400 mm from the side walls.
During extended listening to all sorts of material the sound quality was
considered somewhat above average, and free from objectionable
coloration. Over aperiod of time there were some indications of aslight
lack of brilliance and detail, apparently caused by a little fullness in the
midband with acorresponding small depression in the presence region.
The bass extension was quite good and the stereo imaging very good—
the lateral displacement of the tweeter ( no doubt to minimise diffraction
effects) is evidently not enough to affect the image seriously.
Detailed comparison against the ESL transfer standards produced the
following observations, quoting the Westcliff sound with respect to that
of the ESL. Starting with the orchestra strings, violins were alittle thicker,
with less edge, and slightly duller pizzicato, the cello warmer, and the
double- bass more boomy on the lowest string. In the brass, trumpets were
more hollow, with less bite, while the lower members of the family were
generally alittle heavier in the bass but thinner further up the scale. The
flute was more rounded, oboes and clarinets a bit heavier in midrange,
with somewhat less edge. Differences in percussion instruments were
rather complex—a fair summary would be that timps and bass drums
were a trifle thinner, snares more tinny, and bells with less ' ring'. The
51

piano was alittle more hollow, with the top notes more isolated, and the
harpsichord also hollower, with slight shifts in mid- band emphasis.
Speaking voices were fractionally more nasal, while most singers appeared alittle harder—more so among men than women. To put these
descriptions into perspective, since even English cannot offer enough
adjectival nuances, the differences noted were distinct, but not dramatic,
and it must be remembered that they are direct A/B comparisons.
Very adequate output levels were available, and the TSL1 stood up to
music peaks of nearly 200W without any problem apart from the obvious
overload distortion. At the rated levels they were perfectly clean. Certainly
their output is more than sufficient for all normal usage.
The curves show the sinewave response and harmonic distortion, also
the third- octave pink noise sweep. The flatness of the curves overall is
good, and well within the specification down to 55 Hz, though the
claimed LF extension to 45 Hz ( ± 3dB) would be more nearly met if it were
not for the midband rise round 500 Hz compared with the lower average
sensitivity in the region between 1and 10 kHz. Although the distortion
levels are not within specification over the whole range, Ithink the
specification itself is unduly severe, and the actual levels are perfectly
respectable. The impedance modulus is well controlled, with a ' brief'
minimum value of 6-1- ohms, which is very satisfactory.
The sensitivity by our usual method was 93 dB spl of pink noise at 1m
on axis in the listening room of 83m 3 for an average input of 61IV, which
is above average.
To summarise, this loudspeaker is the product of alot of thought, and is
very well made for areasonable price. It offers sound with low coloration,
and a frequency balance which, experience suggests, will be liked by
many, particularly those with slightly ' bright' rooms. An audition is
indicated—if your local dealer cannot oblige, I'm sure Westcliff will be
happy to provide the address of your nearest stockist.

Rogers Studio 1
Manufacturer's Specification 3-way reflex enclosure. Drive units: 200mm Rogers
bass/mid, Celestion HF1300 tweeter, modified KEF 127 super tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 3 and 14 kHz ( 18 dB/oct.). Frequency response: 45 Hz to 28 kHz*3 dB at 2m.
Directional characteristics: * 1dB within * 10* of axis vertically and * 30' horizontally from
45 Hz to 10 kHz, at 2m. Nominal impedance 8 ohms. Power handling: 200W continuous
program, 350W peak. Maximum continuous input: 28 V rms from 100 Hz to 2kHz, 12V rrns
from 3to 30 kHz. Recommended amplifier power: 25 to 250 W. Sensitivity: 865 dB at 1m
for 2.85V input. Dimensions: 635mm high. 305 mm wide. 305mm deep. Finish: Teak,
Walnut or Black. Weight: 14 kg. Stands: optional extras, black finish with castors, £33-93 inc.
VAT. Loudspeaker price: £ 345 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Swisstone Electronics
Limited, 4-14 Barmeston Road, London, SE6 3BN.

Developed from the Export Monitor and hence clearly related to the
BBC's LS3/6 design, this new product has ahigher power output, and is
designed to appeal both to the professional as a monitor ( witness the
XLR type connectors!) and to the home buyer who looks for monitor
performance—that is, an accurate source with plenty of stick.
The main carcase ( sides, top and bottom) is made from 10 mm resinbonded fibre, which is not only internally well damped, but can also be
machined and can even take tapped holes. The carcase is braced round
all sides, back and front, and along the corners with wood fillets, of which
those round the front and back support the front unit panel, which is
permanently fixed, and the rear panel, which is held by screws. The unit
panel is recessed in the chamfered edges of the body, the rear one being
flush with the square edges—both are finished in eggshell black.
Damping is by Bostik pads round all sides, with the addition of 25 mm of
foam. On the front panel we have, along the centre line and reading from
bottom to top, the plastic reflex port, 150 mm long x63 mm diameter,
with aradiused edge in the front panel, then the bass/mid, tweeter and
super- tweeter in that order. The 18- element crossover is mounted behind
the rear panel, and an ITT Cannon male socket is set flush into the panel
near the bottom. Those who know the cost of XLR hardware need not
worry—a mating connector is supplied! The grille cloth is stretched on a
resin- fibre frame and is a push fit,
using plastic pegs and sockets. The
bass driver is made by Swisstone to
their own design, and incorporates a
doped Bextrene cone and a substantial die-cast frame. The whole unit is
expertly veneered and beautifully
finished throughout.
The recommended stand height
is 380 mm minimum—the stands
actually used were 460 mm high.
Listening tests were carried out at
spacings of about 500 mm and
m from side and end walls, re-
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spectively, well above the suggested minima. Straightforward noncomparative listening over an extended period showed that the reproduction quality was very smooth and natural—well above average, and
definitely of monitor standard. If anything the balance tended more
towards warm than cool, but to such asmall degree that it could not be
regarded as significant compared with the effect of moving the loudspeakers slightly with respect to the walls. The stereo imaging was
excellent, with good depth and precision.
On comparing the Studio 1against the ESL for descriptive purposes,
using only good and mostly well-known sources, the differences were
more often than not small. In detail: strings were fractionally warmer, but
with similar bite and pizzicato, brass was a little more rounded, the
trombone, trumpet and horn being a trifle more biting on the higher
notes, while woodwinds were also very similar apart from a slight
increase in fullness in some regions—the flute had abit more edge. Most
drums were just discernably hollower, though transients generally ( bells,
cymbals etc.) were equally crisp. Speaking voices were slightly less
boomy, singers had alittle more timbre and alittle less edge. Wading in
among the organ pipes showed aslight tendency to favour 4ft. ranks
rather than either 2ft. or 8ft.—reeds were reduced in level in the presence
range. Bass extension was similar, with aslight increase in upper bass.
Looking back through notes made at the time shows frequent use of the
word '
similar', which speaks for itself.
As for output level, no china shop should be without aStudio 1, which
will find rattles in anything in the room—and the one next door. I
shouldn't wonder. The biggest amplifier available gave a mere 200W
peak, and went into clipping before the Studio 1did, so the claim that
this loudspeaker is suitable for heavy rock is clearly justified.
Our usual measurements are shown in the accompanying graphs. The
sinewave response is gratifyingly flat, the narrow peak and trough above
10 kHz being, in all probability, not significant, but produced at the upper
crossover frequency by phase differences at the microphone that could
be removed by asmall movement of the latter. The response is virtually
within the specification for 2m, though the measurement was made at
1m, where we should expect it to be less even. The harmonic distortion is
also adequately low. The impedance modulus is never quite down to the
6ohm revel, and for most of the range it is above 8ohms, so this model
will be very unfussy about driving amplifiers. The sensitivity was 93 dB
pink noise at 1m in the listening room for an average of 101-V input,
which is slightly on the low side.
With this model Rogers have succeeded admirably in their aim to
produce excellent sound quality of monitor standard in an enclosure that
will be widely acceptable in domestic surroundings. With their con-

siderable background in their own and BBC designs, they have been able
to produce this model at areasonable price ( now, now.... have agood
look round the quality market before you say it). Another British success,
and Iam very happy to recommend it.

Manufacturer's Specification 4- unit 3- way infinite baffle. Drive units: 2 200 mm acoustic
suspension bass drivers, 100mm sealed midrange and 19mm tweeter. Crossover frequencies:
475 Hz and 5kHz. Frequency response: 55 Hz to 20 kHz±3 dB in freefield. Impedance: 4-8
ohms. Power handling: Suitable for amplifiers delivering 40-200 W into 8 ohms. Sensitivity:
96 dB at 1m on midrange axis for 21 W input. Protection: main and hf fuses. Size: 330 mm
high x605 mm wide x270 mm deep. Finish: Black cloth with black melamine back and chrome
end caps. Weight: 26 kg ( packed) Price: £ 563.50 per pair inc. VAT. Stands: (Optional extras)
£92.00 per pair, inc. VAT. Manufacturer: D. W. Labs Limited, 326 Kensal Road. London W10.

D. W. Labs now own the original Gale company, named after its founder
who produced the first version of this imaginative- looking speaker. It
has been around for several years, during which improvements in
performance have been made.
The construction is very unusual, and any owner who takes one apart is
likely to find himself in the embarassing position of having to ask the
maker to put it together again! It comprises a high- density chipboard
enclosure, 18 mm thick, complete with a recessed panel. The front, top
and bottom are covered in black polyester material which is stretched
around the body and terminates in a plastic moulding at each end. The
moulding has aprojection that fits into agroove, of which there is one on
each long edge of the rear panel, the latter being finished in melamine
laminate. The material is stapled around the sides of the enclosure, and
finally secured by inserting the plastic strips in their grooves. The end
caps are then pushed on ( with some adhesive for added security), and
these caps also trap the ends of the plastic strips. Very cunning, and the
result is an enclosure with no apparent fixings. On the front panel are the
four units, with the bass drivers at each end and displaced slightly so that
one is higher than the other. The midrange Peerless unit has its own
integral cylindrical metal rear enclosure, and occupies the mid top
position, while the Celestion HF2000 tweeter is vertically beneath it.
Inside, the enclosure is stiffened by bracing strips round all four walls,
and another strut connecting the centres of the front and rear panels. A
fairly bulky crossover is mounted on asub- panel which in turn is bolted
to the rear face of the unit. It carries the input terminals, with 4mm
sockets, amain fuse and an HFone, and two adjusting potentiometers, of
which more later. The crossover fixing screws are visible on the rear
panel—unscrewing these gets you nothing but trouble, as the manual
points out, and which is indeed obvious to anyone at all mechanically
minded. Damping is provided by adense filling of fibreglass throughout
the interior.
The stands comprise agently sloping black metal shelf of inverted tray
construction with alow back rest, attached to the two vertical ends of a
tubular frame. The frame forms arectangular base with rounded corners,
and the whole tube is chromed. This stand is stable in use, and tilts the
speakers slightly upward to optimise the listening axis for normal seating.
A well- produced manual and spare fuses are supplied, and my only
reservation about the former concerns the advice to put the speakers in or
near a corner. In fairness, though, the next paragraph does advise
experiment to find the optimum siting.
The manual explains that the mid and tweeter level controls are
provided mainly for balance setting during manufacture, when the knobs
are rotated until the response is level and then adjusted to bring their
fiducial marks to the ' normal' dot on the panel. One questions whether it
would not be better to provide locked presets for the purpose.
When these controls were set to the ' normal' positions for the listening
tests, it was apparent that the response was not flat, and afew tries at
flattening it by ear soon showed, as
it always does, the impossibility of
finding an optimum setting in asensible time. We therefore adopted our
standard procedure for such cases by
carrying out the response measurements first, checking at the normal setting and the extreme settings
separately for each control. From
the curves the best settings were
estimated and then checked. Quoting again from the manual 'tonal
balance in the listening room is best
set either with the preamplifier tone
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controls or ' How true, how true.
Getting back to the listening tests, and using all sorts of material, the
overall sound quality was thought to be good, with occasionally some
constriction and lack of openness, and dullness at the HF end. The stereo
image was not very sharp and had limited perspective—occasionally it
appeared atrifle swimmy. On the whole, though, apleasant enough and
certainly untiring performance.
Carrying out our normal A/B tests against the ESL as transfer standard,
using only good quality tapes and the best live FM broadcasts, yielded the
following differences. Starling with organs, for achange, most reed tone
was duller with more output in the manual 8ft. region, flutes were
somewhat less open, while cornets and mixtures were weaker in their
upper ranks. Pedal extension was very similar as was its firmness.
Orchestral strings were slightly more hollow, with a little less bite, and
brass showed much the same differences as strings. Woodwinds were
very similar. Voices tended to be atrifle thicker, with less edge tone, with
sopranos moving towards contralto timbre. The piano and harpsichord
were a little more enclosed with some mid- emphasis. Percussion and
transients generally were only very marginally duller, with no more
overhang.
The maximum output level obtainable was remarkably high, and at
more than 100 dBA ( where the amplifier gave up) could even qualify the
user as alegal nuisance—especially late at night. Iwas unable to find out
what you have to do to blow the fuses on normal ( ye Gods!) program.
The accompanying curves show the measured performance under our
usual conditions. The sinewave response is not as flat as one might like,
particularly above 1kHz, and the third- octave curve indicates similar
trends. The spike at 15 kHz can safely be ignored. The distortion result is
excellent, particularly in the midband. Curves to show the effect of the
controls are not plotted to avoid cluttering the graph—moreover the
variations obtained on any one sample will depend on the factory
preadjustment. The mid control acts from about 200 Hz to 4kHz with a
maximum range of some 7dB around 1-2 kHz, and the top control from
about 4-20 kHz with amaximum range of 6-6 dB near 10 kHz, reducing
to 4dB at 20 kHz. The impedance modulus is mostly below 6ohms, with
minima dipping to just over 4 ohms. While most good amplifiers should
cope with this load, it would be wise to check the suitability if in any
doubt.
The measured sensitivity in the 83m 3 listening room was 93 dB spl of
pink noise at 1m on axis for an average input of 7V, which is not quite as
high as it may appear when the impedance is accounted for, though still
representing avery good efficiency.
Despite some reservations, mainly concerning the imaging, the GS401
produces agood overall sound, and its design is compact and distinctive.
If you are shopping in this rather high price bracket, and are looking for
something out of the ordinary, the Gale is certainly worth hearing,
preferably in the proposed location. Similarly, if you like the general
concept but prefer a more traditional finish, an equivalent model is
available in wood veneer. This is the model 401C, which is about 15 mm
larger all round.
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AMPLIFIERS 1

Four budget amplifiers
M

by Gordon King

Ytask was to investigate four amplifiers falling within the so-called
budget category, spanning aprice range from about £ 75 to £ 120.
Despite the relatively low prices, detailed lab tests were made in an
endeavour to discover any shortfalls and to get some idea how they differ
in features and performance from their more expensive brethren.
Iam becoming afirm believer that the auditioning judgement on an
amplifier is not so much related to the lowness of its distortion yield
(although Ihave proved that the nature of the harmonics can have an
influence) and the span of its bandwidth, but more to the properness of its
operation within its power capability and how well it interfaces with its
*partnering bits, especially the speakers. Poor interfacing can make avery
good amplifier sound as though it were a ' bad' one. In fact, it was not long
ago that Ialmost de- ranked an amplifier which tested well in the lab
because of its poor auditioning impressions, which were later shown to be
caused by a relatively high contact resistance in the DIN plug/socket
interface of aspeaker circuit. Subjective distortion at low-level rose to a
disturbing level, giving a 'tizzy', transistor- portable- like quality.
Wriggling the plug in the socket would remove the distortion ( or worsen
it). Cleaning the contacts of the DIN plug and tensioning the socket
contacts cleared the trouble and made it into afine sounding amplifier.
Some people always seem to want agreater sound pressure level ( SPL)
than their amplifiers are capable of producing. Budget amplifiers rarely
have the sheer ability of the more expensive ones to create SPLs
(corrected for true music peaks) around the 100dBA mark in the
reverberant field where most people normally listen. Then, of course, there
are those amplifiers which are not happy driving into low impedance loads
and wide phase angles, thereby making them more critical of speaker
interfacing. Properly driven and interfaced, and working at realistic SPLs,
budget designs are capable of good auditioning—sometimes indistinguishable from that of more expensive designs operating at the same
level.
Unfortunately, the impedance of speakers is not constant over the audio
frequency range. Some dip right down to 2 or 3 ohms at certain
frequencies, which if hard- driven by an amplifier that bucks at high current
flow will certainly give an incorrect impression of the amplifier. Ihave
particularly investigated the four models in this respect and have given
outputs both in ' heating watts' and decibels referred to 2.828 Vacross the
stated loads.
Ihave used 2.828V as my 0dB not because it has any special magic but
because it is now becoming commonplace to express speaker sensitivity
as xdB SPL at 1metre when atest signal ( often contoured noise) of this
voltage is applied. It is thus possible to use my decibel findings with
respect to aspeaker whose sensitivity is so expressed to discover the SPL
at 1m that the speaker might produce ( assuming that it can handle the
input without distress and excessive distortion) when partnered with the
amplifier.
For example, let us suppose that at a given load the amplifier can
produce amaximum ( to clipping) of 15dB and that the sensitivity of the
speaker as defined above is 86d B. You merely add the two figures together
to get the 1m SPL, which in this example works out to 101dB. In astereo
system there are two amplifier channels and two speakers, of course, so
with the two running you can add another 3dB, giving atotal of 104dB.
This is avery high SPL, but it is at 1m, remember. With music ( or noise
contoured to simulate music) the SPL falls quite significantly several
metres away from the speakers, but in the reverberant field the level holds
fairly constant, despite mike positioning and further small increases in
distance from the speakers. This, then, is the reverberant SPL.
By how much the SPL falls from that at 1m ( from the speakers) to that in
the reverberant field depends on the acoustic nature of the room—size,
type, density of furnishings and so forth. In one of my listening rooms I
have measured areduction of about 7dB, which would mean that the
reverberant SPL produced by the above exampled amplifier/speaker
partnership would be approximately 97dB. Isay 'approximately' because
acoustics, in this sense, is the least exacting science that Iknow of; also
because the 1m SPL to determine speaker sensitivity is generally made in
open space or in an anechoic chamber ( although at 1m distance in aroom
the measuring microphone is responding essentially to direct sound
emission and only slightly to reflected sound).
Anyway, if Itried to raise 100dB SPL on music peaks Iwould almost
certainly be running the amplifier into about 3dB of clipping. Although
this may not be obviously audible, owing to the fact that the ear/brain
system is far less sensitive to short- than long- duration distortion, Iwould
detect that all was not well and, unless Iknew better, would be
encouraged to down- rank the amplifier for relatively poor auditioning,
when in fact it would not be the amplifier at fault but the way it was driven!
Another point is that not all amplifiers have the same overload
characteristics. At clipping threshold, one may yield awide spectrum of
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singularly unpalatable harmonics, while the 'overload splash' of another
may be far less disturbing. This is sometimes interpreted as one amplifier
overloading less gracefully than another. The speed at which an amplifier
recovers after an overload can also differ between designs. If the recovery
time is protracted, the ear is more likely to detect the overload distortion. At
full power, and particularly when driven into overload, one amplifier may
produce higher level mains ripple components than another, which is a
further auditory influencing factor. Iused adigital spectrum analyser to
measure the ripple components with both channels driven to full power.
You will also see from the Table ( p.57) that the decibel- rated output of an
amplifier is load dependent. Driving into alow value resistive load or alow
impedance load of wide phase angle, as might be exemplified by a
'difficult' speaker at certain frequencies, the output of one amplifier might
hold up quite well, indicating ahigh load current, while that of another
might tend to collapse dramatically owing to operation of its protection
circuits.
Ihave also presented an oscillogram of the distortion factor residue of
each amplifier at a10dB/16 kHz output across afairly difficult load (Z,)
whose characteristics are given in the lab charts. To give some idea of the
differences between the amplitudes of the distortion, the gain of the
oscilloscope's channel to which the distortion signal was applied was
held fairly constant for all the oscillograms, except where it was necessary
to reduce the gain owing to an excessive high distortion yield. The other
trace is that of the 16 kHz signal itself, and was fed to the other Ychannel
of the oscilloscope.
Ihave also measured many of the more conventional amplifier parameters and have supported my findings with acomprehensive pen chart
for each model, showing frequency responses with tone and filter
characteristics. Each amplifier was separately investigated, and the order
in which they are presented is of no significance.

TECHNICS SU V2
THIS ARRIVED without an instruction book, so Iwas working ' blind' on
this one. Anyway, to clipping threshold Iraised 48+48W into 8- ohm loads
over 20 Hz-20 kHz. The amplifier's nominal rating is probably less, since
this is generally referred to alow value of distortion, whereas at clipping
threshold the distortion is around 1%.
A fascia emblem signifies that the amplifier is of the latest breed of ' new
Class- A synchro-bias' design. In essence this means that the bias of the
power amplifier adjusts itself according to drive requirements, so that at
low output the biasing is around Class- A, as distinct from Class- AB or
close to the Class- B of more conventional fixed- bias amplifiers. The
attribute of Class-A working is well known—aprimary factor being that
the push-pull output transistors are not switched on and off alternately on
positive and negative signal half cycles, which eliminates crossover
distortion. With 'sliding bias' designs the bias goes more towards ClassAB at increasing output, the net result being improved efficiency over true
Class- A designs, with less idling current and hence the need for less
massive heat- sinks.
It is agood looking little amplifier, which sports the usual 'brushed
aluminium' fascia and matching metal knobs and switches. Enclosure is
grey- finished metal with plastic vent grilles, afeature of the fascia beftig a
twin bar- graph display calibrated from 0.1 to 100 watts, complemented
by apress- switch which increases the readout sensitivity by afactor of
100 (
le, 1W max). The calibration refers to power into 8- ohm loads. It was
found that the display responded very rapidly with no under- reading at all
on 20 ms bursts, so it can be regarded as atrue peak- responding device. It
will tell you when you are approaching peak clipping threshold should
your ears fail to get the message!
A large and smoothly operating volume control works against surround
numbers, while asmaller knob with centre indentation adjusts channel
balance. Source selector switch has positions for pickup ( no MC), tuner,
aux and two tape machines. Inputs and tape outputs refer to phono

sockets at the rear, with the option of DIN for tape circuit 1. There is a
separate switch for the recording source, which means that you can record
from one source while adifferent one is being heard from the speakers,
which can be useful.
Number- indicated bass and treble controls work over clicks, with the
centre ' neutral' settings marked defeat, and there are switches for low and
high filters and the inevitable loudness. A standard jack socket is present
for headphones, and the amplifier is equipped with two speaker circuits
operated by push- buttons so that either or both can be operated or both
switched off for headphone- only listening. The speaker cables are
connected to convenient rotary locking terminals at the rear.
Iwas impressed by the lab results for an amplifier in this price range.
Power yield will be adequate for awide range of domestic applications,
and with suitably sensitive speakers you will obtain virtually all the SPL
needed in a typical environment. The amplifier was not troubled by
low impedance or difficult phase- angle loads and, as you will see. I
obtained a good 15dB output per channel into 2.7 ohms. Premature
protection operation did not bug the results into the Z, load, the output
being the same as into apure resistance.
Distortion factor results were very good in all modes, with correspondingly low I
M D. The oscillogram (fig. 1) shows very slight notching across
ZL at 16 kHz, but this can be virtually discounted owing to the very low

Fig. 1
amplitude of the residue, which is composed mostly of wideband noise.
Mains ripple under full drive was well down, and despite the large smallsignal bandwidth the slewing factor was greater than 5. Speaker damping
factors held at an adequate value over the spectrum, and the pickup
preamplifier was endowed with satisfactory headrooms. Although the
pickup signal/noise ratio was not as large as measured on some of the
other amplifiers, the presence of the noise ( very low-level hiss and slight
hum) will be deeply masked by the background noise of any record.
Power amplifier noise ( volume control turned right down) was very low
indeed, and the hiss content alone ( ripple filtered out) was even lower.
Speaker output offset voltages were also very low.
The pen chart ( fig. 2) reveals less than 0.5 dB error in the RIAA eq and a
preamplifier inbuilt low- frequency roll- off, which Iregard as logical. Since
this was measured at tape output the upper- frequency end could, in my
judgement, be less extended. In the 'flat' ( defeat) position of the tone
controls the response was very extended, but the tone controls are nicely
tailored, resulting in desirable characteristics. You will see that the
loudness serves only to lift the bass, which can be achieved just as well by
the bass control! The low and high filters have avery modest 6dB/octave
rate of roll- off, but do attenuate the very low and very high frequencies
that the tone controls cannot get to ( below 20 Hz and above 20 kHz) so
they might have some use.
Frankly, excepting the points of design philosophy which Ihave
mentioned. Ifind it very difficult to criticise the performance of this model.
Ithink the designers have done agood job and created avery desirable
amplifier for the price.
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JVC AX1
THIS MODEL is of lower power than the Technics, the yield being given in
the instructions as 30+30W minimum into 8- ohm loads over
20 Hz-20 kHz for no more than 0.007% distortion. It too is of the 'super- A'
design, thereby following the philosophy as outlined for the Technics.
Incidentally, if you do require abit more power you could opt for the AX2,
which is rated at 40+40W and as otherwise defined for the AX1.
Like the Technics, the fascia includes apower indicator for each channel
calibrated from zero ( first indication 0.02W) to 80W, ref. 8ohms. There is
also adecibel scale with 0dB at 32W. Again, the indicators were very fast
responding and are true peak.

Fascia is of 'brushed aluminium' with matching knobs and elongated
press- switches of two sizes, and the enclosure has 'silver'- finished metal.
Volume is controlled by alarge smoothly operating knob working against
panel numbers. Balance is asmall knob with centre 'click' and the tone
controls have full range 'click' positions but no resetting numbers. Sources
are pickup ( no MC), tuner and aux, and the amplifier caters for two tape
machines but without aseparate recording selector switch. Phono socket
ins and outs are at the rear, with DIN socket option for tape circuit 1.
The amplifier is equipped with loudness but no filters, and there is a
button for mono selection ( which can be useful for certain tape
recording/replay applications). Two speaker pairs are catered for by pressbuttons, so that either, both or none can be energised. Headphone
listening is provided by a front jack socket. The speaker cables are
connected to screw- clamp terminals at the rear.
In the lab the power was found to be well up to specification and,
bearing in mind the limited 8- ohm power rating, quite afair output was
available across 2.7 ohms. However, the protection tended to trigger
when the signal was steadystate ( non- burst) driving into this low value;
but it is unlikely that the protection would trigger on music even when the
speaker impedance falls to alow value. Recovery from burst overload was
very swift and the amplifier didn't react adversely when driving into the ZL.
Distortion in all modes was very low and Iam convinced that it would
not be subjectively detectable. The distortion residue oscillogram ( fig. 3)
shows mostly noise across ZL at 16 kHz, with no sign of notching or
crossover artifacts. This is avery good result indeed.

prim
1116
Fig. 3
Ripple components were relatively high at full power, but they reduced
when the output was reduced and increased significantly when the
amplifier was driven to peak clipping. Damping factor held fairly constant
over the spectrum and the slew factor was again greater than 5 ( no TI D).
There was adequate pickup preamplifier headroom and the signal/noise
ratio was close to that of the Technics. Residual hum plus noise and noise
alone were also close to the Technics results. Although the offset voltage
across the right speaker was higher than that across the left one, the
voltage was so low that its effect on speaker performance would be
negligible.
The pen chart ( fig. 4) shows that in the 'flat' position of the tone controls
a very slight response dip is present around 200 to 500 Hz, but the
response ( ref. 1kHz datum) was level both at 20 Hz and 20kliz, showing
1dB drop at 40 kHz, which is nearly right!
Although the RIAA eq was accurate over the spectrum, there was no
low bass roll- off ( and no way of introducing it with switchable filtering)
and the upper end rose to + 1dB at 38 kHz. Tone control characteristics
were, again, very acceptable and nicely controlled, and this time the
loudness is effective at both low and high frequencies.
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Excluding the minimal criticisms made, here is another amplifier which
reflects competent design engineering, but Ido feel that the nth- degree
subjective impressions would be enhanced from disc sources by low- bass
filtering and by the introduction of earlier treble filtering in the pickup
preamplifier.

SEOUM SA4160
ALTHOUGH AN instruction booklet accompanied this amplifier it did not
contain atechnical specification, so Ican't tell you the power rating given
by the manufacturer. However, you will see from the lab results that into 8ohm loads, at least, it delivers over 70 watts.
The ' brushed aluminium' fascia reflects a vague 'gold' tint and the
enclosure is of black- finished metal. The inevitably large knob for volume
operates over ( annoying!) soft 'clicks' against resetting numbers on the
panel. The smaller tone controls are similarly engineered, and the balance
control has the usual centre indentation at ' neutral'.
Source switching caters for MM or MC pickup, tuner, microphone and
aux, but the switch of the sample felt abit spongy. There are also two tape
circuits with push-button source monitoring for both. Rear phono sockets
accommodate the sources and tape decks ( no DIN option on this
amplifier), while afront jack socket aside that for headphones accepts a
microphone ( Ioften wonder whether many people use the mike facility
when it is available, or whether the manufacturers are wasting time and
money which might be better spent elsewhere in the design).
Press- switches provide for speaker pairs one and two ( both, either or
none can be energised), tone control defeat, — 20dB mute, loudness,
mono mode and low filtering ( manufacturers will insist on calling this
'subsonic"). Like the Technics and JVC, the fascia carries apeak power
indicator for each channel, calibrated from 0.05 to 80 watts. A small
indicator light aside the power on/off switch glows green under normal
conditions. However, should the protection be activated by abnormal
drive or loading, or by afault condition, the green changes to red and the
amplifier ceases to work. The plan is then to switch the power off, clear the
fault and switch on again once the red light has faded completely. This
was found to work well in practice and during the lab tests, but it takes
quite afew minutes for the red to fade so that normal operation can be
restored.
You will see in the lab chart that Iraised avery healthy 72+72 W into 8ohm loads to clipping over 20 Hz-20 kHz. However, with both channels
driven with continuous sinewave signal into 4- ohm loads the protection
activated before full output was realised. For the same reason Iwas unable
to measure the 2.7 ohm burst output or the overload recovery time. I
couldn't help thinking that the protection in the test sample was set too
sensitively, as the action being precipitated by 20 ms bursts would seem to
indicate that the same may happen with some music signals when the
amplifier is driving at high output into speakers whose impedance drops to
alow value at certain frequencies. However, Imust admit to not being so
troubled when using the IMF monitors. Neither was the protection
activated by the 16 kHz Z, test.
Iwould say that the amplifier is better suited, as it was supplied, to
speakers of 8- ohm nominal impedance, and that with two pairs working
together there might be a real possibility of premature protection
triggering on very loud music peaks.
Although the 300 Hz distortion across 8 ohms of pure resistance was
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commendably low, it was almost amagnitude higher across ZL at 16 kHz.
Compared with the Technics and JVC the distortion factor residue
amplitude was greater, as the oscillogram shows ( fig. 5). However, it was
not so high at 1kHz with the signal going by way of the pickup
preamplifier into 8 ohms resistive, the residue then being that much
cleaner.
Iwas impressed by the low level of mains ripple components at full
power. They increased in amplitude at overload but vanished almost
completely into the test noise floor of the spectrum analyser without signal
drive. Small- signal response relative to power transistor speed was, again,
well balanced to achieve a slew factor greater than 5. The speaker
damping was high over the whole spectrum which, along with the lowlevel mains ripple, would indicate alow impedance power supply rail of
many microfarads.
The 1kHz pickup preamplifier headroom could be alittle better, but it is
unlikely that you would suffer clipping troubles here with ordinary
cartridges. I
was im pressed by the good pickup signal/noise ratios, and the
relatively low hum- plus- noise residual is afurther indication of remarkably
good power supply smoothing. Residual noise alone ( with CCIR/ARM
weighting) was also very good. The offset voltage at the right speaker,
though, was getting towards 'danger' level.
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The pen chart ( fig. 6) shows that better RIAA eq accuracy would be
welcome, but frequency response from tuner input and with the tone
controls defeated was very flat. Again, the tone control characteristics are
respectable for the nature of circuit used. The loudness function produced
strong bass and treble lift and the low filter shows a6dB/octave rate of
roll- off. Iwould have preferred the addition of low filtering in the pickup
preamplifier, and an earlier upper- frequency roll- off there.
This amplifier, then, has some good as well as bad points. It is possible
that critical auditioning might expose the peaky distortion factor residue at
high frequencies, and also the deviation from true RIAA at pickup. There
also remains the possibility of temporary biture owing to the time-lag of
overdrive resetting should you be driving hard into problem speakers.

MARANTZ PM310
THIS AMPLIFIER is significantly smaller than the three so far described. It
is more of aslim- line design and has adefinite 'gold' tint about it—on the
brushed aluminium fascia as well as the metal enclosure. My colleagues
(and family) and Ifound it aesthetically pleasing and it was liked for its
smartness and convenience of operation.
The lab tests placed it in the moderate power category where you will
see that Iraised 22+22 W into 8ohms over 20 kHz-20 kHz, with 0.5 dB
more at 1kHz to clipping threshold. The amplifier also had alittle more
dynamic headroom than some of the others.
The large volume control knob operates against decibel numbers over a
multiplicity of soft indentations and, as usual, the smaller balance control
knob has its centre setting indentified by a 'click' stop. Bass and treble
controls are sliders, also with resetting numbers.

The source switch has positions for pickup ( no MC), tuner and aux
(which can second as tape circuit 2). Monitoring tape circuit 1is by pressswitch. Similar switches also activate low filter and loudness. Rear signal
interfaces are phono sockets ( no DIN) and the speaker cables are
connected to spring- loaded terminals. The mains cable plugs into the rear.
The amplifier also has peak- responding power output indicators ( lightemitting diodes) which, referred to 8ohms, read from 0.005 to 40 watts.
This particular model, though, has just a single speaker circuit—no
terminals or switching for an additional pair—but it does have a
headphone jack socket. ( Model PM350 incorporates facilities for two
pairs of speakers, along with other extras, but the owner's manual is
common to both models and the differences between the two are not
clearly defined.)
In the lab it was found that the protection can come in alittle too early
and cause distortion when the load has afairly wide phase angle. This is
Fig. 7

shown in the lab chart by the ZL output at 16 kHz being about 1.6dB
below the 8- ohm output. Unfortunately, the distortion at HF tended to
climb steadily as the output approached the protection threshold, then
rising swiftly after the threshold. There is no actual 'cut-off' action.
You will see that even at 10dB output the distortion factor at 16 kHz
was relatively high across ZL.
The oscillogram ( fig. 7) shows the nature of
the distortion residue, which is even more startling than that of the Seoum.
Across pure resistance and at lower frequencies the distortion factor was
nearly amagnitude less.
Mains ripple components, on the other hand, were well down at full
power, but the residual hum plus noise was atrifle higher than Iwould
have expected, though the noise- only result was very good. Once more
we have aslew factor greater than 5 ( it is along time since Imeasured a
factor less than 5, so it would seem that all designers are now well aware of
TID and how to ensure its absence!). Damping factor was adequate in my
opinion and held reasonably steady over the spectrum. Pickup preamplifier headrooms were high enough not to cause trouble with all
conventional cartridges, and Icannot criticise the pickup signal/noise
ratio nor the offset voltages across the speaker terminals.
The pen chart ( fig. 8) shows 'typical' tone control characteristics, RIAA
eq of reasonable accuracy ( but in my opinion again too extended at both
ends), aclassic loudness response, alow roll- off rate low filter, and atuner
frequency response in the centre position of the tone controls which is not
perfectly flat.
Here, then, we have an amplifier which is likely to give its best when
partnered with reasonably efficient speakers and designs which hold fairly

MEASURED PERFORMANCE

TECHNICS SU V2

'WO AX1

SEOUM SA4160

MARANTZ PM310 .

Output per channel, max 20 Hz-20 kHz
8 ohms both driven (W/dB):
4ohms both driven (W/dB):
8 ohms one driven (W/dB):
4 ohms one driven (W/dB):

48/16-8
53/14-3
50/17
72/15.6

32/15
42/13.2
34/15.3
53/14.2

72/18.6
see text
91/19.5
121/17.8

22/13.4
25/11
30/14-8
40/13

Headroom 1kHz 8 ohms/4 ohms (dB):

0.2/0.7

0.2/0.25

0.67/see text

0.5/0.5

Dynamic headroom 1kHz 20ms IHF bursts
4 ohms one channel driven (dB):

1 (meters very fast
responding peak)

1 (meters fast responding
peak)

0.4

1.3

Output per channel, max'I kHz ( IHF bursts)
2.7 ohms one channel driven (dB):

15.3

14.8 ( protection triggers
steadystate sinewave)

see text

12.1 (fast peak- responding
meters)

Recovery from 10dB IHF burst overload ( ms):

very fast

virtually instantaneous

see text

very fast

Output per channel, max 16 kHz (one driven)
8 ohms/Z, ( dB):

174/17.4

15 .6/15 -6

19-5/19.5

14.8/13.2

Dist worst channel 10dB output 8 ohms 300Hz (%):
10dB output Z,. 16 kHz (%):
10dB output 8 ohms 1kHz
50 mV input to MM pickup (%):

0.013
0-014 Fig. 1

0.009
0.008 Fig. 3

0.006

o•o4

0.012

0-009 mostly noise

0.02

0-04

Vector sum of 50,100 and160Hz mains ripple
at maximum 300Hz 8- ohm output ( dB):

-87

-75 ( diminishes when drive
reduced)

-88

-80

Slew factor IHF at 8 ohms and rated output (dB):

>5

>5

>5

>5

Damping factor 3dB output ( BSI) 40/1 k/20k Hz:

60/60/50

66/66/50

100/100/80

44/50/44

Frequency response and tone controls

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 8

Filter responses

Fig. 2

—

Fig. 6

—

Pickup frequency response RIAA eq tape o/p:

Fig. 2

Fig. 4

Fig. 6

Fig. 8

Pickup overload input
10 Hz MM/MC ( mV):
1kHz MM/MC ( mV):
40kHz MM/MC ( mV):

20
160
1400

18
160
700

14
130
750

17
160
1400

Pickup S/N ref Od13 output (
inputs loaded IHF)
MM ref 5mV input (dB):
MC ref 0.5mV input (dB):

73
—

73.5
—

80
74 approx.

74 5

Residual hum+noise wideband (iiV):

450

420

350

600

Residual noise ( pV):

185

150

100

100

Offset voltage at output L/R(d.c.mV):

-1.2/-1.2

1-7/-13

-18.6/77

14/-24

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load. Noise
weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms resistive,
500 mV input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and power amplifier sections

oot Fig. 5

0.1 Fig. 7

coupled together as for normal operation. 4.corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation
o 5 ohms modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at 16 kHz approx.
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steady in impedance over the frequency spectrum, and which do not
exhibit violent phase- angle swings, particularly at high frequencies.

Conclusions and listening impressions
HAVING IN MIND the prices of these amplifiers Iwas very encouraged on
the whole by their performances, both in the lab and auditioning room.
Excluding nth- degree power potential, neither my colleague listeners nor I
were able to come to adefinite conclusion as to which out of the Technics
and JVC auditioned the best to our ears. Partnered with my resident IMF
TLS80 Monitors and using direct- reel master tape program source, both
models belied their relatively modest prices.
The Technics has the advantage of about 1dB more power potential
than the JVC, but to ensure that none of the amplifiers ventured too close
to peak clipping threshold during the listening tests the output from each
channel was continuously monitored using the excellent Nakamichi T100
Audio Analyser switched to peak mode, where it has a10ms rise- time.
The sound pressure ( corrected for true music peaks) in the reverberant
field was also monitored. In the particular room used for auditioning I
could just about raise 96 dB SPL on music peaks from the Technics before
the Nakamichi indicated the pre- determined electrical output threshold
for this amplifier.
At the same SPL the JVC was exceeding its electrical output threshold.
Owing to the smaller yield of the Marantz and the possibility of the Seoum
going into protection at 96 dB SPL when driving the IMFs, Idecided to
compare the amplifiers at acommon SPL of 90dB on peaks of music, and
to help with the setting of the amplifier volume controls to achieve this
condition Iinitially used the pink- noise signal which is also provided by
the T100. For those who have not measured it, music peaking at 90dB in
the listening position is avery loud sound.
As Ihave said, there was little to choose between the Technics and JVC
under these conditions with the input going to tape. From disc, however, it
was concluded that the Technics just about had the edge over the JVC.
For the pickup input tests Iused the commendable Audio Technica AT32
moving- coil cartridge and the AT650 transformer, which is one of the best
passive step-up devices Ihave tested. It was thought that the low-level
ambience and the overall 'smoothness' of response of the Technics were
just that shade better than the JVC; but the differences would be hard to
detect conclusively by many people under controlled listening conditions.
It is also surprising just how much opinion can change by using different
records.
The Technics is more expensive than the JVC—£119 against £ 85—so
in this case it is the matter of the higher the price the better. The Technics is
also the more powerful model, as we have seen.
The Seoum and Marantz both sell for around £75, and in my opinion

both models represent good value for money, but adisadvantage of the
Marantz might be its limited power yield. It would be most suitable for
smallish rooms, and with relatively sensitive speakers which are noted for
their smooth impedance curve and freedom from wide phase- angle
swings. There are agood few moderately priced speakers around which
have these characteristics.
From master tape the Seoum gave afair account of itself. Bass was firm
with the mid- range nicely related, but the upper- treble was less 'clean'
and some listeners were troubled by an abnormal 'brightness' which
seemed less apparent from the Technics and JVC. Similar impressions
were also obtained when using records. Background noise was low, but
some trouble was experienced when the MC input of the Seoum was tried
in comparison with the input from the AT32 going to MM through the
AT650. Background hum was then more difficult to eliminate. In general,
the results through the transformer were favoured rather than the MC
input direct.
Last but not least, the Marantz. Although the output appeared ( from the
T100 indications) not to be clipping at the established SPL, we all thought
the amplifier sounded better with afurther reduction in volume control
setting. At the higher levels (even before amplifier clipping) the reproduction from both master tape and disc seemed to possess akind of metallic
quality, with abrightness similar to that experienced from the Seoum. This
could be minimised by applying alittle treble cut with the tone control ( it is
a pity that this model does not include a high filter with a fairly high
turnover frequency).
It must be understood that we were trying to detect small variations
between the amplifiers; auditioned on its own one might well form a
different opinion. Portrayal of low-level ambience was quite good, this
being framed within alow- noise background. Bass was well controlled
and firm at the SPL used, and overall frequency response 'smooth'. By way
of an experiment Itried this amplifier with a pair of Tannoy Cheviots,
which are more sensitive than the IMFs, and while the test SPL was
obtained at alower volume control setting, we still experienced the treble
effect described, which seemed to be emphasised by the Tannoys.
Your own decision will undoubtedly be tempered by the price and
features offered. At £ 75 the Seoum is astonishingly well equipped.
Indeed, you can pay as much as this or more for ahead- amplifier alone,
and the Seoum includes not only aMC input but amicro- input as well. I
often wonder how amplifiers can possibly be made to sell at such alow
price. Most people would find it difficult to obtain just the component
parts for this sort of price. That's competition for youl
Ialways try to include British made equipment in my group reviews, but
never seem to win. Two were promised, but one failed to arrive in time for
the deadline and the other had to be aborted for technical reasons •

Five integrated amplifiers

AMPLIFIERS 2
by Martin Colloms

The ten amplifiers under test have been split into two groups for ease
of presentation. The integrated models—the Aurex SB-66, JVC A- X9,
Lentek, Marantz Esotec PM- 5 and Sansui AU- D9—are examined this
month, while reports on the separate pre/power combinations— Harman
Kardon hk 725/770, Meridian 101/105, Lux C5000A/M4000A,
Electrocomoaniet and Threshold SL10/Stasis 3—will follow in the June
issue. ( Page 63 in this Annual)
The technical test program basically followed IHF-A-202 ( see HFNIRR
December ' 78, February ' 79) and was identical to that used in the previous
large HFNIRR amplifier review ( January 1980 or 1981 ' Annual').'

Aurex ' Clean Drive' SB-66

In the past, Toshiba's Aurex brand name in the UK has been associated
with rather specialised microcomponents, but it has now been applied to a
relatively inexpensive 60 W/channel integrated amplifier. A special operating feature is included and described as ' Clean Drive'; while not unique
to Toshiba, it is arare occurrence, and relates to the provision of athird
wire to the speaker terminals—alow power sensing line whose signal is
processed at the amp and used to correct the deficiencies of the cable and
its connections. Thus special or 'super' speaker cables are made
redundant—within limits even thin cable could be used for speaker
connection.
In technical terms, this feature relates to the fact that the normal speaker
cable and contact resistances appeal.in series with the amplifier output
impedance and the impedance variations with frequency of the speaker
often cause a slight, but audibly detectable, difference in frequency
response to occur. Furthermore, the drive current to amoving- coil speaker
contains considerable but generally harmless distortion due to magnetic
non-linearities ( the voltage drive being the critical one and this remaining
"clean"). Cable and other resistances to the speaker allow the current
distortion to appear as a measurable voltage distortion on the speaker
terminals, and a third wire negative feedback connection will give a
cancellation of this distortion. In my view, however, although this looks
good on paper, it has little positive psychoacoustic effect. The error
cancellation, though, automatically provides ahigh damping factor across
the speaker terminals.
When properly set up we found that actuating ' Clean Drive' gave no
alteration in level, except in so far as the cable connection was concerned,
'See also: Can Amplifiers Sound Different?' HFAIIRR May 1981, p. 99, which provided a
preamble to these reviews.
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which allowed easy judgm
of its effect. Subjectively speaking, this
essentially appears to be dominated by the flattening of the voltage
response at the speaker terminals.
While no meters are provided, the Aurex is otherwise comprehensively
equipped with moving- coil and moving- magnet cartridge input facilities,
as well as dual loudspeaker pair connections (" Clean Drive' on one pair
only), and all the other usual controls.
Lab report
The good power bandwidth and load tolerance down to 4 ohms
suggested that a fair rating for this design would be 19 dBW—little
different from the others in the report. The 8ohms + 2pF heavy reactive
load was driven with good grace, showing only amoderate diminution,
though the 2 ohms result was poor on phase and indicates that 4 ohm
models with amore difficult load characteristic should be avoided. In fact,
for the UK Toshiba do recommend 8ohm models.
Both slew factor and recovery time were fine and the damping factor
ample without ' Clean Drive', and proving more than ample with.
Distortion levels were good right down to the 10 mW level as measured
over the whole frequency range, and via all inputs. Likewise, the high
frequency noise and tone intermodulation results were fine except on the
full peak level into 8 ohm plus 2pF load, where premature distortion
occurred.
Very good at lower frequencies, the pickup overload margin was
degraded at higher levels, though still sufficient for most purposes at

(
A
UREX SE-66 TONE CONTROLS AND OVERALL RESPONSE

\

5dB

AUX

AUX

with acostly hinged front panel section concealing an array of subsidiary
controls and facilities. When in use, these are generally indicated by
subtle, slow bright- up legends, back- lit on the chrome trim. No power or
overload meters were fitted, these apparently now deemed as only suitable
for cheaper models in the range— how fashions change!
Two either moving- magnet or moving- coil inputs can be accepted,
together with two tape decks. It is specified as an 8 ohm- type amplifier,
with its 20 kHz rated output as 20 dBW or 100W per channel, all at less
than 0-005% total harmonic distortion.
Lab report
Demonstrating afine power bandwidth, the A- X9 met its 8ohm ratings
but showed a reluctance to deal effectively with lower impedances. On
average, output was 3dB down on 4 ohm resistive and reactive loads,
while the 2ohm load suffered acatastrophic 10 dB fall in level, all of which
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20 kHz. My measurement of pickup input impedance showed asurprisingly high input capacitance of 350 pF—close on 500 pF when atypical
tonearm cable is accounted for—and this is too high for a number of
cartridges. Sensitivities were satisfactory, as were the weighted S/N
ratios: however, the — 45 dB unweighted figure noted for the moving- coil
input was marginal.
Stereo separation degraded with rising frequency to just 37 dB at
20 kHz, and at this point the crosstalk distortion was also suspect at 1%
TH D.
One channel also had a high DC offset at 100 mV, while the pickup
response had a unnecessarily extended bandwidth-6.5 Hz to 68 kHz—
although this is afeature common to many other models. RIAA equalisation was accurate from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, + 0, — 0.6 dB, with the subsonic
filter — 3dB at 18 Hz.
Subject ive report
Ranked alittle below average, this Aurex was by far and away the least
expensive of the group, and as such has clearly done well. However, with
the good cables used for the tests we do not think that the ' Clean Drive'
feature made much difference, though under other circumstances it might
well help.
Comparisons showed that the slight audible differences were essentially attributable to the ' flattened' frequency response at the speaker
terminals.
Panelists noted minor fatigue failings at the frequency extremes, aloss
of lightness and extension in the bass, plus atrace of treble veiling and a
lack of clarity. The mid- band was fine, though stereo imaging showed a
trace of defocusing, with some depth impairment. Whether any of this was
connected with the rising distortion at very low power levels is not known.
Due to the protection against adverse loading, 4-8 ohm type speakers
worked best, and though its peak output power comfortably exceeded the
specification, it was not too happy in clip.
Conclusion
While this is no ' super fi' amplifier and indeed makes no claims to be so
in relation to its price, the SB - 66 is capable of quite decent levels into 8
ohm speakers, and demonstrates a genuinely good performance and
sound quality. It also saves the user the price of super cable if he or she
were so disposed! Overall, it represents quite good value for money.

JVC ' Super A' A- X9
This is the largest integrated amplifier currently produced by JVC and is
commensurately priced in the £ 500 region. The A- X9 employs anew JVC
amp design feature called ' Super A', a variant of the nonswitching
concept, by which the output transistors are prevented from crossing their
zero current regions where crossover or switching non-linearities are
generated, thereby simulating non- switching or Class- A operation.
In keeping with its luxury image, the unit is finished in shades of silver,
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suggest the use of ' kind' 8 ohm load speakers if the specified output level
is to be maintained. Slew and overload recovery factors were excellent, the
damping factor ample, and harmonic distortion very low throughout.
Despite its wariness of low impedance loading, the amp survived the
arduous high peak- rated, high frequency intermodulation tests, providing
really excellent results both on two-tone and random noise excitation.
Pickup overload margins were exemplary, input sensitivities fine, and
S/N ratios ample, except for the moving- coil input where the just
satisfactory 67 dBA recorded suggests that low output models should be
avoided.
Stereo separation was excellent throughout from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, while
channel balance was similarly well maintained and pickup equalisation
was superbly accurate, although demonstrating a ridiculously extended
out- of- band frequency response, from 1Hz to above 110 kHz, — 3dB.
From 50 Hz to 20 kHz, the equalisation was better than + 0.13, — 0.05 dB,
MARANTZ
5
PMbut the pickup input could, nonetheless,
stand ultrasonic inputs; a trial
distortion measurement via the moving- magnet input, using asubstantial
60 mV input, gave adistortion of only 0.03% ( - 70 dB) at 100 kHz. Thus
unwanted signals in this band are unlikely to cause premature overload, to
say the least.
The tone control range was sensibly restricted to + 9dB at maximum
working frequencies of 30 Hz and 20 kHz respectively, while no filters
were present to restrict the working range, other than the usual 17 Hz
subsonic. In its absence, the auxiliary input carried afrequency response
from DC to 70 kHz, with just 0.5dB of loss. DC offset was fine at
15/25 mV.
MZARANT
5
PMSubjective report
This more costly example did quite well in the subjective tests, but not, I
fear, well enough to justify its publicised ' Super A' construction.
Rated close to the average, it was considered pretty neutral in terms of
frequency balance, though at times it could sound a little hard. In fact,
panelists were not entirely ' easy' with this model, finding some restriction
of depth and atmosphere, but nothing really definite that they could pin
down. Marking was relatively consistent, suggesting that no single failing
was present to polarise the results.
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Table 1 Amplifier Performance
Model

Aurex SB-68

Continuous
power o/p (
ref. 80, 0.5% max, 0dBW = 1W)
loading 80 both channels
80 singly
40 both channels
40 singly
80 + 2pF reactive singly

20Hz
18.5 dBW

Dynamic power o/p, 1kHz ( ref. rated or specified o/p 80)
(See fig. 3)

20
13-6 di3W

Transient overload recovery time (
80+10dB burst overload)

0.5ms

JVC A- X9

1kHz
18.6 dBW
19.8 dBW

20kHz
18.3 dBW

18.3 dBW

20Hz

20kHz

20Hz

20.7 dBW

19.3 dBW

1kHz
19 dBW
19.3 dBW
18-0 dBW
18.5 dBW

20kHz

21.1 dBW

20
11.4 dBW

40
16.7 dBW

80
21.5 dBW

20
11-2 dBW

40
18.9 dBW

80
19.6 dBW

17.3 dBW

40
19.0 dBW

80
20.4 dBW

Lentek
1kHz
20.5 dBW
21.6 dBW
17.0 dBW
17.4 dBW

16.5 dBW

Instantaneous

5

Damping factor (
ref. 80)

20Hz
Normal 60
'Clean
Drive'
>400

Distortion
At rated power into 80 ( aux)
At 1W ( aux)
At 10 mW ( aux)
At 1W (
pu)

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-87dB - 80dB - 76dB
-75dB < - 75 dB <- 70dB
-56dB - 58dB - 55dB
Noise - 75 dB <- 69dB

20Hz
1kHz
20kHz
-97 dB
- 96dB - 88dB
-82dB ( n) - 100dB - 77 dB ( n)
<-95dB
Noise - 100dB - 78dB ( n)

20Hz
1kHz
-77dB - 82dB
-73 dB - 76dB
-59 dB ( n) - 62dB ( n)
Noise - 77dB

-80dB
-80dB

-85 dB
-85dB

-53dB
-73dB

-53 dB
-33dB
-35dB
-60dB

-56dB
-27dB
-60dB
-60dB

-53dB
-30dB
-29dB
-14 dB"

lntermodulation (
via pu) ( 100 mV peak i/p)
19 kHz + 20 kHz at peak rated power, 80
at peak rated power - 20dB, 80
11 kHz to 22 Hz octave pink noise ( aux)
at peak, 80
at peak+100 dB, 80
at peak, 80+2 pF
at peak - 100dB, 80-2 pF

5
20kHz
110

20kHz
300

20kHz
- 62dB
- 65dB
- 61 dB
- 70dB

100k/47k/1000

Sensitivity (
for 1W, 0dB o/p)
PU
Aux
Tape

0.3 mV ( m- m), 28 pV ( m- c)
18 mV
18 mV

0.26 mV
22 mV
22 mV

0.3mV(m-m) 32pV(m-c) ( 13pV-84pV)
13 mV
13 mV

Noise ("A" weighted) ref. 0dBW. Specified source resistance
Aux
PU
PU ( m- c)

-73 dB ( unwtd) - 80 dBA
-67 dB ( unwtd) - 78 dBA
-45 dB ( unwtd) - 73 dBA

-83dB ( unwtd) - 87 dBA
-70dB ( unwtd) - 83 dBA
-50dB ( unwtd) - 67 dBA

-73 dB ( unwtd) - 80 dBA
-72 dB ( unwtd) - 80 dBA
-67 dB ( unwtd) - 77 dBA

20Hz
84dB

1kHz
81 dB

20kHz
+ 35dB

1kHz
300

47 k/350pF
(1000 m- c)

20kHz
37 dB
(1%THD)

1kHz
+ 37 dB

20Hz
300

Pickup i/p impedance

1kHz
58 dB

20Hz
+38dB

6
1kHz
220

20 Hz
+33 dB

20Hz
67 dB

20kHz
+ 25dB

20Hz
220

Pickup overload (
ref. 5mV ref. i/p at 1kHz)

Separation (PU)

1kHz
+ 32dB

20kHz
50
> 400

14.3' dBW

Virtually instantaneous in absence
of protection

Slew factor (
ref. rated output midband, 80, f1%/20 kHz)

1kHz
60
> 400

18-3 dBW

175pF

20Hz
+36dB

20kHz
62dB

20Hz
88dB

Balance

+0.5dB

+0.1 dB

+0.2dB

95.3 dBA
93.5 dBA

96.8 dBA
93.0 dBA

96.5 dBA
96 0dBA

DC offset L/R

100/2 mV

15/25 mV

43/85 mV

While capable of asubstantial peak power output, tending to 120W,
this amp nonetheless proved unhappy in clip, and moreover was quite
intolerant of difficult loads, even of the 4ohm variety. Clean' 8ohm types
definitely performed best, and full power was not possible if both available
pairs of speaker terminals were used. Setting performance against price, it
has probably not performed as well as JVC might have hoped.
Conclusion
While in the context of this group evaluation the A- X9 does not quite
justify its price in terms of the sound quality it delivers, into decent 6-8
ohm loads it proved capable of sounds as clean and neutral as its silver
appearance suggests, and was generally felt to be a well behaved and
pleasant performer.
Technically, however, it could have performed better in clip as well as
into lower impedance loadings. It should also have offered asuperior S/N
ratio on the moving- coil input, this failing partly attributable to the lack of
atrue m- c input stage, which is surprising at this price level.

Lentek
In many respects, this company's first major amplifier represents a
highly conservative approach to design. There is strong evidence to show
that great care and consideration have been taken over every stage of its
production, this extending down to the final finish and styling; Ihave
never seen such expensive metalwork used on a British amplifier before.
Ingenious but costly solutions are used to solve mechanical interfacing
problems arising from its design and layout, and have been well enough

20 kHz
+ 25 dB

in- c 38-4300
m- m 24 k-100k+50-420pF

Maximum level before audible distortion (
see fig. 2)
into 80
into 40

Remarks

1kHz
+ 33dB

1kHz
78dB

20kHz
50dB

'Protection operates instantaneously
•• Protection interaction

executed to give the precise engineered ' feel' expected of aproduct in this
price range. As regards the layout, the preamplifier is placed at the rear
adjacent to the ergonomically designed input/output socket array
(phonos, all gold plated) with the power supply and power amp section at
the front, together with the distinctive heatsink fins, located just behind
the front panel. The massive power supply affords near regulated stability
and, together with the input/output facilities and the comprehensive
circuit design, puts some audiophile products to shame.
No tone controls are provided-an omission which Ipersonally regret
since agood proportion of older disc source program can benefit from a
moderate degree of tonal balance correction. However, asubsonic filter
operating at 20 Hz provides a useful exclusion of unwanted subsonic
noise for those speakers sensitive to low frequency disturbances.
A further positive feature is the useful peak overload indicating lamp, as
used previously by B&O on their 5000 receiver. In fact, the Lentek clips so
cleanly that this indicator is most helpful in showing the actual rather than
audible onset of distortion-acondition which could overheat the high
frequency units of some loudspeakers if allowed to go unchecked.
The Lentek team also appear to have been fully aware of the importance
of interface matching and have gone to extraordinary lengths to ensure the
predictability and compatability of their product with other components.
Both the moving- coil and moving- magnet inputs, in addition to offering a
dynamic range sufficient for all known designs, also provide awide range
of impedance, sensitivity and capacitance loading options, with the 25
settings listed giving an almost incalculable number of possible combinations. Cartridge nominal outputs from 0.1 mV to 2.5 mV are catered for,
as are impedance loadings from 38 to 430 ohms and 24 kto 100 k- ohms,
and capacitances from a low 50 pF right through to 520 pF.
At the loudspeaker terminals, the output impedance is constantly low
over the whole frequency range and this, in conjunction with the amp's
ability to drive the most difficult speaker loads, completes the chain of fine
compatibility options.
Lab report
As the dBW results show ( fig. 3, 0dB ref. equal to a 1W equivalent,
2.83 V across 8ohms), there is little to choose between the five models in
this group, and under most conditions the Lentek was happily rated as
19 dBW-just 1dB less than 100W into 8ohms. Good 4ohm loads were
disposed of with a very small level reduction, demonstrating just how

40
20.6 dBW

80
21 . 5dBW

20Hz
22.0 dBW

21.3 dBW
20
15-3 dBW*

5

8
IkHz
20kHz
200
140
(no change in class- A)

1kHz
- 91 dB
- 100 dB
- 90dB
- 100 dB

IkHz
180

85 dB
85 dB

< - 56 dB
-27dB
—*
—*

-58 dB

-

-

58 dB
63 dB

20Hz
+34dB

20kHz
+ 32 dB

20kHz
110

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
- 100dB
- 105dB
- 90 dB
-100dB
- 100dB
- 80dB ( n)
-90 dB
- 90 dB
- 65 dB(n)
-98dB - 99 dB
- 80dB ( n)

-

1kHz
+ 33 dB

80
22.5 dBW

IkHz
+ 33dB

20kHz
+ 33 dB•*

47 k/150 pF m- m
750 m- c

47 k/220 pF
1000 m- c

0.24 mV ( m- m) 24 pV ( m- c)
16.6 mV
16.6 mV

0.25 mV ( m- m) 10 pV, 250/ ( m- c)
25 mV
25 mV

-67 dB ( unwtd) - 78 dBA••
-64dB ( unwtd) - 77 dBA
-65dB ( unwtd) - 75 dBA

-80 dB ( unwtd) - 86 dBA
-80 dB ( unwtd) - 86 dBA
- 61 dB ( unwtd) - 78 dBA•••

10Hz
49 dB

1kHz
52 dB

20Hz

20kHz
27 dB

1kHz
78 dB

+0-2 dB

+0-15dB

96.3 dBA
95-1 dBA

97-0 dBA
95-5 dBA

5/10mV

14/41 mV

tClass- A operation
•Protection operating
•• Some hum on power amp, not serious.
Other channel 4dB better

•Protection operating
— also m- c ref 0-5 mV i/p
•'• - 70 dBA high gain

20kHz
50 dB

generous with current the power supply actually is.
However, 2 ohm loads, even on pulses, generated peak current
excursions outside the limits defined by the protection circuitry, and on
this basis speakers with impedance dips below 3 ohms will provide less
satisfactory results. Likewise, the 8ohms + 2pF tests—nominally 4 ohms
reactive—initiated premature protection, while the peak limiting on 2
ohm loads occurred at 7A, and this could be set higher to advantage.
Conversely, the 4 ohm delivery suggested achange in protection level on
LENTEN TONE CONTROLS AND OVERALL RESPONSE
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this impedance, with the current here allowed to peak to at least 9A, and
proving quite sufficient in practice.
The slew factor was high ( c.6 by extrapolation) although total harmonic
distortion showed a continuing rise at the higher frequencies, starting
from 5kHz. Around — 77 dB at low and mid frequencies, distortion was
satisfactorily low, but on the left channel at 20 kHz aless appealing — 55 dB
was recorded, which just fails the — 60 dB specification ( — 63 dB right.) A
second sample was tried which gave — 63 and — 66 dB respectively on left
and right channels, thus agreeing with the spec.
The two-tone high frequency intermod results also appeared unpromising on the pickup input, with a peak—peak input of 100 mV resulting in
—53 dB of difference- tone distortion at 1kHz; there was asimilar result
with the second sample we tried. With a voltage level reduction of the
order of some 10 or 20dB, the distortion improved considerably to
—73 dB, and even at full power via the auxiliary input, an excellent — 85 dB
was attained. 70 mV composite levels at 20kHz or so are rare, but not
unknown, and Ifelt that the Lentek could be further improved in this
respect. Note that this marginal threshold is unique to the moving- magnet
input, and the m- c input gave excellent results.
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On the high frequency noise octave test, poorer than usual results were
obtained on the 8 ohms+2pF reactive loading, with the — 14 dB level of
distortion in the 1kHz third- octave band also indicative of premature
protection. Ifound little to fault the protection on insofar as listening tests
were concerned, but Ido consider that the margins could have been alittle
less conservative, particularly as regards high frequency transients.
Freed of this reactive load addition, the noise intermodulation results
were fine, while the pickup overload margins were generous and did not
correlate with the aforementioned poorer than usual intermod results. For
example, + 24 dB, 20kHz, does imply a headroom of above 1V RMS.
Channel balance was very good, S/N ratios and sensitivities ample on
all inputs, while channel separation was exceptional throughout. The
output terminal DC offset was rather higher than Iwould like, but in
practice would be happily tolerated by most speakers. ( This also was
unique to the first suspect sample. The second gave 15/25 mV—fine).
Subjective report
The Lentek ranked as one of the top three in this group, afinding which
goes a long way towards justifying its fairly high price.
The keynote here was neutrality, which held true for all inputs, the amp
appearing to lend no additional ' flavour' or alteration to the frequency
response. Furthermore, the subsonic filter had very little effect on the
sound and was most useful in helping two-way speaker systems attain
their best performance by deleting subsonic rubbish.
The low frequency range was firm and extended, with good definition,
while the mid- band was characterised by anatural balance, especially on
vocal passages. The treble range was detailed and lacking in false
emphasis, and although aslight feeling of strain was noted, this was only
apparent by comparison with the other two high ranking models.
Stereo imaging was most explicit over the entire range, with coherent
instrument location and a fine sense of depth as well as space.
This amp never sounded ' loud' in the fatiguing sense of the word, which
could lead one to underestimate its good dynamic range. In fact, the
overload LED could be lit for extended peak periods with little degradation
in sound quality, and typical levels of 80-120W per channel could be
expected even into difficult loads, the Lentek achieving this without
excessive fatiguing volume effects. The ' fairly low' mechanical hum rating
(Table 2) was not inspiring, and Iwould like to see this improved. It arose
in the evenings due to mains supply waveform distortions caused by TV
receiver power supplies, but Lentek are looking into this.
Some might disparage this model as being too -characterless, Dut
regard this as its most positive attribute. Its neutrality will be unaffected
even under adverse auditioning circumstances.
Conclusion
No design can be perfect, but Lentek have done very well in achieving
a high standard for those parameters seen as vital to a fine subjective
performance. The price is admittedly high, but when the potentially good
reliability, superb engineering and finish are taken into account, as well as
the sound quality and exceptional compatibility options, then it emerges
as a true audiophile product.

Marantz ' Esotec' PM- 5
The PM- 5 represents one of the smaller models in a new range of
'eso'teric and 'tec'hnical products from Marantz, thus the origin of the
name ' Esotec'. Its front panel is somewhat misleading, as the LED power
meters are scaled up to 200W per channel, but the specification indicates
an 80W limit for standard Class A/B operation, with 20W per channel in
the pure Class- A mode. In fact, the four times difference in power
represents just 6dB in terms of related hearing level, and while certainly
significant, is not as devastating as the linear ' horsepower' wattage ratings
might suggest for 'A' and ' B' operation.
Following in the Marantz tradition, a pale gold anodised finish is
employed, with aseparate bass and treble control for each channel, the
latter proving alittle confusing at first. No filters, bar the usual subsonic,
were present, and the Class- A mode wan selected by a single push-

o•
61

button, this involving no change in level and allowing ready comparison
of the sound quality differences, after amomentary pause for operational
stabilisation.
Quite elaborate circuitry is employed: for example, both moving- coil
and moving- magnet input amps are of push/pull direct- coupled configuration, and high S/N ratios are aimed at through the use of alow impedance
equalisation network. High-speed output transistors are employed to
minimise transient intermodulation distortion as well as to maintain good
distortion and bandwidth, the amp being specified for use with 4and 8
ohm loudspeakers.
Lab report
Into 8ohm loads, and under most conditions of frequency and program
dynamics, a rating of 20 dBW ( 100 W) was appropriate, this level
excellently maintained over the power bandwidth into all loads tested,
even 2ohms. Only the 2pF reactive combination at 20 kHz caught it out. A
gutsy performer, this amp should drive practically anything to full level.
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Conclusion
Realistically speaking, the PM- 5has done quite well but could not be
described as exceptional; for example, it does not represent particularly
good value for money. The RIAA equalisation may account for some of the
'rich' effect noted subjectively, and likewise the weaker stereo performance might have had some connection with the separation results. On the
plus side, however, it demonstrated a strong performance on difficult
loads, and if its rich balance were appreciated in agiven system setup, then
the amplifier would sound sweeter still in the Class- A mode, with reduced
fatigue.

Sansui 'Super Feedforward' AU- D9

Hz)

200

\..

example—have shown very little difference in sound quality between the
two settings, but this was not the case with the PM- 5, as it appeared
noticeably 'sweeter' on the 'A' setting, with then aquality closer to the
Lentek in character.
Overall, however, it demonstrated arather rich tendency even in the ' B'
mode, an effect that was exacerbated by selection of 'A' operation; this
might be helpful if abright speaker or cartridge were to be used.
The bass sounded slightly soft and was emphasised, while the mid was.
pleasant enough but appeared to lack some fine detail. The stereo depth
was also reduced. In the treble, the Bmode helped the balance—the treble
was alittle ' hard', to its advantage. Happy in clip, this amp could be driven
harder than its specification suggested, and was notably tolerant of
difficult loadings.
Ranking marginally below average, in context the quality was in fact
quite good, though the price is high.

500
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In Class-A, the output was some 6dB lower at 14 dB, as the specification suggested, but interestingly no change was observed in damping
factor, response or distortion when the Class- A was operational.
Harmonic distortion was excellently low, with atypical figure of - 85 dB
and aminimum value of - 100 dB ( 0.001%), this maintained right down to
the 10 mW limit.
The high frequency intermodulation results were also good: at rated
power via the pickup input, 0.01% distortion was recorded. The noise
octave was well handled, and although the protection marred the results
with reactive loading on Class-A/B, the lower power 'A' results proved
fine on this difficult test.
Pickup overload margins were exemplary, and the input impedances
were appropriate for most moving-coil and moving- magnet cartridges, as
were the sensitivities. The unweighted S/N ratios were marred by some
hum, this traced to one channel of the power amplifier, and reading some
4dB better on the other channel. However, when A- weighted, to
approximate more closely to the ear's sensitivity, the figures were fine.
Stereo separation was satisfactory at mid and low frequencies, but was
marginal, at poorer than 30 dB, towards 20 kHz. Pickup equalisation met
+0.15 dB limits from 100 Hz to 20 kHz, but showed mild bass lift and
treble cut outside those limits (+ 0.5dB, 20 Hz and - 0.6dB, 20 kHz,)
rolling off to - 3dB at 58 kHz. The LF Point was - 3dB at 4.4 Hz, both AC
and DC- coupled, while DC offset was low. The maximum sound level was
good for all loadings tried.
Subjective report
This amplifier posed something of aproblem, since two versions had to
be considered, namely the standard Class- Bwith up to 80W peak power,
and the alternative Class- A form, the latter selected by a switch and
offering just 25W. Previous models of this type—from Yamaha for

This year, Sansui's main pitch in promoting their top- end amplifier
models is their ' Super Feedforward' distortion reducing technique,
whereby an auxiliary amplifier senses the distortion remaining in the
working main power amp, processes it and feeds it to the output terminal
in opposition, thereby largely cancelling or nulling it. Sansui's ' DD' or
'diamond differential' configuration is also employed to improve internal
symmetry and solve transient intermodulation effects.
The use of heat- pipe technology for output transistor heat dissipation
means reduced weight, and this model does seem light for its nominal
2x100 W specification, and contrasts with earlier models by offering a
simulated rosewood case as standard. Very low distortion levels are
claimed, typified by the following quote from the spec: ' 95W watts
minimum per channel, 8ohms, 10 Hz to 20 kHz at less than 0.005% total
harmonic distortion throughout'. For what it is worth, avery high slew rate
is also given, namely 350 V/ps.
As may be seen from the table of facilities this model is comprehensively
equipped, with four- frequency tone controls; however, of the latter, the
high frequency one is of little use, being nominally set at anear inaudible

20 kHz and offering just 6dB/
octave rolloff. The 16 Hz subsonic filter also
offers a6dB/octave rolloff and can be used on most speakers with only
slight effect on audible program. ( Note that these filters are audible on
insertion mainly due to alevel change of the order of 0-75 dB—which is
quite significant.)
Lab report
Exhibiting an excellent power bandwidth and fine load tolerances down
to 4ohms, the AU - D9 could be comfortably rated at 21 dBW or well over
to page 83

Table 2 Features & Facilities

Model

Rated
power per
channel,
8 ohms
dBW (W)

How
Rated
many
Movingload
Headphone speaker magnet
(ohms) socket
sets
inputs

JVC A- XS

20 ( 100)

8

yes

2

2

Lentek

17.7 ( 60)

8

none

1

1

1

Maranta
Esotec
PM- 15

19 ( 80)

8

yes

2

2

1

Class-A

13 (20)

Movingcoil
inputs
or

Filters

Meters

Mechanical Typical
hum
Price
level
(inc VAT)

subsonic
18Hz

none

low

£485

JVC (UK) Ltd.,
Eldonwall Trading Estate,
Staples Corner, 6-8 Priestley Way,
London NW2

none

subsonic
20 Hz

overload
light

fairly low

£895

Lentek Audio Ltd.,
Edison Road Industrial Estate,
St. Ives, Cambs. PE174LF

yes
(including
loudness)

subsonic

peak
LEDs

low

f449

Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd.,
193 London Road.
Staines, Middx.

Tone
controls
2 yes

Manufacturer/Distributor

Sansui
AU- D9

19.8 ( 95)

8

yes

2

2

0r

2 yes

16Hz
20 Hz

none

low

£380

Sansui Electronics ( UK) Ltd.,
Unit 10A, Lyon Way,
Ftockware Ave., Greenford, Middx.

Toahiba
Aurex SB-66

17.7 ( 60)

8

yes

2

1

or

1 yes

subsonic
16Hz

none

low

£170

Toshiba UK Ltd.,
Toshiba House.
Frirriley Road. Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey GU16

AMPLIFIERS 3

Five pre/power amplifier combinations
by Martin Colloms
Introduction
AST MONTH, Iexamined five integrated amplifiers including the
impressive Lentek. The five pre/power combinations reviewed in this
L
issue—ranging from the inexpensive Harman Kardon, through the

affordable Meridian and Electrocompaniet, to the extremely expensive
Lux and Threshold systems—were subjected to the same test program as
the previous five. This basically followed IHF-A-202 ( see HFNI RR
December 78, February '79) and was identical to that used in the previous
large HFNIRR amplifier review (January 1980 or 1981 Annual—which is
still available). To maintain continuity, the subjective test program—see
detailed report May p. 99—included the Hafler DH101/200 and the
ubiquitous Quad 44/405.

Electrocompaniet
The least powerful amplifier tested in this group, the Electro is rated at
25W/channel into 8ohm loads, and came with amatching preamp, the
pair retailing at around the £ 550 mark. As one can obtain the same power
nowadays for almost one tenth of the cost of the Electro, it needed to
perform very well to justify its price: in the event, it did just that.
Seen in working prototype form originating from Norway as long ago as
1974, this model has been further refined and is now manufactured in
Scotland. The latest version of the preamp comes equipped with a
moving- coil input, and it should be noted that the two components
cannot sensibly be separated as they share power supply arrangements via
an umbilical cord, and serve each other's rather special input/output
matching requirements.
In my view the finish and construction of the preamp left something to
be desired, especially the durability of the screened lettering and legends,
but Ihave since learned that the model tested was a pre- production
sample and that in future construction will be improved.
Of 'straight' design, the preamp lacks any tone controls and offers avery
wide bandwidth with no filter options. Facilities for one tape unit are
included, plus tuner and disc inputs. The power amp fascia is entirely
blank except for the ( at first glance) pretentious legend 'The 2 Channel
Audio Power Amplifier'—after auditioning, however, we felt that the label
was not so far from the truth!
Other versions of the power amp are available; namely asimilarly priced
mono version of the original design tested, working in bridged mode to
develop around 80W into 8ohm loads, plus alarger 75 watt stereo version
for around £ 100 more. The power amp design employs a very fast
symmetrical circuit of low feedback factor, and consumes considerable
current in so doing. In this respect the design is halfway to Class-A
operation and runs quite warm. A 25° temperature rise is specified, which
means that at a comfortable 22° C ambient the heatsink fins attained
47°C—too hot to rest a hand against and well above disc warping
temperature. Clearly good ventilation is essential.
Lab report
Compared with its 14 dBW specification, the Electro can be seen to
meet or exceed this level into every load and frequency combination,
except 2ohms. As with the other highly placed amplifiers, load tolerance
and power bandwidth were both excejlent, with typical program levels
into 8ohms of alittle over 30 W/channel. The power supply seemed rather
small, though, and was responsible for the reduction in power on low
impedances—the reservoir decay was clearly visible on the 20 ms burst
drive waveform.
Both slew factor and overdrive recovery were excellent and the damping
factor more than sufficient over the range. Some mild distortion was
evident at 20 kHz towards full power, but at
—60 dB ( 0-1%) it was not

significant. The corresponding two-tone high
frequency distortion was fine at — 66 dB.
At lower powers distortion continued to reduce, with typical medium
level values of — 90dB ( 0.003%), and acheck at 10 mV revealed better
than — 80dB THD at 1kHz. Overall the harmonic distortion results were
very satisfactory.
It was on the transient related noise intermod results that the Electro
demonstrated its true abilities in the treble. State-of-the-art figures for
noise intermodulation were shown, those recorded being the best yet for
the group. The universal appreciation of this model's subjective treble
quality may well have derived in part from this music- related parameter.
Via pickup the treble overload input showed a diminished margin
towards 20 kHz, the 16 dB relating to alevel of some 330 mV. However,
this is more than satisfactory at this frequency, particularly in view of the
generous frequency- vs- distortion margin at higher levels.
The capacitance of the moving- magnet input was excessive at
approximately 440 pF, and should be considered carefully in view of the
need for such acartridge: however, several good models should be able to
accommodate this impedance. The moving- coil input was conventional in
offering a nominal 100 ohms loading, though with rather a high
sensitivity, necessitating low settings of the volume control with higher
output models such as the Asak and Koetsu.
The remaining sensitivities and S/N ratios were fine and the stereo
separation satisfactorily maintained at all frequencies in the range, with
good channel balance. The auxiliary input freauency response extended
from below 1Hz to 75 kHz (- 3dB), and although essentially flat, it did
show asli9ht loss at low frequencies ( below 20 Hz). RIAA equalisation
balanced to within 0-3 dB for the two channels and met overall limits of
+0-5 dB, — 0.4 dB from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, with ageneral tendency to slight
bass loss and treble lift, which might explain why this amp was often
described as atouch 'light' in the bass. The pickup response, which lacked
subsonic filtering, extended to an excessively low 1Hz (- 3dB), but
showed awelcome treble rollof at 58 kHz. However, this extended low
end could make the results less predictable with some of the more
sensitive two-way loudspeakers. On our sample the offset on one channel
was fine at 10 mV but excessive at 98 mV on the other, and by the end of
the lab testing this had risen to 160 mV, which is unacceptable. This was
easily reset via an internal control, but this is not user accessible, and
Electro state that + 20 mV should be the normal production spec. for DC
offset.
considered subjectively

Subjective report
The Electrocompaniet excelled in the auditioning, despite its modest
power, and could sustain mild clipping with only asmall change in sound
quality. By our rating maximum levels in the listening room into 4-8 ohm
loads were 94-95 dBA--in theory sufficient and yet not quite enough.
Part of the problem was that the quality of the sound was so relaxed that
it never sounded 'loud' in the hard or fatiguing sense. The 25W limit
undoubtedly acts as a barrier to high dynamic range listening where
inefficient speakers are concerned, but provided that really high volumes
are not important, the Electro must rank as one of the best sounding
devices in current production.
Stereo image presentation was precise and stable, with fine lateral as
well as depth perspective, plus accurately portrayed ambience and low
level 'atmosphere'. Although extended, the bass seemed slightly soft or
deficient, which failing Ifeel relates to one of the following aspects—the
RIAA equalisation or the smallish power supply reservoir capacity. Bass
quality was, nonetheless, very good, while in the mid and treble register the
Electro was adelight, its purity, clarity and sweetness noted by nearly all
the panelists.
ELECTROCOMPANIET OVERALL RESPONSE
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Conclusion
The Electro combination offers the best sound quality at its price level,
and as such represents good value for money. It is one of that rare breed of
amplifiers that can be wired up and left, and although one could wish for
more power, aclean 25W is sufficient for most purposes. With higher
efficiency speakers, such as the Spendor SA3, it might actually prove
ample.
In the expectation that the preamp construction will be improved there
is little to argue over; however, Iwould like to see an optional subsonic
filter and perhaps the manufacturers could also offer aspecial internal mod
for those of us who use two-way reflex speakers.
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Table 1 Amplifier Performance
Model
Coed"
average power o/p ( fat
loading 80 both channels
80 singly
40 both channels
40 singly
80 + 2pF reactive singly

50 .0 '
5%

max. Od5W = 1W)

Electrocompaniat

Harman Kardon hk725/770

Lux C6000A/N14000A

20 Hz
14.4d8W

20 Hz
19.0d8W

20Hz
24./ dBW

1kHz
14.7c1BW
15.2dBW

20 kHz
14.6dBW
.

13.8d8W

Dynamic power o/p. 1kHz ( ref. rated or specified o/p 80)
(See fig 3)

20
12.5dBW

80
15.4 dBW

20
17.6dBW

Transient overload recovery time (80+10dB burst overload)

250ps psu recovery

<250 ps

Slew factor (
ref, rated output midband, 80, f1%/20 kHz)

tr- 6

>6

Damping factor ( ref. 80)

20 Hz
115

Distortion
Al rated power into 80 (aux)
At 1W (aux)
At 10mW (aux)
At 1W (
pu)

20Hz
-70dB
-85dB

Intermodulation (
via pu) ( 100 mV peak i/p)
19 kHz+20 kHz at peak rated power, 80
at peak rated power - 20dB, 80
11 kHz to 22 Hz octave pink noise (aux)
at peak, 80
at peak+100d8, 80
at peak, 80 + 2pF
at peak - 100d8, 80-2pF

-80dB

1kHz
120

20 kHz
90

1kHz
20 kHz
- 71 dB
- 60dB
- 90dB <- 75dB
-80dB ( n)
- 87dB <- 70d8

20 kHz
19.2dBW

18.2d8W

14.0dBW

40
14.3d8W

1kHz
19.3dBW
19.3dBW

20 Hz
200

80
20.0dBW

20 kHz
24.2cIBW

22.4 d8W

16.3dBW

40
18.6dBW

1kHz
24.2dBW
24.2 dBW

20
22-7 dB1N

20.208W

40
23.7 d8W

80
24.7dBW

approx 250s- very fast
Pe
IkHz
160

20 Hz
-85dB
-75d8

1kHz
- 90dB
- 85dB
-85dB
-75d8 ( n) - 90dB

20 kHz
70
20 kHz
- 85d8
- 78dB ( n)
- 82dB

20 Hz
>200

1kHz
> 200

20 kHz
150

20Hz
1kHz
20 kHz
-73dB - 75dB - 72dB
-93dB <- 90dB <- 80d8
<-75dB <- 60dB < - 60dB
<-91dB < - 90dB
5-80dB

-66dB
-85dB

<-85d8
<-90d8

-85dB
'c-90dB

-60dB
-37dB
<-60dB
<-60dB

-60dB
-30dB
-58dB
-60dB

-50dB
-26dB
-30dB
-40dB

Pickup overload (
ref. 5mV ref. i/p at 1kHz)

20 Hz
+31 dB

Pickup i/p impedance

47 k/410pF approx
(1000 m- c)

47 k/120 pF approx

100/100k/47k 50/100/350 pF
m- ctransformer accessory)

0-3mV (m- m), 13pV (
m-c

0.27 mV

16 mV
16 mV

17.6 mV
17-6 mV

0.1mV(m-m) 0.01 mV(m-cx20
transformer)
6-7 mV
6.7 mV

-70dB ( unwtd) - 75dBA
-68dB ( unwtd) - 75d8A
-65d8 ( unwtd) - 72dBA

-80d8 ( unwtd) - 84dBA
-75dB ( unwtd) - 80dBA

Sensitivity (
for 1W. OdB o/p)
PU
Aux
Tape
Noise ('A' weighted) ref. OdBW. Specified source resistance
Aux
PU
PU ( m- c)

1kHz
+ 31dB

2kHz
55dB

20 kHz
+ 16dB

20 kHz
52dB

20 Hz
+35dB

1kHz
+ 34dB

20 kHz
+ 34d8

20 Hz
+36dB

(m- c) 20 Hz
55dB
(60dB aux)

Balance

±0.2d8

+0.2dB

+0-.25dB

Maximum level before audible distortion ( see fig. 2)
into 80
into 40

93 dBA
92 dBA

97 dBA
96 dBA

10t dEtit
100 clEtA

DC offset LIN

±10/-98 mV (end of test 160 mV)

168/104 mV

±3mV

2kHz
61dB

20 kHz
+ 34 d8

-63dB ( unwtd) - 70dBA
-65d8 ( unwtd) - 70dBA
-85dB ( unwtd) - 70dBA

Separation ( PU)

20 Hz
71dB

1kHz
+ 35dB

20 kHz
20 Hz
30dB
76dB
(46dB aux)

2kHz
73dB

20 kHz
60dB

Remarks

Postscript
During the course of the review we were informed of future production
improvements to the preamp. These comprise areduction of the movingmagnet input capacitance to 120 pF; reduction of the cartridge input
sensitivities to more realistic levels, thus allowing better volume control
tracking; substitution of an improved volume control; better quality
control on the screen printing; and possibly an optional subsonic filter set
by the dealer via wire links, depending on the speakers that are intended to
be used.

Harman Kardon hk 725/770
Built in Japan by the Harman Kardon parent Shin Shirasuna, these
models are not the same as the lookalikes marketed under that company's
'Silver' brand name, which are not available in the UK. The models
reviewed here have benefited from the attention of the New York design
lab, particularly as regards levels of transient and load dependent
distortion, and to achieve this afeedback level of less than 20 dB is used in
the power amplifier.
Presented as two slimline components, the 770 power amp is specified
at 65W/channel into 8ohms from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, at less than 0.03%total
harmonic distortion. It carries apeak indicating power meter presented as
an LED bargraph which shows awide range of power levels to agood
accuracy. Internally it comprises two mono amplifiers built on asingle
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chassis, and good separation between channels is assured so long as the
source material is not compromised.
The preamplifier is comparatively inexpensive and Isuspect that the
power amp deserves abetter partner. It comes usefully equipped with a
number of facilities-tone controls are provided and a subsonic
6dB/octave filter at 20 Hz, plus ahigh cut 6dB/octave filter set at arather
low 4kHz. A moving- coil input, however, is not included.
Following Harman Kardon's original philosophy, and in partial contradiction of Otala's recommendation for asensible degree of bandwidth
response curtailment to minimise power amp transient intermodulation,
the units offer avery wide bandwidth. The preamplifier is specified as 1Hz
to 150 kHz, - 3dB, and the power amp 1Hz to 250 kHz, - 3dB. In terms
of maximum fidelity Ido not feel that such bandwidths are necessary and
would point to the example of the Lentek and Naim, both of which show
sensibly curtailed out- of- band responses, and yet perform very well on
audition.
Lab report
While the final outcome was not too promising from this combination. I
could not help being impressed by certain aspects of the lab performance
and Isuspect that with alittle more care in the design and manufacture,
this could be afine product.
Of the two, the power amp was notably the stronger, showing a
program delivery of close on 20 dBW ( 100W), with an excellent power
bandwidth and good tolerance of severe loadings, this including reactive
combinations. Hardly any known loudspeaker would tax the 770, and
recovery and slew factors were both excellent, with an ample damping
factor.
Distortion measured as total harmonic was excellently low, typically at
-86 dB ( 0-005%), all powers and frequencies, the readings limited in the
main by system noise. This exemplary performance was unusually well
maintained throughout the intermodulation test sequence, with the noise
figures quite outstanding and on apar with the Electro.
Pickup overload was also excellent, and the pickup impedance usefully
low in capacitance in order to aid correct matching. Sensitivities and noise
figures were both fine.
The RIAA equalisation response was so accurate that it precisely
overlays the auxiliary response in the graph; from 20 Hz to 20 kHz it met
limits of the order of + 0-1 dB or better. The tone controls gave asensibly
small excursion of ± 9dB or so at 20 Hz and 20 kHz, while the subsonic
filter provided .a useful rolloff below 30 Hz where the 0.8 Hz (- 3d8)
pickup bandwidth might be ahindrance. The HF pickup input response
was extended to 50 kHz, - 1-3dB.
The high frequency channel separation proved to be agreat disappoint-

Meridian 101/105
20 Hz
20.6dBW
20.5dBW

20
19.5dBW

20 kHz
20.5dBW
20.5dBW

40
20.8dBW

80
21.8d8W

20 Hz
22.0dBW

IkHz
22.5 dBW
22.6dIEIW

20
19.0dBW

near instantaneous
1
,6
20 kHz
130

20 Hz
55

21.8dBW

40
21.4 dBW

>6
IkHz
400

20 kHz
22.3 d8W

21.0dBW

19.7dBW

<250 os

20 Hz
400

80
22.8dBW

1kHz
50

20 Hz
1kHz
-64 dB
- 70dB
-68dB - 68dB
(n)
- 80dB
(n)
- 80dB

<-80dB
<-85dB

-73d8
-76dB

-60 dB
-32 dB
-46dB
-60d8

-57dB
-27dB
-50dB
-60dB
IMY
+ 23dB

20 kHz'
+ 23dB

20 Hz
+34dB

820 ( m- c) ( New version 270)

1kHz
+33 dB

20 kHz
- 66dB
- 68dB
( n)
- 68dB

20 kHz
+ 28dB

47 k/100/200/400pF
(m- c10, 20, 30 ohm)

36oV

0.2 mV ( m- m) ( m- cvaries with source)

14 mV
50 mV

8mV
8mV

-85dB ( unwtd) - 88dBA
-63dB ( unwtd) - 74dBA
(-66dB ( unwtd) - 76dBA 1000)

-72dB ( unwtd) - 75dBA ( preamp o/P)
-69dB ( unwtd) - 74dBA ( preamp o/p)
-70dB ( unwtd) - 74dBA -

20 Hz
(m- c) 60dB

20 Hz
80dB

2kHz
68dB

Lux C5000A/M4000A

20 kHz
60

20 Hz
1kHz
20 kHz
-83dB - 85dB - 72dB
-75 dB
- 75d13 - 64dB ( n)
-80dB
-70dB - 75dB - 67dB ( n)

20 Hz"
+24dB

provide awholly reliable guide to its true merits and potentially it offers
good value for money. The preamplifier is the weaker of the two units and
yet also has its strong points. If the stereo separation were upgraded, our
opinion of the unit might improve, though proper tests would need to be
carried out to confirm this. It offers quite good value, but is not in the
audiophile class.

Threshold 31.10/Stesis 3

1kHz
21.0dBW
21.0dBW
19.7 dBW
19.7 dBW

20 kHz
48dB

2kHz
58dB

+0.3dB

±0-2 dB

98.0dBA
97.0dBA

100.0dBA
98.5dBA

18/9 mV

88/68 mV

•ref 0-5 mV m- cinput

••LF noise excluded

20 kHz
38dB (m- c)
39dB (
mmaux)

ment, measuring just 30dB at 20 kHz, and this would compromise the
performance of the best cartridges. Via the auxiliary input it was somewhat
better at 46 dB, while the power amp's potential was revealed at 90 dB; at
lower frequencies, however, the preamp improved greatly.
A further problem was encountered with the power amp DC offset
which was too high at 104/168 mV and could well have adversely
affected the auditioning—the typical resulting cone shift is about 1.5 mm
for ashort- throw driver in atwo-way reflex enclosure.
Subjective report
Numerically ranked at near average—some listeners found this system
disappointing while others rather liked it—the wide spread in results
suggested amarred performance, which could well be explained by the
variable stereo separation results as well as the high output offset.
Stereo quality was considered 'diffuse' and the general presentation
vague, though in other respects the sound was pleasant and unfatiguing,
with minimal aberration or attenuation of tonal balance. It withstood
overload well, generating surprisingly satisfying sound levels.
Conclusion
The power amp is an inherently strong performer, and if the DC offset is
controlled in future at tolerable levels, it could well merit further attention in
partnership with atrusted preamp. As aresult, our listening tests may not
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This top line, luxury pair from the Lux Corporation of Japan sports an
impressive specification and an equally impressive price tag of nearly
£1000 for the C5000A preamp, and a further £ 1200 for the M4000A
power unit ( an additional £ 155 is required to obtain a moving- coil
option).
The power amp is amassive component, exhibiting the usual superb
Lux finish, its fascia dominated by two VU type power meters augmented
by horizontally presented peak indicating LED bargraphs. This unit in fact
comprises two separate mono power amps on one chassis, and employs
four power MOSFETS per channel to achieve its rated 180W.
A circuit technique called by Lux ' Duo Beta' is used for both pre and
power amps, allowing DC- coupling with the simultaneous application of
relatively low levels of AC signal feedback to eliminate transient intermodulation, and with high feedback at frequencies at or near DC in order
to stabilise the DC working points.
The exceptionally versatile C5000A preamp employs amodular construction and offers afull complement of inputs and outputs, including
those for variable level headphone, moving- magnet and moving- coil
(with an optional plug-in transformer), plus full tape dubbing. Four filters
are provided-10 Hz and 20 Hz subsonic plus 9kHz and 15 kHz high
frequency—all these independently selectable in innumerable combinations, with 6, 12, 16 and 18 dB/octave slopes. As with the tone controls,
which offer + 8dB ranges on no less than 18 choices of turnover
frequency, the major difficulty is to decide which combination to use and I
fear that Lux have been over-generous here, and are likely to confuse rather
than help the user. Another subsonic filter is separately provided, this
switch- selected on the power amp and has a2Hz operating point. Both
units come fitted with substantial rosewood- veneered cabinets to form a
matching pair that needs asubstantial shelf area for support.

Lab report
The M4000A is one of the largest amplifiers Ihave tested and it happily
dumped 24 dBW levels at any frequency into virtually any realistic load
combination, showing an outstanding power bandwidth and load tolerance. With music program into 8ohms, the peak delivery was close on
250W per channel while the true peak currents into 2ohms approached
28 amps! Despite such abuse the protection circuitry held off until
potentially damaging conditions were present.
Slew rate and overload recovery were both fine, as was the damping
factor, while the distortion levels were very low—typically in the - 80 to
-90dB range ( 0-01% to 0.03%) and marginally worse at full power but
consistent over the frequency range. Noise limited some of the readings
but it was still possible to show better than 0-1% mid band distortion right
down to a10 mW output power.
High frequency intermodulation was excellently low on the two-tone
tests, though not quite so good in the 10-20 kHz noise octave. Here, all
the results were some 5-10dB poorer than ideal, but were still well
controlled. This result may, nonetheless, be significant in the context of
high level treble transient sounds experienced with more difficult loads.
Despite the high pickup sensitivity, the overload margins were still
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extraordinarily good, these referred to the I
HF 5mV standard input. As the
results show, arange of input capacitances and resistances are available to
suit many cartridges, while S/N ratios were fine, as were the stereo
separation results. Channel balance was accurately held through all inputs
and levels.
The pickup input low frequency response was ridiculously extended at
—3 dB 0.8 Hz, with the high frequency rolloff well beyond 100 kHz. On
auxiliary the — 3dB point was 0.08 Hz—how much nearer to DC do you
think it desirable to get? RIAA equalisation was also excellent—
±011 dB, 50 Hz to 20 kHz, and just 0.3dB down at 20 Hz. A check on
pickup distortion at 100 kHz showed less than — 60dB total harmonic
(including power amplifier) so no ultrasonic overload difficulties should
occur, and despite the full DC- coupling, the output offset at the power
amplifier was areasonably good + 3mV, the best yet measured.
Subjective report
The results at modest and controlled listening levels suggested that the
Lux units represented agood but not front- rank combination, and as such
did not really justify their elevated price. However, the picture is rather
different if the outstanding dynamic range is taken into account—the
M4000A came into its own at high level listening and began to approach
the Threshold in terms of quality and certainly overtake it in sheer power.
By our rating method the Lux gave levels of 101dBA into 8 ohm
loudspeakers, with a massive 100 dBA into 4 ohms at more difficult
loadings.
Regarding the C5000A preamp, it was felt that there was amarginal loss
of transparency and ambience, thereby robbing the combination of ahigh
placing. Our belief is that while the M4000A is afine performer and would
be worth experimenting with, it does need atried and tested audiophile
preamp, and these do appear to be rather scarce. My choice might well be
the preamp section of the Lentek, wasteful as this seems—perhaps they
may offer it as aseparate some time in the future?
Conclusion
Supremely versatile, beautifully appointed and excellently engineered,
the Lux system, however, cannot be regarded as good value for money—
the standard is high but not quite high enough, this criticism mainly
levelled at the preamplifier. The M4000A is of superior quality, and offers
an exceptional dynamic range, the ability to drive practically anything to
full power and seems quite indestructable—it should provide long-term
satisfaction for many purchasers, and would make avaluable exhibition
workhorse for demonstrations put on by other manufacturers.

Meridian 105/101
We last evaluated this, the largest of the Meridian amplifier systems, in
October 1978 and paid particular attention to the moving- magnet inputs.
Its convenient availability when a scheduled amp dropped out of the

review, as well as significant revisions to the design over the past year or
so, led to its inclusion here.
A new combined input and equalisation module optimised for movingcoil has emerged, and this was fully auditioned in conjunction with the
new version of the 105 power amp, where the revisions include the
incorporation of the output protection fuse in the feedback loop to
account for its potential weaknesses.
A low feedback design, the 105 is directly coupled to the loudspeakers
and employs afully symmetrical circuit of wide open- loop bandwidth for
low levels of transient intermodulation distortion. Presented as a slim
mono power unit, two 105s plus a101 prearnp are required for stereo, but
the designer has skilfully engineered the interconnections so that supplies
and signals may be readily linked with the minimum of brain strain. Both
phono and DIN inputs sockets are provided on the power amp, but DIN
only on the preamp unit; in commén with other UK manufacturers,
however, not conforming to the strict DIN standard. Although no filters
are included, the disc input does carry apermanent subsonic filter at about
—3 dB at 20 Hz and the upper bandwidth is also curtailed overall to control
unwanted ultrasonic signals (
c— 3dB at 37 kHz)—both worthwhile
measures.
The diminutive 101 preamp may be equipped with moving- coil or
moving- magnet modules, but not both, and tuner and tape input dubbing
facilities are also present. There are no tone controls.
Lab report
Healthy in output terms, the 105 typically provided well over 20 dBW
levels, and approached 160W on program peaks into 8ohms. The level of
distortion into low impedance loads was surprisingly low, while the peak
delivery into 2ohms suggests amaximum available true peak current of
some 20 amps. This is an exceptionally tolerant amplifier, which will
sustain full power into virtually any load.
Both slew rate and overload recovery were fine and damping factor
more than sufficient, and as is common with most modern amplifiers, the
total harmonic distortion figures from 20 Hz to 20 kHz were inconsequential. In the 1W range aslight increase to — 67 dB at 20 kHz was attributable
to mild crossover effects which improved with reducing power as the
crossover region was cleared and low- power class- A operation reached.
In contrast to the input circuitry of ayear or so ago, the high frequency
intermodulation performance has been much improved, and with a
composite drive of 100 pV peak into the moving- coil input taken to full
peak power, the distortion was better than 80dB down. The noise
intermodulation results have also been improved upon, and may now be
included amon the best.

,
When expressed in dB, the pickup overload figures may look modest,
but as these are referred to the I
HF input level, they compare well in view of
the 36 pV input sensitivity for 0dBW ( 1W, 8ohms.) There is also auseful
sensitivity differential between tape and tuner inputs, taking account of
the current practice in signal levels.
A 'current sensing' type input, the moving- coil stage showed slightly
different noise figures when short-circuited (
eg, by avery low impedance
cartridge such as the Asak), as compared with the IHF 100 ohms
termination. However, the typical 64 dB unweighted S/N ratio was agood
result, and we have just been informed of a revised input impedance
module ( 27 ohms) which is claimed to offer 10dB or so further
improvement.
Separation and channel balance were well controlled throughout the
frequency range, and the DC offsets were some of the lowest in this report,
being well under the danger level.
RIAA equalisation was also more accurate than when previously tested
providing aresponse + 0.1, — 0.6dB, 45 Hz to 15 kHz, rolling off at the
extremes to — 1.5dB at 20 kHz and 30 Hz. At low frequencies the
auxiliary input was just 0.5dB down at 10 Hz.
Subjective report
The Meridian system ranked somewhat above average on low-level
stereo sound quality, and when its wide dynamic range and tolerance of
MERIDIAN 101/105 OVERALL RESPONSE
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Model

Facilities
Rated
power per
channel,
8 ohms
dB/w (W)

Rated
load
(ohms)

How
many
Movingspeaker magnet
Headphone sets
inputs

Movingcoil
inputs

Tone
controls

Filters

Meters

Mechanical
hum
level

Typical
Price
(inc VAT)

Manufacturer/Distributor

Electrocompaniet

14 (25)

8,
4

no

1

1

1

no

no

no

low

£240 pre
Norse-Ecosse Ltd.
£315 power

Harman
Kardon
hk 725/770

18 (65)

8,
4

yes
(preamp)

2

1

0

yes

yes

yes

low

£135 pre
Harman UK Ltd..
£255 powei Mill Street, Slough.
Berks.

Lux
C5000 A
/M4000 A

22 (80)

8,
4

yes
(preamp)

1

2

optional

yes

yes

yes

fairly low

£995 pre
£1208
power

Meridian
101/106

20 (100)

8,
4

no

1

1

subsonic
on
disc

no

low

£198 pre
Boothroyd Stuart Ltd.,
£249 power 13 Clifton Road,
(each)
Huntingdon, Cambs.
PE18 7EJ

Threshold
20 (100)
300/Stasis 3

8,
4

no

1

1

no

yes

fair

£898 pre
£1320
power

or

1 no

1

no

difficult loading are taken into account, tis certainly astrong contender.
Stereo image precision was to agood standard with well defined lateral
placement and apleasing impression of depth and ambience. However,
the latter two characteristics appeared to be slightly compromised by a
degree of 'forwardness', even ' hardness', in the middle to upper midrange, the effect being of aslight constriction in the frequency range.
However, it is possible that the mild measured loss at higher frequencies
may have been acontributory factor.
The low frequency range was judged powerful and firm and the 105
maintained excellent bass control and separation under high-level drive
and céuld produce satisfying levels. Clarity and detail were to ahigh order.
Conclusion
Judged by the results of these tests the Meridian system has shown
continued improvement since its introduction, notably in terms of noise
levels, RIAA accuracy, distortion and sound quality. It offersabove average
value for money as regards dynamic range and general sound quality, but
does not quite as yet aspire to the level of those models which came out
top during the auditioning.
Note: During the progress of the test program, several designers
including Meridian's took an active interest in the proceedings, and it is
suspected that some minor but helpful improvements may be made to the
101 sound as aresult of research into capacitor characteristics.

Threshold SL10/Stasis 3
The American series of Stasis power amps has been manufactured for a
year or two now, and has recently become available in the UK via Absolute
Sounds. The cheapest model is reviewed here, but in conjunction with
other data from informed sources, the results should to alarge extent apply
to the similar but more powerful ' 1' or '2' versions.
In appearance and specification both the '3' and the '2' are very similar,
but are distinguished by a200W/channel ( 23 dBW) rating for the latter,
and a100W ( 20 dBW) figure for the former. The '2' also employs alarger
power supply with separated transformer to improve channel isolation,
while the ' 1' uses the full supply of the '2' but for asingle channel only, and
thus two units are required for stereo use.
The key features of the Stasis power amp, designed by Nelson Pass,
comprise a complex output stage configuration providing constant
current to the signal handling transistors and simulating Class- A operation, and secondly, the absence of loop feedback or any protection
system bar a5amp fuse in series with the speakers ( this fuse protection
may be revised in future production.)

Howland- West Ltd
3/5 Eden Grove
London N7 8E0

Absolute Sounds,
42 Parkside.
London SW19

The engineering quality is beyond reproach and both the power amp
and the SL10 preamp should enjoy along working life. However, in my
opinion the preamp is the weaker of the two devices. Its moving- coil input
design feeds aDC current of several milliamperes through the cartridge,
which in itself may be relatively harmless, but gives rise to signal contact
path problems. There were, for instance, difficulties early on in the tests
due to excessive and variable input noise down to near DC frequencies.
(DC coupling is employed right through from input terminals to the output
of the power amps and the option of asubsonic or high-pass filter is not
given.)
One specific cause of such low frequency noise was identified as the
type of phono socket used—these do not take kindly to different plug
insertions due to alack of sufficient contact resilience. Spectral analysis
revealed subsonic noise levels at 0.25 Hz ( see fig. 4) at only slightly
better than 60dB below the high IHF m- clevel of 500 pV on the movingcoil input, using a100 ohm source, and this was believed to have upset
the subjective results when used with two-way speakers in conjunction
with an Asak cartridge.
Aseparate power supply is sensibly used to minimise hum problems and
Class-A gain stages are employed throughout. A low frequency to DC
servo system ( not unlike the Lux ' Duo Beta' technology) is employed, to
cancel DC offset errors in the amplifying chain, and after switch- on these
take agood fraction of aminute to attain full stabilisation; however, the
manual contains full precautionary instructions concerning these transients. In addition, tape dubbing facilities are present but no tone controls,
and the volume control steps are rather coarse.
Lab report ( For the units as alinked pair.)
Generously rated, and not withstanding the lack of loop feedback ( in
fact the input stage itself does have local feedback much as does an ultra
linear connection in avalve amplifier, for example), the power bandwidth
was excellent, as was the load regulation, producing atypical output level
of 22.5 dBW ( 0.5 dB less than 200W per channel). At a19 dBW level into
"
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2ohms it proved capable of peak currents in the region of 20 amps; this in
agreement with the specification.
The Stasis 3demonstrated agreat tolerance of difficult loads and in my
view will drive practically anything to, or near to, rated level without
distress. Both slew factor and overload recovery were excellent and the
damping factor proved ample and consistent over the range. Distortion
was typically at — 65 to — 70dB levels at full power, improving alittle at
lower levels; while not state-of-the-art, these results were more than
satisfactory for good listening.
The interrnodulation distortion results were also good, though again not
exceptional: for example, the Electro was clearly better, particularly on the
transient related noise intermodulation test.
In general the other parameters showed afine performance, notably on
pickup overload and S/N ratios, etc. Moving- coil sensitivity was on the
high side and with an Asak or Koetsu, for example, forced the volume
control to low settings on normal program. As the input is acurrent- fed
design, the designer suggests the use of additional series resistors in the
cartridge circuit to bring the sensitivity to useful levels, something which
contrasts with the usual parallel resistance used for conventional voltage
fed inputs.
In my view the high frequency channel separation was marginal for a
preamp in this price range, but the mid separation approached 60dB. A
check on the power amp alone showed afine 62 dB separation at 20 kHz.
RIAA equalisation met + 0.16, — 0.5 dB limits from 20 Hz to 20 kHz, the
bass slightly below the line and the treble marginally above. The response
was overextended to — 3dB at 2.8 Hz and 80 kHz, but distortion was still
67
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With the Minimax II, Videotone revolutionised the market
by establishing an opening for small, high quality speakers.
Natural evolution has brought about the new Minimax 2,
retaining all the qualities of clarity and sensitivity. This
ideal combination of size and performance is aproven
success, acclaimed by the press and public for seven years.
POPULAR HI-FI
"Switching to the Minimaxs'
from any of the others produced an open and natural sound
as though something had been
taken away. It had, the colouration had gone." Comparative
test OCTOBER 1975.
HI-FI ANSWERS
Their modest appearance and
price disguise their startling
abilities. Never have we heard
such asmall speaker sound
so big!" JANUARY 1975.
PRACTICAL HI-FI & Audio
"The depth, clarity and openness of sound produced is
quite astonishing". JUNE ' 75
WHAT HI-FI
".. the ability of the Mini-

Axial Frequency Response 50 to 20KHz±3dB.
Max Power input 100 watts programme
peak.
Sensitivity 87dB/watt
1metre.
Nominal Impedance 8 ohms.
Units 8in polypropylene cone bass/mid range
unit; 1in fabric dome HF unit.
Price,Teak & Black Oak £ 298 per pair + VAT;
Walnut £ 299 per pair + VAT.

max to take alot of power and
still sound good could be
decisive" — Comparative test,
APRIL 1977,
PRACTICAL HI-FI
The little Videotone scored
highly for such asmall inexpensive loudspeaker".
JANUARY 1991.
Specification:
Recommended amplifier power:
10 to 40 watts rms into 8ohms.
Frequency Response:
80Hz — 20KHz5dB.
Finish: natural teak, veneer
with black frets.
Size: 10 7/
8 " high, 63/
4 " wide,
71/
2 " deep.
Weight: 4.1 Kgs
lbs) each.
ONLY £69.95 A PAIR

•We welcome callers to our South London Showroom
for demonstrations.
• Enqiries and information phoné: 01-690 8511, Ex 32
•All products are only available direct or from selected
authorised dealers throughout the U.K.

Type ML
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Axial Frequency Response 70 to 20KHz.
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Sensitivity 85dB/watt @ 1metre.
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unit; 1in fabric dome HF unit.
Price,Teak & Walnut £ 173.00 per pair •
VAT.
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low at high frequencies—for example 100kHz, - 57€113 THD—so ultrasonic overload should not be significant. Via the auxiliary input the low
frequency response extended to 0-38 Hz rather than the Declaimed in the
spec, but this extension was in any case more than enough in my opinion.
DC offset was rather high at 88/68 mV, L/R, but Threshold say this
parameter is usually set to less than this.
Subjective report
As explained in a separate background article,* initially this
amplifier appeared to offer most unpromising data. Investigation,
however, revealed that a combination of questionable phono input
socketry, an overextended subsonic bandwidth, and slow correcting DC
offset were responsible for its poor showing, in conjunction with our
admittedly sensitive reflex loudspeaker. The main subjective symptom
was avague and unstable stereo image.
However, repeat auditioning using a large three-way KEF R105
showed the Threshold's true potential—fine stereo stability, depth and
ambience, plus effortless drive to high sound level ( by our calibration
some 100 dBA 8 ohms/98.5 dBA 4 ohms), plus anatural musical tonal
balance of excellent subjective clarity and ease throughout the audible
spectrum. In the context of our test group, the Threshold could be said to
offer some of the superb treble range of the Hectro plus the neutrality and
low frequency precision of the Lentek with the added advantage of scale:
big orchestral works could be allowed to blossom to a high dynamic
range. This amplifier, together with the Lux M4000A, proved unique in
reproducing the effortless and realistic levels of asolo Steinway piano
section.
Conclusion
This amplifier system is undoubtedly very expensive, but it could be
argued that its sound quality goes along way towards justifying iits price,
this being particularly relevant in terms of long-term fatigue- free listening
at high sound levels. The power amp was exceptional; in several respects,
and proved so complete in terms of the performance it delivered that I
cannot feel there is much to be gained from using one of its more
expensive brothers.
Iam less enthusiastic as regards the SL10. Under the right conditions its
sound can be excellent, but the coarse volume control, the intermittent
input socket and the presence of slow DC shifts associated with the overextended bandwidth are disturbing.
Overall, this system needs care in setting up, this recommendation even
extending to the choice of loudspeakers—in our case, not two- unit reflex
types&

distortion or even overload the input circuits of some preamps.
A reduction in input load capacitance might thus misalign the electrical
and mechanical resonances with agiven combination, thereby improving
the result. The input level versus frequency margin is the main factor here.
Very low values of termination resistance can have little effect on the
sound of moving- coils in the audible range in terms of electromagnetic
damping and frequency response. Small changes can usually be traced to
broadband level attenuation, but the ultrasonic frequency range may well
be modified. Very low load values, such as 3ohms, will damp any possible
ultrasonic electrical resonance and help to roll off the extreme high
frequency output, thereby easing the preamplifier's task. This could well
give an audible improvement provided that noise levels are not impaired
significantly.
Power amplifier negative feedback levels
There has long been agroundswell of subjective opinion concerning the
relevance of feedback factors in power amplifiers, with the subjectivists
clearly in favour of low feedback levels, provided that other aspects such
as distortion and damping factor are not unduly compromised. Little
scientific evidence has been available so far to back up this theory, and
with the obvious faults of earlier high feedback models now under control,
such effects as high distortion, load instability and transient intermodulation do not occur with the majority of good modern designs. However,
the top three models in this report as judged on asubjective basis were all
low negative feedback types—could this be more than just coincidence?
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OVERALL SUBJECTIVE AMPLIFIER DISTRIBUTION

Overall conclusion
No- clear-cut conclusions have emerged frorrrt his investi gation. Rather, the
idea that emerged from asimilar group test last year, that of sensible
subjective characteristics allied to specific aspects of measured performance, has this time suffered something of abody blow. In the past many
amps could be caught out on measurements alone, which in their turn
could be shown as associated with recognisable subjective defects. This
can still be true, but more recently, further new and relevant aspects have
emerged which are worth outlining here.
Input bandwidth and operating margins
The question of input matching for moving- coil cartridges is a more
complex one than at first assumed by many designers and reviewers. Low
impedance varieties possess an inherent bandwidth in the 100--500 kHz
range, this nominal limit determined by stray capacitance and the inherent
self-inductance of the cartridge itself. Many amplifier designers subscribe
to the idea of using asizeable input capacitance to provide early filtering of
unwanted radio frequency breakthrough—avalue of up to 0.1 je will
provide a nominal limit at 50 kHz or so, this modified by the cartridge
source resistance. The latter usually measures as low as afew and as high
as tens of ohms. The cartridge inductance and load capacitance form an
electrical resonant circuit (as with moving- magnet types) whose CI, or
magnification ratio, can be significant, andwhere the resulting resonance
coincides with the cartridge tip mass or similar high frequency resonance,
ultrasonic signal levels may be of sufficient magnitude to increase the
•ran Amplifiers Sound Different?' HFNIRR May 1981, p. 99

Design simplicity
Another self-evident factor is the nature of the amp design. High ranking
models tend to be uncomplicated, with relatively short signal paths,
particularly between power supply and output transistors, and aminimum
of switching or contact interfacing, plus the exclusion of additional
circuitry for tone controls or filters. It would almost be over- simplistic to
suggest that the performance of an amp might improve in inverse
proportion to the complexity of its design, but this does appear to be the
case in many instances.
Distortion
It is clear from the promotional campaigns of several manufacturers that
such companies are still obsessed with the idea that very low levels of total
harmonic distortion are anecessary goal for high quality reproduction. It is
undoubtedly true that great expenditure has been undertaken to this end,
and yet all the evidence that we have so far accumulated suggests that
0.1% rather than 0.001 or 0.005% is a sufficiently low level of total
harmonic distortion in the 100 Hz to 10 kHz range. Likewise, full power
adverse load intermod figures of 01 % ( two-tone 19/20 kHz and 50 Hz/
5kHz) are more than sufficient.
The relatively pedestrian harmonic distortion results for the Threshold
certainly proved no barrier to its subjective acclaim and in the past similarly
good subjective results have been obtained for tubed amps with poorer
measured distortion.
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Distortion of high frequency transients, however, is afactor which Ido
regard as being significant. This is revealed by excitation with an octave of
random- noise, band- limited between 10 kHz and 20 kHz, and many amps
behave strangely when fed with this signal, which is related in power
spectrum to acontinuous chain of close miked cymbal crashes. Analysis of
the distortion intermodulation components generated in the 1kHz region
gives agood idea of the dynamic performance at higher but still audible
frequencies, and often spurious premature overload protection occurs of a
type which can be difficult to pin down precisely on music program. All
the top auditioning models handled the range of high frequency noise
tests very well. These tests appeared to expose effects due to assymetry in
circuitry rather better than did the high frequency two-tone intermod tests,
although the latter, in fact, are amore sensitive indicator of slew rate and
transient intermodulation effects, and can be helpful in evaluating input
non- linearities at high frequencies.
In the light of such high frequency overload effects, it is clearly worth
exploring the HF bandwidth and linearity of pickup input stages; for the
ten amplifiers under test this was done up to 100 kHz, but the results were
not significant . All proved to be low in distortion with respectably high
level, high frequency inputs, but it is true that the same could not be said of
many older designs of preamp.
Frequency response
For comparative auditioning purposes, a uniform frequency response is
very helpful, but a non- flat amplifier frequency response ( within
reasonable + 1dB limits) is no barrier to high quality reproduction, barring
any fortunate interaction with matching components which could
make such small errors more noticeable. The other aspect of frequency
response is bandwidth—the limits beyond which the output falls in a
predictable manner—and while all manufacturers claim limits outside of the
audible range, in fact some listeners, nonetheless, appear subjectively to
be able to discern them.
For wide- range mastertape program a 5Hz to 50 kHz range ( - 3dB
points) would seem ample, with the lower limit raised to 15 Hz on disc
inputs in order to delete unwanted subsonic signals which will undoubtedly impair the reproduction on many two-way speakers.
Bandwidth limiting ( - 3dB rolloff points) from 20 Hz to 20 kHz would
appear to affect the sound, the degree depending on the rate of rolloff and
how uniform the response up to those limits. Present evidence would
suggest that aflat response with ahigh rolloff rate is preferable to agradual
decline over several octaves.
In view of the benefits of bandwidth limiting, it is surprising that so
many manufacturers still subscribe to ultra- wide frequency responses;
indeed several models in this report offer effective bandwidths in excess of
1Hz to 100 kHz, even via the disc input. There is little doubt that under
certain conditions, such abandwidth will lead to trouble, degrading rather
than improving the final sound quality.
DC- coupling and Offset
Interestingly, while many amplifiers claim DC- coupling via certain inputs,
in particular auxiliary sockets, low frequency measurement reveals that the
extreme response is necessarily curtailed, and that, unlike atrue DC design
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such as a servo- amp or arithmetic amp, the DC connotation is in fact
erroneous. ( Note that unless you are in the habit of connecting dry cells to
your amplifier inputs, no DC bandwidth signal sources are in fact
available.) Rolloff - 3dB points of 0.5 to 2Hz are typical for these inputs,
so that DC offsets may be corrected down the chain; for example in the
case of the Threshold, which itself has such arolloff, significant DC offsets
at the output can upset the sound quality.
While on the subject of offsets, a scan of Table 1 will show that
insufficient attention is being paid to the unwanted DC residual signals
present at the output terminals of modern power amplifiers. Figures of
30 mV or less are desirable and yet several models gave figures many times
in excess of this. One, indeed, had sufficient to offset aSpendor or Rogers
bass/mid driver by several millimetres—enough to affect the auditioning.
The idiosyncracies of design and construction, plus input/output
compatibility of amplifiers, will continue to provide differences in sound
quality that can be detected by critical listening. Even when the more
obvious factors have been accounted for, it would seem unwise at present
to claim that we know all there is to know about the design of amplifiers
and their subjectively assessed performance. As has been said before, our
real problem lies in our imperfect understanding of the mechanics and
technical performance of human hearing, this including the resulting
analysis and perceived response. Until a valid psychoacoustic specification for high quality sound reproduction can be defined, designers and
reviewers alike will remain ultimately directionless, feeling their way
towards advances in performance in asomewhat uncertain manner.
It remains fairly easy to find faults and performance effects which can be
shown individually to affect auditioning, but it is not yet possible to
provide a complete specification for a design guaranteeing a top- class
sound quality•
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AMPLIFIERS 4

NAD 3140 integrated amplifier
by Gordon King
Distributor: Hi Fi Markets Ltd., Cousteau House,
Greycaine Road, Greycaine Estate, Watford, Herts
WD2 4SB. Price f159 inc. VAT. There is amatching
power amp, the 2140, available for atypical price of
£119 inc. VAT.

factor can be more desirable than the usual
positive one, provided the amplifier is not
pushed too far towards positive feedback!
Ifound that where excessive ' positive' impedance was presented by long tracks of
relatively thin speaker cable, this could be countered by making the amplifier source impedance
correspondingly negative. When the cabling is
of a relatively high impedance the speaker
damping diminishes and certain speakers, especially
those
which
rely
more
on
electromagnetic damping than acoustic damping, tend to sound ' boomy' and one- note- bass
heavy. My tests revealed that the flaw could be
combated to some extent by making the
amplifier source impedance slightly negative. A
negative source impedance is indicated when
the output voltage of the amplifier falls rather
than rises when the load is disconnected.
Ido not know how NAD's SLC works exactly, as Iwas not in possession of a circuit
diagram at the time of the tests and Iwas
running to a tight deadline. But Ido suspect
that the technique adopted is similar in principle to that described above. With the SLC
button pressed the amplifier's output voltage
did, in fact, fall when the load was removed.
The instruction booklet says that the SLC cancels the effects of the wire resistance, eliminating the distortion, and restoring the performance which would be obtained if the wire had
no resistance! The amount of 'correction' is
related to a specific cabling resistance ( impedance?) and atable in the booklet gives the
gauge and length of cables with which optimum compensation can be expected.
The soft clipping button does just what one
might expect. Negative feedback power
amplifiers go swiftly into peak clipping with
barely any tolerance between ' purity' and
severe clipping distortion. In the soft clipping
mode the NAD runs more gently into peak
clipping, rather like athermionic valve amplifier
in this respect. The clipping performance is
shown in ( fig. 3), the upper trace in normal
mode and the lower one with the soft clipping
button depressed. You will see that the p- p
voltage swing and hence the power output is
reduced slightly in the latter mode.
The fascia is neatly laid out with alarge dual
control knob, the inner part for volume control
and outer ring for channel balance, at the
extreme right. Smaller knobs, matching those of
record and input selection, are used for bass

Above, the three S's: Soft Cllpping. SLC,
and Speaker £(1.

A LTHOUGH FAIRLY SMALL in size, this
frN recent NAD creation packs a healthy
power punch and is capable of delivering quite
high peak currents into relatively low value
loads. It is an integrated amplifier of overall
dimensions
approximating
420 x100
x310 mm ( W xHxD) and is labelled as being
made in Taiwan. It is fully metal encased and
the fascia is finished in a sort of chocolate
brown colour with black knobs and buttons
matching the colour of the vent- grilled
enclosure.
The front features adark- tinted window displaying the power output of each channel with
five LEDs calibrated to light progressively at
0.5, 5, 25, 50 and 100 watts, the final one being
red. Calibration is based on 8- ohm resistive
loads and the display is true peak responding,
there being no under- reading at all on 20ms
bursts. Aside the rectangular window are three
more LEDs in vertical disposition labelled ' soft
clipping', ' SLC' and ' power'. The latter merely
tells you when the power is on, but the first two
are more special, as you will learn later.
A rear panel switch changes the amplifier
from two- channel stereo to a single- channel
bridged power mode so that you can direct the
voltage swing of both channels suitably phased
to achieve atheoretical four- times power boost
owing to the doubled voltage swing across the
load—less in practice but more than double the
single channel power. This might be useful for
discos where abnormally high urge is the order
of the day, the requirement then being for two
amplifiers for stereo presentation. The button is
screw- locked in the normal two- channel stereo
mode to avoid inadvertent operation, which
could be expensive.
Spring- loaded clamp- type terminals connect
to the speaker cables, and there are circuits for
speaker pairs A and B with front switching for
the selection of either pair or both pairs together. There is also an off position and a
headphone jack for private listening. RCA
'phono' sockets cater for the small signals, but
you do have the option of DIN interfacing to a
tape machine on tape circuit 1. There are two
tape circuits and afront record selector switch
which has positions for these two circuits and

for the other sources. This is in addition to the
input selector switch which has positions for
pickups 1and 2, aux and tape circuits 1and 2.
Pickup 1is meant for relatively high yield m- c
pickups such as the NAD 9000, Dynavector
10A and 10X, Satin M18 and M117‘ Adcom
XC/LT and so forth. This input has asensitivity
of about 10 dB in advance of that of pickup 2,
which is intended for the general run of m- m
pickups and has capacitor loading of 100, 200,
or 320 pF selected by arear slider switch.
The control preamplifier can be disconnected
from the power amplifier by pulling out a
couple of rear links to facilitate the introduction
of agraphic equaliser or other ancillary item, or
to permit independent operation of the two
sections—though
the
power
supply
is
common, of course. A terminal for record deck
earthing resides close to the pickup sockets.
Two more buttons aside the bridging button
at the rear are labelled respectively SLC' and
'soft clipping', and when depressed the front
LEDs already mentioned glow. SLC stands for
'speaker lead compensator' which, with ' soft
clipping', is a trademark of NAD US. A few
years ago Iundertook aprogramme of research
into amplifier damping factors—related directly
to their source impedances—and concluded
that in some instances a ' negative' damping
NAD 3140
Frequency
response and
tone controls
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and treble and speaker selection. It is not
possible to defeat the tone control circuits but
the neutral settings of the controls are indent
identified. There is also asmall knob for speaker
equalisation, a feature almost unique to the
NAD. Either side of ' off' a response boost
starting at 45 or 70 Hz is provided ( fig. 2). NAD
say that the eq compensates for bass shortfall of
the speakers and source material, while also
providing compensation for bass cancellation
losses. You can see that the low- frequency
boost is around 10 to 12dB, depending on
frequency, so the control should be used with
caution otherwise you will end up with more
bass distortion than you bargained for. The
instructions provide useful hints.
Press buttons switch the mains on and off,
operate loudness, give afixed 20 dB cut in level
and change from stereo to mono mode. The
amplifier is nicely constructed and the innards
are accessible by removing side screws and
sliding off the metal enclosure. Fuses are
located inside, and one which persisted in
blowing during the tests ( though not under
normal operation on music) was rather dodgy
to extract and replace.
Halfway through the lab tests the first sample
sent for review suddenly went off with a loud
bang, produced clouds of smoke and ' hissed' at
me for several seconds before becoming totally
quiescent. As I had my head close to the
amplifier at the time, working out some maths
on acalculator, it was afrightening experience I
can tell you! Apparently some early versions
sent to the UK distributor were not truly 240V
compatible; but Iam glad to inform you that
these have now been isolated by serial number
and the replacement sent for me to continue the
tests was tamer and liked me better than the
first! The only problem encountered with this
was blowing fuses, but as the result of stringent
lab scrutiny—not poor design.
You will sep from the lab chart that Imeasured a 'air turn of power for such a relatively
sr"
plifier. ( Ihad no idea what the power
,of the amplifier should be as Iwas not
. at a specification.) Into 4 ohms with one
channel only driven Iobtained in excess of
100W, which can't be bad. Iwas also highly
encouraged to read 17dB voltage output
across 2-7 ohms on IHF bursts, which corresponds to some 74 amperes on the 20ms
bursts. You will see, too, that the amplifier was
not bugged by difficult reactive loading as
almost the same voltage output prevailed at
16 kHz across my Z, ( see the footnote to the lab
results for definition) as across 8ohms resistive.
The impression is thus gleaned that the
amplifier would not run easily into problems
driving ' naughty' speakers.
Using spectral analysis, the distortion on two
counts was below my - 90dB noise floor. It
was higher across ZL at 16 kHz, but still very
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satisfactory at 0-04%. Mains ripple components
were also well down in level at 50W twochannel drive into 8 ohms, though they appeared much stronger when 1dB into overload.
Impulse characteristics of the stages feeding
the power transistors were well favoured, and I
was pleased to note that NAD have adopted my
philosophy of placing the upper- treble - 3dB
point around 40 kHz, which is adequately high
in my judgement. This, in conjunction with the
fast power transistors, led to aslew factor much
greater than 5, so no trouble with transient
intermodulation distortion on the 3140.
Fig. 1shows that while the pickup response
extended at almost full output down to 10 Hz
(output from the tape recording socket), the
response at the speakers from tuner input
rolled- off rapidly below 20 Hz. Ithink Iwould
have preferred intrinsic pickup high-pass filtering along with a little more low-pass filtering
since the pickup response was less than 1dB
down at 40 kHz!
The infra- sonic filter gave a3dB cut at 20 Hz
with aroll- off down to very low bass just abit
faster than the built-in fixed filter. Ithink that
perhaps the filtering side of the amplifier could
be re-examined by the designers.
Fig. 1also shows excellent RIAA eq accuracy
and desirable tone control characteristics with
just about the right amount of maximum lift and
cut. The loudness response is fairly typical of
this sort of thing.

Fig. 3Upper trace, ' normal' clipping Lower trace, 'soh' clipping
Table 1
NAD 3140
Output per channel max
20 Hz-20 kHz
8ohms both driven ( W/dBW):
4ohms both driven (W/dBW):
8ohms one driven ( W/dBW):
4ohms one driven (W/dBW):

65/18.1
78/15.9
78/18.9
110/17.4

In the normal clipping mode the damping
factor was adequately high, reducing in value
with frequency, but in the SLC mode the factor
became ' negative' as already noted. Pickup
input headroom was perfectly okay at all frequencies, but some people may find that a little
more m- c boost than provided could be desirable with lower output cartridges. My S/N
ratio tests are always made with reference to
specific input levels. Referred to 5mV for m- m
cartridges, the ratio was excellent and the
volume control for 0dB output then having to
be set before half of maximum. Using 0-5 mV
for m- c, though, necessitated a far more advanced setting of the control ( even at the m- c
input) and this severely impaired the S/N ratio.
Residual hum and noise ( wideband) and
CCIR /AR M - weighted noise returned acceptable figures. Output offset voltage was much
lower on the left than the right channel—the
first being very good but the second dubious.
The amplifier was easy to set up and use and
it was capable of very clean sounding hi-fi
reproduction from suitable source material. I
had no call to use the speaker eq, but can
confirm that the bass does undergo a significant lift. (Though please, when using this,
make sure the cones of your woofers are not
flapping too much!). With my speakers and
cabling Iwas unable to detect any conclusive
difference between the normal and SLC modes,
but using smaller speakers and simulated cable
resistance the ' boominess' did tend to clear in
SLC mode ( also see pp. 35-37 of my Audio
Handbook,
first
published
by
NewnesButterworths, 1975).
The soft clipping action could be heard
working when driving the amplifier very hard
into insensitive speakers—the 'softness' getting
rid of the unpalatable harmonics of hard
clipping.
All in all, then, a good amplifier which will
retain the reputation of the NAD banner, provided the rogue importations are kept well clear
of consumers. Ihad the impression that the
3140 was nurtured by a team of enthusiasts
who are knowledgeable with respect to the
requirements of latter-day hi-fi •

Vector sum of 50,100 and
150 Hz mains ripple at
maximum 300 Hz 8- ohm
output ( dB):

-87 (a 50W (- 60
(a 1dB overload)

Slew factor IHF at 8ohms and
rated output ( dB):

>5
200/133/44 ( neg.
SLC mode)

Headroom 1kHz
8ohms/4 ohms ( dB):

0.8/1

Damping factor 3dBW output
(BSI) 40/1 k/20 kHz:

Dynamic headroom 1kHz
20 ms IHF bursts 4ohms
one channel driven ( dB):

1.3

Pickup overload input
10 Hz MM/MC ( mV):

Output per channel max
1kHz IHF bursts 2.7 ohms one
channel driven ( dBW):

17

Recovery from 10dB IHF
bursts overload ( ms):

virtually
instantaneous

Output per channel max
16 kHz one driven 8ohms/Z L
(dBW):

18-6/18.6

Dist worst channel 10 dBW
output 8ohms 300 Hz (%):
Dist worst channel 10dBW
output ZL 16 kHz (%):
Dist worst channel 10 dBW
output 8ohms 1kHz 50 mV
input to MM pickup (%):

1kHz MM/MC ( mV):
40 kHz MM/MC ( mV):
Pickup S/N ref OdB output
(inputs loaded IHF)
MM ref 5mV input (dB):
MC ref 0-5 mV input ( dB):

22/7 MC step-up
1kHz
220/68 approx.
10 dB
>2000/ > 800

80
64

Residual hum+ noise
wideband ( t.iV):

560

<0.003

Residual noise ( pV):

140

0-04

Offset voltage at output
L/R ( D.C.mV):

3.5/60

Meter LEDs error on 20 ms
bursts:

zero ( 5LEDs 0.5/
5/25/50/100 W)

<0.003
,

Notes: Max output refers to clipping point, dB output refers to 2.828V rms across stated load. Noise
weighting CCIR/ARM. Unless otherwise stated output continuous sinewave into 8ohms resistive, 500 mV
input to aux or tuner and tests made with control preamplifier and power amplifier sections coupled
together as for normal operation. Z, corresponds to areactive load for speaker simulation of 5ohms
modulus of impedance and 60 degrees phase angle at 16 kHz approx.
Extra data: Low-level switch - 20dB. PU1 MC/PU2 MM with input C switch giving 100, 200 or 300 pF
parallel capacitance. Maximum power yield reduced in soft-clip mode. Made in Taiwan.

CARTRIDGES 1

Ten low-priced cartridges reviewed by Noel Keyvvood
L

I AST MONTH's cartridge report looked at ten high quality designs, but
I— it often seems to me that the average hi-fi buying man would consider
paying anything over £ 20 for apickup cartridge sheer lunacy: he probably
knows there's an odds-on chance that the stylus will end up as bent as the
pickup arm carrying it in the due process of time. For such souls, this
month's report concentrates on sensible designs where the inevitable
costs less, generally between £ 10 and £ 25.
Of course, there is another price to pay, but in performance rather than
financial terms. A robust cartridge of low cost is inevitably less delicate,
not just with the records it plays, but in the music it produces. Can your
ears tell the difference and will they be offended? If you make the wrong
decision, it is quite likely that the answer to both questions will be 'yes'.
However, the modern budget cartridge certainly isn't what it used to be
and Ithink Ican say that the four expert panellists who spent two days
listening to this group were suitably impressed by the performance put up
by some of the units.
You don't have to spend a fortune to achieve good if not always
accurate sound quality and low disc wear, but you do have to make the
right choice. Audible differences in performance are far larger between
models at this end of the market than higher up.
Expensive, high quality cartridges, ideally, are no- compromise designs.
They are meant to be used by knowledgeable owners with expensive
pickup arms and the dedication needed to keep both records and stylus
spotlessly clean. Auto- change systems, bad disc warps, poor arm bearings
and heavy handling aren't envisaged by the designer. However, the
situation is different with budget designs. They must cope with such
phenomena and go on playing, and it the stylus assembly is damaged,
then it must be easily replaceable. Obviously, the moving coil system is
right out- of- court here, so all budget cartridges are moving- magnet or
induced- magnet designs with a user-removeable stylus assembly. And
the compromises made to achieve the above goals do of course have a
direct effect upon sound quality, generally for the worse.
To resist damage from being bounced across adisc or dropped heavily
onto its surface, a budget cartridge must have a reasonably strong
cantilever. This will have high mass, giving ahigh effective tip mass. This
often brings the tip mass resonance down into the audio band, around
18 kHz, and may cause sharp, piercing treble if there is a strong peak,
grittiness and sibilance from high frequency mistracking, or lack of
extreme treble due to early high frequency roll- off. You can see such peaks
in the frequency response curves of this group, most notably those of the
Westrak C101/SH. One solution would be to flatten out response with
capacitive loading, a technique successfully practised in this group by
Ortofon and ADC. This is only possible with some generator systems,
though, and doesn't work, for example, with the low inductance coils
used by Grado. HF loss due to the low-pass filter action of atip mass
resonance in the audio band is typified by Signet's TK3E, which appears to
have the resonance at the very low frequency of 10 kHz. High coil
inductance with this unit giving afalling electrical response also results
in loss of treble.
The stylus is an important factor determining tip mass, simply because it
sits at the very end of the cantilever and has most effect in this position. In
the specifications for quality cartridges it is often stated that a ' nude'
diamond is used. This quaint phraseology refers to the diamond mounting
technique. A ' nude' diamond is cemented directly to the cantilever instead
of sitting upon a rondel, or mounting piece, on which it is held during
manufacture. Obviously, this reduces mass, but it also makes the cartridge
sensitive to dust collection. A small wad of fluff can quickly build up
between the stylus cantilever and the disc surface, between which there is
little clearance, causing mistracking. Since budget cartridges are expected
to work under dirty conditions, nude diamonds are rarely used, or if they
are, the diamond shank is made long to achieve adequate clearance.
In order to cope with pickup arms suffering high pivot friction, cantilever
hinge compliance must be low, le '
stiff', and tracking force has then to be
set to areasonable figure, or mistracking will occur. Too low acompliance
results in low frequency mistracking, but it has been pointed out many
times that compliance values have to sink to avery low level before this
becomes a serious problem.
A useful advantage of high tracking force, apart from overcoming arm
friction, is secure warp riding. Tracking force is 'modulated' over awarp,
becoming greater as the arm is accelerated upward, but diminishing as the
peak passes due to arm momentum in the upward direction. It is in this
later stage that the stylus may jump out of the groove, but ahigh tracking
force will discourage this. The Ortofon LM
in this group possesses twin
warp riding advantages of low weight and high tracking force. In asevere
warp riding test Iuse with every cartridge, this was one of the few units to
stay firmly in the groove at all times and play without audible problems.
As well as low compliance and high tracking force, efficient warp riding
demands adequate disc clearance. This can be obtained, either at the
expense of vertical tracking angle by increasing the angle at which the
cantilever leaves the cartridge body, or by lengthening the cantilever. Most
designers choose the first option and in consequence it isn't perhaps
surprising that few of the cartridges within this group meet DIN/IEC

requirements of aVTA of 20° + 5°. Too high aVTA results in distortion on
vertical modulation, which primarily affects left and right stereo images.
Pickering approach this problem in a novel manner by using a curved
cantilever which is short and strong, whilst providing adequate disc
clearance and correct vertical tracking angle. Signet adopt the less popular
compromise of along cantilever and this, Isuspect, is the prime reason for
the high tip mass, and resultant resonance at 10 kHz, mentioned earlier.
Ortofon manage to use areasonably short cantilever and achieve correct
vertical tracking angle, but their cartridges ride low and close to the disc.
Limited compliance, especially in the LM10, helps to prevent these
cartridges from bottoming over serious warps.
There was a time when budget amplifiers were universally noisy,
suffering from audible hiss at their disc input stage. Modern
amplifiers, even at the budget end of the market are now extremely quiet,
and are also more sensitive. With these improvements, ahigh output really
isn't so important. Many of the models in this group produced greater
output than might be deemed absolutely necessary. The matter is
debatable though, since it hinges around the minimum S/N ratio selected
as suitable for hi-fi disc reproduction. There is a balance to be struck
between output, effective tip mass and frequency response. Glanz have
managed well in this area, achieving fairly high output, low tip mass and
flat response from alow inductance generator with their M FG31 - Ltested
here. It's apity there were other problems.
Although all ten cartridges tested here have been lumped together as
'budget' types, this phrase needs some practical interpretation. Prices do,
in fact, range from around £ 13 to £ 30 and there's quite alot of difference
between, for example, the Glanz MFG - 31 L and the eei 300H, which
occupy the top and bottom positions of this price ladder. The Glanz, at
32 cu, is very compliant, requires alow tracking force of 1.5 g, and has a
line- contact stylus. In consequence, it should be used with afairly good
quality pickup arm. The eei is far less compliant at 23 cu, operates at ahigh
tracking force of 2.5 g, and has aconical stylus. It will work in fairly basic
highish mass pickup arms, semi- automatic etc. Likewise, Pickering's
SE- 1 which, although more expensive, has low compliance, a strong
cantilever and amodestly high tracking force at 2gm. Similarly, Iwould
expect both the Grado and Ortofon LM10 to survive heavier treatment
than the Westrak C101/SH or the ADC QLM36/III. Glanz, Westrak and
ADC all market more robust versions of their cartridges tested here.
Ipointed out in August that line- contact styli can create more problems
than they purportedly solve. Ideally, a line- contact stylus will more
accurately trace the groove modulations, improving high frequency detail
whilst reducing distortion. In practice, they can often produce a very
sharp, distorted treble and a lot of groove noise in the form of crackles,
fizzes and pops, and when badly aligned, can make agood record sound
disastrously noisy and worn. Cheap line- contact styli, are to be avoided
more than those on expensive cartridges. Both the Glanz and Westrak
cartridges in this report had such styli, whilst ADC have fitted aspecial
elliptical shape. It is interesting to see how the panel reacted to treble
quality from these three units.
All ten cartridges were tested for frequency response between 20 Hz
and 20 kHz, using arecently introduced JVC test disc of good inherent
accuracy. ( Other discs from various manufacturers have often proved
considerably less accurate than this one.) The 0dB line shows left and
right channel response, with left and right channel crosstalk below.
Obviously, the ideal response is aflat one, and cartridges like the Glanz do
achieve this ideal. Until recently, however, most cartridges suffered an
upper mid- range loss—as many still do here—and generally the recent 'flat
response' types are brighter in their sound quality and more detailed.
However, this isn't always the case, as demonstrated by Pickering's SE- 1.
Below the crosstalk curves are frequenEy responses obtained from
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and vertical modulation, vertical tracking angle and output level. These are
measurement checks of competence rather than absolute guides to quality
and results must be interpreted with care. For this reason Iprefer not to
dwell on the results, which could otherwise be made the topic of endless
discussion. Obviously, if one of the cartridges possessed really poor
tracking performance or produced excessive distortion, and if its sound
quality was also anomalous, we might then be bold enough to try and
relate the two. This has happened in the past, but not without exciting
much controversy. Otherwise, please don't attempt to link mentally the
distortion block- graph link with sound quality, for example. The distortions recorded were of aparticular nature, under one particular circumstance. It is useful to record them as acheck, but for this purpose only.
Cartridges hum sensitivity was assessed by measuring hum level when
close to an amplifier's mains transformer. This showed that the plastic
body of the Grado possesses ametal shield that is cosmetic only and fulfils
no useful function. This cartridge is unique in my experience for having no
hum shielding at all and, not surprisingly, it is extremely hum sensitive.
Westrak have forgotten to connect up their shield to one of the ground
leads—silly people—and the Glanz is sensitive, due to the lack of polepieces, which brings the signal coils very close to the stylus aperture where
there is no screening. Fig. 1shows the comparative performance in terms
of hum rejection.
It is the listening tests results which are most interesting and pertinent,
of course. We listened to five cartridges aday, using modestly extended
excerpts of music for familiarisation and relaxed assessment, plus direct
A—B'ing between the reference cartridge and the unit under test to
highlight certain effects ( levels matched closely using noise). The musical
excerpts were—
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lateral ( mono or centre- image) signals and vertical signals They should be
identical to the left and right channel ( 451 responses. If they are not, then
images across the stereo stage will sound tonally different and image
location can suffer if the lateral response displays falling treble.
All frequency response plots were made with the manufacturer's
recommended value of load capacitance. For interest's sake, Ihave also
included aresponse plot with an alternative value of capacitance loading,
seen along the + 5dB line at the very top of each graph. In many instances,
response can be improved by using a different load from that recommended, although you may need to solder capacitors into the cartridge
signal path to achieve this. Alternatively, RTJ, QED. and others make
plug-in phono equalisers which achieve the same end.
The subsonic ( 4 Hz-20 Hz) and supersonic ( 1kHz-50 kHz) response
curves show how the cartridges behave outside the audio band, and help
identify the frequency of certain resonances. At the low frequency end, the
arm/cartridge resonance is determined by the arm and cartridge effective
mass and the cartridge's dynamic compliance at the cantilever pivot.
Ideally, this peak should have alow amplitude to minimise amplification of
warp signals, and placed around 10 kHz, to avoid main warp frequencies.
Remember that the resonance frequency is determined by arm mass as
well as cartridge characteristics.
At high frequencies, around 20 kHz, is the stylus system resonance, due
to the effective tip mass and vinyl compliance. Here we are looking ideally
for aresonant peak placed above 20 kHz, preferably as high as possible.
This has a beneficial effect on treble quality for a number of reasons
associated with low tip mass, including HF response and tracking.
Other measurements made were of tracking ability, distortion on lateral
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'Showpieces for the violin': Hanson/Brown Enigma 53537
'Me, Myself, I': Joan Armstrading A & M AMLFI 64809
Stravinsky Petroushke Concertgebouw IDavis Philips 9500 447
Practical HiFi teit and demonstration record: '
News'—Dire Straits;
'Don't hang up'-10cc. Philips 6840 010
(Discs used were consecutive pressings from the same stampers.)
These were played first on the reference, which was used as a 'transfer
standard' rather than a standard of goodness, and then on the test
cartridge. The four panellists were asked to complete ascore sheet, as with
earlier listening panel tests, and two of the cartridges were auditioned in
both the first and second sessions to judge continuity of assessment. The
panel could not see and were not told which cartridge they were listening
to, although there was alot of spirited guess work—on paper—based on
everything from groove noise to bass- cone flap on the monitoring
speakers, let alone sound quality! Because of the difficulties in positioning
four adults in the 'stereo seat', there was less agreement between
panellists on stereo performance than other aspects, so comments are only
included where the panel showed adegree of unanimity in this respect.
Isat on the listening panel and had carried out all measurements
beforehand, but had only previously listened to some of the cartridges for a
short period. My own opinions must be subservient to those reached by the
panel, since they obviously represent amuch broader cross section of taste
and experience than one reviewer. However, there are—necessarily I
believe—one or two personal interpretations in the conclusion provided
for guidance where information otherwise provided might be difficult to
interpret or seem anomalous.
Perhaps the greatest unsolved problem in this area is to know quite what
to say about 'characterful' cartridges, like the ADC QLM36/III, which can
have avery distinctive sound that tends to split opinion. All the listeners
agree on what they hear, but they tend not to agree about whether its
particular coloration is more 'correct' or less than that of another design. In
this case Ihope the description of what was heard might be adequate to
guide you toward making your own tentative judgements.
For those interested in the details of the test system, we used t
wo
Pioneer PLC590 turntables mounted on asolid shelf weighing 2cwt to
avoid feedback and vibration, with a reference Goldring G900IGC
cartridge mounted in an SME3009 Series Ill tone arm. The ten cartridges
were mounted in ADC LMG - 1 magnesium headshells and carefully
aligned for optimum and identical tracking error geometry in Lustre GST801 tone arm. A Hitachi HCA-7500 preamp was used to provide input
loading according to manufacturers' recommendations with the test
cartridges and both this and the reference deck fed aLentek integrated
amplifier. Monitor loudspeakers were the excellent Mission 770s.

Signet TK-3E
Signet cartridges are made by Audio Technica and use that company's
familiar and successful V magnet system. Two miniature magnets sit on
the cantilever ahead of the hinge, in V formation, individually energising
left and right channel coil assemblies. It is more common to use just one

Signet TK3E: typical selling
price f20 inc. VAT
Importer: Audio Technica Ltd.,
Hunslet Trading Estate,
Low Road, Leeds LS10 1BL

magnet for this purpose, but Audio Technica/Signet claim that their
system gives superior separation.
The distinction between Signet and Audio Technica lies in care of
assembly, we are told, and apparently even the TK-3E—Signet's cheapest
cartridge—is hand assembled and tuned to optimise performance. The
owner's leaflet supplied is comprehensive, providing a lot of detailed
information about setting up, care of the cartridge, and many other useful
topics. Furthermore, there are no fewer than 14 different stylus assemblies
available for use in this cartridge, in addition to the one fitted. They provide
permutations of Boron, Titanium, Beryllium, Carbon- Fibre and
Aluminium cantilever materials, with Spherical, Elliptical and Shibata
stylus shapes. Astylus for playing 78 rpm discs is also available. The idea is
to allow owners to experiment with different materials in order to find the
sound they most like—it could be an expensive business! Although these
stylus assemblies fit and are compatible with TK Series cartridges more
expensive than the TK-3E, their use on this cartridge will not provide it
with an identical performance since the generator inductance is higher.
The 1K- 3E is large and its body projects forwards from the mounting
screws more than most. Headshells with a lip at the front, as on SME
Series II arms for example, may not accept this cartridge as a result.
Because of obstruction by the stylus carrier, it is also necessary to use
mounting screws of precisely the right length or invert them with the head
beneath the headshell and the nut above. There's nothing wrong with this,
other than it looks ugly. Since these difficulties are caused by the cosmetic
use of superfluous plastic, Ifeel that the design is irritatingly silly in this
respect. A weight of 6.8 gm made the Signet the heaviest cartridge within
this group, but most arms will balance it out without problem.
An elliptical stylus is fitted as standard and tracking force quoted as
1-1.75 gm. Ifound 1.5 gm to be a sensible working value for most
applications. A clear view of the stylus is obstructed by the enormous
boat- like body which makes accurate cueing difficult unless you stoop
and peer. Disc clearance is good, though, and the TK-3E clears warps
without bottoming. A flip- down stylus guard is fitted and the cartridge is
designed to work with alow capacitive load of 100 pF.
Measured performance
Treble output falls significantly on this cartridge and the roll- off starts
below 1kHz, doubtless due to high coil inductance variously quoted as
1H and 670 mH by Signet. Iwould expect this cartridge to sound fairly
dull as aresult. Increasing the capacitive load brought upper mid- band
output up slightly, but caused treble output to dive even more steeply,
shown by the upper trace in Fig. 3a. Separation between channels was
good at over 25 dB in the mid- band, with an acceptable HF degradation.
Unfortunately, frequency response on lateral modulation—responsible
for central images on the stereo stage—displayed greater treble loss than
that of the left and right channels, further reinforcing this weakness in
performance.
In the Lustre test arm, low frequency resonance occurred at 6.5 Hz ( Fig.
3b) and this provides adynamic compliance figure of 22 Cu. Due to its
own weight, there is little point in fitting it to extremely low mass arms
and it will cope with medium- to- high mass types fairly well.
Tracking performance was good, mistracking occurring only on the
highest level test bands at 1.5 gm tracking force. Increasing this figure to
the quoted maximum of 1.75 gm did not improve matters.
Distortion on lateral modulation was very low, ( Fig. 2) and avertical
SIGNET TK-3E
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tracking angle figure of 23°—near the I
EC/DI N Standard figure of 20°—
also allowed good results to be achieved in this respect on vertical
modulation. Overall, the 1K- 3E produces very little distortion by current
standards and is very well designed in this area.
Output was healthy at 6.4 mV for amodulation velocity of 5cm/s, with
negligible balance error between the two channels.
Listening panel results
H ig hfrequency performance received avery poor rating all round from the
panel. It was considered coloured, flat and lifeless. A papery quality was
commented upon, plus lack of differentiation on cymbals. On treble clarity
the cartridge was criticised for being dull, weak and unable to produce
extreme HF.
In the mid- band a ' congested', ' plummy"muffled', ' nasal', sound was
heard, with veiling, loss of annunciation and a lack of dynamics. The
cartridge was marked down on both coloration and clarity in this area.
Bass coloration was judged to be high and the panel were unanimous in
considering that the 1K- 3E displayed an overhung, muddy, loose quality,
with no definition.
Image precision was also considered poor, whilst on image depth the
cartridge was described as flat, with little sense of spaciousness and
ambience. Tracking was thought to be reasonable. Overall, the panel rated
this cartridge down heavily and it was considered lifeless, dull and
uninteresting. The comment was made that it sounded like a typical
budget design—poor in every area. One listener correctly identified the
TK-3E as being responsible for this performance.

Westrak C101 SH
The C101SH is top of the range of three Westrak moving- magnet designs
manufactured in Japan for Howland- West. There is also a high output
moving- coil unit, tested last month.

Westrak C101 / SH: typical selling
price £ 20 inc. VAT
Importer: Howland- West Ltd.,
3/5 Eden Grove,
London N7 RECI

In construction, the cartridge is conventional and easily fitted to most
arms. A weight of 6gm allows it to be balanced out without any problems
and Iexperienced no difficulty with either fitting or using this unit. A
Shibata stylus is fitted, hence the SH suffix, and tracking force is quoted as
1-2 gm. Generally, line contact styli are rarely taken over 1.7 gm tracking
force and therefore an initial tracking force value of around 1.5 gm is best
selected in acircumstance like this, where no optimum figure is provided
by the manufacturer. Although the Westrak proved to be one of the most
compliant cartridges within this group, it worked well at this tracking force
and cleared warps without difficulty. The stylus, however, is obscured by
an unnecessary overhang on the carrier and you have to stoop to see
exactly where the cartridge will descend on a disc when cueing. A
removeable stylus guard is supplied.
Measured performance
The recommended load for this cartridge is simply quoted as 47 k-100 k,
with no value of capacitance suggested. In these circumstances it is
usually intended that a minimum value will be used, meaning around
100 pF. With this load frequency response of both channels suffered a
slight upper mid- range droop ( Fig. 4a) which is fairly mild by budgetcartridge standards. Rise in treble output due to tip- mass resonance was
substantial, though, peaking to + 5dB at 20 kHz. This sort of peak used to
be very common in budget units, but as you will see, manufacturers have
in the main managed to minimise the problem. Subjectively, such apeak
gives a wispy, sharp and thin coloration to treble quality. Distortion
harmonics are also accentuated. If the cartridge concerned is an inherently
good design, the effect may be tolerable. If it is not, then this sort of peak
only detracts further from the sound. These observations apply not only to
the C101SH of course, but to any unit that displays asimilar treble peak.
It was both interesting and fortunate that heavy capacitive loading
provides auseful alternative to the response seen along the 0dB line. Fig.
4a also shows performance with acapacitive load of 820 pF. This brings
upper mid- band output up by 2dB to give aflat response to 10 kHz, after
which treble begins to roll off but is boosted by the effect of tip mass
resonance above 16 kHz. Due to the raised upper mid- band the C101SH
sounds brighter when loaded like this, but without the treble peak,
wispiness and distortion emphasis are suppressed. While 820 pF proved
to be asuitable value for loading the review sample, Isuggest that in
practice anybody interested in finding the optimum load experiment abit,
according to taste, since there will be some variation between samples.
Separation between channels was adequate at 20 dB minimum in the
mid- band. HF deterioration was relatively limited—a good feature.
Response on both lateral and vertical modulation was identical•to that at
45° ( left and right channels), as the bottom two tracks of Fig. 4a show. This
means that equal tonal balance will be achieved across the sound stage.
Low frequency resonance occurred at 5.5 Hz ( Fig. 4b) giving adynamic
compliance value of 31 Cu. This is high and suggests that the cartridge is
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Ortofon LAM 0: Typical selling
price £ 19 inc. VAT
Importer: Harman UK, St. Johns Road,
Tylers Green, High Wycombe,
Bucks HP10 8HR
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modern arm will balance out with cartridges weighing 5-10 gm. The LM
cartridges are well below the bottom limit and in consequence additional
weights of 1.6 gm and 2.2 gm are supplied with them, allowing atotal of
6.4 gm to be reached—avalue just about every arm can cope with. In
using these weights, however, you will, of course, largely lose the benefit
of low mass, although since there are two of them it should be possible to
achieve the lowest value with which the arm will balance successfully.
Also, alow mass cartridge should be used in alow mass arm, or arm mass
will swamp its advantages.
The LM10 is similar to its more expensive brethren in that the generator
characteristics are identical ( unlike the Signet TK-3E within the TK Series,
for example) and it therefore requires the same value of capacitive loading,
which is 400 pF. Output is higher but Ortofon, unlike Signet, have not
increased the number of coil turns in the generator.lmention this because
increased coil turns cause upper mid- band output to fall—an unwanted
effect. The stylus assembly differs most, however, since it is less
compliant, has an elliptical stylus and requires atracking force of 2gm.
Arm balancing apart, the LM10 wasn't difficult to fit or use, although it
does project backwards from its mounting centres by 2cm—atrifle more
that most cartridges—and has to be shoehorned into an SM E3009111 CA1carrying arm for example. Check for around 2.8 cm minimum clearance
behind fixing centres. The stylus guard is asimple plastic cover that pulls
off, allowing aclear view of the stylus in use for accurate cueing.
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most suited to use in arms of low mass. In practice Ifound the C101SH
was fairly tolerant in this area and worked well in low- to- medium mass
types. Due to its own mass, afrequency change factor of x1.5 would
rarely be bettered, taking resonance up to around 8 Hz, so there isn't
much point in pursuing low mass.
Tracking performance was excellent at 1.5 gm and the cartridge could
be coaxed through the highest level testbands at 2gm down force. In use I
feel that 1.5 gm would be satisfactory, however.
The amount of distortion produced on lateral modulation was fairly high
at 1.6% and a high vertical tracking angle of 30° was responsible for
equally bad results on vertical modulation. Overall, then, the C101SH is
not alow distortion design.
Output was on the low side but should still be satisfactory for all modern
amplifiers at 4.7 mV for 5cm/s modulation velocity. Channel balance was
free of error.
Listening panel results
The panel were unanimous when describing treble quality of the Westrak
as 'sibilant', 'grainy', ' brittle' and 'tizzy'. It was marked down quite heavily
due to this quality and it was also marked down for clarity in this area too,
one person noting 'top peak after plateau'—an accurate description of its
frequency response.
Mid- band coloration was remarked upon, with comments like 'cavernous' and ' resonant', although clarity in this region was felt to be good and
achieved ahigh rating. Bass output was described as loorny', ' less open'
and 'fat' and received alow score but in spite of this the panel thought that
bass clarity was good with comments like 'clean', 'extended' and 'clear'.
The Westrak wasn't liked for its imagery and collected comments like
'less stable', 'vague' and 'wavering'. Both image depth and tracking ability
were given alow score too. Spitting, unsteadiness and grittiness caused
the four panellists to suspect mistracking.
On balance, the Westrak was not rated very highly, but three people
thought it was enigmatic, having potential, but needing cleaning up. The
fourth listener thought it noisy, coloured and offensive. There's no doubt
that the response peak was recognised and everybody was upset by fierce,
sizzling treble. Ithought that the cartridge sounded ' like a poor linecontact type' and it does, of course, have aShibata stylus.
The C101/SH also possesses an unearthed metal body and picks up RF
interference from light dimmers, vehicle transmitters etc, making it unduly
noisy. This is adesign fault.

Measured performance
Frequency response of the LM10 was much like that of all LM series
cartridges, exhibiting a slow loss of high frequencies and no treble
peaking. Response was flat within + 1dB limits on both channels from
20 Hz to 18 kHz ( Fig. 5a), and as you can see this performance is
somewhat better than that achieved by most competitors. Reducing the
capacitive loading from 400 pF to 250 pF causes the HF to peak up by a
small amount at 19 kHz and there is nothing to be gained from using aload
other than that recommended. Ortofon can supply small clip- on plates for
the cartridge that bring capacitance to the required value if this is a
problem. Remember that most modern record decks have low- capacity
leads, measuring around 100 pF and, together with amplifier input
capacitance, the LM10 may not see much more than 150 pF total. The
capacitance plates are therefore very likely to be necessary, unless you are
handy with asoldering iron and can solder in suitable padding capacitors
within the deck.
Separation between channels was excellent, especially at high frequencies. However, aglance at the separation curves shows the presence of
some unusual peaks and these correspond with dips in the frequency
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At present the LM10 is Ortofon's least expensive model within their Low
Mass range which now comprises LM10, 15, 20 and 30. ( The LM30 was
tested last month.) Out of interest 1will point out that the Ortofon
Concorde cartridges are, in effect, LM units integrated with aheadshell. If
you are really interested in achieving low mass on your pickup arm then
the Concordes are more effective than their LM equivalents, providing
your pickup arm has a standard IEC bayonet connector ( SME style),
widely used on integrated record decks and pickup arms. If not, then an
LM cartridge can be fitted and it is of course cheaper since there is no
headshell assembly.
One current problem in producing alow mass cartridge, in this instance
weighing only 2.6 gm, is incompatibility with pickup arms. Typically, a
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response traces. These are the classic effects of structural resonance, this
time within the body of the LM10 itself. In other words, the body is
resonating at specific frequencies like atuning fork, the main mode being
vertical around 800 Hz—just where the ear is very sensitive. This
resonance will colour the sound, but whether the coloration is easily
detectable or annoying in practice can only be determined by listening.
Frequency response on lateral and vertical modulation was much like
that on the left and right channels ( 45° modulation), providing atonally
balanced sound stage. Tip mass resonance occurred at 19 kHz ( Fig. 5b),
above which output rolls off rapidly.
Ortofon quote adynamic compliance value of 15 cu for the LM10 and
the review sample measured 17 cu. As 1have already mentioned, this is a
relatively low value and with a low mass arm of 6gm effective mass,
resonance will occur at 13 Hz. This value will drop to around 9 Hz in a
typical conventional arm with detachable headshell and so, due to low
weight and low compliance, resonance will remain at a relatively high
value with the LM10, virtually irrespective of the arm in which it is
mounted. As a result, it will ride warps more effectively, produce less
subsonic output and suffer less tracking force variation over warps than
most other cartridges.
Tracking performance was good at 2gm and improved by aworthwhile
amount at 2.3 gm, the maximum value stipulated by Ortofon. Generally, it
is agood tracker.
Distortion was reasonably low on lateral modulation ( Fig. 2) and the
cartridge performed well within this group. On vertical modulation, aVTA
of 24°, which is within I
EC/DI N limits of 20° + 5°. ensured that distortion
was again low, and on balance the LM10 can be considered a low
distortion design.
At 8.7 mV, output was high and while this will ensure that amplifier
noise is not heard, it may conceivably cause input overload on musical
peaks with some older designs. A quoted input overload value of at least
60 mV in the mid- band is necessary with acartridge like this. There was
negligible difference in output level between channels.
Listening panel results
All listeners felt that the LM10 was somewhat 'edgy', 'tizzy' and subject to
'splash at the very top'. It was, in consequence, rated down on HF
coloration. Treble clarity wasn't rated very highly either, with loss of detail
and adistant quality noted.
The mid- band was subject to some coloration, variously described as
'congestion', 'quackiness', and 'woodenness'. However, the panel
thought this cartridge was clear, although subject to slight recession in
this region and marked it highly for clarity.
Bass output was unanimously described as being ' boomy', ' large' and
'resonant' with poor definition, lack of bite and a wavery feel. On bass
performance, the LM10 was marked down quite heavily.
Imagery was liked and marked up, whilst image depth was felt to be
good also, with one person commenting on an 'echo-ic' quality. Tracking
was rated highly, although acomment about 'transients getting lost' was
recorded here.
Perhaps surprisingly from the foregoing comments and scores, the
panel quite liked this cartridge but didn't comment upon it very heavily in
their conclusions. One panellist guessed it was the LM10 from warp cone
excursions, and felt it was a nice cartridge, rating it on a par with the
reference. Idid likewise, but with reservations. The other two listeners
were more guarded and one of them thought it could do with some midrange brightness to counteract a balance on the heavy side.

Ortofon FF15E Mk11
The FF15E Mk11 is much like the LM10. It uses Ortofon's VMS ( Variable
Magnetic Shunt) generator system where the energising ring magnet and
the signal coils are housed within the cartridge body and a permeable
element sits at the top of the cantilever. Coil inductance and DC resistance
are slightly higher, though, suggesting more coil turns, but recommended
load stays the same at 47k in parallel with 400 pF capacitance. The
cartridge is conventional in body design, although it projects behind its
mounting centres further than many others and -needs a minimum of
2.8 cm within the headshell here. At 5gm, the FF15E is light and although
most arms will balance it out, there may be the odd one or two that won't.
Apart from the body length behind the fixing centres, the FF15E
presents no fitting problems and is easy to use, although its flip- down
stylus guard does obstruct aclear view of the stylus. This makes cueing a
bit awkward and as a matter of habit Ialways remove this stylus guard
once an Ortofon has been installed.
An elliptical stylus is fitted to the E version tested here and recommended tracking downforce is quoted as 2gm. Ortofon say that this value
should not be exceeded by 0-5-1 gm. Although disc clearance is limited,
bottoming did not occur over warps, even in a high mass arm.
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LF & HF response and below separation. The HF response shows the tip
\resonance frequency.
FF15E moves gently below the — 1dB limit above 10 kHz ( Fig. 6a),
whereas the LM10 reached 18 kHz within this limit. Tip mass resonance
occurred at 21 kHz with the FF15E, suggesting lower effective tip mass
than that of the LM10 and Iwasn't surprised that output was abit lower
than the LM10 too, since 1suspect that Ortofon alter the length and
position of the permeable element on the cartridge cantilever in order to
balance output against effective tip mass. Reducing the capacitive load
from 400 pF to 250 pF caused the upper mid- band to droop slightly and a
treble peak to appear ( Fig. 6a top trace). The loading Ortofon suggest is
optimal and best adhered to.
Separation on the left channel was excellent but some crosstalk into the
right occurred. However, results were good in spite of this. Notice how
there are no peaks and dips in either the crosstalk or response traces, since
the FF15E body is far more rigid than that of the LM10.
Frequency response on both lateral and vertical modulation was
identical to that of the left and right channels, ensuring tonally balanced
images across the stereo stage.
Low frequency resonance occurred at 6 Hz on the test arm ( Fig. 6b),
giving adynamic compliance of 27 cu. This is moderately high and the
cartridge is best fitted to arms of low- to- medium mass.
Doubtless due to higher compliance, tracking was better than that of the
LM10 at low frequencies and it was better in the mid- band too. By any
standards, it performed extremely well in this respect.
Distortion on lateral modulation was reasonably low, but ahigh VTA of
29° marred results on vertical modulation and on balance the FF15E
managed only amoderate performance here.
Output measured 6-7 mV at 5cm/s rms which is more than enough for
most modern amplifiers. Channel balance error was small at 0-5 dB.

Listening panel results
Ortofon's FF15E Mk11 was auditioned twice in the listening tests to check
for continuity of scoring. Like the ADC QLM36111 it was inserted into both
of the day- long sessions and the panel reacted in much the same fashion
on each occasion.
The FF15Ell was judged '
grey', 'slightly rough', subject to ' fizz' and 'tizz'
and some 'steeliness' in its treble registers, causing it to be marked down
for HF coloration. Clarity in this area was thought to be quite reasonable,
though, suffering only slight information loss against the reference.
However, mid- range clarity was given a high score and the panel
thought that although the cartridge sounded a bit flat in this area, its
presentation was good. Coloraticin was, in spite of this, felt to be
Measured performance
significant and the panel were singularly unanimous and consistent in
As you might expect from the higher coil inductance of this cartridge, HF
both marking and their comments, saying that the Ortofon sounded
roll- off is somewhat faster than that exhibited by the LM10, even though
somewhat 'soft', 'warm' and ' plummy' in the mid- band.
their response characteristics are much the same in broad outline. The
Bass quality was described as 'warm', 'woolly' and 'soft' but only slightly
less clear than the reference. In consequence, the panel marked it down on
low frequency coloration but felt that clarity was good.
A very high score was accorded in both listening sessions to image
precision which was described as 'smooth', with 'good placement'. On
Ortofon FF 15E II:
image depth the FF15E11 was felt to be abit flat and not quite as 'solid' as
Typical selling price £ 14 inc. the reference.
Importer: Harman UK,
Tracking performance was highly rated in both sessions and this facet of
St. Johns Road, Tylers
performance was appreciated, leading to ahigh score. Good HF tracking
Green, High Wycombe,
was correctly noted.
Bucks, HP10 8H R
The panel's overall approach to this unit was generally complimentary,
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and one listener accurately referred to its sound as being Ortofonicl He
liked it. Otherwise, it was judged to be flat, smooth but coloured. Like the
ADC, this cartridge has gathered areputation for excellent imaging and it
was supported by the results of both listening tests here. The panel
thought the FF15E11 blemished but civilised, and excellent for abudget
cartridge.

Empire 300M E
This is one of a new range of six cartridges from Empire. Claimed
improvements include lower mass, higher output and reduced distortion.
At 5.3 gm, the 300ME is moderately light, although within this group it is
not exceptional in this respect.
Empire have equipped the body with very long fixing screw holes and
'captured- nut' mounting. Screws were not supplied with the review
cartridge ( an early sample) and Icouldn't find any nut thin enough to slide
into aslot that is, presumably, supposed to capture it. Ican't understand
why both Shure and Empire have become so enamoured with quaint
fixing ideas that make matters difficult, instead of easier as claimed. Like
the V15-111, the Empire 300M Eneeds very long fixing screws if you are
unable to use the nut- capturing slots. These small matters apart, fixing the
300ME was a fairly straightforward business and it should fit most
headshells without difficulty. As Ihave already mentioned with regard to
the Ortofons, most arms will balance out acartridge of 5gm minimum
mass but there are the awkward one or two that won't and so you should
check arm compatibility with the Empire in this respect.

Empire 300 ME: Typical
selling price £25 inc. VAT
Importer: Hayden
Laboratories Ltd.,
Hayden House,
Churchfield Road,
Chalfont St. Peter, SL9 9EW

A flip- down stylus guard is fitted that obscures the stylus, but acueing
arrow showing stylus position has been marked clearly onto this guard.
The guard came away in my fingers on being flipped down and it can
easily be snapped out if desired.
Empire fit an elliptical stylus to the 300M Eand recommend atracking
force of 1.5 gm, although atotal range of 1-2.5 gm is also quoted. Disc
clearance is good and the cartridge will not bottom over warps. Empire
quote aload capacitance of 350 pF as optimum but also give asuitable
range as being 150-400 pF.
Measured performance
There was some difference in behaviour of the two channels. The right
channel exhibited less HF output than the left ( Fig. 7a), but also less upper
mid- band droop. In fact the right channel stayed within + 1dB limits from
20 Hz-18 kHz but the left reached 12 kHz before then peaking up by 4dB.
Increasing the capacitive loading to 600 pF had very little effect. EH Floss
EMPIRE 300ME
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above 18 kHz was greater, but this would hardly be noticeable, whilst
output otherwise rose in the mid- band and treble regions. The
manufacturer's suggested capacitive load is probably best adhered to and,
as Empire claim, the 300M Eis relatively load insensitive.
Separation was limited at 20 dB in the mid- band. Performance deteriorated on the left channel at high frequencies whilst crosstalk into the
right channel fluctuated severely above 10 kHz. The 300ME appears to be
unsteady in its behaviour above 10 kHz, displaying ragged and fluctuating
results. Tip mass resonance occurs at 16 kHz—a low figure by current
standards. This suggests that the cartridge has ahigh effective tip mass
and the raggedness shown in the right channel response could well be
caused by tracking difficulties due to this. Both lateral and vertical
response traces were much like that of either channel,suggesting an even
tonal balance across the stereo stage.
The LF resonance occurred at 7 Hz ( Fig. 7b), giving the 300ME a
dynamic compliance of 20 cu. This is a sensible value for a budget
cartridge and ensures compatibility with most pickup arms. Damping at
the hinge was light, though, and the peak in output due to LF resonance
(Fig. 7b) rather higher than with many other cartridges. This means that
the 300ME will bounce around somewhat more than other cartridges
when excited by warps, and subsonic output will be more emphasised.
Tracking was fairly good at 1.5 gm downforce, although increasing this
to 2gm improved matters somewhat in the mid- band.
Distortion was low on both lateral and vertical modulation. 1admit to
being surprised by the results on vertical modulation since Empire, like
other US manufacturers Shure and ADC, have in the past always
engineered avery high vertical tracking angle, due, 1suspect, to their use
of an obsolete US test disc that provides misleading results. The 300M E
VTA measured 24°, within IEC/DIN limits, and as aresult distortion on
vertical modulation was relatively low.
Output measured 6mV at 5cm/s and displayed negligible error
between channels.
Listening panel results
High frequency coloration was felt to be slight, the panel commenting on a
'marginally faded', 'sharpish' quality with some 'fizz' and 'steeliness'. On
clarity in this region the panel were modestly enthusiastic, noting good
differentiation of cymbals and agenerally open and clear quality with little
loss of detail. ( The 300ME was marked quite highly in this area, whereas
most of the units in this report were marked down in the treble region.)
In the mid- range, this cartridge was thought to be lacking the sweetness
of the reference and subject to aslightly brash quality. Clarity was judged
to be reasonable, although with some loss Of information and recession
noted. Again, the Empire was neither heavily criticised nor marked down.
Low frequency output was categorised as ' boomy', ' lumpy' and ' large'.
The panel didn't feel that the sound was very clear in this region because of
this. Some frequency modulation on piano on the 'downhill' side of awarp
was also noted.
The Empire was marked up quite well on both image precision and
depth. Again, the panel made criticisms, but they were mild, with slight
smearing and constriction identified. Tracking performance was felt to be
competent, but with some spitting noted.
The panel were unanimoùs in describing the Empire 300ME as agood
cartridge with only mild faults. Nobody was particularly enthusiastic
about it, but enthusiasm can be prompted by an artificially dramatic
performance, so this shouldn't be interpreted as implied criticism. Overall,
the panel described it as more "clothy" and ' papery' than the reference, and
without its 'focus'. But in spite of this, the Empire was felt to be 'amenable'.

Glanz MFG- 31L
Glanz, like Ortofon, retain the same basic generator assembly for all their
cartridges in the MFG range and the M FG - 31L is much the same as the
more expensive MFG - 71E tested in August, with the exception of its stylus
assembly. These designs are slightly unusual in having their signal coils
placed directly over the moving magnet on the stylus cantilever. Flux from
the magnet cuts the coils directly, eliminating pole pieces and amagnetic
circuit. Glanz, in common with all manufacturers, make many claims for
their own particular system. The units do, however, possess low inductance coupled with the high output. Low inductance cartridges tend to
display less upper mid- band droop in response and are less sensitive to
capacitive loading.
The stylus of this cartridge is aline- contact type and Glanz recommend
atracking force of 1.5 gm with asmall permissible variation about this
value of + 0.25 gm. The cartridge rides fairly close to the surface of adisc
and the body protrudes over the stylus, making it impossible to see unless
you stoop down and peer at the thing. Glanz should put aguiding mark on
the stylus guard to make things easier in this respect. Although the
cartridge is compliant, Ifound it would ride warps without undue
difficulty, although stylus movement and warp- wow were evident.
The cartridge is reasonably light at 5.5 gm but most arms will just
Glanz MFG 31L: Typical
selling price £30 inc. VAT
Importer: Profi Audio Imports,
8 Harford Street, Norwich
NR1 3AY
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LF & HF response and ( below) separation. The HF response shows the tip
resonance frequency.
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balance out properly with this mass. Iexperienced no difficulty in fixing
the MFG- 31L. Glanz recommend acapacitive load of 100 pF which will
be provided by low capacitive signal leads alone, assuming low amplifier
input capacitance.
Measured performance
The Glanz possesses an unusually flat frequency response that stretches
from 20 Hz-20 kHz within + 1dB limits and is absolutely free of resonant
peaks. This is an exceptional_ performance for any cartridge, but especially
for one of limited cost. HF output continues upward cleanly to 28 kHz, the
point of tip mass resonance, after which it falls away. The effect of
capacitive loading ( Fig. 8a upper trace) is to increase treble output above
10 kHz, with the addition of 380 pF producing just over 1dB of shelf lift.
Frequency response on lateral and vertical modulation differed slightly,
as did the left and right channels, above 6kHz. Separation was limited to
20 dB in the mid- band and although it deteriorated above 10 kHz, the
MFG- 52L still managed 15 dB of separation at 20 kHZ, which is much the
same as that of most other cartridges in this report.
Low frequency resonance occurred at 5.5 Hz ( Fig. 8b), yielding a
compliance figure of no less than 32 Cu. This is very high and obviously,
together with its low body weight, the M FG - 31 Lis best used in low mass
pickup arms. However, since resonance will occur at 8 Hz with an arm of
6 gm effective mass—alow figure—it would be difficult to exceed this
low upper limit. As aresult the cartridge will always deliver significant
warp output, although since it is quite well damped it remains no worse in
this respect than many other cartridges in this report.
The cartridge tracked incredibly well at its upper recommended tracking
force limit of 1-75 gm , clearing even the highest level test tracks without
difficulty. Matters were little worse at 1.5 gm, but the unit became abit
unsteady on a very high level band at 1kHz with this value applied.
However, the test track in question is rarely cleared by any cartridge,
irrespective of its price.
Distortion levels on lateral modulation were the lowest of this group.
Unfortunately, the review sample possessed ahigh vertical tracking angle
of 27°, unlike the MFG- 71E reviewed last month, and this was responsible
for increased distortion on vertical modulation. This means that in practice
left and right images would suffer more distortion than those in the centre
of the stereo sound stage.
Output was very high at 7.2 mV and although this will reduce the
audible affect of amplifier noise, it may also lead to input overload with
older designs, or even some modern ones of limited ability. As with
Ortofon's LM10, the M FG31 Lneeds aquoted headroom of at least 60 mV
at 1kHz on the disc input stage of an amplifier. There was a1dB level error
in output between the channels of this cartridge, but this is acceptable and
can simply be corrected with the balance control.
G LANZ MFG - 31 L
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Listening panel results
The panel marked this cartridge down on HF coloration, feeling it sounded
'coarse', 'fizzy' and 'edgy'. The Glanz was also felt to loose high frequency
detail and was not particulary liked for its loss of treble clarity.
The panel consistently felt that the cartridge was coloured in the midband by ' reediness% 'congestion', ' roundness' and ' plumminess' but in
spite of this—or perhaps because of it—mid- band clarity was acceptable.
Bass quality was described as ' boomy' and 'grumpy' but there was some
disagreement over bass clarity. One person thought lower bass poor, but
upper bass good, two listeners thought there was loss of definition but the

fourth panellist felt bass to be prominent, although rounded.
The Glanz was marked down on image precision, being described as
'smeared', 'vague' and ' recessed'. Image depth was judged as reasonable
and the panel also felt that tracking was on the whole good, although I
thought at the time that edginess was due to HF mistracking.
The panel were rather divided on their overall rating of -the M FG - 31 L.
Although all four members felt that it was coloured and had a treble
problem, two nevertheless felt that it was in essence quite a good
cartridge. One commented that it had 'exciting coloration'—much the
same conclusion reached about the MFG- 71E last month. However, the
two panellists who disliked it ( Iwas one) thought that the treble would be
'painful and tiring' after awhile and were upset by its ' piercing', 'sizzling'
nature. Since the cartridge has aflat response free of peaks, but alinecontact stylus, this appears to be aclassic line- contact stylus problem,
since sizzling, coarseness and edginess are all common manifestations of
such styli when they are poorly designed/finished/orientated. There is a
version with an elliptical stylus, the MFG- 31E ( f25).
Elite eel 30011
This is a conventional and robust moving- magnet cartridge that is
'Manufactured in Japan to exact specifications for eei Australia'. It comes
in asmall, simple container that gives only the briefest details about the
unit, printed onto the cardboard carton. In not providing separate
instructions, eei and Empire are alike with the particular products reviewed
here. However, Empire do tell you abit more about the product you are
about to buy on their carton, even if it is abit technical.
The H suffix of this cartridge stands for ' High Output', quoted on the
carton as lying in the range 9-13 mV, presumably for the standard
reference modulation level of 5cm/s rms. This is roughly double the
quoted output of most of the cartridges in this report. The benefit of high
output is to make amplifier noise, particularly hiss, less noticeable.
However, amplifier imput noise within disc preamp stage has for many
years been low and less of an audible problem than noise recorded on the
disc—tape hiss in particular. Measurements indicate the need for at least
4mV into adisc input in order to keep S/N ratio better than 65 dB.
As Ihave already mentioned, the prospect of input overload begins to
appear with high output cartridges, since on short term musical peaks they
may produce an output of around 50 mV. Current budget amplifiers begin

eei 300H: Typical selling price £ 14
Importer: Elite Electronic Imports,
33 Station Ave.,
Walton- on-Thames, Surrey

to overload at roughly 80 mV-120 mV input and so the amount of
headroom available isn't great. Generally speaking then, if you have a
good modern amplifier, high output cartridges should be compatible. But
if you have either avery cheap or an old amplifier where noise is aproblem,
high output may cure this but introduce another.
The 300H has a 15 pm conical stylus ( 0.6 thou.) and an optimum
tracking force of 2-5 gm is quoted, with a maximum figure of 3gm
suggested. There is plenty of clearance above the disc surface and low
body weight of 5.3 gm, low compliance, and high tracking force act
together to allow the 300H to ride serious warps without bottoming or
loss of contact with the groove. It matched the LM1 0in this area and these
were in fact the most capable units in the group for riding serious warps.
A clip- on stylus guard is supplied which when removed allows the
stylus to be seen for cueing. I
experienced no trouble in either fitting the eei
300 H or using it. The brief specifications on the carton do not mention
suitable values and so initially the unit was tested into 100pF.
Measured performance
Output of both channels began to fall off at high frequencies, endowing
the 300 H with afairly classic drooping frequency response in the upper
mid- band, ( Fig. 9a). Although the fall reached amaximum of — 3dB at
10 kHz, the rise to tip mass resonance at 18 kHz was limited and restored
treble level rather than introducing aserious peak, as seen on some other
cartridges. Like the Westrak, this cartridge benefits from a significant
capacitive load and with 380 pF upper mid- band output is increased and
the treble peak disappears. The resultant smooth response characteristic
can be seen in the top trace of Fig. 9a and is similar to that of the Ortofon
and ADC cartridges, which both use capacitive loading.
Separation was limited, but it did not deteriorate much at high
frequencies, suggesting afairly well controlled resonance.
Lateral response was broadly similar to that of the left and right
channels, ensuring afairly even tonal balance across the stereo stage. I
suspect tracing loss from the conical tip caused treble output to fall more
seriously on vertical modulation, but subjectively this will have less effect
than the nature of lateral response.
The eei 300 Htracked well at low frequencies but was poor in mid- band
performance. Within this group it did not manage very well here, especially
when compared with aunit like the Ortofon FF15E. It was interesting,
however, that in spite of the conical tip which would be prone to ' pinch'
effect, tracing distortion on lateral modulation was extremely low.
Unfortunately, the vertical tracking angle measured 32° which is far too
7.9

high, and as a result distortion on vertical modulation was high. On
balance the cartridge is not alow distortion design.
Low frequency resonance occurred at 6.5 Hz giving the cartridge a
dynamic compliance value of 23 cu. This allows it to be fitted to most
arms, irrespective of their mass and the cartridge is not very critical in this
respect. Output measured an astonishing 14.3 mV at 5cm/s rms which
must be something of arecord for acartridge of this sort. The cartridge is
likely to deliver short term peak outputs of up to 80 mV in the mid- band.
Channel balance error was neligible at 0.3 dB.
Listening panel results
Since the eei 300 H does not have a recommended load capacitance
value, the optimum load figure of 380 pF was used for listening tests.
Unusually, one panellist came to entirely different conclusions about this
cartridge than the other three. He liked it and consequently made many
observations about its qualities, but the remaining listeners didn't and
marked down heavily with brief comments, so Iwill put forward both
cases in the following notes, presenting the majority view first.
On treble coloration, an area where most of the budget cartridges tested
in this group were marked down, the eei received quite a high score.
Comments made were 'gritty', 'veiled, but not nasty. The odd man out
thought that treble was more prominent than that of the reference, but in
measured terms, at least, it isn't. The eei is, however, only around — 2dB
down maximum on the reference G900IGC, when loaded with 380 pF.
Treble clarity was marked down for ' lack of presence', and commented
upon as being ' dull, choked and suffering aserious loss of information'.
The dissenter thought that both mid- range and treble clarity were
improved over the reference, though.
The mid- band was afflicted by 'muffling', ' boom' and 'acloth over the
sound' said three panellists, who accordingly marked the cartridge down.
The fourth listener thought that the mid- band sounded like that of the
reference. On clarity the eei was described as 'veiled', ' less clean' and
'extremely bland', whilst as 1have mentioned, the odd man out thought it
'sweet' and 'detailed'.
Bass quality was rated as ' boomy', 'soft and plummy' and ' lifeless' while
the dissenter thought it 'extended and powerful, but lacking sublety'. Bass
clarity was also disliked, even by the dissenter who thought it suffered a
tendency to 'thud'.
The entire panel thought tracking behaviour was good.
Overall, the three panellists who disliked this cartridge thought it was
dull, veiled, fatiguing and incapable of treble production. In the light of
this it is difficult to reconcile the comments of the panellist who liked the
300 H, judging it as marginally more natural than the G900IG Creference.
He found it difficult to chose between them, but accurately noted that the
eei had amore straightforward stylus type.
It might help if Icome off the fence over this cartridge. Ihad listened to
the eei 300 H briefly before these blind tests and had also measured it
beforehand. Of the three people who disliked it during the blind panel test,
Iwas most violent in criticism and summarised that it had a ' huge stylus
that bridges everything above 5kHz'. Ialso correctly identified it. It is
interesting that the two listeners who were most extreme in their
observations, myself and the dissenter both attributed much of the unit's
character to what was correctly guessed to be aspherical stylus.
In such an instance the essence of disagreement lies not in judgement of
actual sound character, but in whether what is being heard is right or not,
eer 300H
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in an absolute sense, and with acartridge such as this, having amarkedly
unneutral response, it is very easy for alistener to perhaps illogically go
overboard for its sound. The dissenter, an expert listener, had not, until this
cartridge was reviewed, come to conclusions markedly any different from
those of the other panellists. The reason for making this point is to show
that the divergence of opinion recorded with eei's 300H was not due to
one panellist's differing standards or taste. It was strictly aone-off mental
reversal of exactly the same sort Iexperienced in listening tests made for
the previous report when my reactions to the Shure M97HE were very
different on different presentations. It isn't any coincidence either. I'm
sure, that both the Shure and eei have asimilar warm sound balance.
At this point Icould dive into the psychology of listening tests, the
pressures that exist and influence decision making etc., but this would be
inappropriate here.

Grado FTE 1
-1
The Grado FTE + 1is, like all Grado cartridges, alow inductance design
that achieves a reasonable output level. It is fairly conventional in
appearance and easy to fit, but a low weight of 4-5 gm will cause
balancing difficulties with some arms.
Although the least expensive unit within the Grado range, the FTE + 1is
fitted with an elliptical stylus. A tracking downforce range of
1 - 75-2.25 gm is quoted, suggesting an optimum of around 2gm. A
suitable load for the cartridge is stated as 10 k-100 k only, with no
capacitance figure supplied. However, with such awide recommended
load range and low quoted inductance of 55 mH, the implication is that the
cartridge will be unaffected by the sort of capacitance values it would meet
in practice.
Ihad no difficulty in either fitting or using this cartridge. It has asimple
clip- on stylus guard and with this off the stylus can be seen for cueing.
Good disc clearance, limited compliance, and ahigh tracking force allow
the unit to ride warps successfully.

Grado FTE + 1: Typical
selling price £ 12.36
Importer: Transonic
Imports (Acoustical)
Ltd., Brooks Court,
Stamford, Lincs.

Measured performance
The FTE + 1did not suffer loss of output in the upper mid- band, as do
so many cartridges, and response stayed within + 1dB limits from
20 Hz-10 kHz ( Fig. 10a). After this there was arise in output to tip mass
resonance at 19 kHz, which reached + 4dB. Output at frequencies above
20 kHz was substantial with response only — 4dB down at 40 kHz ( Fig.
10b). Whilst separation in the mid- band was excellent, it diminished
towards high frequencies, although 20 dB at 10 kHz was achieved which
compares favourably with the other units in this report.
Frequency response on lateral and vertical modulation was identical to
that of the left and right channels.
Frequency response along the 0dB line is that achieved with 100 pF
capacitance. Increasing this to 400 pF had the effect of both raising the
peak to + 5dB and bringing it down in frequency to 18 kHz. Out of interest
Iloaded the cartridge more heavily with 5,000 pF and this had the same
effect, but to agreater degree. As the top trace of Fig. 10a shows, output
with this load peaked to + 6dB at 10 kHz and so the most suitable load is
around 100 pF, with little change in performance up to 400 pF. The
cartridge is relatively load insensitive, agood feature.
Output at the LF resonance was extremely high at + 18 dB, against a
typical figure of + 10 dB for most cartridges. Damping at the cantilever
hinge is minimal and subsonic output from the Grado could be very high
on ripples that çoincide with the LF resonance. Dynamic compliance of
the review sample was 20 cu, auseful figure for abudget cartridge. Whilst
this suggests that the FTE + 1will be compatible with most arms, it would
be wise to keep the resonance peak out of the warp region and with alow
mass arm of 6gm the peak would occur at 10-5 Hz. Arm damping would
also provide asolution toward taming the peak. Otherwise, on asystem
where the amplifier has extended subsonic response, as many now do,
and the speakers are reflex types with aport and minimal cone damping
below resonance (typically at 40 Hz), there could be alot of unwanted
cone movement which would give rise to various distortions.
The cartridge tracked well at low frequencies and in the mid- band.
Like the Decca London and the Goldring G900IGC, both of which are
rated highly by many people for sound quality, the FTE + 1produced more
third harmonic distortion than second on lateral modulation. It is normally
the latter harmonic, considered less offensive than third, that predominates. As Fig. 2shows, the Grado produced more distortion on lateral
modulation than any other cartridge within the group. A very high VTA of
32° caused it to perform just as badly on vertical modulation and, like
ADC's QLM36111, the FTE + 1was singularly poor in this area.
Output measured 4-4 mV at 5cm/s, which, although low for abudget
cartridge, is still quite reasonable. It would be safest to use it with amodern
amplifier that has fairly low input noise. Channel balance error was 0.8 dB
which is acceptable.
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+0.3 gms about this figure. Although the cartridge rides fairly close to the
surface of adisc, it cleared warps well. The stylus guard hinges up out of
the way and does not obstruct cueing. Ifound the QLM36 Mk11 IImproved
trouble free to install and use.
Measured performance
Like earlier versions of the QLM36, it displayed a gently falling treble
output free of apeak at tip mass resonance. Frequency response stretched
from 20 Hz-8kHz within + 1dB limits ( Fig. 11a) but was only — 2dB
down at 17 kHz, after which output fell more rapidly. Tip mass resonance
occurred at 17 kHz—fairly low—suggesting high effective tip mass.
Increasing the câpacitive load to 400 pF hadlittle effect. The upper midrange was brought up atrifle, but extreme treble output fell away more
quickly, and so there seems to be little point departing from ADC's
recommended load value.
Separation was excellent in the mid- band at 30 dB and very good at
high frequencies, being little less than 20 dB. Both lateral and vertical
response characteristics were similar to that of the left and right channels,
so images should sound much the same across the stereo stage.
Compliance was modest at 20 cu and as aresult the cartridge is not
particularly sensitive to arm mass. It should be compatible with most arms.
Tracking was good, if not exceptional, at low frequencies. In the midband the QLM36111 was poor compared with some of the other models in
this report and it is probably wisest to track this cartridge at 1-5 gm rather
than the low 1-2 gm figure quoted. Since compliance is limited, this has
little effect on the cantilever position, but it does improve tracking by a
worthwhile amount.
Iwas disappointed to find that, like earlier versions of the QLM36, this
one produced alot of distortion on both lateral and vertical modulation.
Unlike the Grado, lateral distortion was predominantly second harmonic
in nature. Vertical tracking angle measured no less than 34°, which is far
too high and in consequence distortion on vertical modulation was much
greater than that of other cartridges ( Fig. 2).
Output measured 6.5 mV at 5cm/s modulation velocity, a healthy
value, and channel balance error was negligible.

LF & HF response and ( below) separation. The HF response shows he tip
resonance frequency.

Listening panel results
The panel unanimously marked this cartridge down on treble coloration
and agreed that it was ' brittle', 'sharp' and 'sibilant', almost certainly as a
result of its treble peak, and perhaps also due to extended supersonic
response. However, and perhaps not unexpectedly, on treble clarity the
Grado was marked up and received a high score, with comments like
'separation improved', 'good detail' and 'clear and well defined'.
Mid- band coloration didn't worry the panel too much. Again the Grado
was marked highly, although edginess, some 'shriek' and 'squeaky violins'
were noted. But mid- range clarity was felt to be excellent and the
panellists praised the cartridge here for ' good presence on voices', anice
open sound and 'extreme clarity'.
Bass quality was categorised as 'slightly blurred and diffuse', 'woolly'
and 'thumpy' but in spite of these remarks the listeners still thought the
Grado was clear in its bass delivery and so the cartridge was rated well for
low frequency clarity.
Imagery was rated just below that of the reference with comments about
'smearing' and some ' recession', but on the subjective assessment of
tracking little was said, and the cartridge was judged competent.
Overall, the panel liked Grado's FTE + 1—but with reservations. They
appreciated its clarity and detail but were upset by edginess and alight
tonal balance. With the benefit of having tested and listened, briefly, to the
FTE + 1beforehand Ifound no difficulty in identifying it during these blind
tests. It has avery distinctive sound for abudget cartridge, due largely to its
low impedance generator and the extended HF response that results from
this characteristic. This is largely responsible for the open, detailed midband whilst the treble peak is aproduct of mechanical behaviour which
also results in the edginess, sharpness and sibilance noted.

Listening panel results
ADC's QLM3611I was inserted into our two day listening tests twice, to
check continuity of scoring. Much the same qualities were identified on
each occasion but there was less approval of its sound in the second
session. Before going further and describing sound quality, Iwill note that
this dichotomy of opinion is met in practice with the QLM36111 and so I'm
not surprised to see it happen again here. For example, Ihave traditionally
not liked the sound of the QLM36 very much over its various versions,
which has in essence stayed the same, whilst 1can think of at least one
well known reviewer who consistently does like it for much the same
reasons. Its qualities are not in dispute, but their aural attractions are. It has
a very strong character with obvious strengths and weaknesses. In
consequence you may like it or hate it. Ihope you can at least understand
its character from this review.
On high frequency coloration, the QLM3611I was described as 'down in
level', ' dulled', ' murky', 'coarse and 'fizzy'. The panel was unanimous in its
opinions here and marked the cartridge down heavily. HF clarity wasn't
rated highly either, although comments were less disparaging. Loss of
definition, blandness, and recession were all mentioned.
In the mid- band, some veiling, murkiness and plumminess were
ADC OLA436 Nic.111ASPROVED
M

ADC QLM 36 III: Typical
selling price £ 18
Importer: BSR Ltd.,
Powke Lane, Cradley Heath,
Warley, W. Midlands
B64 5QH
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ADC CiLM361111 improved
ADC claim to have introduced anew and much improved pivot on this
cartridge, together with amore accurately located armature ( permeable
element) to improve separation. The tip is now amodified elliptical type
known as a ' Diasa' elliptical stylus. The cartridge mounting lugs and stylus
carrier location have both been improved, and ADC have fitted aflipdown stylus guard.
The QLM36 is an induced- magnet design with the energising magnet
mounted in the stylus carrier just above the cantilever. It is acompact
cartridge that is easy to install and at 5.75 gm most arms will balance it.
ADC quote aload of 47 kand 275 pF, as they do for all their cartridges,
and if you own an ADC arm or deck the signal leads provide exactly the
correct capacitance.
Recommended tracking downforce is low at 1.2 gm, with arange of
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be ow) separation. The HF response shows the tip
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identified, but in spite of these colorations the panel were happy about
clarity which they marked highly, noting some loss of information and
detail whilst appreciating agenerally clear presentation.
At low frequencies the QLM36111 was described as abit over- large and
'boomy', or ' fat'. The panel thought low frequency clarity reasonable,
however, with some loss of upper detail but good downward extension
and easily identifiable lines from bass guitar, for example.
It is in imagery that the ADC QLM36 is highly regarded and not
surprisingly the panel marked the unit well up here, saying it had awide
stage with good ditterentiation between instruments and excellent depth.
One listener thought it provided agood sense of the recorded acoustic.
The 'fizzy' treble treble quality mentioned earlier and 'grit' at the top end
were felt to be due to mediocre high frequency tracking so whilst the panel
thought the unit tracked well in other areas, they marked the cartridge
down somewhat in tracking performance.
On overall rating the QLM3611I attracted awelter of comment—asure
sign of distinctive and provocative sound quality. All panellists thought it
sounded dulled and enclosed, but this didn't discourage them from liking
a detailed mid- band, whilst being hesitant about the rather large bass
output. On image accuracy and depth the QLM36111 was rated highly and
this property is one of its peculiar strengths that many people including
myself find attractive. Comments such as 'technically not as good as ref.
but Ifind it rather enjoyable', 'coherent sound' and ' not hot on plus points,
but Ifind it quite listenable' were typical of the panel approach to this
product. One panellist correctly identified the cartridge.
Inoted loss of very high frequencies, 'spitching' and 'choked treble'
with the ADC, suggesting that it had aheavy stylus, suffered modulation
bridging and possessed relatively low tip mass resonance, but nevertheless 1quite liked the attributes so far mentioned. Since these points were
made from blind listening and are essentially true, the properties of ADC's
QLM36111 are singularly identifiable in usage.

PICKERING SEi

Pickering SE- 1: Typical
selling price £ 15
Importer: Sound Source,
Station Approach,
Rickmansworth, Herts.

Measured performance
A load of 47 k in parallel with 275 pF is recommended and with this,
frequency response on both channels proved to be relatively flat ( Fig. 12a)
staying within + 1dB limits up to 16 kHz, after which output fell quickly
to — 6dB at 20 kHz. In avoiding significant upper mid- range loss of output
and asharp treble peak, this cartridge performs well. Iwouldn't expect the
sudden fall in response above 16 kHz to be easily detectable in practice.
Increasing the capacitance load to 400 pF brought output in the upper
mid- band up but increased the rate of roll- off above 16 kHz. Using a
higher capacitive load value is worth considering with the SE- 1.
Separation between channels was wide in the mid- band but deteriorated rapidly towards tip mass resonance. However, afigure of 22 dB
on both channels at 10 kHz is still relatively good by any standards.
Frequency response on lateral and vertical signals was much the same as
that of left and right signals, providing atonally balanced performance. Tip
mass resonance occurs at 18 kHz ( Fig. 12b), after which output rolls off
steeply. The SE- 1 will feed little supersonic information to an amplifier.
The double hump produced by low frequency resonance is caused by
differing values of lateral and vertical compliance, and compared to this
group of cartridges, the SE- 1 is very uncompliant. Lateral compliance
measured 11 Cu and vertical compliance 8cu, both low values but similar
to some moving- coil cartridges. Low compliance and low body weight
make the cartridge better suited to high and medium mass arms. Low
frequency resonance could reach 14 Hz or more in low mass arms, which
is abit high. The combination of low weight, low compliance and high
tracking force make the SE- 1 particularly adept at getting over warps,
though, especially in arms of modest mass.
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Pickering SE -1
Pickering and Stanton cartridges are made by the same US manufacturer,
in the same factory. Stanton products are aimed at the professional market
in their country of origin whilst Pickering brand name products are for the
domestic market.
Of arange of 23 models, the Pickering SE- 1was chosen for this group
report. Unusually, it is supplied—as are many Pickering cartridges—with
five different mounting brackets. Three are for BSR and Garrard headshells, and two for universal use. The cartridge body clips into the
appropriate plastic mounting bracket and the complete assembly is then
mounted in the normal fashion. Two small screws are supplied for one of
the universal mounts, threading directly into tabs on it. Mounting the
cartridge was not difficult and Pickering recommend atracking force of
2gm, with amaximum variation of 1gm about this figure. The stylus fitted
is elliptical and can be seen through a groove in the carrier, enabling
accurate cueing.
The short cantilever curves downwards to achieve adequate disc
clearance and this cartridge rode warps very well. Iexperienced no trouble
in either fitting or using the SE- 1.
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LF & HF response and ( below separation. The HF response shows the tip
resonance frequency.
In spite of limited compliance, tracking at low frequencies was good
and the cartridge also managed reasonably well in the mid- band.
At 0.85%, distortion on lateral modulation was reasonable low ( Fig.2)
and the SE- 1performed quite well within this group ot products. Ihave on
many occasions noticed that both Stanton and Pickering cartridges
generally get close to a VTA figure of 20°. The curved cantilever helps
achieve this without compromising disc clearance. With avertical tracking
angle of 22°, the SE- 1 was best of the group here, where 1suspect the
other manufacturers have been more willing to sacrifice VTA and low
distortion for high disc clearance to cope with arduous conditions. Ifeel
that Pickering's use of low compliance and astubby, curved cantilever is a
preferable solution to this problem.
Output was high at 7-8 mV for amodulation velocity of 5cm/s rms and
the channels delivered identical levels.
Listening panel results
PIckenng sSE- 1sounded ' blurred', ' fluffy' and ' not as sharp and detailed'
(as the reference) in its treble registers according to the panel, when rated
for high frequency coloration. They felt that treble clarity was poorer, with
loss of resolution and some muddiness evident. The cartridge did not
receive avery high score in this area.
In the mid- band, 'thickness', 'veiling' and 'tubey' or ' boxy' colorations
were identified, leading to loss of clarity. The panel felt that the SE- 1
sounded ' distant and indistinct', ' oversmooth' and ' lacking in presence' in
this area too.
Much the same observations were made about low frequency performance, with 'woolly', ' boomy' and less defined bass being noted, coupled
with lack of control and weak transients.
Imaging was judged to be ' hazy' and 'smeared', although the panel felt
that image depth was on balance reasonable and tracking beyond serious
criticism.
Perhaps not surprisingly from the foregoing comments, all the panellists
marked Pickering's SE- 1down quite heavily overall and generally felt it
possessed asoft, warm, smoothed- out sound lacking in detail. There was
some indecision by the panellists over certain points, though, with
contradictory comments being made in certain instances. For example,
one person rated it overall as ' clean, tidy and smoothed out', but also felt it
was ' acerbic and fatiguing', being more suited to rock music. Another said
'seems sibilant despite apparently depressed HF level'.
Iam surprised that the SE- 1 sounded so dull considering its flat
frequency response and obviously it has problems in other areas, most
likely with the stylus fitted or its orientation. The panel weren't offended by
this cartridge, as they were with some others in the group, but they didn't
find it very impressive either.

Conclusion
Scores for overall rating allow aclear order of preference to be established
with this group test, with an error on each score of + 2points, as follows—
Ortofon LM10
Grado FTE + 1
Ortofon FF15E11
ADC QLM36/III
Empire 300M E

18
16
15.5
13-5
12

eei 300H/Glanz MFG - 31 L
Pickering SE- 1
Westrak C101/SH
Signet 11(3E

11
10
9
7

Amps 2continued from p.

Table 3Absolute Polarity
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SANSUI AU -D9 TONE CONTROLS AND OVERALL RESPONSE

Pu

ABS
1FR

20

50

100

200

500
lk
FREQUENCY lit Hz

1k

5k

10k

20k

45k

100w. It sustained the 80 + 2pF loads remarkably well, with barely any
diminution, and it also performed well on pulses down to 4ohms. At lower
impedances the protection circuitry engaged fairly rapidly, and on this
basis, difficult- to- drive 4ohm speakers would be less suitable. Slew factor
rate was more than generous, together with anear instantaneous recovery
from a10 dB transient overload, while the damping factor was ample and
the distortion results exceptionally low, as claimed, proving to be on the
threshold of measurement. At 1kHz full power, areading near to 0.0005%
was reliably obtained, while under worst- case conditions and the highest
test frequencies, 0-003% was a typical result, which needs no further
comment.
Apart from aprotection effect at peak + 10 dB on the noise intermodulation tests, all the I
M distortion results were exceptionally good and the
pickup overload margins were exemplary throughout. Note that the input
capacitance was alittle high on moving- magnet at c.220 pF, which will
give atotal of 350 pF with typical arm leads, this alittle high for some
cartridges. Sensitivities and noise levels were fine, as were worst- case
channel separation and channel balancing.
DC offsets were satisfactory but the auxiliary input frequency response
was unusually extended at — 3dB, 2Hz to > 150 kHz. Without the
subsonic filter the pickup input also read — 3dB, 2Hz-75 kHz—too wide
for comfort in my view. Equalisation was, however, very accurate from
100 Hz to 10 kHz, with asmall + 0-4 dB tolerance outside this range.
Good maximum loudness levels were attained on 8ohm loads, but

a..

• • • QM.*

Disc i
I
p

Tape/aun ilp

Electrocompaniet
Hailer
Harmon Kardon hk725/770
JVC A- X9
Lentek
Lux C4000A/M5000A
Marantz PM5
Meridian 101/105
Quad 44/405
Sansui AU- D9
Threshold SL10/Stasis 3
Toshiba Aurex SB-66

Inverting
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Positive
Inverting
Positive
Positive
Positive

Inverting
Positive
Positive
Positive •
Inverting
Positive
Positive
Inverting
Invening
Positive
Positive
Positive

Interestingly, all the US and Japanese amps were non- inverting on all inputs.

Fit

10

Model

0

Continued from opposite
(The reference cartridge would have been scored at 25, but no really
meaningfull inference can, or should, be drawn from this.)
This is broadly how Iwould have grouped them, according to panel
reaction at the time of listening and their subsequent comments made on
the score sheets. However, although rated very highly and considered
extremely good at the time, it is interesting that Ortofon's LM10 attracted
much less comment than more ' unbalanced' sounding cartridges such as
the ADCCILM/I I
Iand eei 300 H, both of which can arouse controversy.
The LM10 has quite alot of poise and finesse for abudget design and
is—dare Isay it—aquantum leap ahead in sound quality over many of its
competitors within this group.
You may already have seen that Grado's FTE + 1is being billed as the
greatest cheapo cartridge since hi-fi started. In the USA it costs no more
than $13, or less than £ 6at current exchange rates. In the U.K. its price is
roughly doubled as might be expected, but nevertheless it is still cheap
and must be rated as excellent value. Furthermore, it is arobust unit that
should survive usage in some of the less delicate decks available, under the
onslaught of heavy hands. However, areservation here is the treble peak it
possesses. Naturally, we auditioned the unit through first class
equipment—but this is the crunch. With budget loudspeakers possessing
asimilar treble characteristic, top end performance of the system could be
overpowering, especially with old, distorted records—which we all have!
The corollary to this situation, of course, is loudspeakers with aweak
treble output. The Grado is likely to be complementary in this instance.
Remember too the point made in the introduction to this report about
lack of screening on the FTE + 1. It is the only cartridge to possess no hum
screening whatsoever and is extremely sensitive to hum fields. It must be
placed far away from the mains transformer of an amplifier, tuner etc.
Both the FF15E11 and QLM36/III picked up a lot of points on their
excellent imaging abilities. They do have weaknesses, though. The
Ortofon is the clearer and brighter of the two, but suffers at the same time

reduced somewhat on the more difficult 4ohm loads; in this instance two
parallel pairs of 4 ohm speakers are definitely not suitable.
Subjective report
In many respects the AU - D9 typified the current Japanese approach to
high quality consumer amplifiers.
Overall the delivery was not quite as satisfying as that from the Lentek
for example, and slightly lower marks for stereo image depth were also
recorded. It was neither particularly liked nor disliked, but represented a
confident and competent performer, despite the fact that its price was
comparatively modest in the context of this test group. Judging from our
results, it may not aspire to the audiophile class, but nevertheless the
sound quality was high and demonstrated aperformance which was not
only consistent but also above average. The sound was clean, clear and
with asuggestion of lightness and brightness in the balance, the latter not
significantly associated with any measurement we made. If anything the
measured disc equalisation tended to very marginal 'dimness'.
Driven hard, clipping was fairly obvious at the full power limit and it
appeared to be more aggressively protected into adverse loads than some
of its predecessors. Into an lsobarik or Mordaunt Short Signifer, for
example, it would be unlikely to produce its full power.
Conclusion
Once again Sansui have succeeded in producing ahigh performance
amplifier, exhibiting an above- average sound quality and well above
average technical attainment. Notwithstanding inflation, as if all this were
not sufficient, the price is some 30% lower than its equivalent predecessor,
and as such the AU - D9 clearly offers good value for money and can be
recommended. •

ine,
4

through coloured treble and loss of HF clarity. ADC's QLM36 MkI II has a
very distinctive sound, as already described, and although Isaid earlier I
disliked it, this is not the whole truth. Idon't believe it is very correct, but I
do acknowledge its attractions. Whether one likes it or not is really amatter
of taste, which is shaped by experience. Isuggest you don't select it to
work with adull sounding system, though.
Whilst all the cartridges in this group were understandably criticised for
the nature of their treble, traditionally aweak area in budget cartridges,
Empire's 300M Esailed through this sector of assessment with comparitive
ease, collecting a high score on the way. Since it wasn't marked down
heavily in any other area of performance, the cartridge obviously has merit.
In fact its merit proved also to be its weakness in the panel listening test—
one of slightly bland neutrality. Since the panellists expressed mild praise
for it, however, and neutrality has its benefits, this cartridge is not to be
ignored—especially for those sensitive to treble quality.
As 1have explained, scoring for the eei 300 H was unbalanced by the
conclusions of one listener. But for this it would have been rated below the
Signet TK3E. To be fair. Ican only advise you to listen to this cartridge for
yourself if you think its performance suitable.
The Glanz cartridge measured very well and was praised in certain areas
during the listening panel test. However, it is, Ibelieve, damned by its
cheap line- contact stylus which fulfils the promises offered by such
things, including piercing, sizzling treble. Westrak's C101/SH with its
Shibata stylus, reasonably good in most areas, also fell by the wayside
through exactly the same problem.
Pickering's SE- 1sounded surprisingly dull considering its flat measured
response and it also possibly has atip problem. Iwas surprised at its
poor performance quite frankly. It measures extremely well and
Pickering/Stanton cartridges generally have agood reputation.
There's little to note about Signet's TK3E, other than that its designer
should be taken out and shot at dawn, or more constructively fitted with a
new set of ears, preferably bionic •
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The HEAD TX4 precision transformer
for " moving coil" cartridges.

30 amperes ; max)

SPECIFICATIONS ( Measured with
"termination")
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 3 Hz/100
KHz+0.2dB — 1.0dB
PHASE LINEARITY: less than + 5 degrees
(20/20 KHz)

STASIS 2
200 wattsichaii,iel
stewing rate. 50 volts
microsecond
output CUrrent.
25 amperes “nax)

RISE TIME: 2p secs ( any level)
CHANNEL BALANCE: less than 01 dB
CHANNEL SEPERATION. greater than
70dB ( 20/20 KHz)
HUM REJECTION ( External magnetic
fields): greater than 60dB
EQUIVILANT NOISE CONTRIBUTION:
less than 1dB

STASIS 3
'too vvattsicbennel
50 volts
stewing rate.

'

Microsecond
output CUrrent.
20 amperes•;max)

IMPUT IMPEDANCE: 4 ohms, 15 ohms,
40 ohms ( nominal)
PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS: 3"x3"x10"
(76 x76 x250 mm)
WEIGHT ( Mass): 7lbs ( 3 Kg)
20 Crown Walk, St Ives. Cambs.

CAS 2
100 watts/channel
stewing rate 40 v`Olts!
microsecond
output current'
()
15 anWereSrnaz

s.L.

10

directcoupled A preamplifier
CasCodeiclasS
typically 008 %
vvithout fee d back input
acceptance for moving coil,
ribbon or magnetic cartridges

\S

Absolute sounds: 42 Parkside
London SW 19 - Tél.: 01.947.50.47 ri!
SOLE UK DISTRIBUTOR

The ARM Audiophile Products, DCM(Turne Winaows) Koetsu, Etude, • Oracle.
OLN, AG Dynamics, Threshold.

20 Crown Walk, St Ives. Cambs.

CARTRIDGES 2

Five exotic moving - coil cartridges
reviewed by Martin Colloms

A

T THE price level of the cartridges in this group, it is perhaps not
surprising that they are all moving- coil models, although at least one
of them, the Mission 773, nominally possesses ahigh output and does not
normally require astep-up device. Isuspect that for many readers the idea
of spending close on £ 500 for acartridge such as the Koetsu verges on
lunacy, and no amount of argument could ever justify the price. For
example, what about the problem of accidental damage—all to easy with a
stylus? Furthermore, in the case of moving- coil models, they have aslight
tendency to expire prematurely due to breaks developing in the wires
leading to their ultra- fine coil windings.
However, set the price of such acartridge against the value of alarge
record collection. Suppose that an enthusiast has bought an average of 1
LP per week over aperiod of some ten years. Allowing for afew bonus
purchases at Christmas and birthdays, the collection will number some
600 discs, which at an average replacement cost of £ 5each, gives atotal
value of £ 3,000. Bearing in mind that some of the records will be
irreplaceable but worn, if the £ 500 cartridge is kind to discs and delivers an
exceptional performance overall, for those who can afford it and who can
appreciate such refinement, it could well be worth considering.
Several cartridges currently available at the other end of the price
scale—around £ 30-£ 50—also provide good tracking, low distortion, a
linear frequency response, fine channel separation, as well as sounding
very good. What then is the elusive combination of extra performance
features promised by the exotica?
It must be admitted that these are difficult to pin down, but in subjective
terms they give an increase in listener satisfaction and areduction in aural
fatigue. The retrieval of fine instrumental detail can be enhanced while the
low frequency register can sound superior, exhibiting greater depth and
solidity. In distortion terms, the sound is also improved, less obvious
rendition of surface noise and tracing problems, and areduction in the mid
coarseness and grittiness common on disc replay. The sound can, in fact,
take on an enhanced tautness and coherence, particularly on transients,
which can be difficult to believe from adisc source. Finally, the most
significant improvement concerns the solidity, depth and stability of the
stereo image produced on 'crossed- pair' recordings; likewise multi-miked
multi- track recordings are ruthlessly decoded.
As agroup, the superclass cartridges possess certain technical features
in common. Compliances are generally low ( 12cu or less), while their
structures are rigid, often massive, and non- resonant. Bandwidths are
wide, and frequency responses quite uniform, while channel matching is
above average with exceptional channel separation. Distortions are
generally low and well balanced, and the stylus tip quality is superb.
Our exotic group is headed by the Koetsu and Dynavector Karat
Diamond, both costing around £ 500. They are followed by the Supex
SDX1000 at £ 300, the Linn Asak at £ 180, and last but by no means least
the Mission 773, costing around £ 160.
All were subjected to afull test programme ( see p. 71) which parallels
the method used for the latest HiFi Choice '
Cartridges and Headphones'.
The blind listening sessions used experienced panelists, and the stylus
quality was assessed personally and also by an independent consultant;
where possible several samples were examined for consistency.
Comparison of direct- cut lacquer replay and the companion digital
master- tape was employed to help establish levels of absolute neutrality.
For the main test platform we used aTechnics SL15 fitted with the low
compliance EPA500 tonearm option ( low mass option for Mission and
Karat). During the auditioning the player was removed to an adjacent room
in order to avoid any problems of acoustic coupling. The Trio HA50
headamp was used in both lab and listening sessions. Measurements are
tabulated together for comparison on page 89.

Linn Asak
Linn's first branded cartridge, the D2100K, more commonly known as the
Asak, is intended to complement the established LP12 turntable and the
more recently introduced lttok tonearm. Irecently tested the latter and it
set asufficiently high standard to be regarded as areference in its own
right. In view of Linn's system philosophy, the Asak was tried with its own
matching components as well on the main test platform. Its healthy output
made it relatively uncritical of the step-up device used, and as Linn

orientated amplifiers such as the Naim usually come with compatible
Asak/Supex inputs at virtually no extra cost, for some users at least the
headamp question will not even arise.
In design, the main internal components owe much to the SDX1000,
which is perhaps not surprising as the Asak is built by Supex. However,
Linn have specified their own body style and mounting plate to increase
the surface contact area between the cartridge and tone armshell and thus
maximise rigidity. The body mass was relatively low at 6g, but this has not
impaired mechanical strength.
The moving elements, the aluminium cantilever for example, owe more
to the older Supex 900, Linn choosing this in preference to the boron
cantilever of the SDX1000. The stylus is specified as an elliptical, but is
actually rather more than this, being of the same excellent 'Vital' type used
for the latest Supexes.
Stylus quality
Inspection by stereo microscope revealed top quality diamond chip of
naked 'Vital' form. The mass is reduced with this type by grinding front and
back sections, its distinctive geometry aiding accurate setting and
alignment. As expected, it was well fitted to the cantilever and as only a
small amount of adhesive had been used, the mount was particularly
clean. Ground on astandard 5e angle cone, the shape was atrue elliptical
form, fully swept and polished around the tip, with the effective contact
radii estimated at 7pm x18pm. The grind symmetry and finish were both
judged excellent.
Frequency response
It was anticipated that the frequency response would be more uniform
than for other related Supex models, this in fact proving to be the case. The
often encountered presence band droop was held to 1.4 dB or so relative
toi kHz, while the 50 Hz-10 kHz band was commendably linear. The main
response mounted in a low mass arm ( Mission 774) shows a rise of
4-5 dB at 20 Hz due to this combination's undamped LF resonance at
13.5 Hz; it would be reduced by the use of an arm such as the lttok, with its
higher effective mass of 12-14g, which would bring the system resonance
to just below 10 Hz.
The response, however, did show agradual down tilt with increasing
frequency, being some 2.5 dB down at 5kHz relative to 100 Hz. The high
frequency range was well controlled—just level at 20 kHz—and well
maintained to beyond 50 kHz. The main tip resonance was noted at
42 kHz, which is indicative of very low tip mass, while the high frequency
resonance was some 9dB high—not excessive but worthy of consideration where preamps of limited ultrasonic handling capacity are involved.
A small channel imbalance was present at 7.5 kHz and was associated
with a reduction in separation. This misbehaviour is not untypical of
Supex designs, and may explain acertain slight treble ring or edge which
was observed during the listening sessions. Even at its poorest the
separation held to 15 dB and averaged an excellent 35 dB over the several
mid octaves. It recovered its composure above 10 kHz and avery fine
27 dB was subsequently recorded at 20 kHz.

\l'estAlvvetv*vi.
Transient response
The squarewave shows afast risetime free of excessive overshoot, the
wide bandwidth clearly demonstrating the cutter head ringing at 45 kHz.
The square shape droops slightly after the leading edge, indicating amild
suckout in the 2-5 kHz presence range, thereby confirming the steady
state sine- wave sweep characteristic.
Matching and compatibility
Looking at the matching requirements the output was 0-045 mV/cm/s, or
0-25 mV on typical and moderately loud program. As such, again of some
20-26 dB ( 10 to 20X) is needed to bring the output up to normal levels in
the absence of any special input facility. With a low 3.5 ohm and
essentially DC resistive coil winding, the Asak proved highly uncritical of
loading, accommodating awide range of loading from 33 to 470 ohms
and up to 0.1 pF of parallel capacitance, all of which provided good
results. The compliance measured 14 cu ( 1cu = 1 x 10 -ecm/dyne)—a
moderate value suited to medium mass arms having a10-20g effective
mass. The 12 dB rise at our measured 13.5 Hz lateral resonance suggests
that moderate viscous damping could aid stability, although the case is
borderline. Tracking at atypical 2g the minor tip radius was not considered
to be overfine for such adovvnforce.
During testing it was found that this model produced a high level of
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acoustic energy in its body structure, pointing to tight coupling between
the cantilever assembly and the mounting platform. As such, the Asak
proved notably intolerant of the arm used, and appeared particularly
susceptible to arm coloration and resonances; for example, even with the
highly rigid lttok it managed to transfer audible groove modulation to the
bearing assembly. Lighter and less rigid structures are incompatible,
although in these cases, mass loading could help to quieten resonances.
Distortion and trackability
Low level distortion at 300 Hz was virtually at the theoretical limit, with a
low incidence of upper harmonics and an above average HF waveshape.
The HF intermodulation distortion was, in fact, very low on both tracking
and distortion tests, with the noise intermodulation bands also well
handled, this indicating fine tracing at HF. However, it was caught out by
the high level mid tracking tests, where the Supertrack needed more than
3g; at 2g it also failed the mid intermodulation, as indicated by the high
noted distortion which ideally should be below 2%, aresult achieved at a
3dB reduction in modulation level.
Listening test results
The Asak was very highly rated; very occasionally it recorded amomentary
failure on exceptionally difficult mid band program, but most of the time
the delivery was commendably secure at 2g, 2crc. High frequency tracing
was notably clean and less grainy than with earlier m—ctypes, but avery
slight tizzy tendency remained in the extreme treble; however, the bass
register was judged outstanding, with fine solidity and control. The mid
register showed ahigh level of detail and transparency with an open clear
balance, just perceptibly dulled or ' rich' if directly compared with 'flat'
contemporaries.
The stereo imaging was very good, with accurate rendition of space,
depth, focus and instrumental position; these factors were particularly
apparent when the Asak was mounted in the Wok arm.

Conclusion
Allowing for the maximum tracking limitation, the Asak provided accurate,
musical reproduction, with stable, controlled imaging and arelative lack of
spurious disc noises. The stylus tip was particularly fine, and Ican
confidently recommend readers to audition this model.

Koetsu MC1 ( wood)
Already something of alegend in Japan and the USA, this model has only
recently become available here. Technically advanced in many respects, it
is virtually handmade in Japan in small quantities by a retired Supex
engineer, Mr Sugano, with the help of members of his family.
While in voltage terms it qualifies as alow output moving- coil, in power
terms the Koetsu is one of the highest output models currently available.
However, its low coil resistance has not restricted the output excessively,
and the voltage is sufficient to drive more sensible amplifier systems to
respectable levels without a step-up. The coil does not contain a
permeable core, the latter held to be asource of magnetic non- linearity
with some models; instead the system is energised by a powerful
samarium—cobalt magnet. In both material and form the coil damper
support is reputed to be akey element of the design, and was chosen for its
ability to maintain stability in the moving system while following complex
modulations. The damping block is said to be much smaller and more rigid
than usual, the short fine cantilever is acomposite—externally of dark grey
boron for high rigidity, with a core of aluminium alloy for resonance
damping. To ensure secure mounting to the tonearm, the magnet yoke is
rigidly fixed to athick alloy back plate, while the stylus tip comprises avery
small back- mounted naked stone ground to atrue elliptical profile, but
with the major radius given aslight extension to increase contact area. The
works are clad in asolid high density rosewood shell of perfect fit, which
provides a singularly dead and non- resonant structure. This standard
model weighs some 11 g, but amore expensive version is also available
which substitutes a semi- transparent agate/onyx for the rosewood,
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Stylus quality
Stereo microscopy confirmed the very small size of the diamond tip—only
the active ground cone section is used (see also Mission 773). The stone
was silver- solder- brazed by its back surface to the cantilever, this in itself a
remarkable piece of work. Possessing an excellent surface polish and
symmetry, the stylus was essentially of swept elliptical form, being well
shaped and mildly swept to aso called 'super elliptical' contour.
Frequency response'
All the models we tried produced very similar and smooth frequency
responses, although the higher compliance samples predictably showed
less lift at low frequencies. Between 50 Hz and 10 kHz the response held
to within + 1dB limits, with the rise at the highest frequencies amaximum
of 3dB, this beginning as agentle tilt upwards from 8 kHz. The ultrasonic
characteristic was commendably well controlled, extending quite uniformly to the test limit of 50 kHz, but even more important was the good
dynamic control at all frequencies ( see separation.) A slight 1dB channel
imbalance was recorded, but balance was consistent over the range.
Matching and compatibility
Early samples possessed low frequency compliance values of 7and 8-5 Cu
which indicated use in arms of 12 -30 geffective mass. Later models of the
so-called second series ( silver bottom plate with black script and a
stamped serial number) gave values of 12 Cu, suggesting 10-25 g arms.
The low frequency amplitude maximum was around 11 dB so the need for
viscous arm damping was marginal and could be ignored, as trackability
can be impaired when such damping is excessive.
As with the Asak, the Koetsu could read arm structural resonance
colorations, and needs careful choice of accompanying tonearm, but the
cartridge body itself seemed less resonant than most, possibly due to its
higher mass. Technically the Mission 774 is amismatch, and yet it gave
quite good results, as did the Ittok; the latter would be my personal choice,
while other reviewers reported good performance using the FR 64S and
certain SAEC models.
Much has been written in the audiophile publications about the need for
special and expensive transformers or step-up devices, without which the
performance of the Koetsu is severely compromised. Iwould suggest that
these findings have been exaggerated, as the aural merits of this cartridge
were quite obvious when partnering relatively modest electronics. We
used the following to fine effect: Quad 44 ( either 1mV or 300 1.1V,
100 ohm/68 nF m- ccard); Trio HA50 headamp plus Technics SH9070
preamp; and the Meridian MC101 ( Supex input). The Naim system is also
reported as compatible. The Koetsu output was quite high at almost
0.1 mV/cm/s and gave improved S/N ratios compared with other models.
Separation
The first sample tested gave remarkable separation figures—better than
35 dB, 200 Hz to 5 kHz, and better than 25 dB to beyond 20 kHz. In fact
the figure did not fall below 20 dB even at 50 kHz, this indicative of
remarkable control at the higher frequencies, with the oft- encountered
bending modes and tip mass resonances apparently avoided.
The third sample came from the series II group and gave comparable
results for mud band separation, but possessed amild Supex-like 'glitch' at
9kHz, while the HF separation fell alittle below 20 dB. A second sample
gave 35 dB mid band with some 25 dB at 20 kHz, and while all were very
good, clearly the first sample we tried was exceptional.
Transient response
The minimal rounding of the squarewave top ( ignoring cutter ringing)
confirmed the essentially flat response. The leading edge was steep,

•We tested samples from different batches, which slightly complicates the various
technical measurements.
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showing afast risetime and awide bandwidth, with the initial overshoot
quickly controlled and well delineated, being free of phase anomalies.
Distortion and Trackability
The series 2trackabillty was good, although the + 18 dB Supehrack at 300
Hz required a3gdownforce ( 3.5 gfor the Series 1). 2gdownforce was
indicated by most tests as the optimum value, this despite many previously
published suggestions to the contrary, some as low as 1-5 g. On the
intermod tests, all samples coped well at 2g, although the high frequencies were subject to moderate mistracking. High frequency tracking
or resolution distortion was, however, very good ( pink noise), and the
300 Hz distortion levels were also very low. The generator system
appeared well balanced and highly symmetrical on all axes.
Listening test results
Very occasionally caught out on exceptionally demanding program, its
failures were surprisingly inconspicuous and were easily accommodated.
On blind listening tests it scored very highly and was noted by one
recording engineer as ruthlessly decoding the perspective and scale of his
own recordings. Despite the slightly bright upper treble, the sound was
free of the ' fizz' which often accompanies this characteristic, while the
mid- low treble balance was, if anything, slightly ' rich', which served to
emphasise the fine low frequency performance. The bass sounded deeper
and better defined than most and revealed exceptional coherence and
integration on percussive and transient sounds.
In general this model's stereo accuracy, stability and clarity came nearer
to mastertape than any other. Its ability to separate detail in complex mid
passages, such as mass choir, was outstanding and was achieved without
any apparent exaggeration or hardness. For example, on one record of
handbell music ( Saydisc SDL289) it proved unique in presenting aclear
subjective image of each bell with no trace of the dissonant grit or fizz,
noted with certain of the other models reviewed. Singing voices—male or
female—simply sounded more natural than with many other cartridges.

Conclusions
Numerous factors contributed to the striking performance of this cartridge,
particularly with regards to its mid range. These included the fine
generator symmetry; the basically low distortion; the high separation,
especially at ultrasonic frequencies; the non- resonant physical structure;
the low compliance which ensured stable generator motion; the very wide
and uniform response; and the relatively high output, which was uncritical
of loading.
Imust confess to approaching the review of this model in a highly
sceptical frame of mind, particularly in view of its high price, but Iwas
converted by the evidence of my own as well as the panel's ears. Its
performance clearly merits recommendation, and while differences were
noted between the various samples tested, these did not prove significant
in subjective terms. We are continuing to investigate the question of
consistency and hope to report on this in the near future.

while a red stripe on the front face
aids stylus groove indexing and alignment, the
latter also facilitated by the deliberate rectangular shape
and parallel sides of this cartridge.
Stylus quality
The stylus was aWeinz ' Paroc' exhibiting afour faceted grind. Its shape
was highly symmetrial and well balanced, resulting in a fine effective
contact radius of 6pm, with an extended line contact major radius.
However, the effective minor radius does vary somewhat with distance
from the tip, and while the included contact angle was 55'—an appropriate figure—and the mounting and alignment polish were both
excellent, the vertical tracking angle was rather high. The unloaded static
figure for this high compliance design was close to my and even though it
settled slightly with use, several samples Itried remained in the 25-28*
region with downforce applied. This is asignificant drawback, since the
HF tracing ability of aline contact tip is dependent on its accurate vertical
orientation, and both separation as well as intermodulation at lower
frequencies may also be affected.
Frequency response
The 773 was characterised by avery flat frequency response measuring
some + 0.2 dB in the central range and + 1, — 0.5 overall. The high
compliance ensured that no rise was present at the low frequency limit,
while the output peaked at amild + 2dB, 25 kHz, this believed to be the tip
mass resonance. The output then rolfed smoothly away, recording some
8dB down at 50 kHz, but still with quite good separation.

Transient response
The controlled overshoot and minimal ringing of the squarewave was
typical of the smooth steady-state frequency response, with the essentially
flat tops confirming the uniform bandpass. The low amplitude of the
displayed cutter ring correlates with the falling output towards 40 kHz,
which will help to keep the preamp free of ultrasonic signals, and on this
waveform, at least, the characteristic was notably symmetrical in both
directions of excitation.
Matching and compatibility
The low frequency compliance was excessive at 45 Cu and even Mission's
own low- mass arm provided a resonance of 7.2 Hz, which Iregard as
MISSION 773
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Mission 773

This unusual looking black cartridge is the least expensive of this exotic
group and yet still costs around £ 160. In its favour, however, it needs no
step-up unit or special input, and may be connected to any amplifier of
reasonable sensitivity ( 3mV or less for full output.)
Design and development were supervised by Mission with the manufacture carried out by Dynavector. Several interesing features are incorporated. The cantilever is fairly long but overcomes that potential
weakness by using aboron rod for high stiffness. Tip mass is minimised by
the use of atiny stylus, consisting only of the final ground cone portion
directly attached by its flattened back surface to an angled ground section
on the cantilever. At 5.3 gthe body mass is low and helps arm matching,
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being dangerously close to the disc subsonic noise range. The
cantilever/generator was clearly highly damped since the rise was held to
alow 5dB, and the Mission arm's inbuilt damping is quite unnecessary.
Recommended arm masses are restricted to below 6g, an unusual result
for amoving- coil cartridge.

the finish, alignment, grind symmetry and mounting were all excellent.
Frequency response
We discovered that the whole tonal character of this cartridge changed
significantly over arelatively small temperature range. At 24° the response
was almost ruler flat throughout the mid range with an elevated treble
Ifound the 773 uncritical of electrical loading, with negligible change
band, while at 20° appeared the all- too- common presence droop with a
produced by resistances in the 22 kto 47 k- ohm range, and capacitances
restrained treble lift. At 18 ° C the upper response was depressed still
50-1000 pF. Some listeners have suggested that rather lower resistances
further. The figures quoted here for the treble correspond to 20-21 ° C, the
of the order of 1-2 k - ohms will produce improved results, although I
temperature adopted for the main lab and all listening tests. If a 50 Hz
cannot understand why; we heard little change apart from a slight
reduction in output.
reference point is chosen, overall a gently falling characteristic was
observed. The 8 kHz Supex glitch was still present with this design ( see
Distortion and trackability
also separation) which more of less proves that acantilever mode cannot
The high compliance ensured good trackability on simple material such as
be the cause of this problem. The HF response extended smoothly to our
the 300 Hz tones, and the + 18 dB Supertrack was passed at 1.6 g.
test limit of 50 kHz, where channel separation was still creditably
However, the mid band intermodulation was quite severely mistracked—
maintained, while channel balance was excellent throughout.
an indication of high mechanical impedance due to excessive cantilever
Distortion and trackability
pivot damping. The high frequency intermodulation section also gave
Tested at 1.7 g—the upper limit of the recommended tracking force
trouble, pointing to poor dynamics and ahigher than expected effective
tip mass. Some asymmetry was also present on the generator damping, as
range—the distortion levels were quite low, though the lateral modulation
the distortion results for each channel differed more than usual, while both
figure was alittle higher than usual. The high mid- band intermodulation
the lateral and vertical distortion results were also alittle high, afact which
value simply indicated mistracking—a not uncommon feature with a
could be related to the vertical tracking angle. However, the pink noise
highly damped cartridge—afurther related effect being the need for 3.2 g
tracing bands were handled quite well, though not as cleanly as by some of
to master the + 18 dB Supertrack band, while 1 . 9g sufficed for the level
the other models in this report.
just 3dB lower. This implies that the generator support was driven to non
linearity at the higher modulation. ( Purely as a point of interest, note that
Separation
due to its more sensible level of internal damping, the much lower
Channel separation and balance were quite good for this design—
compliance Koetsu performed better in this respect.) Nonetheless, the low
consistently superior to the Dynavector Karats, for example. The general
tip mass of the 1000 conferred afine high frequency trackability while the
smoothness of the crosstalk curve and its low level at high frequencies are
noise tracing bands were also handled well.
both positive points.
Separation
Listening Tests results
This cartridge demonstrated very high separation levels in the mid band,
Despite the theoretical and technical reservations expressed, the 773
averaging 35 dB, 150 Hz-5kHz, and deteriorating to 24-26 dB at its
nonetheless turned out to be afine sounding cartridge. Its tonal balance
8 kHz ' problem' region, but recovering again at higher frequencies. Some
was highly neutral in the mid range while showing good resolution of
18 dB was typically still present at 50 kHz.
stereo depth and musical detail. The treble appeared brighter and more
Matching and compatibility
forward than the flat response otherwise indicated, this believed to result
from the particular combination of line contour stylus and high vertical
The low frequency compliance was noted at 13 cu—similar to values
recorded for earlier Supex models. One area of difference, however,
•tracking angle, as well as the greater than usual distortion levels. A slight
concerns the relatively high damping of the 1000, the resonance rise of
gritty or grainy quality, however, was sometimes apparent in the upper
just 8dB giving a 12' of approximately 2.5 as compared with a rise of
registers, which were less kind than some in terms of surface noise and
record distortion. The bass was deep and quite even, with good percussive
13 dB ( Q4) fora 900 'Super'. Extra arm damping is quite unnecessary; in
fact such ahigh level of generator damping could prove aweak point, a
qualities in the upper range, and yet it seemed softened and not as
surmise borne out by the temperature sensitivity we discovered.
precisely located in the stereo sound- field as other designs, notably the
Providing 0.045 mV/cm/s output at 1kHz, the appropriate step-up ratio
Asak. Heavy mid- range passages showed some hardening and breakup.
is 20-26 dB ( 10 to 20x), with termination resistances of the order of
Conclusion
30-470 ohms, and aparallel capacitance from zero to 0.1 pF. The output
was fairly high for amoving- coil (with alow generator impedance), and
Personally I am not entirely satisfied with this design, although it
good system S/N ratios are possible. High quality fixed- headshell arms of
undoubtedly possesses a number of good qualities. It could sound very
effective mass 12-30 g are preferred.
impressive when appropriately demonstrated, with the stereo quality
generally very good, providing consistent imaging to the highest freTransient response
quencies. The balance was 'open' and neutral, exhibiting a high level of
the squarewave showed afast risetime commensurate with the measured
subjective musical detail.
Unfortunately, the end result was not entirely focused or stable and the
upper range could sound slightly brash, while on technical grounds Iwas
unhappy with the excessive level of both compliance and internal
damping. These criticisms and reservations aside, it is still well worth
auditioning, with its superb stylus, high output, and tolerance of electrical
loading proving further factors in its favour.
Supex S DX1 000
We looked forward to testing the Supex SDX1000, as the established 900
series has an enviable reputation for high sound quality. In design,
however, the 1000 differs radically from the 900, with the heavy body,
permeable coil and aluminium alloy cantilever of the former here supplanted by a new slimmed down body of half the mass ( 4-8 g). This
reduction has been achieved despite the inclusion of aMu metal magnetic
screening cover. The coil, energised by a high flux samarium- cobalt
magnet, is wound on anon-magnetic and non- permeable former, and is
coupled to ashort boron cantilever. Intrinsically this material is many times
stiffer than aluminium and should lift the cantilever bending modes clear
of the audible frequency range.
Stylus quality
The stylus tip was of the new low mass 'vital' type, now also fitted to the
continuing 900 models. Expert analysis revealed that the 1000 was fitted
with aflattened low mass stone possessing atrue swept elliptical contour
with aslight extension on the major radii in order to improve the contact
area. The minor radius in
effective groove contact
was estimtaed at 7pm, thus
offering good high
frequency tracing, while
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bandwidth and an emphasis of the recorded cutter ringing, which agreed
with the rising response at 40-50 kHz. The leading edge overshoot and
subsequent ringing were of a clean nature and free from phase cancellations and delay effects, while the initial slant of the flat sections matched
the droop in the steady-state response.
Listening test remits
Auditioned at 20-21 ° C, in general the subjective frequency balance was
slightly ' rich' with asmooth but slightly prominent treble range. At higher
temperatures it sounded brighter and harder. Trackability was considered
good on most discs, and in this respect the 1000 probably represented an
improvement over the 900 series; however, its mid- range quality was not
felt to be as good, while it was also less subtle in its presentation than the
900 Super. Complex passages resulted in a trace of muddle, while the
treble occasionally sounded less integrated than usual. Stereo imaging
was undoubtedly good with much positional and depth information, but it
appeared to lack the ambience and perspective so well portrayed by the
Koetsu and Asak. The latter were also superior in terms of transient clarity
and bass solidity.

Conclusion
While in some respects this cartridge was afine performer, offering good
separation and generally low distortion as well as fine tracing from its
excellent stylus, the temperature sensitivity was a cause of concern,
considering the elevated price level. Trackability was also imperfect and
the sound quality not without its problems so overall, the SDX1000 does
not merit a recommendation.

Dynavector DVIDOD Karat Diamond
Released in a blaze of publicity last year, initially the Dynavector Karat
came with an ' R' suffix denoting asynthetic ruby cantilever. However, a
diamond version was promised and it is this ' D' model, costing around
£500, which is reviewed here. Bar the choice of cantilever material, the
two versions are in fact very close as regards the technical aspects of their
manufacture; this is also true of their measured performance, except for the
range above 10 kHz where the ' Diamond' is smoother and more extended
than the ' Ruby'. They do, however, sound alittle different, though perhaps
less so than the price difference might suggest.
Working on the theory that to date most cartridge cantilevers are of
necessity used in their bending response range, which gives rise to a
degraded response as well as poor tracking and distortion at high
frequencies, Dynavector's Dr. Tominari sought to employ such a short,
stiff cantilever that this problem would be pushed far higher in frequency
and thus out of harm's way. If this could be achieved, then the difficult and
often sonically damaging methods of damping and resonance control
could be dispensed with, resulting in improved trackability. In consequence, the Dynavector Karat models do not employ the usual flat
central support damper ring behind the moving- coil assembly; instead, a
small restraint block is located above the pivot centre simply to provide
some resistance for the downforce deflection. However, generator
symmetry suffers as aresult, and this very lack of restraint in the moving
system—while endowing a fine trackability—also gives rise to sample
variability, and atendency for the cantilever to decentre and rotate. This is
particularly true of the early Ruby models, and where this happens,
separation also suffers. Other technological features include alow- mass
glass- fibre- reinforced body which gives a mass of 5.3 g, and an
apparently healthy output voltage of 0.07 mV/cm/s. However, the coil
impedance was higher than usual at 30 ohms, so the power output,
which in theoretical terms constrains the S/N ratio, was rather low.

Stylus quality
The wedge-shaped diamond cantilever was notched on its frontal flat
region to accept the separately ground stylus tip, the latter avery small
square section splint of moderately good grind symmetry. Geometric
alignment was very good overall, with the cartridge vertical tracking angle
on the high side at an estimated 27°. The shape was four faceted—asort of
double Shibata grind like the Weinz ' Paroc'—this resulting in a symmetrically balanced stone with avertical contact line, the latter varying
somewhat with groove modulation and contact depth ( see also Mission
773). Overall the quality of the mounting and surface polish was excellent
with the effective minor tracing radius noted at 8pm.
Frequency response
The ultra- rigid cantilever resulted in avery wide frequency response with
the main high frequency resonance appearing well beyond 5incHz.
Despite the lack of damping the usual rise at high frequencies was only
2.5 dB, 20 kHz, while the response was ruler flat up to 12 kHz. Channel
balance and matching were both very good, and in anominally matched
6g arm the response resulted in only a 1.5 dB rise at 20 Hz.
Matching and compatibility
The low output power indicated that transformer- type step-up units are
not particularly suitable for use with this cartridge. However, electronic
step-up devices and inputs with atermination impedance of 100 ohms
plus 22 nF or less are entirely satisfactory. As Reg Williamson noted
recently ( personal letter), when coupled by a x20 transformer, the
30 ohms source provides a30 x202 ohm source for the preamp input, (
je
12 k- ohms). Since RIAA inputs are generally designed for avoltage drive
from 1000 ohms or less, the S/N ratio can be significantly degraded on
many preamp inputs.
In a6gmass arm, the subsonic resonance was an ideal 10 Hz, while the
controlled amplitude suggested that extra damping is unnecessary. 4 to
15 geffective mass arms are suitable, but it is worth noting that the Karat
body mounting centres are ready threaded from the top face with blind
holes; thus if using the Mission arm for example, whose headshell has the
reverse feature, the carrier must be drilled rjght through from the top. Open
headshells present no problem. ( Special Mission carriers will be available.)
Distortion and trackability
Tested at 1 . 6g downforce the Diamond proved to be an excellent
tracker—in this respect probably the finest moving- coil that Ihave ever
measured. It sailed through all the distortion tracks producing figures more

General data

Unn Asset DC-2100K

Kaaba MC-1
("2nd sample)

Millilielf 773

Supon tiDX1000

Dynamist°, DV100D

Cartridge type
Cartridge Mass
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10 Hz
Specified downforce
LF resonance in test arm
(Mission 774, 6g me, + cartridge)
Sensitivity at 1kHz
Recommended loading
Recommended arm mass
Recommended arm damping
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance
Induced hum level

Low output m- c
6g
14 cu
1-8-2-2 g. tested at 2-0 g
+12 dB at 13-5 Hz

Medium output m- c
11 g
(12') 8-5 cu
Tested at 2.0 g
+11 dB at 13 Hz

High output m- c
S-2 g
45 Cu
Tested at 1.8 g
+5 d8 at 7-2 Hz

Low output m- c
4.8 g
13 cu
1-2-1-7 g, tested at 1-7 g
+8 dEl at 14 Hz

Low output m- c
5-4 g
24 Cu
1-5-2-5 g, tested at 1-6 g
+10 d8 at 10 Hz

0-045 mV/cm/s
30-500 ohms
10-20g
Possible ( moderate)
3-5 ohms, negligible
Very good

0.09 mV/cm/s
20-600 ohms
10-25 g
Marginal benefit
4ohms, negligible
Very good

0-45 mV/cm/s
22-47 k, 50-500 pF
3-6 g
Not required
200 ohms,—
Very good

0-07 mV/cm/s
0-05 mV/cm/s
30-500 ohms, zero- 100 nF 100-500 ohms
4-12 g
12-30 g
Marginal
Not required
30 ohms, 0.08 mH
3-5 ohms, negligible
Good
Fairly good

Fixed nude semi- line
elliptical
Both very good
Elliptical, 7.5 pm

Fixed line- contact

+2 dB at 30 kHz

Both very good
Well formed, four faceted
Paroc
+3 dB at 27 kHz

Fixed, oriented, nude
special elliptical
Both excellent
True swept elliptical grind
7.20pm
+4 dB > 50 kHz

Low mass, oriented nude.
line contact
Excellent, Good
Semi-Shibata

HF resonance ( tip mass/vinyl)

Oriented nude, elliptical,
spec. 6.18 pm
Both very good
True swept elliptical,
7.18pm
+9 d8 at 42 kHz

Frequency response, separation
and balance ( TAS 1007)
30 Hz-20 kHz
100 Hz-5kHz
Stereo separation, 100 Hz, 1kHz, 10 kHz
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10 kHz

+1-5-1-3 dB
±1-1 dB
32, 38. 22 dB (see text)
0-1, 0-6 dB

-1, + 3dB
1dB
27 ( 35'), 40 ( 18'), 28 dB
1.0 dB 1.0 d8

-0-5, + 1dB
0.2 dB
28, 36, 25 dB
0.2 dB, 0-1 dB

-1, + 2dB
±1-0 dB
28, 33, 32 dB
0dB 0-5 dB

± 1dB
±0-1 dB
28, 27, 26 dB
0-2 dB 0-8 d8

2-1 g
1-4 g
Failed at 3g

2-5 g ( 2-0 g')
1-5 ( 1-2 g')
3-5 g ( 3-00

1-0 g
1.3 g
1-6 g

1.9 g
1.2 g
3-2 g

1-0 g
0-8 g
1-4 g

0-5%
2-0%
Good
4-5%

0-18%
1-4%
Fairly good
1.8%

0-6%
3%
Good
5%

0-4%
2%
Good
3-2%

0.18%
1-8%
Fairly good
2-0%

0.15%

0-4%

1-2%

0-15%

0-35%

0-8%, 1.2%, 3%

0-3%, 0-5%, 3-0%

0-5%, 1%, 2-0%

Stylus type
Finish and alignment
Tip geometry

Trackability
300 Hz lateral + 15 dB
300 Hz vertical + 12 dB
300 Hz lateral + 18 dB (' Supertrackl
Distortion
300 Hz lateral + 9dB
300 Hz vertical + 6dB
High frequency waveform quality
Mid- band intermodulation ( 1kHz + 1 - 5kHz
24 cm/s peak lateral din. tone)
HF intermodulation, pulsed 10 kHz,
24 cm/s peak
Pink noise intermodulation, 12 kHz, 16 kHz,
20 kHz, i- octave bands:

0-28%, 0-45%, 1.8%

0-35%, 0-45%, 1-6%

+6 d8 > 50 kHz
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or less at the threshold limits; of the moving- coils Ihave measured, only
this and the Denon 303 could cope with the Telarc 1812.
Separation
The left/right generator axes were not perfectly square, with the result that
the high separation figures found for both channels could not be
simultaneously recorded—a significant weakness at this price level.
Nevertheless, separation results were good at typically close to 30 dB over
many octaves, and still better ( though only just!) than 18 dB, 20 kHz.
From the wide measured bandwidth, Ihad anticipated that the high
frequency separation might have been better maintained, but the Karat's
performance suggests that the dynamic behaviour of the generator system
at high frequencies is weaker than, for example, the Koetsu or Asak.
Channel balance only varied slightly with frequency and was certainly
better than select samples of the Ruby Ihave tried recently.
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Transient Response
The continuing rising response to and beyond 50 kHz is clearly shown
in the magnified presentation of the 45 kHz cutter ringing. The leading
edge risetime is very fast, confirming the exceptional bandwidth, and good
control is shown. Aligned through the central axis of the spurious ringing,
the squarewave top is both flat and square, further proof of the flat audio
range frequency response and lack of the usual resonance aberrations.
Listening test results
The overall standard set by the Diamond was undoubtedly high, but in
some respects it failed to justify its price. Compared with the Ruby, the
latter's slight HF brightness and edginess was here replaced by an almost
perfect subjective neutrality; the treble was exceptionally pure and
vicefree, while surface noise was particularly well controlled. In terms of
perceived distortion the sound was clean throughout the band, and easy
on the ears.

need we say more

However, despite these plus points and agenerally competent presentation of stereo and detail, the Diamond failed to impart the full stereo
depth and focus that was present on some records. The bass was not as
well defined or integrated as the Asak, for example, while mid- range
transients possessed amildly softened and veiled character, particularly if
compared with the Koetsu.

Conclusion
This cartridge showed tremendous potential in many respects, and offered
an outstanding response, bandwidth, trackability, and lack of distortion.
Its sound quality was highly neutral and fatigue- free, and it would rank
well in alisting of cartridges; however, the lack of explicit transient detail,
and slightly soft low frequency definition, plus incomplete translation of
the maximum stereo information, precludes a recommendation, considering the high price level involved.
A more recent sample was tried which demonstrated a very similar
performance both subjective and objective. It did offer areduced vertical
tracking angle much nearer the 2cr standard, and the stylus tip alignment
was also more accurate than previously noted.
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CARTRIDGES 3

Five mid- priced cartridges
by Martin Colloms

TI

IS report complements last month's review of five expensive movingcoil models. The reader is referred to that review, and also to the article
in the same issue entitled ' Cartridge Correlation', for the necessary
background to the following pages.

Audio Technica AT24
About ayear ago Audio Technica released anew and advanced moving 'V'
cartridge housed in an integral headshell, the whole assembly denoted the
AT25. The structure was highly rigid and acoustically inert, but, weighing
some 17 g, was unfortunately incompatible with its high stylus compliance. A 6 Hz subsonic resonance was typically recorded, resulting in poor
tracking stability.

Matching and compatibility
The low source resistance has been mentioned, and at aquoted 240 ohms,
85 mH, was fairly insensitive to electrical loading variations. The selection
of pickup arm and preamp is therefore uncritical in this respect.
The relatively high compliance meant that arm structural resonances
were not significantly excited, and thence the choice of arm is fairly easy,
the necessary consideration here relating more to effective mass, which
should be low-6g or less. The large rise at subsonic resonance also
indicated the need for some viscous arm damping, as is provided on the
Audio Technica, SME Ill and Mission arms, for example. The high
compliance virtually ruled out higher mass, undamped arms if a stable
performance is the objective, this concerning both tracking security and
the coherence and stability of stereo imaging.
Separation and balance
The good dynamic balance of the single- pivot cantilever suspension was
evident in the channel separation curve, which sets avery good standard,
in the moving- coil league, and is comparable with the result for the
Technics I
K. Some 23-31 dB separation was charted in good channel
balance from 100 Hz-15 kHz, with 22 dB at 20 kHz, and 15 dB at 50 kHz.

Largely as the outcome of UK niarketing pressure to solve this problem,
a low- mass universal bracket version was produced for the companion
Signet range, this model being called the TK9E ( c£90). and eventually an
Audio Technica brand model also appeared, designated the AT24 ( c.£90.)
A slightly reduced specification model is also now available ( specified for
slightly less stereo separation) called the AT22.
Possessing ahigh rigidity tapered beryllium cantilever, the AT24 uses a
special body design to help achieve awide bandwidth. Laminated poles
and self-screening toroidal coils provide minimal HF losses and low
generator impedances, and in order to improve the mechanical rigidity of
the stylus assembly and body, the stylus unit is clamped in place by a
precision screw. With an alloy backplate, the whole assembly forms arigid
non- resonant structure, and the cantilever generator design facilitates a
single pivot axis for good separation.
Stylus quality
The naked stylus tip was ground from tiny 90 pm square stock, diagonally
mounted on the cantilever. The cone angle was standard at 55°, with very
good mounting polish and general finish of the stone, while the grind
symmetry was also highly satisfactory, exhibiting fine alignment. The
grind was essentially of pseudo- elliptical form, with an overpolish to
sweep the radii to afiner effective edge. Nominally, the projected minor
radius measured 5 pm—rather fine, but as specified—but due to the
evolutionary nature of the grind the effective contact radii are close on
8 pm. This is a normal value for the stated downforce, but in fact 50%
larger than claimed.
Frequency response
The response of this cartridge was marvellously uniform until 10 kHz,
beyond which a rather steep rise to + 5dB at 20 kHz was present—a
serious flaw at the price. In fact the response continued to rise to a
maximum of 6.5 dB at 25 kHz, which could cause input overload
problems with some older generation preamps on ' hot' direct- cut recording of pop programmes. The Q and high compliance ensured that the rise
at LF was a negligible 1dB, 20 Hz, but peaking to + 14 dB at 7.5 Hz.
Transient response
The flatness and squareness of the reproduced waveshape confirmed the
long linear response of this cartridge, with astrong and simple overshoot
(with three cycles of ringing) at about 25 kHz in perfect agreement with
the steady-state amplitude response. The muted presentation of the
cutter- ring information followed the falling trend in output above 35 kHz.

Tracking and distortion
Technically, a high- compliance cartridge with a low level of internal
damping and a rigid low tip- mass cantilever should exhibit excellent
tracking, and at the test 1.3 g downforce the AT24 fully confirmed this
expectation. It sailed through the + 3dB Supertrack at 1.1 g ( a Telarc
1812 beater this!) and happily disposed of the mid and HFtracking/intermodulation test sections.
Distortion levels were very good except on the pink- noise intermodu lation tests for stylus scanning resolution, the results here indicative of our
measured 8 pm minor radius rather than the 5 pm claimed. Such figures
do, however, vary with the downforce applied, and our low test value
could well have been influential here.
AUDIO TECH NICA
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Sound quality
In the context of the performance of many other similarly priced models,
the sound quality of the AT24 was high; for example, it was on asimilar
level to that of the Ortofon MC2011 and Dynavector BI I, although below
the Technics I
I
I
L. However, it resembled the latter in basic character, and
with the exception of the upper treble oddity, gave a similarly high
standard of reproduction. Fine image depth and transparency were
demonstrated, as was good transient definition and sharpness, plus a
solid, extended bass and aclean, clear and neutral effect on mid- range
program. Tracking proved to be flawless in subjective terms.
Unfortunately the whole effect was marred by the rising treble, which
added some steel to strings, afizz to brass and exaggerated the cymbals,
with an emphasis of disc surface noise, grit and distortion. However, a
Quad 44 roll- off filter setting of 10 kHz did effect a partial cure. Image
stability was also poorer than for the Technics, itself a notch below the
best of the lower compliance moving- coil models.

Conclusion

In many respects the AT24 was afine cartridge, in terms of both its aural
and technical performance. Whether or not its major frequency response
flaw proves subjectively important will depend on the purchaser's aural
sensitivity, his loudspeakers, and of course the quality of his hearing above
10 kHz. It is worthy of audition, and could well suit older listeners, but
personally Ithink it could induce early fatigue in younger enthusiasts.
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ORTOFON MC20II

Ortofon MC2011
This cartridge has appeared in other reviews in HFNIRR, used as a
reference for comparative group test purposes. It shares the prefix type
number ' MC20' with another current Ortofon model, but the addition of
the ' Mk 11' label distinguishes it as an entirely new design, costing
approximately twice as much (£ 105) and representing an addition rather
than a replacement to the range.
Silver in colour, the body is a plastic moulding of moderate weight,
using the moving- coil principle for generation. The specific refinements
for the Mk II relate to the adoption of the widely publicised seismic high
frequency damping mass, first employed for the prestige MC30. In that
instance a platinum ring was used, but this has been replaced by a less
costly material for the MC20 Mk II. The main HF resonance which plagues
most wide bandwidth cartridges, especially moving- coils, is moderated by
the use of adamper, its use effected without compromising the mid- band
damping characteristic.
Stylus quality
Detailed evaluation revealed asuperb example of Vital stylus. The grind
symmetry of this reduced mass, flattened stone was excellent, and it
exhibited a fine shape and surface polish, with well defined geometric
ellipse contours to determine the major and minor radii at 7X 20 pm.
While the vertical tracking angle was almost correct for the cartridge as a
whole, the stylus tip was aligned such that a5° rake developed when the
correct downforce loading was applied, this spoiling the excellent
mounting. Fortunately this cannot have been too serious in its effects,
since the results for HF tracing distortion were very good, this indicating
that the stylus provided a fine, clean scanning window. Interestingly,
Ortofon quote the stylus as an 8x40 pm line- contact tip, but in fact it was
an elliptical; the still extant MC20 does carry a line- contact Shibata.
Frequency response
Flat from 40 Hz to 500 Hz, the output declined slightly by atypical 1.3 dB
at 3 kHz—a mid presence depression—before rising gently to a 1dB
plateau, this extending more or less from 8 kHz to 20 kHz. Beyond this
point the output continued to rise gently to amaximum of + 4dB, 43 kHz;
the damping was clearly effective in respect of the HFresonances. At low
frequencies the output rose towards the subsonic resonance giving
+2 dB, 20 Hz, and + 13 dB at 10.5 Hz. Overall, Ortofon's + 1dB specified
response limits in the pass- band were adhered to.
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Although specified at 12, the compliance in fact measured 50% higher
than this at 18 cu, making the cartridge suitable for arms in the 6-14 g
effective mass range. The 13 dB rise at resonance suggested that some
viscous arm damping would be helpful to stabilise tracking, but the
cartridge did not seem particularly critical of arm type, provided it was of
good quality.
Separation and balance
Channel balance was excellent throughout and well within the test record
tolerances. Stereo separation was good, hovering around 25 dB from
150 Hz to 3kHz, with a modest deterioration to 18 dB at 10 kHz,
correlating with the mid treble amplitude response hump, and suggesting
an internal resonance. Separation improved again at higher frequencies at
24 dB, 20 kHz, but not unexpectedly it deteriorated thereafter, although
still measuring some 13 dB at 50 kHz.
Tracking and distortion
This is where the MC20 Mk11 began to show its true potential, returning a
very good performance on all counts. All the tracking sections were
accommodated at the test downforce, while distortion was virtually at
textbook level at all frequencies tried. Note particularly the noise intermodulation result.
Sound quality
Unfortunately the ' 20 Mk11 did not quite fulfil its technical promise, for
while the reproduction was undoubtedly to agood standard, it failed to
generate much panel comment in terms of particularly good stereo
imagery or transient accuracy.
In character it was quite bland, with ajust noticeable dulling in the
presence band, this countered by a slightly more obvious forward
character in the upper treble. ( On arelative basis, the upper treble was a
significant measured 2dB higher than the octave or two of adjacent
presence band.) String tone sounded edgier than usual, with atouch more
grit and surface noise than was generally apparent. The stereo, although
promising, failed to excite much enthusiasm; it did however exhibit good
localisation and quite well developed depth. The sound- field was stable,
with secure tracking in evidence.

Conclusion

Transient response
The square- wave picture is complex. The slight general tilt confirmed the
gently falling mid response, this countered by the leading edge overshoot
and ringing, which suggested more transient frequency response lift than
the well mannered steady-state responses indicate. Perhaps the damper
takes a few cycles to wake up? The presentation of ultrasonic cutter
ringing was, however, typical of the bandwidth and slight rising response
around 50 kHz.
Matching and compatibility
A keynote of Ortofon's moving- coil cartridges is their low output voltage,
and this one proved to be no exception, delivering just 0-022 mV/cm/sec
at 1kHz. A X 30 or 30 dB voltage step-up is therefore required to achieve
sufficient output to drive all preamplifiers, or alternatively their special
input sensitivity needs to be at least 150 pV with an input resistance of
10 ohms or greater.
It is difficult to achieve an entirely noise and hum- free output from the
speakers where such low input levels are involved, and care also needs to
be taken with the siting of adjacent power amps, transformers and the like,
to prevent hum induction. Only the very quietest high- gain input stages
can offer signal-to-noise ratios of better than 60 dB 'A' or CCIR weighted. The cartridge's own source resistance makes it relatively
immune to electrical loading variations, and loads down to 10 ohms with
up to 0-5 pF in parallel were tolerated, with negligible change. Note that
when using afull X 32 transformer, the 3ohm source appears as a3k- ohm
source for the preamp—greater than the optimum 1kor less needed to
achieve the best S/N ratios.
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Possessing anumber of good qualities, this cartridge proved hard to sum
up due to the conflicting balance of virtues and vices. Arm damping is
worthwhile and great care needs to be taken with its siting as well as the
position of ancillary step-up units or compatible inputs. The sound
balance was pretty accurate and could suit many systems, while tracking
and distortion were unusually good. The design deserves a qualified
recommendation, but on balance it is atrifle expensive.

Dynavector 20B11
The Dynavector 20 series, now in Mk 2 form, comprises a group of
universal mounting cartridges which demonstrate a high output despite
the use of moving- coil generators. The 20BII reviewed here employs a
solid beryllium cantilever and the cheaper 20All is very similar in most
respects, but with the beryllium replaced by less expensive tapered
aluminium alloy tube ( typical prices £ 107, £80 respectively).
These Mk 2 cartridges possess almost half the body mass of their
unusually styled predecessors, whose die-cast mounting plate ( still used
for the 10X) was in large part responsible for their high mass. The new
versions have glass- fibre reinforced polyester moulded bodies sprayed
with silver laquer, and weigh atotal of 5.3 g; but in my opinion this has
resulted in adegree of compromise so far as the strength and rigidity of the
angled mounting bracket is concerned.
Output has been increased with the new models, the ' 1311' producing a
level comparable with many moving- magnet designs. Advanced coil
winding techniques have allowed 450 turns, some ten to twenty times the
usual figure for a low output moving- coif, while the natural rise in
generator response at high frequencies has been compensated for by the
use of miniaturised ceramic capacitors, connected internally in parallel
with the output wires. A nominally flat frequency response is the objective.
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Stylus quality
Specified with 8x18 pm elliptical radii, the stylus dimensions were
confirmed on test at 8x20 pm, ground on a55° cone. A naked stone on
diagonal mounted square section stock, the grind symmetry was imperfect
but nevertheless to asufficiently good standard. The shape was based on a
pseudo- elliptical form, whereby the front and back surfaces of acone are
ground flat in order to reduce the side radius, and sufficient follow-up
sweep polishing had been done to give aproper shape to the side radii,
and hence improve the HF tracing. Alignment and polish were generally
very good, though the vertical tracking angle was a little high at
approximately 24°.
Frequency response
Meeting + 11, dB limits from 30 Hz to 20 kHz, the response was very well
controlled to 20 kHz, with the loss in the presence band held to a mere
1-2 dB ( ref. 1kHz). The output fell beyond 20 kHz, but with indications of
a second resonance at 47 kHz; fortunately the output was some 5dB
down at this point and should not cause any preamp input problems. The
influence of the internal electrical compensation was clearly evident in the
rapid roll- off beyond 20 kHz. The LF rise was held to + 3 dB at 20 Hz,
proving negligible at 40 Hz.
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some loss of apparent transparency. The SU treble was notably even and
sweet, exhibiting clean and detailed resolution.
With both models, occasional mistracking did occur with complex mid
passages on very high modulation records, but in general the tracking
performance was pretty good.

Conclusion

Overall, the BII was quite competent. Its electrical matching flexibility and
the essentially neutral, smooth character were its best points, but it lacked
some of the transient definition and stereo depth now considered
important in a modern high-performance cartridge. We feel that this
shortcoming was largely the result of its just satisfactory stereo channel
separation, and while the price is quite fair, the BI Icannot be said to set
any records in terms of value for money.

B & O MMC2OL
Bang and Olufsen have long subscribed to their own version of the
induced- magnet system for cartridge design. In this case, the cartridge
armature is 'X' shaped, with the ends of this cross working against four
closely spaced pole tips to give push-pull balanced induction for each
channel. Thus the ' MMC' in the title of the model reviewed here refers to a
'micro' or miniaturised version of this 'cross' armature, which has been
used for their latest models.
The 20CL represents the top cartridge at £85 in arelated series which
includes the M2OEN ( using an aluminium alloy cantilever and naked
elliptical stylus), the 20E ( fitted with aless expensive shank elliptical stylus)
and the 20S ( a more robust version using a shank mounted spherical
Transient response
stylus). All carry fixed stylus assemblies, which means that the entire
The comparatively clean square- wave indicated apeak- free characteristic
detachable front body section is exchanged to effect stylus repair or
with agentle ultrasonic rolloff. The slight rounding of the top and bottom
replacement. Weighing a little under 4 g, the addition of the standard
sections suggested a mild droop in the upper frequency response, this
universal 1
2 in. fixing bracket brings the 20CL's mass up to 5-5 g.
agreeing with the steady-state responses. Overall, this behaviour is
In true B & 0 style, the head itself is an elegant piece of work, with a
reminiscent of the Mission which also uses electrical HF compensation.
transparent stylus guard section to aid cueing. The cantilever is quite long
Matching and compatibility
and uses asingle crystal white sapphire rod to give improved stiffness by
The cartridge presented alow output impedance of 510 ohms and 1mH,
comparison with the cheaper alloy cantilevered version. The tip is slant
and was thus quite insensitive to electrical loading; preamplifier input ground lo accept the cone section stylus tip, the latter fitted via its rear
resistances from 10 to 100 k- ohms and parallel capacitances from
face, while the generator system incorporates asingle point suspension
100-500 pF produced negligible changes in performance, while the tensioned from the rear, thus providing good dynamic characteristics with
output level at 0-9 mV/cm/sec was sufficient for all normal preamps.
particularly good stereo separation and imaging.
The compliance was almost exactly as specified at 25 cu, and if taken
Stylus quality
together with the low 5-3 g body weight, arange of arms in the 4-12 g The ' L' in this cartridge's description describes another design feature, in
effective mass range is indicated. The high level of internal damping plus
this case aline contact stylus. Evaluation by microscope revealed anaked
the fact that the rise at subsonic response was held to a mild 8dB ( at
stone ground from 200 pm square stock. The beautifully finished contour
9 Hz), means that arm damping is quite unnecessary.
possessed aconical front profile with two angled rear facets to provide the
Separation and balance
line edge form, this being a Shibata type. The scanning path or minor
While channel balance was extremely good, separation proved disapradius followed the usual somewhat curved path with an estimated 8 pm
pointing. The 21 dB mid- band separation result was competent, but fell window, and although the major radius was more difficult to judge it was
well short of the attainment of many other good designs, and careful over 25 pm and of extended contact form. Setting, polish and alignment
realignment failed to produce any improvement. These figures applied were all very good.
when the separations for both channels were in balance.
Frequency response
For optimum retrieval of stereo depth information, separation figures of The CL demonstrated a wide and uniform frequency response, with a
the order of 30-40 dB are usually required in the mid- band. However, tendency to alowered HFshelf at 20 ° C, using atypical 250 pF loading. At
good HF control was illustrated by the well maintained separation at 23 ° C the response was virtually flat to 20 kHz, with the loss in the
ultrasonic frequencies.
Tracking and distortion
Tracking was quite good at the test 1-8 gdownforce, although not as great
as the moderately high compliance would suggest ( see Technics data).
Supertrack + 18 dB 300 Hz required 2-1 g, while the degree of arm bias
correction was greater than usual, indicating high generator damping, this
also confirmed by the mistracked mid intermodulation section.
The HF performance was good however, with both the tracking testtone burst and the tracing test noise sections well handled, and although
the lateral non-linear distortion in the mid- band, 300 Hz, was on the high
side at 1-0%, the vertical result was normal.
Sound quality
We auditioned both the BI Iand the cheaper All versions and considered
the former to be slightly dull in subjective frequency balance, whereas the
latter appeared virtually ' flat' and hence neutral. However, both attained a
good ranking and were felt to offer astable performance with fairly good
stereo localisation, but with somewhat restricted depth presentation and
93

despite the essentially neutral subjective frequency balance, but the
general rendition of detail was very good, with an attractive level of
musical detail and sweetness.
Bass definition was also good, though lacking the solidity exhibited by
some of the best low- compliance moving- coil models, but stereo images
were well defined and quite stable, with good representation of depth, and
the sound was free of obvious coloration or exaggeration.
Its slightly ' laid back' character was however exacerbated at lower
ambient temperatures, with adefinite tendency to softness and dullness,
as well as reduced mid- band trackability on complex program.

Conclusion

presence band held to just over 1dB. The output peaked gently at 23 kliz
in the ultrasonic range, with asecond resonance at 48 kHz, both showing
good control. A subsonic resonance of 9.4 Hz was measured in the
Mission 774 test arm, the LF rise being negligible above 20 Hz ( 1da).
Transient response
The fast rise- time indicated awide bandwidth, with the minimal overshoot
and ringing also suggesting arelatively smooth and well shaped ultrasonic
characteristic. The leading edge down- tilt reflected an upper band
response droop under the stated tests condition, this in good agreement
with the steady-state curves, while the unexaggerated presentation of the
disc cutter's delayed ringing was another point of agreement. This model
should not cause any ultrasonic overload problems with preamplifiers.
Matching and compatibility
The output was quite healthy at 0-8 mV/cm/sec and should suit all normal
preamps on sensitivity grounds. It did however prove rather sensitive to
load capacitance, since apparently it does not rely on high load capacitance to peak up the HF response, which tended to be prematurely
depressed by values above 150 pF; for the best results the likely
capacitance of the matching arm and amplifier should be examined before
purchase. The CL was also more sensitive than some to ambient
temperature variations, and levels about 22 "C ( 71 °F) are recommended
to achieve the flattest response and most 'open' sounding balance.
With its 5.5 g body mass ( this including standard bracket) plus its
moderate 25 cu compliance, this model was suited to low-mass arms in
the 3-8 geffective mass range. The subsonic resonance rise was noted at
11 dB, which suggests that some viscous arm damping could be helpful in
maintaining stability, although this is not mandatory.
Separation and balance
Very good separation results were recorded, with 23 dB at 10 kHz and
more than 30 dB from 400 Hz-4kHz, as well as an improvement above
12 kHz. Overall, however, these results were not quite as good as those for
an earlier sample Iexamined last year. This time, the separation, although
still 18 dB at 50 kHz, was nonetheless abit erratic at ultrasonic frequencies, while achannel imbalance of some 1.5.dB was also present. While
this is a little high, at least it was consistently maintained over the
bandwidth.
Tracking and distortion
On single tone 300 Hz the trackability was very good, with the
'Supertrack' accommodated at just 1.2 g. Overall distortion was fairly low,
although the pink- noise tracing results were not as clean as welted hoped
for. In addition, the mid- band intermodulation track was not quite
successful at the test 1.2 g downforce, with 1.6 g needed to minimise
distortion. The HF intermodulation result was good, however.
Sound quality
Under comfortably warm conditions ( 22 ° C) with 200 pF of loading, the
CL was highly rated on audition. Overall, the effect was slightly 'soft'
B & O MMC20C L
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In engineering terms the overall product is well balanced, exhibiting a
neutral character under optimum conditions, plus good distortion and
trackability at low stylus forces. However, Iam not wholly convinced by
the virtues of the Shibata stylus, although the tip fitted is admittedly of fine
quality. Also, the loose plug-in bracket system remains a source of
weakness; perhaps with B & O's sanction it would be worthwhile
cementing the cartridge into its bracket with an epoxy adhesive to improve
mounting rigidity, as the brackets themselves are inexpensive and in any
case the whole cartridge needs to be exchanged to effect stylus
replacement. Worthy of arecommendation, it should be noted that the
current price' makes it slightly less attractive than when first introduced,
particularly in view of the competition.
•As we go to press, B & 0 have announced price reductions which
change somewhat the value- for- money comments above. The
MMC2OCL is now priced at £ 60 in its in. mounting version, or £ 62 with a
special carrier to enable it to be used in place of SME style headshells. This
very rigid carrier costs around £ 10 if purchased separately and it
incorporates well- engineered adjustments for overhang and azimuth
angle, so the £ 62 clearly represents excellent value.

Technics EPC205 IIIL
As well as standard in. mounting and integrated headshell models, a
further version of this cartridge is also available, namely the low- mass I
II L,
which is fitted as standard to the Technics SL7 turntable and is also
interchangeable with the moving- coil model in the SL10. Technics are
firmly committed to designing cartridges to complement their wide range
of record decks; as such the IIIL represents alogical evolution of earlier
designs, notably the little known limited edition Model 100C MkII.
Technics have clearly explored certain fundamental areas of cartridge
design in order to produce the II I
L. To begin with, the generator is based
on asymmetrical samarium- cobalt ring magnet ( as in the 'X' series from
JVC), which facilitates asingle- point back- tensioned pivot arrangement.
Compliance is moderate in order to allow good pivot restoring force and
control, while the cantilever almost represents the theoretical maximum
combination of lightness and stiffness, being made from hollow single
crystal boron.
The stylus tip is afirst-rate advanced elliptical of 'Vital' form, with the
suspension damper made from anew polymer which, in contrast to many
other materials, is singularly insensitive to temperature variations. Finally,
through the use of ferrite forming techniques, the generator/pole system
possesses awide bandwidth to beyond 80 kHz, and in order to guarantee
ahigh level of stereo separation the critical front faces of the internal pole
system are incorporated in precision machined apertures, the latter located
in the detachable stylus, thereby ensuring consistent L- R othogonality.
Stylus quality
Expert examination of the stylus assembly revealed a well formed true
swept elliptical tip, ground on a55° cone. The effective minor contact
radius was quite fine at 7pm, the major radius measuring 20 pm, with
slight contact extension. Grind symmetry was excellent on this 'Vital' type
reduced mass stone, with very good surface polish in evidence, as well as
accurate alignment.
Frequency response
When first measured, a very flat frequency response was obtained at
+î dB from 30 Hz to 20 kHz, continuing smoothly with aslight rise to
50 kHz. The tip mass resonance was undetermined, with just asmall shelf
of + 3dB at 40 kHz and afinal peak at 50 kHz. A specific point to note is
the complete absence of any presence band depression, due to the wide
and flat bandwidth of this model as well as the optimal damping of the
complete cartridge assembly. If this characteristic is consistent, this
cartridge could prove very useful for calibrating test records. The response
in the test arm rose by 2dB at 20 Hz as the subsonic resonance at 10 Hz
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was approached, but at 40 Hz the lift was negligible.
More recently, however, Iremeasured the IIIL and found that some
change had apparently occurred with use, the response now tilting gently
down from 5kHz to measure - 1dB at le kHz, - 2-5 dB at 20 kHz, and
-9 dB at 50 kHz ( see response graphs). This matter is currently under
investigation, but no other measured parameter appears to have been
significantly affected by this change.
Transient response
The square- wave response graph showed a textbook result in good
agreement with the steady-state response: flat tops, fast rise- time and yet
minimal overshoot and little leading- edge ringing. Finally, the cutter ring
breakthrough was accurately represerted, without exaggeration.
Matching and compatibility
A high-performance cartridge tracking at 1-3 g, the IIIL clearly needs a
.good quality arm, possessing low resonance coloration, effective bias
compensation and low friction. At just below 10 Hz, the LF resonance in
the Mission test arm was an ideal + 10 dB, and further arm damping was
judged to be unneccessary. Arms in the 4-12 geffective mass range are
suitable, with 6gas optimum. The headshell version just falls within tne
upper arm mass limits, and for those with good quality fixed universal
arms, the IIIL also offers overhang and vertical tilt adjustments for
optimum geometric alignment.
The low generator resistance and inductance endowed the design with
resistance to changes in electrical loading, and almost any arm/amplifier
combination will give very similar results. However, the output was rather
low at 0.54 mV/cm/s, and will best suit preamp sensitivities 2.3 mV.
Separation and balance
Alignment in the test arm was found to be quite critical, as is usually the
case with an accurately manufactured cartridge. Wide separation figures
were recorded when optimally aligned, these being exceptional for a
moving- magnet design. 28 dB was available at 1001-1z and 24 dB at
10 kHz, with avery fine average of 32 dB in the mid band, this extending
over several octaves. Channel balance was very fine throughout, while
separation still held to some 14 dB at 50 kHz.
Tracking and distortion
This cartridge presented an almost perfect balance of measured distortion
through all the test bands and frequencies. The low noise- distortion
results confirmed the detail tracing quality of the fine stylus tip, with the
low at 0.54 mV/cm/s, and will best suit preamp sensitivities 2-3 rnV.
General data
Cartridge type
Cartridge Mass
Estimated dynamic compliance at 10 Hz
Specified downforce
LF resonance in test arm
(SME Ill. 6g me+cartridge)
Sensitivity at 1kHz
Recommended loading
Recommended arm mass
Recommended arm damping
Cartridge coil resistance/inductance
IInduced hum level
1
Stylus tyre
Finish and alignment
'
Tip geometry
HF resonance (tip mass/vinyl)
Frequency response, separation and balance
(TRS 1007)
30 Hz-20 kHz
100 Hz-5kHz
Stereo separation, 100 Hz, 1kHz. 10 kHz
Channel difference at 1kHz, 10 kHz
Trackability
300 Hz lateral + 15 dB
300 Hz vertical + 12 dB
300 Hz lateral + 18 dB ('Supertrack')
Distortion
300 Hz lateral + 9dB
300 Hz vertical + 6dg
High frequency waveform quality
Mid- band intermodulation ( 1kHz+1-5 kHz
24 cm/s peak lateral diff. tone)
HF intermodulation, pulsed 10 kHz, 24 cm
peak
Pink noise intermodulation, 12 kHz, lb kHz,
20 kHz, i- octave bands:
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trackability margin ensured low distortion readings on the mid- band
intermodulation sections and even the + 18 dB ' Supertrack' was
confidently accommodated at the test 1.3 g downforce. Relatively few
abberations were noted on the HF waveforms.
Sound quality
The listening panel were in no doubt about the high sound quality offered
by this cartridge. It achieved a higher ranking than many moving- coil
designs, and as such it is comparable with some of the finest cartridges
currently in production.
Its character ( or lack of it!) was perhaps its greatest asset. It offered
neglible coloration or exaggeration of any part of the frequency range, the
sound proving stable, confident and transparent. A fine stereo stage was
produced, with first-rate depth and precise location, but some listeners did
feel that the sound was not quite as solid or coherent as some of the very
best samples auditioned. Iwould surmise that the detachable stylus,
moderate compliance and lower than average tracking force are all factors
responsible for this slight shortfall in performance.

Conclusion
Assuming that the slight loss at 20 kHz is resolved, this cartridge must be
classed as an excellent example of a complete engineering design,
utilising the latest in modern materials. Every aspect-both objective and
subjective-was highly satisfactory. The Ill Lis clearly first-rate value for
money, and carries afull recommendation at its relatively modest asking
price of around £ 65.
Note: Asecond sample arrived just before press date and when measured
provided the near perfect frequency response originally exhibited. We
hope to investigate the cause of the mild treble loss and report later.
B & 0 MMC 20CL
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Ortofon MC2011

Moving 'V' magnet
&5 g
30 cu
0-8-1.6 g, tested at 1-3 g
-.14 dB at 7.5 Hz

High output m-c
53g
25 Cal
1.6-2-3 g, tested at 1.8 g
+8 dB at 9-7 Hz

Low output m-c
7.0 g
18 cu
<1-7 g, tested at 1.8 g
+12-5 dB at 10.5 Hz

0-45 mV/cm/s
47 á + 50-400 pF
3-6 g
Moderate
240 ohms, 85 mH
Very good

0-9 mV/cm/s
47 k+50-500 pF
4-12 g
Not necessary
510 ohms. 1mH
Very gono

Moving Magnet
Induced Magnet
6-0 g ( 16 g shell)
5.5 g ( inc. bracket)
24
cu
26 cu
1.0-1.5 g, tested at 1.3 g
1g, tested at 1-2 g
+10
dB at 9-7 Hz
+11 dB at 9.3 Hz
(Mission 774)
0.54
mV/cm/s
0.8 mV/cm/s
0.022 mV/cm/s
47 k, uncritical of cap.
10-100 ohms, up to 0-1 pF 47 k+100-200 pF
4-12
g
3-8
g
6-14 g
Some damping would help Probably unnecessary
Moderate
500 ohms, 240 mH
700 ohms, 200 mH
3 ohms, negligible
Very good
Fairly good

Detachable naked elliptical
spec. 5.18 pm
Very good finish &
mounting
Polished pseudo-elliptical
effective contact 5.18 pm
-6dB at 23 kHz'
Indeterminate

Naked oriented elliptical
spec. 8.18 pm
Very good polish &
alignment
Blended pseudo- elliptical
effective contact 8x20 pm
approx. - 3dB at 25 kHz

Fixed orientated naked line
contact, spec. 8.40 pm
Very good polish, fair
alignment
Top quality swept elliptical
effective contact 7x18 pm
approx. + 4 dB at 43 kHz

Fixed stylus, detachable
body naked line contact
Both very good

Detachable naked eliptisal
spec. 6.18 pm
Both very good

Shibata type, effective
contact 8pm xline
Indeterminate

Exemplary; true swept
elliptical 7x20 pm
Indeterminate, + 4dB max
at 50 kHz

-0-5, + 5dB
-0.5 dB
i3 dB 29 dB 24 dB
0.3 dB 1.0dB

-1.25 dB
1
71-25, - 01 dB
13 dB 20dB 17 dB
0.2 dB 0-2 dB

-0-5, + 1.5 dB
±0.5 dB
22 dB 25 dB 20 dB
0 dB 0.1 dB

+0-5, - 3 dB (see text)
+0-5, - 1-5 dB
20 dB 32 dB 23 dB
1-1 dB 1.3 dB

+0.5dB
+0.25 dB
28 dB 32 dB 25 dB
0-7 dB 0-4 dB

0.9 g
0-7 g
1-1 g

1-65 g
1-3 g
2-1 g

1-4 g
0-7 g
1.8 g

0-75 g
0.7 g
1.1 g

0.7 g
0.5 g
1.25 g

0.2%
1.5%
Good
1 5%

1,0%
2-2%
Fairly good
3.8%

0-18%
1-5%
Fair
2-2%

0-35%
3.8%
Good
3.5%

0.33%
2.6%
Fairly good
1.6%

0 35%
09% 1.6% 3.5%

0.35%
0.4% 05% 2.7%

0-15%
0-25% 0-4%1 - 6%

0.35%
1-5% 2-5% 4-5%

0.35%
0-33% 0-45% 1-8%

'Not believed due to tip resonance
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AKG & Sonus cartridges
T

HE four cartridges in this report come from
the top and bottom of the Sonus and AKG
ranges. Compared with each other are the
Sonus Dimension 5, a 'state of the art, no
compromise' model according to its makers,
and the
P25MD, a lightweight,
highcompliance model from the top of the AKG
range. Cheaper, tougher and more durable are
the Sonus Black and AKG P1OED models, also
tested against each other here. Of the Black,
Sonus say that it is 'a high definition cartridge
designed for use in record changers and singleplay turntables'.
Both the Sonus cartridges work on the
moving- magnet principle, having a miniature
magnet attached to the end of a short cantilever. It appears to me that Sonus value the
theoretical benefits of ashort cantilever, which
are lowered moving mass, reduced flexing and
a smaller loss of information. The cantilever
projects from both Sonus cartridges at a very
steep angle in order to achieve adequate disc
clearance, and it is visually obvious that as a
direct consequence, vertical tracking angle is
going to be high. It is possible to see this by
eye, let alone with test instruments, and even
before measuring the two Sonus units Iknew
that they would probably produce a lot of
distortion due to high vertical tracking angle.
It is ironic that the opposite situation exists
with the AKG cartridges. A close look at these is
all that is needed to see that they have very little
disc clearance. This is partly the result of poor
body design, but also due to use of the DIN
specified vertical tracking angle of 2o . (* 5°)
which does cause cartridges to ride low. So on
balance this test might appear to be a battle
between the benefits of high and low vertical
tracking angle, but in reality other factors affect
sound quality, so the situation isn't quite so
cut-and-dried.
The American Sonus cartridges are fairly
conventional in basic design. They use ametal
screening can around the cartridge signal coils,
and are attached via a plastic base. A push- in
replaceable stylus assembly is provided in the
usual manner. The cartridge body of both
models tested for this report is identical and will
fit most headshells without problems. The
screening can is earthed through left channel
ground and isolated from the headshell by the

Measured performance

AKG MED
THE RECOMMENDED tracking force range for
this cartridge is 1.25-2 gms, with an optimum
value of 1.5 gms quoted by AKG. The unit is
reasonably compliant, displaying a resonant
frequency just slightly higher than that of the
P25MD, which fell at 10 Hz in an SME3009
Series II arm which has an effective mass of
around 12 gms. The P1OED reviewed possessed abit more disc clearance than the P25MD,
and even at its maximum tracking force of
2gms it rode higher than its more expensive
counterpart. However, by normal standards
clearance is still very low and the flat undersurface of the cartridge body has atendency to
hit warps before the stylus has begun to ride up
them. Consequently, Idon't recommend the
P1OED for heavy ( high mass) arms, nor for use
with a record collection that contains some
fairly battered—but perhaps venerated—discs.
An elliptical stylus measuring 8x18 pm is fitted
to the cartridge.
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by Noel Keywood
fixing bracket, so avoiding hum- loops.
The Sonus Black has a white stylus carrier
and fixing base, whilst the Dimension 5 has a
black carrier and base, with asmall '5' symbol
attached to the carrier. Both cartridges are
easily attached using medium length screws,
and aweight of 5.6 gms enables them to match
just about all pickup arms available without
producing balancing problems. Sonus provide
a simple clip- on stylus guard which, when
removed, allows the stylus to be seen clearly for
cueing. A maximum load capacitance value of
400 pF is quoted for both models.
In appearance the AKG cartridges are more
attractive than the box- like Sonus designs.
Their bodies slope down and forward from a
plastic mounting bracket, the P25MD having a
black stylus carrier and the P1OED a red one.
Attaching the AKGs is abit of afiddle, because
holding the fixing nuts against the flat base
needs more dexterity than usual. The units are
somewhat lighter than usual at 4.3 gms, and
whilst this will be coped with successfully by
most modern arms, older types might not
balance out properly unless extra weight is
added.
Clear plastic clip- on stylus guards are provided which must be pulled downward if the
entire removable stylus assembly is not to be
pulled out. Ifind this feature somewhat annoying. The stylus carrier projects forward over the
stylus tip, and this, coupled with the fact that
the cartridge rides close to the disc surface,
makes viewing the stylus difficult. Getting
these cartridges cued down accurately into a
run-in groove is abit more awkward than usual,
because it is so difficult to see the stylus.
AKG recommend acapacitive load of 470 pF,
which must be about the highest figure quoted
by any cartridge manufacturer. Since typical
modern low- capacitance pickup leads measure
around 100 pF and amplifier input capacitance
is often around 150 pF, the AKGs are likely to
need something like an extra 200 pF of parallel
capacitance if they are to be loaded to their
manufacturer's recommendations. A value
lower than this results in loss of treble of up to
—2 dB from around 8kHz upward, so the cartridges sound duller when they are lightly
loaded.
The

P25MD,

but

not

other

models,

is

Tracking ability was very good at low frequencies due to the high compliance, but
excellent in the mid- band also. In fact, at its
optimum of 1.5 gms the P1OED tracks exceptionally well at high mid- band levels, and can
out- perform some much more expensive cartridges in this respect. Since high level vocals
are the sort of signal that stress acartridge most
in the mid- band, this ability is extremely useful
and important.
On lateral modulation the P1OED produces
around 1% second harmonic distortion, afairly
normal value on the test track used. A vertical
tracking angle of 2T enables it to produce little
distortion on vertical modulation too, avalue of
1.7% being recorded here, which is relatively
low. Again, the distortion component was
second harmonic. On balance, then, the P1OED
is a low- distortion cartridge and behaves well
in this area. It's high tracking ability complements this performance by avoiding distortion
from mistracking.
Output was fairly healthy at 6.7 mV for a
modulation velocity of 5cms/sec RMS, and

supplied with an ingenious setting- up gauge.
.
This performs no less than nine assorted tasks
but is limited in accuracy in some areas. Used
as a stylus gauge, it causes too much playing
force to be applied. When the gauge indicated a
stylus force of 1gm, for example, the actual
force proved to be 1.2 gm—a 20% error. The
inner groove tracking error zero is placed at
67 mm, whereas the traditional position is at
60-63 mm. Idon't actually disagree with AKG's
placement, but some pickup arm manufacturers
such as SME might well do so, since this gauge
will give a result different from their own. My
own experiments on this topic show that distortion values remain lowest if you use a zero
position value of around 64mm or slightly
greater with many arms. [
See also Peter
HeidenstrOm's article, last month p. 23— Ed]
One of the most unfortunate features of the
AKG cartridges becomes apparent whilst setting vertical tracking angle. There is a bottom
face on the unit that is parallel to the top
headshell mounting face. Adjusting an arm so
that its tube and headshell are horizontal results in the AKGs having such adownward tilt
at their rear that they contact the first record
ripple or warp that comes along. Disc clearance
is virtually zero under these circumstances and
consequently I had to raise the pillar of a
carrying arm considerably just to track anearly
flat disc. The cause of this lies in distortion of
the mounting bracket as the headshell screws
are tightened. The rear of the bracket twists
downward by afew degrees, losing the already
small amount of disc clearance that is available
with these units.
One solution to this problem is to use asmall
ballast weight supplied, as an angled wedge.
This isn't a very elegant way out, since it
increases headshell mass by 2gms, worsens the
coupling between cartridge body and headshell, and increases stylus distance below the
headshell, which means the arm pillar will need
raising. On many arms this is not even possible,
so using the wedge will worsen matters.
The only real solution is for AKG to redesign
the cartridge body so that the flat face behind
the stylus carrier flares upwards to clear warps
as they approach, in the manner that all other
manufacturers do. And the mounting bracket
needs strengthening too.
channel balance error measured a negligible
0.5 dB—easily corrected by abalance control.
The P1OED possesses a curious response
characteristic. Shown in Graph 1, it has a
double- hump in the treble region, both on the
response and crosstalk traces. This suggests
that there is a minor resonance at 8kHz and a
larger tip- mass resonance at 16 kHz. But
whatever the reason for this, there's no doubt
that it will cause undue accentuation of treble
output. The fact that two peaks are involved,
AKG P1OED. Price: £24 (inc. VAT). Manufacture.
AKG Acoustics Ltd,
191 The Vale,
London W370S.
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New AKG micro mass
A- diamond mounted
directly on the cantilever

Mid- band
separation
measured
29 dB
average between channels both on the JVC test
disc used to plot frequency response, and on a
Shure disc optimised for separation measurements. Iwould expect the P1OED to produce
good, balanced separation on most commercial
discs, although performance deteriorates at
high frequencies and this could well result in
image smearing and loss of coherence.

AKG P25MD
THIS UNIT is fitted with aspecial stylus, termed
'Analog 6' by AKG, which is presumably alinecontact type. The cantilever is finer than that of
the P1OED and the stylus a bit smaller too, in
order to minimise tip- mass. Higher compliance
allows the use of alower tracking force, which
is quoted by AKG as 1gm optimum, with an
adjustment range of 0.75 gm-1.15 gm. Set at
1gm, the P25MD manages to get through fairly
high levels without mistracking, but it becomes
a bit insecure at the highest modulations.
Increasing tracking force to 1.2 gms does help
performance in this respect.
A similar situation exists with mid- band signals. The cartridge tracks well at 1gm, but
performs rather better at 1.2 gms. It may perhaps seem anomalous that at 1.2 gms the
P25MD's tracking performance just equals that
AKG P25MD. Price: C80 (inc. VAT).
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rather than aplateau, means that the effect will
be program- dependent to an extent, and treble
coloration will be produced. Just how bad this
sort of thing can sound depends largely upon
other factors, but in particular, stylus shape,
polish and alignment. With a good stylus, the
treble lift may lead to an acceptably bright
sound, although the odds are against this. Such
peakiness is more likely to produce harsh, forward treble and an unacceptably bright
presentation.
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of the cheaper Pl OEDI As Ihave already mentioned, though, by the time tracking force has
been cranked up to this level the cartridge body
is virtually scraping the surface of a disc, and
only very flat records can be played. Being a
lightweight, high- compliance cartridge, the
P25MD is best paired with alow- mass arm.
Distortion on lateral modulation was low at
0.5%, and it was low also on vertical modulation at 1.6%. The latter figure is substantially
due to avertical tracking angle of 22°, which is
within DIN/IEC limits. The P25MD is a lowdistortion cartridge and performs well in this
area.
Output was much lower than that of the
P1OED, measuring 3.8 mV at 5cms/sec RMS.
This is quite low and will definitely require a
higher volume control setting. On good modern
amplifiers noise should not be aproblem, but it
might well.become noticeable on some older
designs—something to be considered with any
low- output cartridge of conventional impedance, such as the P25MD.
Mid- band separation between channels
measured 27 dB average on the Shure test disc
and 30 dB average on the JVC disc used to plot
the response graph. Consequently, the cartridge should display a separation of around
28 dB average on commercial discs.
Frequency response of the P25MD is a
muted version of that displayed by the P1OED,
possessing twin peaks but of lower level
(Graph 2). Tip- mass resonance occurs at
17 kHz—little different to that of the P1OED—
and HF separation deteriorates to around
10dB, again like that of the cheaper P1OED.
The upper mid- band peak is less pronounced
and as a result Iwould expect the P25MD to
sound a little less bright than its cheaper
brother.

Sonus Black
THE SONUS BLACK is fitted with an elliptical
stylus and its manufacturers recommend a
tracking force range of 1 . 25-1.75 gms. This
suggests an optimum figure of 1 . 5gm,
although Sonus do not quote such a value. I
found that the cartridge tracked well at 1.5 gms
but showed aslight improvement in LF tracking
using the maximum value of I . 75 gms. This
increase offered no benefit in the mid- band,
though, where the Black performed well, even
though it couldn't clear the very high levels
managed by both AKG units.
Distortion on lateral modulation was reasonably low, suggesting that centrat images on the
stereo stage should sound clean. However, this
cartridge has one of the highest vertical tracking
angles Ihave ever measured and is well outside
the range of the DIN test disc, which stops at
30°. Distortion measurements and calculations
suggest an angle of 3e for this model, or
slightly more. Since the correct value is 20°,
with atolerance of ± 5°, VTA error on the Sonus
is gross and Isuspect that the manufacturers
don't even take this factor into consideration.
As a direct result of the error, distortion on
vértical modulation measured no less than 8%,

Sonus Black. Price: f35-15 (elliptical stylus), C30-65 (spherical
stylus) (inc. VAT).

and left and right images will suffer significantly
because of this.
Output was low at 4.2 mV for 5cms/sec
RMS modulation velocity, and channel balance
poor, displaying a 2dB error. Channel separation measured around 25 dB average, taking
into account results from both JVC and Shure
test discs, both of which gave similar figures
with the Black.

Second- harmonic distortion of 8.5% visibly affects
output from both channels of the Sonus Dimension 5 when
tracking vertical modulation (left channel top, right bottom)

Frequency response of the cartridge was
relatively flat when working into a low
capacitive load of 100pF. As Graph 3 shows,
there is just a small upper mid- band dip to
—1 dB, and a minor 2dB peak at 20 kHz. I
would expect the Black to sound reasonably
smooth and balanced tonally, without any
overpowering emphasis in any one region.
Good treble separation is conducive to coherent imaging, and the Black also appears to
perform well here.

Sonus Dimension 5
THE DIMENSION 5 possesses one of the most
unusual looking stylus assemblies Ihave ever
seen. Sonus call it an ' integrated sylus'. In
effect, the stylus has been fitted into the hollow
end of the cantilever tube and abackward rake
achieved by bending the tube and by shaping
the stylus rod. Again, like the Black, the Dimension 5cantilever projects out of the carrier at a
steep angle, which helps toward minimising the
amount of rake that has to be achieved by the
stylus. It also gives the cartridge an excessively
high vertical tracking angle, too, even though
97

Frequency response suffers aslight treble fall
from 5kHz upwards ( Graph 4), and Iwould
expect some dulling of the sound to be
noticeable as aresult. The effect will be slight
and, on agood cartridge, of little significance.
Increasing the capacitive load from 100 pF to
400 pF counteracts this effect extremely well
and gives the cartridge a nearly flat response,
free of peaks to 20 kHz ( see Graph 5).
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Subjective Verdict
Sonus Dimensions 5.
Price: £ 149.65 (inc. VAT).
Distributor: Mossrail Ltd,
43 Spalding Road,
Ho/beach, Lincs. PE12 7HG.

Sonus actually claim a figure of 20°, which is
patently not met.
Sonus quote a tracking force range of
1 — 1.5 gms, but do not quote an optimum
value. In this circumstance areasonable starting
figure is 1.25 gms. Like the Black, maximum
capacitance in the load should be no more than
400 pF, the suggestion being that this cartridge
works best with light loading. Itested it into
100 pF.
At 1 - 25 gms the Dimension 5 tracked very
high LF levels well. It needed 1 - 5gms to get
through high-level mid- band signals with the
same ability as the AKGs, but by current
standards the Dimension 5 tracks competently
all the same.
Distortion on lateral modulation was well
over twice that of the Black—and the AKG
units—and Istrongly suspect that this was due
to the tip shape or alignment. Stylus shape does
have asignificant effect upon lateral distortion
values, and the figure of 1.3% distortion
(primarily second harmonic in nature) is relatively poor by current standards. If this had
been third harmonic Iwould suspect it might be
easily detectable. Second harmonic, in my
experience, softens and sometimes enriches a
sound, only becoming obviously wrong at
levels of many percent.
Iwas not surprised to measure no less than
8.5% second harmonic on vertical modulation,
due to an excessively high vertical tracking
angle of 37°, or slightly more. The waveform
produced by the cartridge, on both left and
right channels, can be seen in the oscillogram.
The alternate rounding and sharpening of peaks
is a classic result of significant second order
components. Imust say, though, that second
harmonic distortion looks worse like this than it
sounds in practice, whereas the opposite is the
case with third harmonic. Overall, the Dimension 5 is not a low- distortion cartridge and the
high measured levels indicate that the stylus
and cantilever assembly need adesign re- think.
Output was low but acceptable for a 'quality'
cartridge at 3.8 mV for amodulation velocity of
5cms/sec RMS. Channel balance was good
and separation measured 25dB average in the
mid- band. There is little deterioration in this
characteristic at high frequencies.

IT CAME AS no surprise that the AKG P1OED
was one of the brightest cartridges Ihave ever
heard. There are few cartridges that peak up by
+3db at 7kHz; most units in fact display a
depressed response in this region. There's no
doubt that this characteristic of the Pl OED
totally dominates its sound and I, personally
found it intolerable.Treble also sounds rather
rough and 'grey', such a coloration possibly
resulting directly from the peaks in response,
since wideband peaks do create such effects.
Bass quality was large, but veering toward
boomy and uncontrolled. Altogether, I just
cannot recommend the P1OED.
In contrast, the Sonus Black sounded smooth
and quite rounded in its delivery. It is not
especially notable in anything it does, but the
cartridge is singularly inoffensive. Imaging was
probably the area of greatest ability in this
cartridge, although asomewhat bland presentation lacking in significant detail robbed the
sound- stage of a lot of action. Distortion on
vertical modulation, which affects left and right
images, has surprisingly little effect psychoacoustically, since it is central images that the
ear and brain focus on when listening.
Furthermore, vocals—to which the ear is most
critical—are normally placed centrally and few
instruments important in a performance are
placed at extreme left or right. As a result,
distortion from the Black was not as apparent
as one might expect. Backing vocals can be
heard to thicken up and become 'dirty' when
they are placed at the edges of the sound- stage,
but you have to concentrate on them or turn the
balance control to left or right to hear this effect.
So, whilst distortion exists and is audible, it
tends not to be noticed.
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HF RESPONSE (JVC TRS 1007 DISC)

Unusual stylus mounting of
Dimension 5. Sound w reduce
group delay.

quality which again was ' grey' and grainy. Midband clarity was good and images were light
and clean in nature, although not razor sharp in
position. Bass quality was much like that of the
P1OED, being a bit over- large and boomy.
Unfortunately, the P25MD would not play the
first grooves of many discs because its body hit
the raised outer lip'. Furthermore, it wouldn't
play even slightly warped discs at all, due to
minimal disc clearance. So, even if Ireally liked
this cartridge Iwouldn't dare recommend it for
fear of being lynched by buyers who acted on
my opinion.
Iwas quite pleased to hear the smooth, stable
imaging of the Sonus Dimension 5and listen to
its slightly warm but relaxing delivery of music.
Like the Black, it pleasantly avoids accentuation of surface noise, sibilance and other
treble nasties. It certainly does not offend, but
unfortunately it doesn't really deliver much
detail either, and although Ifound this Sonus
pleasant to listen to Iwouldn't go so far as to
say that it was particularly impressive in what it
did. The images that are established are clean
and well dimensioned, but comparisons against
a Goldring G900IGC and Glanz MFG71L
showed the Sonus to be singularly lacking in its
delivery of fine detail. There was adistinct lack
of top- end sparkle—the cartridge was dull in
this region— whilst bass output, although well
extended and correct in level, was blurred and
somewhat lacking in definition. Personally. I
neither liked nor disliked the Dimension 5, but I
can think of a handful of rivals that Iwould
prefer to listen to, two being named above. On
the whole, this unit was the best of amediocre
group of products.

Bass output from the Black was reasonably
solid and well extended, but not overpowering
in level. On balance the unit sounds relaxed,
inoffensive and mild mannered. But equally it
seems to do nothing especially well and Ican
think of ahost of competitive units, from A & R.
Nagaoka and Glanz to name a few examples,
that have so much more to offer.
The AKG P25MD is certainly a little more
subdued in treble output than its lower priced
brother, but it is still abit bright in alight, wispy
manner. Furthermore, Idid not like a treble

'Coincidentally, AKG have informed us that
they have become aware, both that under certain conditions it is possible that these cartridges may ' bottom' on the disc surface, and
that there is acertain ' brightness' of response.
(They point out that in many countries, such a
response is regarded as desirable.
However, in view of criticisms such as those
voiced by Noel Keywood, AKG are modifying
their ' micro mass' range and models available
by the time this issue appears should have an
improved performance.— Ed
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RECORD PLAYERS 1

Threeet0e1 Turntables
/tacking

reviewed by Gordon King
ARALLEL tracking means that the move-

Pment of the pickup cartridge always re-

mains parallel to the true radius of arecord. This
is the ideal situation because when arecord is
cut, the cutting stylus traverses the disc along a
straight radial path from the outer edge to the
geometric centre. The curved path followed by
the stylus of a cartridge carried by an arm
rotating about a pivot represents an error of
tracking. The amount of error, called lateral
tracking error in this case, is related to the
deviation of replay scan along an arc with
respect to the true radial scan.
Lateral tracking error is commonly expressed
as an angle, the error being zero when the
natural path of vibration in the lateral mode of
the replay stylus lies at right- angles to the
groove, corresponding to the mechanical length
axis of the cartridge being at right- angles to a
true line of radius across the record.
It will be apparent that the longer the arm the
shallower will be the replay arc and hence the
smaller the lateral tracking error. Some time ago,
a number of arms were made extra long to
minimise this error; in fact. SME originally made
a3012 as well as a3009. There is, however, a
problem with extra long arms in that the mass is
increased, consequently increasing the moment
of inertia ( effective mass) of the pickup system
which, when related to a cartridge of high
compliance, can result in an undesirably low LF
resonance. It is now generally accepted that this
resonance should not fall much below 10 Hz for
the best replay accuracy, especially when the
record is warped.
To minimise the lateral tracking error when a
cartridge is fitted to a pivoted arm of viable
length, two geometric artifices can be adopted.
One is the application of an offset angle between the length axis of the cartridge and the
effective axis of the arm, achieved either by
offsetting the headshell and/or cartridge at the
end of astraight arm or by suitably curving the
arm; and the other is the application of so-called
overhang so that instead of the stylus traversing
acurve passing through the centre spindle of the
turntable the line of traverse is displaced to the
far side of the spindle by acalculated amount
related to other dimensional factors of the arm.
Offset is normally fixed by the arm manufacturer, but by using an alignment protractor to
determine the best cartridge overhang, it is
possible to achieve two positions of zero error
between the outer and inner playing diameters,
with the maximum error rising, perhaps, towards
2° when the adjustment is accurately carried out.
Without such geometric artifices, zero error
could be arranged to occur at one playing
diameter only, the error then increasing substantially away from this position.
Lateral tracking error results in an increase in
replay distortion which rises with increasing
recorded level, but generally speaking the distortion from this cause is low compared with the
other distortions inherent in record playing. For
example, tracing distortion at moderate to high
recorded levels can be athousand times greater
than the distortion which is nowadays expected
from an amplifier, especially towards the treble
end of the spectrum. It is my personal opinion
that undue importance is made of lateral track-

ing errors of 2*, or even morel Less fuss seems to
be made of vertical tracking error, even though
the error here is often greater under practical
playing conditions than the lateral error evoked
by areasonable arm of the pivot type on which
the cartridge is properly adjusted.
The offset- plus- overhang arrangement unfortunately gives rise to aturning force about the
pivot owing to the frictional drag exerted on the
stylus by the groove when the record is playing.
This is ' seen' by the pickup as an extra inward
force deflecting the stylus away from its neutral
centre position and thereby introducing a
mechanical imbalance, particularly when the
static compliance of the cartridge is high ( low
stiffness). This side- thrust, as it is called, is
commonly compensated for by the application of
an approximately equal but opposite force introduced by a weight, spring or magnet. The
compensation at best can only be approximate
owing for one thing to the continuously varying
frictional drag of the stylus along the moving
groove with the changing nature of the modulation implanted therein.
Well adjusted side- thrust compensation, or
anti- skating bias as it is sometimes called, may
make it possible to reduce the tracking force
applied to agiven cartridge by as much as 20%
or more while retaining the same tracking ability.
On the other hand, compensation errors will
produce imbalance forces which deflect the
stylus laterally, and in this way tend to increase
the effective tracking error.
In addition to the virtual elimination of lateral
tracking error, the effect of which on the net
replay distortion—as Ihave indicated—is only
minimal, the parallel- tracking pickup does not
yield aside- thrust force, so the complications
of trying to compensate for it are avoided and
the intrinsic tracking performance is achieved at
the basic tracking force of the cartridge.
Moreover, the arm proper of a paralleltracking system is usually significantly lighter
than that of an average pivoted system. For
example, the overall weight of the short arm
section of the Revox B795 is no more than
27 gm and this includes both the counterweight
and the cartridge! The result is adynamic mass
appearing at the stylus tip of around 3-4 gm,
which ensures that the LF resonance of the
system does not fall to too low avalue. Such a
low moment of inertia also reduces the excursions of the stylus cantilever, preventing them
from entering the region of bad mechanical
non- linearity when a warped record is played,
and also reduces the subsonic peak signal
reaching the amplifier.
A parallel- tracking system is of necessity
considerably more complicated than a simple
pivoted system. The arm and cartridge have to
be transported over the record so that the stylus
follows a true radial path; a separate drive
arrangement is required for this. Further, the
speed of the transport needs to be synchronised
with the groove spiral. This calls for servocontrol whose input is derived from sensors
which detect any slight lateral displacement of
the cartridge/arm assembly. This causes the
servo- control to increase or decrease the speed
of transport so that the cartridge always traverses the record at the speed dictated by the

groove spiral. Such quasi- continuous guidance
of the cartridge/arm assembly is sometimes
achieved by an infra- red LED and two photodiodes arranged in adifferential configuration,
the servo- control then holding the effective
lateral tracking error to within 0.5° or less.
Servo- control of this nature also lends itself to
other automatic and logic- controlled functions,
so that once the record has been placed upon
the turntable and the transport swivelled into
position the lid can be closed and all operating
functions controlled by front panel buttons.

REVOX B795
As would be expected from Revox, this deck is
attractively presented, ergonomically formulated and competently engineered. It follows in
the steps of their earlier B790, but at circa £339,
including cartridge and VAT, lies in anew lower
price:category. It now incorporates an automatically established cartridge set- down at record
start but, unlike the B790, which was equipped
with variable speed control and digital readout,
there are quartz- locked constant speed settings
for 33-1- and 45 rpm.
The B795 uses a new Studer- Revox DC
magnetic disc drive ( MDD) motor, based on
Hall- effect commutation and incorporating a
permanent magnet with six- coil two-phase
drive. Continuous speed measurement is accomplished by a100- pole inductive ring sensor
which is geared to athird- order servo- control
with phase- lock- loop ( PLL) and quartz crystal
reference ( 3.072 MHz). The speed is selected
by illuminated push- buttons, the light coming
on when the correct speed has been reached.
Turntable mass is about 2.1 kg, but the effective
inertia is greater owing to the electronics.
The mat is ribbed, but it could be changed to a
felt mat if you don't like this or can be turned
over to present agreater contact surface to the
record! Double- chassis construction is adopted
whereby the motor board, carrying the directdrive motor system already described and the
servo- controlled arm system, is suspended
within arelatively shallow plinth. The suspension has alow frequency vibration period and is
usefully damped.
A rectangular housing, which is swivelled
over the record after it has been placed on the
turntable, contains a short stub arm, the arm
drive motor, an infra- red LED, and a pair of
photo- diodes which constitute the sensors for
arm motion control. The system as a whole
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When arecord is playing the arm can be lifted
if required, its radial position then holding.
When this is done the cartridge can be shifted
either way across the record and lowered on the
selected track. When arecord is playing it is also
possible to swivel the arm assembly off the
record without damaging anything! The cartridge is immediately lifted from the record and
the arm goes to the start position along its track.
A focused light built into the assembly
illuminates the cartridge to facilitate track selection and cueing.
At the selected 12 mN tracking force the
cartridge would not quite accommodate 89 pm
of lateral 300 Hz modulation at the test temperature; but improved tracking was noted at a
slightly greater tracking force. However, at the
factory- established force Inoted no particular
mistracking discomfort on heavily recorded records. The effective tip mass is very low and HF
tracking was good. The designers have certainly
achieved very good signal/noise and wow and
flutter performances. The effective mass of the
arm can only be regarded as very approximate,
but a low- frequency sweep pen chart (fig. 1b)
shows the resonance frequency ( f.) of the
arm/cartridge partnership, which falls at avery
acceptable frequency. Imust admit, though, to
being surprised by the rather ' peaky' nature of
the LF resonance.
There is a mild rise down to 20 Hz on the
20 Hz-20 kHz chart (fig. 1a) which reflects the
skirt of the resonance characteristic. Overall
frequency response is good, but, although
within specification, Iwould have been happier
with a closer channel balance. Separation on
one channel at 1kHz is just within specification,
though 9dB better on the other channel.
Cartridge output is suitable for m- m inputs on
pretty well all amplifiers, the ' phono' terminated
leads possessing about 220 pF capacitance. The
'phono' plugs were found not to partner the
sockets of some amplifiers perfectly.
The deck was very well accepted by all those

Skeletal simplicity of the 8795 arm

is extremely well engineered. The sample
came complete with an AKG P2OMDR
cartridge. This had been installed, adjusted and
tested at the factory, and tests were made
without making any additional adjustments.
However, it is possible to make adjustments to
the tracking force and limit of vertical movement
of the arm. Recommended tracking force of the
P2OMDR is given as 12 mN ( 1.2 gm), this
having been factory set.
Although the deck normally comes equipped
with the P2OMDR, it can be purchased for the
same price without a cartridge but with a
cartridge mounting kit which comprises all
the required hardware, weights, alignment
gauge, balance and screwdriver to fit your own
choice cartridge. The kit can also be purchased
separately. The low dynamic ( effective) mass of
the arm means that you could use a high
compliance cartridge without fear of bringing
the LF resonance down too low in value.
The plinth and motor board are finished in a
dark- grey matt material, which looks quite attractive. A shaped and tinted transparent cover
encloses the whole of the playing department
(though the hinges on the sample failed to let
the cover fall tightly on the plinth stops), and a
slightly sloping panel at the front carries two
sets of three press- buttons. One set of three
operates the mains supply ( a bit stiff this one)
and the 33* and 45 rpm speeds. The other set
provides the operating functions, giving left and
right shift of the arm along its track for cueing
and recorded track selection, and lifting and
lowering of the arm.
Operation is dead easy. The record is placed
on the turntable and the arm assembly swivelled
over the record. The lid can then be closed and
all operations controlled by the front buttons.
After swivelling the arm assembly, even though
this might have been done with a previous
record half played, the cartridge will be in the
position required for the record lead-in groove.
After switching the power on ( indicated by ared
light) and selecting the speed button, the lowering button is depressed and the record commences to play. At the end of play, the cartridge
automatically returns to the start position and
the deck goes into standby mode.
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who used it while it was operating under
domestic conditions. It certainly eased the
'hardship' of record playing with its automatic
and servo- controlled functions and the need not
to touch the pickup by hand. Icannot truthfully
say that record playing distortion was any lower
than experienced from pivoted arm systems.
Some small coloration was discerned and different types of coloration could be introduced
by changing the turntable mat. Overall, though,
the reproduction was very acceptable.
Acoustic isolation was very fair. It was not
possible to evoke a howl- round situation even
at full gain setting of the amplifier used; but
under this condition the deck became quite
microphonic with the ' ring' focused well towards the low- frequency end of the spectrum.
This is certainly one of the best parallel
tracking systems that Ihave tried. It is virtually
foolproof in operation and has some very desirable operational features. It is not at all
obtrusive and would blend nicely with the hi-fi.
With the dust cover closed the dimensions are
449 x142 x395 mm ( Wx H xD). The height
goes up to 340 mm with the dust cover open.

TECHNICS SL10
This astonishing deck deviates significantly
from convention and undoubtedly required
some radical ( radial!) contemplation on the part
of its designers. Try to imagine a smooth yet
solid box about the height of a stack of 15
sleeved records and of a surface area close to
that of arecord sleeve, then you will be close to
visualising the proportions of the SL10. The
approximate
dimensions
in
reality
are
315 x315 x88 mm, including the feet.
It is an automatic device which will play quite
happily in any plane, even upside-down!
Instead of the hinged transparent dust cover
which adorns the vast majority of record decks,
the die-cast alloy body is formed of two hinged
sections. The lower section contains a directdrive quartz- crystal- locked motor and turntable
carrying afixed rubberised mat, while the upper
section is equipped with the parallel tracking
arm and its drive, and amoving- coil cartridge. A
head amplifier is contained in the lower section
and can be activated with a rear press- switch.
To accommodate the fully hinged- up upper
section, you really need aheadroom alittle over
370 mm; but Iused the deck on ashelf with an
upper head- room of only 270 mm without
undue hardship. The upper section has to be
opened to load the record and this is the only
contact that one has with the record and playing
parts of the deck. After closing the lid, the record

starts to play when the start button is depressed.
When the record comes to an end, the arm
automatically lifts, glides to its start position and
the deck goes into standby mode. The deck
cannot be fooled into lowering its pickup on to a
rotating but vacant turntable mat!
It is possible by depressing the stop button to
abort a record at any time, the arm again
returning to its start position. The arm can be
lifted and lowered by the sequential depression
of another button. When in the lifted position,
depression of the start button causes inward
traverse of the arm, while depression of the
stop button causes the arm to traverse in the
opposite direction. These operations, of course,
facilitate cueing, and with either of them it is
possible to accelerate the action by secondstage depression of the appropriate button. The
top of the closed deck is composed of adarktinted transparent material so that you can see
what is happening inside. In the far right-hand
quadrant lies acueing scale and ared- glowing
pointer which indicates the position of the arm
over the record. When the arm is in the raised
position ared light shows towards the centre of
the record, but this fails to provide adequate
illumination to assist much with the cueing. A
The SL10's lid-mounted arm and m- c pickup

brighter light of suitable hue for penetrating the
dark- tinted top and shining evenly over the
entire record surface would be advantageous.
Quartz- locked speeds of 33i- and 45 rpm are
available, and the speed at which the deck is
running is LED- indicated. LEDs are also used to
signify other functions. Speed selection becomes automatic when a switch at the righthand corner of the small motor board is set to the
auto position. At this setting not only does the
turntable spin at the speed dictated by the
record size, but the auto arm lowering then also
correlates with the smaller diameter 45 rpm
record. Of course, if you play 12 in. 45 records,
such as the EMI Direct Master series, then you
will need to set the switch to 45 or 33-,1- rpm
when you play small diameter 33i- records.
Sensors below and above the turntable mat
provide the auto function.
The main buttons are located along the front
edge of the deck, but there are also buttons
accessible only when the upper section is
opened for turntable operation and for power
on/off. The auto switch is also located here.
Finally, afunction that some people presumably
find useful, namely, repeat, is also available by
depressing atop button.
Mains is connected by asuitably terminated
cable, while the audio signals are delivered by
gold-plated ' phono' sockets, the deck coming
complete with a signal lead terminated with
gold-plated ' phono' plugs. As already mentioned, the inbuilt headamp can be brought into
circuit or bypassed by a rear press- switch.
The fitted moving- coil cartridge cannot be
easily changed by the user and the tracking
force needs special jig equipment for setting
accurately. Ortofon should be making a m- m
cartridge available for the deck—of suitable
size—early this month, while the similar but less
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expensive SL7 deck is scheduled for launching
later on. This incorporates am- m cartridge and
will not have a headamp.
Owing to the design of the deck one or two
problems were encountered during the lab
work, but we soon got the hang of the autooperations when using test records! Iwas alittle
surprised to measure aweighted 33î- rpm wow
and flutter of 0-1% and promptly conveyed
these findings to John Cox of National
Panasonic. I
would agree with him that my value
was abnormally high and not characteristic of
the product generally which, indeed, is endowed with some very low figures in the specification, so Iwould put it down to a sample
aberration, it being understood that the particular sample Iwas sent for review had previously done the rounds of the shows!
When the upper section is closed the record is
clamped into position on the turntable against
spring pressure by a rotating centre piece. It is
quite possible that this on my sample was atrifle
'sticky'. However, subsequent rechecks revealed the significantly lower figures shown on
the lab chart.
Iwas given to understand that the tracking
force was set to 1.25 gm, and if this were the
case then the lateral tracking ability was not bad,
though possibly not quite as good as the
cartridge in the Revox tracking at 1 - 2 gm.
However, Idiscovered that the tracking performance improved with time of operation. The
inside temperature of the deck was found to rise
to about 32°C from an outside 20°C ambience,
which can certainly favour the tracking of some
cartridges, and not least moving- coils. As Reg
Williamson has quite rightly pointed out to me,
cartridge tracking on an absolute scale can be
significantly temperature sensitive. On the other
hand, the warm inside can quell humidity and
hence enhance static tendencies! There is a
good seal round the deck with the top closed,
so dust ingress should not be a problem.
A certain degree of the inherent ' electrical
noise emanated from the head- amp, but this
was relatively small on a subjective basis. The
actual rumble on a DIN B basis was very low.
You will see that the cartridge had a good
20 Hz-20 kHz requency response (fig. 2a),
though carrying a fair amount of upper- treble
lift. Channel balance at 1kHz was within the
1dB specification. Separation, too, was very
acceptable, even right up to 10 kHz or more.
The 4 Hz- 100 Hz sweep (fig. 2b) puts the
resonance of the left channel close to 15 Hz and
that of the right channel around 12 to 13 Hz. As
the cartridge has adynamic compliance of 12 Cu
or thereabouts, the dynamic mass of the arm
with the 6 gcartridge works out to around 9-5 g,
giving a dynamic mass for the arm alone of
around 3-5 g ( using the 15 Hz f.). This sort of
calculation, however, can only be very ap-
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proximate; but nevertheless you can rest assured
that the moving mass of the arm is very low,
close to that of the Revox. The sweep also
shows that the amplitude of the resonance
approaches 10 dB, so extra damping would be
useful if this could be engineered into the arm
or—better—the cartridge. You will notice that
the side skirt of the resonance appears on the
20 Hz-20 kHz sweep. In practice, the amplifier
would probably incorporate fixed or switchable
high-pass filtering in the pickup or control
preamplifier, so the rise in low bass output could
be tamed.
Through the headamp, the deck has an output
similar to that of an average m- m cartridge, so
there should be no problems with interfacing. It
is unlikely that the prevailing pickup overload
margins of amplifiers would be breached, even
on the heaviest of recordings. The cartridge
itself has aper- channel output of about 80 pV
per cm/s, slightly higher than some movingcoils, and the headamp a loaded gain approximating 22 dB.
The deck was highly favoured by my family
during the spell that it was on trial. It is one of the
best things that we have had for review was one
comment! Apart from a little reluctance sometimes for the arm to lower when depressing the
start button, probably another idiosyncrasy of
the particular sample, the deck was ajoy to use.
Under audition some fine sounds were obtained from top-flight records. Overall response
was smooth and stereo imagery outstanding.
Very critical listening over extended periods,
however, revealed mild exaggeration of uppertreble notes and overtones, sometimes giving
the impression of stridence. When the recent
JVC AX- 9 Super- A amplifier was partnered
with the deck, it became possible to achieve a
quick A/B comparison between the headamp in
the JVC and that in the SL10. Iwas rather
surprised by the differences between the two
sounds, the overall preference being for the
JVC's headamp! The bass was more firm, becoming tighter, and there was less of the upper101

treble emphasis, though accompanied by a
slight diminution of 'delicacy'.
With the SL10's headamp, the best results
were obtained by cutting the amplifier's treble
by apoint, switching in the subsonic filter and
then giving ashade of bass lift. Iam not sure of
the interfacing between the cartridge and the
SL10's headamp, but it is possible that some
change here could improve matters. It would
also have been a good idea had the designers
tailored the lower and upper response extremes
of the headamp to cater more closely for the
nature of the response given by the cartridge at
upper- treble and by the cartridge/arm combination at low bass. It is not easy for the user to
make such changes in the deck.
Some slight deck coloration was detected,
but this was by no means severe. Acoustic
howl- round was not aproblem at any realistic
sound pressure level. The deck developed microphonic tendencies at high volume control
settings, as can be expected; but the isolating
feet did quite a fair job in preventing shelf or
table vibrations from reaching the deck. The
mechanical properties of the feet seemed to be
well suited to the mass of the deck.
On the whole, then, certainly avery interesting record playing machine and one which Ifeel
sure will sell well. Iknow my family would buy
one given half a chance; and Imust admit to
being tempted myself! Price at the last count
was around £333 depending on purchasing
source, but for this, remember, there is quite an
expensive m- ccartridge and headamp, plus the
deck proper, which will play at any angle.

MITSUBISHI LT- 5V
This is the least expensive of the three paralleltracking decks reviewed this month, understood
to be selling typically for around £ 199. It is
relatively bulky, significantly larger than the true
mini Technics SL10, and is designed to operate
standing upright in a vertical plane! Its approximate dimensions are 466 x430 x200 mm
(w x xD) and it weighs about 12-5 kg.
Hinged at the top of the deck is atransparent
semi- cover. This cannot rightly be called adust
cover because it is open at the sides and bottom
and only partly covers alittle more than half the
deck. Ithink Mitsubishi would be prudent to
give it a less inaccurate name! Frankly, apart
perhaps from helping with overall appearance, I
can see little point in this cover. In fact, when it is
hinged upwards for record changing it is easily
knocked. Fortunately, it is easy to remove or not
fit.
Since the turntable spins like a vertically
disposed flywheel, some means is necessary to
retain the record on the mat. This is achieved by
a hinged record clamp, which can be released
from the centre of the turntable by depressing a
couple of ' buttons' and swivelling the assembly
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outwards. After putting a record in place, the
clamp is hinged into position and then locks on
to the turntable spindle, which is longer than
most. Net result is the application of mild spring
pressure to the centre part of the record by a
74 mm centre pad at the end of theclamp arm. In
some cases Ifound that this tended to encourage slight dishing, causing the outer diameter of the record to lift a trifle from the
turntable mat, thereby emphasising ripple as
governed by the intrinsic flatness of the record
and by any mechanical stresses 'trapped' during
the pressing. Some of my technical test records
seemed to have more outer diameter ripple on
this deck than on more conventional ones.
The arm dangles downwards rather like a
pendulum from the parallel tracking carriage,
and to ensure that this happens truly vertically to
start with, screw adjustments are provided on
the four rubberised feet. There is also a screw
adjustment for ensuring that the stylus communicates with the lead-in track of arecord, and
adjustments for tracking force and stylus height.
Length of the arm proper is about 135 mm and
this takes ascrew- on headshell. The far end of
the straight arm is equipped with acounterbalance weight of special shape and the required
tracking force is applied by aflat screw adjustment which is calibrated in grams, after first
setting the calibration to zero force with the arm
in a state of equilibrium. Scale range is up to
about 2.5 gm.
The carriage tracks horizontally within aslot
at the top right-hand quadrant of the deck, and
the tracking is synchronised by servo control.
Scales marked 0to 10 are present at the top of
the deck for carriage traverse and along the
length of the clamp arm; the former one, however, is barely fine enough to help much with
accurate cueing.
The deck is operated by five ' micro- switches'
on an inclined panel at the bottom right-hand
quadrant, which are related to a small, neat
indicator panel, the various functions showing
by illuminated numbers and symbols. When the
arm clamp is disengaged the mains is applied,
the deck than being in ' standby' mode. After
placing arecord on the turntable, play is commenced by depressing the start button.
Operation and record size/speed selection are
entirely automatic, and after play the arm lifts
and the carriage runs back to the start position,
at which point the motor switches off and the
deck reverts to ' standby'. The same action is
precipitated at any time while arecord is playing
by depressing the stop button.
While arecord is playing it is possible to lift
the arm by depressing another button. In this
position the carriage and hence arm can be
moved slowly ( one speed) either way across the
record by depressing the start or stop button.
When the stylus lies over the required track,
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The Mitsubishi arm is hard to envisage but
proved easy to use

depression of the
lift/cue
button
lowers the arm
and the selected
track
is
thus
played.
It
is
difficult, though,
to secure accurate
cueing
without experience, though it
is possible, of
course, to start
the play on any
required
track.
This is achieved
by
depressing
the lift button
before the start button and then using the start
button to traverse the arm to the required
starting point. Speed ( 34- or 45 rpm) can be
selected manually by another button, while the
final button provides arepeat facility.
All the operations performed consistently and
accurately ( once the deck was levelled and the
adjustments carefully set) during the trials, and
the deck was found easy to use. Tracking error
would seem to be extremely small. Iwould say in
the order of + 0.1°. The illuminated indicator
panel reveals whether amaladjustment is affecting the tracking, the indication then being either
side of zero.
Control is by ' logic' and light emission. At the
upper left-hand quadrant of the deck controlling
light is radiated, which is received by prisms let
into the fixed turntable mat and then transmitted
to the logic control for determining the lead-in
position of the arm and the speed of the
turntable. The arm will not lower when the
turntable is spinning without the presence of a
record. However, correct lowering is sensed
only with 30 cm ( 12 in) 33i- and 17 cm ( 7 in) 45
records, as also the correct speed; when records
different from these are used a semi- manual
mode of operation needs to be adopted, otherwise the stylus may be damaged. Neither is it
possible directly to play badly warped records
(see my former remarks), records differing from
RIAA standards, 25 cm ( 10 in) records, or transparent or coloured ( red, green, blue or yellow)
records. However, to allow auto- operation of
transparent records, black- faced thin flexible
discs are provided for placing between the
turntable mat and record—one each for 17 cm
and 30 cm records.
The turntable is powered by a belt- coupled
PLL servo motor ( turntable mass is 1-3 kg, not
very dissimilar from that of the SL10), and ' pitch'
controls are fitted for each speed giving an
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adjustment range around + 3%. The deck is also
equipped with an optical strobe.
The deck is nicely engineered but Imust admit
to being alittle concerned with the end float on
the turntable bearing, which on the test sample
appeared to be more than 1mm. There was no
detectable play on the arm bearings.
The LF resonance occurred just below 8 Hz
(fig. 3b), which is appreciably lower than that of
either of the other two decks. An Audio
Technica AT- 12E cartridge was fitted whose
dynamic compliance is suspected to be a little
above about 30 cu and weight 5.5 g. Thus,
using these parameters, the effective mass of the
arm works out to around 7.5 g excluding the
mass of the cartridge but including that of the
headshell ( which is about 6.2 g). Iwould have
been happier with ahigher LF resonance, which
can be achieved, of course, by using acartridge
of lower compliance than that of the AT- 12E.
Nevertheless, this is avery acceptable cartridge
having aremarkably good stereo separation and
acceptable frequency response, though drooping away a little at upper- treble (fig. 3a).
The cartridge was found to track well in the
deck at a force equivalent to 1.5 g. We found
that its sensitivity was just about 4dB above

1mV per cm/s at 1kHz, which is considerably
higher than given in Mitsubishi's specification!
Initially, the wow and flutter seemed to be
higher than it should have been; but, again, it
was noticed that the performance on this parameter improved with motor running time, and
the values ultimately measured are given on the
lab chart. Wow and flutter is not the easiest of
parameters to measure accurately, as it is affected by the test record and its concentricity.
S/N ratios and rumble were not much different from those measured on the Revoxexcellent values, in fact.
Acoustic damping of the deck seemed quite
fair and marginally better than Ihave detected
on more conventionally- styled decks. The rubberised feet also provide reasonable isolation
from outside vibrations. With the pickup resting
on a stationary record the deck itself became
microphonic with the amplifier gain up, but the
volume control could be advanced almost fully
in my test set-up before ahowl- round situation
obtained. Even so, Icouldn't help feeling that
the deck was tending to colour the reproduction
slightly. This was revealed by making A/B
comparisons when auditioning from the main
listening room speakers while the speakers in
the same room as the deck ( the lab) were
simultaneously switched on and off. The deck
was particularly free from hum induction,
background mains ripple or buzz.
Under normal audition very acceptable
sounds were produced. The cartridge gave a
smooth, clean rendering over the entire spectrum with minimal stridence and excellent stereo
imagery. Low bass, too, was solidly and cleanly.
portrayed, as also was low-level ambience. At
high sound levels, when the deck was used in
the same room as the speakers, there seemed to
be alittle confusion of complex music. Wow and
flutter was not asubjective problem.
The deck is unique in conception but has
some ' gimmick value', as do most decks which
differ from convention. It needs more room than
the Technics but is less expensive and just as

easy to operate

Conclusions
It is now generally agreed that some of the best
auditioning decks are those which cut through
all unnecessary fitments and get right down to
engineering basics-though despite this such
decks are not always the least expensive! For
nth- degree hi-fi the less there is on a deck to
vibrate and resonate, the better. Icannot truthfully say that improved reproduction will be
heard to result from parallel tracking as distinct
from pivoted arms. Ifeel that there are more
over-riding distortions than that produced by a
couple of degrees of lateral tracking error!
Nevertheless we are now in aworld of autofunctions and microprocessors so can expect
these to percolate into our record playing. They
are there if you want them and consider their
extra cost warranted. Looking at the decks in
this sort of light, then my choice would be the
SL10. This is avery well developed deck which
has the advantage of particularly small size and
good sound. Equally as well performing and
possibly superior in some ways to the Technics
is the well- engineered Revox, which is closely
related in price. This one is fairly conventionally
dimensioned.
For price advantage the Mitsubishi wins the
day outright. The design also scores if you have
height availability but are limited to depth of
shelving or mounting ( though the same can be
said to apply to the Technics). It is a good
sounding deck and reasonably immune to external vibration and acoustic coupling.
At adifferent scale of appeal are the automatic
functions of all the decks of the group, and for
the person who craves ease of operation allied
with good quality of reproduction, though
possibly not to the absolute as may be demanded by the super- critical audiophile and
who considers the utmost simplicity of
mechanics and electronics as the goal, then all
the decks are worthy of consideration in their
own individual ways •

RECORD DECKS

REVOX B795 with P20 MDR

TECHNICS SL10 with 310MC

MITSUBISHI LT- 5V with AT- 12E

Tracking ability 300 Hz 1-2 gm tracking
force ( HFS75 record):

>40 pm vertical; > 63 pm lateral
(mistracks 80 pm lateral)

>40 pm vertical; 63 pm lateral
(mistracks 80pm lateral) at 1.25g -•

>50 pm vertical; 70 pm lateral
(mistracks 80 pm lateral)

Wow and flutter DIN (
Decca record)
34:
45:

0.05% (0.07% unweighted)
0.04% (0.07% ditto)

0.06% (0.09% unweighted )*•••
0-05% (0-09% ditto )••••
(see text)

ee.0.05% (0.08% unweighted)
;s0.05% (0.08% unweighted)
(improves see text)

S/N ratio CCIR/ARM•
Rumble+ noise DIN audio band:

67.5 dB
-47.5 dB ( k.- 75 dB DIN B)

61 dB via head amplifier
-44 dB ( sr.- 73 dB DIN B)

66 dB
-45 dB ( 2---74 dB DIN B)

Estimated dynamic mass of arm":

3.5 g

3.5 g

7.5 g

Arm/cartridge resonance:

13Hz

15 Hz Lch.

7-7 Hz Land Rchannels

Turntable mass:

2.1 kg

not measurable

1.3 kg

Mat:

rubberised with radial ribs

rubberised with sensors

rubberised with sensors ( see text)

Run-up time 331:

<2s

<1.5s

not measurable

Absolute separation 1kHz 5cm/s
appropriate plane ( HFS75)
right- on- left:
left- on- right:

27 dB
33 dB

26 dB
32 dB

38 dB
30 dB

Cartridge load:

47 k-ohm/250 pF approx

headamp suitable for m- m PU inputs

47 k-ohm/250 pF approx

Cartridge o/p at indicated load
5cm/s 1kHz L/R ( HFS75):

2.8 mV/3.3 mV

5.4 mV/5.9 mV ( 415 pV/450 pV direct)

7.8 mV/8.5 mV

Channel imbalance 5cm/s 1kHz;

1.4 dB

0.8 dB

0-7 dB

Tracking force of tests:

1.2 g

1.25 g + 0.25 gas supplied

1.5 g

••••

Ref. 10cm/s lateral via RIAA eq. •
Excluding mass of cartridge.
Tracking improved to better than 80 pm lateral with increase in internal deck temperature. Audio Technica AT6605 tracking test record also brought into operation for
these tests.
These are higher values than would be expected using the Decca record, possibly resulting from the particular test sample which had been used for previous
demonstrations and shows. -Better values measured by the manufacturer and by other authorities.
Based on cartridge compliance of 12 cu, cartridge weight of 6gand low frequency resonance of 15 Hz and applicable to left channel 45 deg. plane.
Tracks 100 pm lateral at 1.5 g, which is the recommended force.
Based on cartridge compliance of 33 cu, cartridge weight of 5.5 gand low-frequency resonance of 7.7 Hz ( both channels similar).
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RECORD PLAYERS 2

Four budget turntables
O

by Noel Keywood

VER THE LAST few years, record decks have changed little in
appearance, apart from the introduction of some parallel tracking
designs. And in fact, at the budget end of the market very little has
changed in basic design, improvements being achieved through steady
development rather than radical innovation.
This situation is both good and bad. Some features that need
improvement—such as overweight arms—are still with us, though old
weaknesses such as rumble seem to have virtually disappeared. But
among the four budget record decks tested here, there is quite a wide
variation in design approach, since two of the decks in this report are
European—though one uses a proportion of Japanese parts—and they
tend to contrast with the mainstream of Japanese units.
While the Japanese display great ability in production engineering,
standard of finish and quality control, being accurately guided by
remarkable marketing ability, they also are insular and conservative in
approach. Japanese industry has set standards where standards matter,
but it is slow to move away from its own ideas and adopt worthwhile new
ones. Iget the feeling after assessing this group of products that the great
Japanese production machine is a goliath that truly has some
weaknesses—which in the future may become more apparent. There are
signs of such weakness in their products here, as well as signs of the type
of abilities that European manufacturers may display if only they can stay
awake and on their toes.
Prices of the turntables in this group range from £ 60 for Sansui's P50 up
to around £ 75—when fitted with cartridge—for Dual's CS505. ( It is
available without cartridge for somewhat less.) Iwas most surprised by
Garrard's DD455, since it is alarge and attractive looking direct- drive unit,
fitted with an Ortofon cartridge, and yet priced at around £ 70. This surely
is a sign of the way things are going; both Garrard and Dual are very
obviously quite sophisticated designs offered at a price Iwould have
thought impossible to achieve. The CS505, Sansui P50 and Harksound
HS210 are all belt- driven.
In rating the relative qualities of these four turntables Iuse, like all
reviewers, some sort of notional standard of goodness.
Basically, we need atwo- speed platter that rotates evenly without wow
and flutter. Direct- drive is marginally better at achieving this than beltdrive, its main ability being reduced overall speed drift. It is said, and quite
rightly, that for the servo- system of direct- drive to work the deck must, by
definition, first drift—since servo- systems need an error to detect before
they can operate. However, the cyclic speed drift of belt drive due to
eccentricities of the motor drive pulley and platter, plus other more
obscure factors, produces somewhat more drift than that of direct- drive.
(Belt drive performance also deteriorates sooner in use.)
In jerking aplatter that is drifting off- speed back onto its correct speed,
the servo systems of direct- drive could produce the sort of high- rate speed
changes that are audibly objectionable, but current measurement techniques are good enough to detect the sort of high- rate wow or flutter this
would produce, and after spending a lot of time trying to find such an
effect. Iam quite sure that it doesn't exist.
To even up the odds, Ishould point out that belt drive, when used well
(by Thorens, for example), may work as well as direct- drive and be reliable
over many years.
Your smoothly- rotating platter must now be mounted on a plinth.
Superficially, a plinth holds the arm and platter in their respective
positions, and is also a platform for the dust cover. However, the plinth
may vibrate or ' ring', transferring such coloration to both arm and platter.
The net result is the same whichever is affected—modulation of music
signal. You can rap the thing with your knuckles and make an educated
guess about whether coloration is likely or not: ideally, it should sound
'solid' and 'dead'.
Another function of the plinth—or, more specifically, its suspension
system—is to isolate the entire deck from outside vibration and disturbance. My own tests and experience indicate that sheer mass is one way in
which aplinth may achieve this end quite well. The second way is by use
of an intelligently engineered floating subchassis which carries both arm
and platter. The former is most appropriate to direct- drive and the latter to
belt drive. A word of caution: not all floating suspensions are as good as
they look. Idon't think it is too much to ask that even budget turntables
should possess areasonably well- designed plinth. However, this is where
compromises are often made to keep manufacturing and shipping costs
down.
And then, of course, we have the arm—about which much has been
said. Dyed-in-the-wool enthusiasts insist on an independent, manually
controlled tone- arm, but every manufacturer knows that a majority of
buyers for this type of turntable insist on the convenience of an autosystem. Consequently, we now have the popular compromise of semi104

automatic, where an arm is manually placed over the disc, starting the
platter automatically, and cued down, then lifted and returned to rest
automatically at the end of adisc. This has proved to be avery convenient
system. Dual's CS505 lifts the arm but does not return it, whereas Garrard
have taken no chances on user preferences, having fitted both this type of
semi- automatic mode and fully automatic play. The main drawback of an
auto- system is obstruction of free arm movement, especially at the end of a
disc. Unfortunately, new review products nearly always work well in this
respect and it is only after afew years of wear and dust and dirt collection
that adeck's auto system might start to act up. Obviously, there isn't much
a reviewer can say about this.
Arm bearings have improved dramatically and now rarely obstruct
movement. Arm friction can set the lower tracking force limit. When
balanced out, an arm must move freely in both horizontal and vertical
directions, free horizontal movement being the most difficult to achieve.
This freedom must not be achieved at the expense of locational rigidity,
though, since slack bearings cause their own problems. The arm tube/
headshell should also be reasonably rigid, so as to avoid torsion/flexion
modes adding coloration.
It is in the matter of arm mass, specifically effective mass, that Japan is
slow to make changes. In previous reviews Ihove outlined the value of
high mass in providing mass- impedance for stable cartridge location. This
is especially valuable for m- c units with limited compliance, which can
cope with high mass. On budget decks acompromise is needed, and arm
mass should be placed in aband of about 8-15 gm in order to make the
arm compatible with most medium-priced cartridges, while not compromising on rigidity. Ultra- low mass is unlikely to be required for the type
of cartridge that decks in this price group are most likely to handle.
Both Dual and Garrard show rather more awareness of this topic than
their Japanese counterparts, and it is in remaining aware of ( many) such
matters that they can pull ahead. Plinth construction and isolation, and
arm geometry and set-up techniques, are features that need attention. I
hope European manufacturers tackle these matters before the Japanese—
as so often in the past—get out in front.
So my ideal deck has a platter that rotates steadily, asolid plinth, an
effective isolation system, and amedium- mass arm that moves freely. It
must of course be easy to use ( and should be semi- automatic at least).
Ideally, all four turntables tested here should display these basic properties
to the highest degree possible within the price limitations.

Sansui P50
Sansui's P50 is astraightforward belt- drive semi- automatic turntable of
traditional Japanese styling. Iwas attracted to, and have tested, this deck
once already, because of Sansui's avowed interest in reducing arm
resonances and improving sound quality. Most manufacturers still talk
about wow and flutter and bias compensation ad nauseam in promotional
literature, while Sansui talk about improving sound quality with their P50.
This struck me as an interesting and possibly rewarding change of
emphasis. In their own words "A Sansui fishbone' pattern acoustic
absorbent fills the S-shaped arm to damp resonance and remove the low
frequency 'mud' in your music". By ' resonance' they mean structural
resonances within the arm tube—a phenomenon I have long been
measuring and discussing.
Also of interest with regard to the P50 was Sansui's mention of a
'dynamic decoupler' to improve bass
response which, as I
suspected,
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turned out to be conventional counterweight decoupling. And their
guarantee that the arm can achieve a1gm tracking force, due to its high
quality bearings, didn't go unnoticed either.
Put these factors together, take into account the popularity of the earlier
SR- 222, and tthink you can see why the P50 potentially looks attractive.
The P50 plinth is alightweight ' plastic' pressing finished in grey. It is
very light, somewhat resonant when rapped with the knuckles, and sits on
four rubber feet; an unconvincing isolation system. The dust cover moves
on spring- loaded hinges and you can't easily open or close the cover while
the unit is playing because the plinth then tends to vibrate and make the
arm jump. In use, therefore, the cover is best left open, or shut quickly
before the arm touches down after cueing.
Although lightweight in feel, the P50 is well made and finished. As with
all semi- automatics, the platter starts when the arm is moved over the edge
of a disc and descent onto the disc was smooth, suitably slow and
controlled. Arm return at the end of aside was unobtrusive—there were
neither electrical nor mechanical noises to be heard. A 'cut' control is fitted
to reject adisc whilst it is playing, if desired. All controls are within the dust
cover and the cue lever is situated at the arm pillar.
Sansui's S-shaped arm moved freely in both planes and this review
sample, like the otherl have tested, displayed little arm friction for abudget
deck. It would track acartridge at 1gm, as Sansui claim, and in fact the
balance point of the arm is very critical because of the lack of bearing
friction. There is little slack in the bearings, however.
Tracking force is applied by the usual calibrated counterweight system
which proved accurate, as was the amount of bias compensation
provided—this was a trifle high in inner grooves with the last review
sample. The arm will accept cartridges weighing from 3.5 gm-11 gm,
when applying atracking force of 2gm maximum. Ortofon lightweight
cartridges will just balance out if they are fitted with screws weighing
about 1gm ( as many do). Since the Sansui arm uses a conventional
bayonet type headshell connector, Ortofon Concorde cartridges can be
fitted, and they will balance out with the Ortofon counterweight supplied
with each cartridge. However, astylus force gauge will be then needed for
tracking force. Signal lead capacitance measured alow 95pF.
Effective mass of the arm was too high at 22 gm and in this matter
Sansui have been somewhat tardy. Considering the other innovations this
deck incorporates. I'm surprised that arm mass hasn't been attended to.
For an enthusiast, who knows awarped record when he sees one, high
arm mass might be acceptable since you can either avoid using warped
records altogether or fit asuitably uncompliant cartridge. For the average
budget buyer who isn't interested in technicalities—and why should he
be?-1think the P50 arm is inadvisably heavy. Sansui should change this.
The arm of this deck is non- resonant, but the standard plastic headshell
fitted isn't! There is astrong resonance at 180 Hz and in consequence it is
best replaced with an ADC magnesium headshell. This decreases effective
mass of the arm by afractional 1gm but, more important, the arm becomes
virtually resonance- free. As you can see from comparing the response and
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crosstalk traces of fig. 1A with those of the other products in this group,
the P50 suffers less from structural arm resonance than most decks.
Obviously, Sansui's 'fishbone' insert is an effective damper.
The pickup cartridge is aligned in the headshell by measuring the stylusto- collar distance which, Sansui say, should be 51 mm. This puts the inner
zero for tracking error close to 58 mm radius, which increases distortion
from tracking error unnecessarily at 80 mm radius. Ifind abetter solution is
to set stylus-to-headshell collar distance to 52 mm. This takes the inner
zero out to greater than 62 mm and tends to reduce the maximum
distortion produced by tracking error from approximately 1% to 0.6%.
Resistance to feedback displayed by the unit ( fig. 1B) was typical for a
'solid' plinth suspended on rubber feet. It wasn't as bad as some decks,
since the peaks are not too high, nor are they very wide, so letting through
a lot of energy. But the feedback floor is 45 dB below 3.54 cm/s
modulation level, which represents 0 dB on the graph. Better suspension
systems allow better than — 50 dB of 'quieteness' to be achieved in this
area. Iwould expect some of this feedback energy to excite the plinth,
producing resonance and coloration.
The first P50 Ireviewed displayed stable platter speed. This second
sample was in trouble. The platter ran 1.2% fast and was suffering 0.3%
wow due to sudden cyclic speed changes. Consequently, DIN - weighted
total wow & flutter was abit higher than it should have been at 0.13%. This
weighted level, over aperiod of 100s, is shown along the bottom of fig.
1A. As you can see, overall level was below 0.1%—a good result—even if
the quasi- peak level which must be quoted for DIN use was higher.
Rumble from the deck was inaudible, although there was a slight
mechanical drone to be heard coming from the motor. Also, a hollow
ringing coloration was to be heard in the background, and this is almost
certainly generated by the plinth.
In use the P50 plinth proved to be microphonic, but the arm wasn't. I
obtained very precise sound quality, which was light and unmuddled,
from the deck. On balance it sounds a bit bright and there is also some
coloured, hollow ambience added to the sound which is certainly due to
the plinth. In spite of these weaknesses, though, Istill rate the P50 highly
since it is pleasant and satisfying to use, whilst providing alive, exciting
sound.

Harksound HS210

The Harksound HS210 is asombre grey two- speed belt- drive deck, also
made in Japan, but marketed by aGerman company. It is duller to look at
than the Sansui and rather uninspiring visually. However, unusually, this
deck possesses a floating sub- chassis suspension system that isolates
both platter and arm from vibration and shock. Also, the arm
has an ADC- type removable headshell which consists
of asleeve that slides over the arm tube
and is clamped by athumb screw.
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Like Sansui's P50, the HS210 possesses aplastic moulded plinth. that
sounds resonant when rapped. However, both platter and arm are
suspended on a steel sub- chassis and are unlikely to be affected by
structural resonances from this source. Harksound have also suspended
the motor on compliant rubber bearings. The deck is asemi- automatic that
returns the arm at the end of adisc side.
With acue lever placed near the front of the plinth, inside the lid. Ifound
operation straightforward and free of difficulties. A reject button is
provided so that play can be stopped halfway through adisc if desired.
The lid moves on spring- loaded hinges and can be opened or closed with
abandon while the deck is playing, due to the effectiveness of the
suspension system. In fact the lid could even be dropped shut or slammed
down and the stylus would stay in the groove, although it was unsettled
by this sort of treatment.
Cartridges weighing from 3gm to 7gm can be balanced out by the arm
and this includes Ortofon's low mass LM series cartridges. The arm won't
accept integrated cartridges due to its headshell joint. Cartridges weighing
more than 7gm can be accommodated by the use of an additional subweight that plugs into the rear arm tube. This gives the arm abalance range
of 5.5 gm-10 gm cartridge weight. Signal lead capacitance measured
170 pF per channel, which shouldn't cause loading problems, even
though it is a bit higher than the normal figure of around 100 pF.
Tracking force is applied by acalibrated counterweight which Ifound
moderately accurate. For atracking force of 1gm the counterweight had
to be set to 1.1 gm on the scale. This may have been caused by slackness
in the dial, allowing the dial to move during adjustment.
Bearing friction on the arm was not particularly low, especially in the
vertical plane where movement was notchy. The arm bearings were
grossly inferior to those of the other decks in this report, and they suffered
a lot of slack too. This can cause image confusion and muddling of the
sound. Although the force needed to overcome friction was considerably
less than the downward force needed for tracking of acartridge, sample
variation between decks suggests to me that atracking force figure of less
that 1.5 gm for acartridge may be over- enthusiastic with the HS210.
The lightweight plastic headshell and its low mass arm tube connector
both contributed significantly to an effective mass value of 10.5 gm. This
falls within aband of values Iwould consider most appropriate for general
useage, and for adeck in this part of the market.
Cartridges are aligned within the headshell by making the stylus sit
vertically below asmall indicator mark on the forward edge of the cartridge
platform. If this rather crude method is carried out with care the results are
suprisingly effective, with distortion from tracking error only rising unduly
to 1% at the start of adisc and at the finish. Mid- disc distortion levels will
be low—around 0.2%.
The low frequency response plot made to detect structural resonances,
using a CBS disc with high modulation level ( fig. 2A), shows that the
Harksound arm is alive with sound of resonances. These are also clearly
shown at 18 Hz, 28 Hz, 40 Hz, 230 Hz and 280 Hz in fig. 2B—the worst
performance Ihave ever seen in any arm. The prime mitigating factor here,
though, is that most of the peaks are not too high in amplitude, nor are they
very wide- band, and so on balance the amount of energy in the resonant
system is not likely to be great. Isuspect the headshell is responsible for
the two main modes, which are vertical resonances, indicated by the
bottom trace.
Susceptibility to feedback was generally low, although peaks roughly
correspond with arm resonances due to the arm acting as amore sensitive
microphone at these frequencies. Other peaks are caused by room
resonant modes in these tests, but these disturbances can be coped with
by a good suspension system. The floating sub- chassis did provide
excellent isolation against external shock and feedback, Ifound in practice.
The Harksound platter didn't display serious speed variations. In fact,
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speed drift around 33 rpm was low and this helped the deck to achieve a
total DIN - weighted wow and flutter figure of 0.08%. The overall wow &
flutter level over 100s can be seen along the bottom of fig. 2A.
Rumble from the deck was negligible, although there was a hollow
ringing character to noise from the surface of adisc that indicated acertain
amount of coloration was to be expected from the deck, and some artificial
ambience. Although rumble was negligible, there was some mechanical
drone from the motor, which may be detectable if you sit close to the deck.
Of the decks in this group Ifound the Harksound least attractive. Most
>
upsetting was the sloppy arm, flexible headshell and the inevitable
resonances.
With such obvious weaknesses Iwas surprised to find that the deck
sounded quite good—in fact, fairly impressive. By this Imean ' impressive',
rather than correct—which is something else altogether. It constructed a
very coherent sound stage with good depth and fine detailing. Ireally was
amazed at this. There was some murk and aslightly dark, cavernous quality
about the sound—it wasn't light and bright like the Sansui—but nevertheless the HS210 was good, even quite exciting, to listen to. It also
worked smoothly, so the product is more attractive than appearances
would suggest.

Garrard DD455
As Iintimated in the introduction, Garrard's DD455 offers a remarkable
variety of features for adeck in this part of the market. It is the only directdrive unit of the group and probably one of the cheapest available too. Use
of direct- drive to the platter allows speed adjustment to be incorporated,
and with this the addition of astroboscope becomes necessary in order to
find exactly 33 rpm or 45 rpm. Strobe marks have
been machined into the edge of the platter,
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report, and sits on rubber isolation feet. It is very well finished is silvergrey, with aspring- biased dust cover that opens and closes smoothly. The
suppressed.
cover can be moved whilst the deck is playing without upsetting the
Rumble was not audible and there was no motor drone to be heard at all.
cartridge, provided some care is taken. However, Garrard fit the DD455
The deck was perfectly silent in use. Some hollow, metallic ' ringing'
with front controls placed outside the dust cover to make this uncoloration was heard during the rumble tests, due to arm and plinth
necessary. These controls worked smoothly and were pleasant to use. You
resonances, so this deck still suffers some coloration, like the Sansui and
have the option of fully automatic play of adisc, where the arm is cued
Harksound. Some plinth excitation will occur due to acoustic feedback,
onto as well as off a disc at start and finish, or conventional semialthough the DD455 suffered rather less from this source of disturbance
automatic play. The deck worked quietly and smoothly in these modes.
than many decks ( fig. 3B). There are no serious feedback breakthrough
The pickup arm is alow mass design with ADC- type headshell—like
bands here, although the lower floor doesn't extend down so far as that of
that of the Harksound—where asleeve joint is secured by athumb screw.
the compliantly suspended Harksound and Dual. In practice this meant
Tracking force is applied by calibrated counterweight and bias forcé by a
that the Garrard was somewhat more sensitive to shocks and discalibrated dial. The counterweight was rather loose on the review sample,
turbances, rather than acoustic feedback from loudspeakers. On balance,
and whilst Iappreciate the reason for Garrard's decision to mark the
performance in this direction was good, although not exceptional.
counterweight with tracking force values greater than those achieved by a
Musically the Garrard sounded well balanced, with some added
single rotation, I
did find the system visually confusing. However, the deck
ambience and coloration. It was neither murky, like the Harksound, nor
was easy to set up and use and it certainly looks rather more impressive
bright like the Sansui, but there was some deep bass loss Ifelt. Imagery
technically than its rivals in this group.
was fairly accurate, if not pin- point perfect.
Garrard's pickup arm accepts cartridges weighing from 3gm to 71- gm
and therefore wouldn't balance acartridge as heavy as Nagaoka's M P50
for example. Most cartridges do fall within the weight range of this arm,
including Ortofon's lightweight LM models, but there are the odd one or
two units—mainly from Japan—that are too heavy. Signal lead capaciDual's CS505 is aserious attempt to penetrate this crowded but lucrative
tance measured 175 pF per channel, which will not cause loading
part of the hi-fi realm.
problems. The arm's calibrated counterweight proved to be perfectly
Of the four decks in this group, it is the CS505 that stands out for its
accurate in its application of downward force.
quality of engineering, standard of finish and neat appearance. Ibelieve
Pivot friction of the arm was very low and consequently it moved freely
most people would find it looked better than the othér decks; it certainly
in both planes, though, like the Harksound, there was some obvious slack
operated more smoothly and competently, and it was altogether amore
in the bearings. However. Garrard state that aminimum tracking force of
attractive product, superficially at least.
0.75 gm can be achieved and this seems an accurate claim considering the
Drive is by belt and two speeds are provided. Dual provide acurious
extremely low values of friction measured.
speed adjustment system that alters the diameter of the motor drive pulley.
Effective mass of the arm was also very low at 6gm and, taking into
The platter rim carries strobe marks, like that of the Garrard, but astrobe
account its freedom of movement, the DD455 is obviously more capable
light wasn't fitted. You must rely instead on household lighting which is
of carrying high compliance cartridges requiring alow tracking force than
far less effective.
many other products. It seems that some of this arm mass reduction has
Although apparently similar externally to Garrard's 00455, the Dual is
been achieved at the expense of structural rigidity, though. Fig. 3A clearly
in fact amore rudimentary deck in the nature of its drive system.
shows resonances at 60 Hz, 190 Hz and 280 Hz. Like Harksound and
Dual use the now less common form of isolation where the entire motor
Sansui. Garrard have chosen to supply the deck with a stiff plastic
headshell and this is almost certainly the source of some of the resonances.
Ishould point out that although not shown in fig. 1A. Sansui's standard
plastic headshell is subject to severe resonance problems.
The method of cartridge alignment provided with the DD455 is novel. In
fact, Garrard have chosen to use the foolproof alignment technique of
supplying an alignment protractor with the deck, the difference being that
this is part of the underside of the platter mat. Isuppose one great
advantage of this is that it cannot be lost. The zeró marked on the mat is,
unusually, the outer zero, positioned at 120 mm radius, rather than the
inner zero. Iset the deck up with reasonable care using this protractor and
obtained just about perfect geometry. Distortion did not rise above 0.7%
from start to finish of adisc, which is about as good as one can hope to
achieve, and Garrard are nearly alone in achieving such good geometry.
It is fair to say that Garrard's accumulation of skill and knowledge in
record deck manufacture is plain to see from the DD455 arm, which is
made in Japan to Garrard's specification. Ibelieve that while the motor is
also Japanese, every other part is still British.
The direct- drive motor rotated smoothly and was more stable than the
belt- drive units in this report, as the steady trace of total wow & flutter
shows ( fig. 3A). Iwasn't surprised that speed drift was minimal and, as a
result, individual unweighted values of wow and flutter were well
...
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The arm of this deck is a low mass design fitted with a removable
Taking into account speed variations, rumble and the ineffective
cartridge platform, released by moving the finger lift backward. In some
stroboscope, Ifeel that Dual need to spend abit more time sorting over
circumstances, probably where inquisitive children are around, the
their basic design principles with the CS505. It needs some improvement.
platform is best locked with asmall screw. The counterweight system is
Feedback occurred over one broad band between 40 Hz and 100 Hz,
first adjusted for approximate cartridge balance during set-up, and can
but at 25 dB below typical modulation levels the Dual was not much
then be fine-tuned for perfect balance. Tracking force is applied by setting
adial on the side of the arm boss, which provides amaximum of 3gm. I worse than many of its rivals in this area. Outside this band, sensitivity
dropped significantly (see fig. 4B) to around — 50 dB. Ifound feedback
found that the counterweight system, with an additional sub- weight
resistance to be good in use, although an amount of hard, hollow ringing
supplied, would handle cartridges weighing from 0gm to 16 gm in all, so
was induced at high volumes which caused audible coloration.
there will be few cartridges the deck won't accept ( with the exception of
Although the Dual is, at face value, a very attractive product and is
integrated types that have abayonet connector). Signal lead capacitance
particularly nice to use, it does suffer some weaknesses. Ifound it
measured 160 pF, asuitably low value, and tracking force accuracy was
produced a hard but very detailed sound with good imaging and
good, 0-9 gm on the dial applying atrue force of 1gm.
ambience, but asomewhat compressed dynamic. In some respects this
The quality of the arm bearings was excellent. They match those fitted to
was impressive, but weaknesses were audibly apparent. Although not
Sansui's P50, being relatively free of friction, but without slack as well.
intrusive, Iwas nevertheless surprised to hear rumble too, since this
Dual have also paid quite alot of attention to reducing arm effective mass
phenomenon has almost been completely eradicated these days. This may
and this in fact measured 8gm. Iconsider this a reasonble figure for
have been asample fault. The Dual is an attractive product at its price but
general purpose use, although a bit on the light side for incompliant
flawed in some aspects of performance.
moving- coil cartridges. Fig. 4A shows that the Dual arm suffers one main
resonance, and although this is quite serious when excited by vertical
modulation, shown by the bottom trace, overall the resonance is well
damped and doesn't have too bad an effect on lateral or stereo
As always, this conclusion is subject to some equivocation on my part,
modulation. The crosstalk peak is quite small—indicative of good inherent
since there is no clear-cut best buy amongst the decks tested. Harksound's
structural damping.
HS210 was probably the least attractive of the four models. This is not to
Dual are quite specific about arm geometry on the CS505 and go to the
say that it didn't sound good—it did—but In spite of this it wasn't very
trouble to quote offset angle of the headshell, which is unusual. However,
inspiring to use or look at.
whilst they claim the offset is 24° 4'—and 4' of arc is aridiculously small
Sansui's P50 has been thoughtfully designed—up to a point—and is
angle to quote in this context—repeated measurements Imade always
nice to use. Its headshell needs replacement with an ADC magnesium
returned an offset figure of 26*. The geometry of Dual's arm, using their
shell and cartridge alignment should be carried out with agood protractor,
quoted offset angle, places the inner zero at 58 mm and leads to subor an EEI alignment gauge. With these minor mods, the P50 returns
optimal performance, relying as it does on a rather simple view of arm
excellent results, but you must bear in mind that arm mass remains above
geometry. Matters were even worse àt the measured offset angle'of 26°,
20 gm—which is high. The deck is consequently unsuitable for high
with maximum distortion rising from 1% to 2%. Ithink Dual need to get this
compliance cartridges under ordinary conditions of use, where warped
problem of arm geometry sorted out, for as matters stand the results
records may be played. Another alternative is to fit an Ortofon Concorde
obtained are poor, with distortion levels double what they should be.
cartridge, the Concorde 20 being most appropriate. This combination of
Lack of application on this design point is demonstrated by the vague
cartridge and deck provides very good results.
instructions about stylus position in the alignment gauge supplied with
Dual's CS505 Iwould like to recommend. It was the most attractive
the deck. This, too, should be improved.
deck of the group in appearance,and in smoothness of operation. This was
Dual's arm is light, rigid, and flexible in its acceptance of cartridges. The
the unit that beat the Japanese at their own game in many respects, so it
arm bearings are excellent and low tracking forces can be used, but it is let
was a pity that the platter turned in such a mediocre performance,
down by its geometry.
suffering both flutter and rumble. The pickup arm was beautifully
The Dual suffered from flutter, or high- rate changes of rotational speed
engineered, though, but again, like the Sansui, cartridge position in the
in the platter. Isuspect these were caused by the segmented motor pulley
headshell needs to be carried out with a protractor.
they use for fine speed adjustment. In spite of this, though, the DINGarrard's DD455 didn't match up to the standard of finish achieved by
weighted wow & flutter figure for the deck was low at 0-08%.
Dual, but it was very close all the same and looked larger and technically
Conventional DIN rumble measurements failed to show the existence of
more opulent than all three of its rivals in this group. Again, it will certainly
audible deep rumble from the CS505. The DIN B- weig hted figure relies on
set the Japanese wondering how so much can be offered for the price and
the use of asharp band-pass filter centred at 315 Hz. This picks out the
in this respect turns the tables on them commercially. The slack arm
drone produced by some synchronous motors, but it attenuates deep
bearings and counterweight, and the plastic headshell, were unattractive,
rumble components. The wideband DIN B measurement is heavily
but in spite of this there's no doubt that the DD455 incorporates alot of
affected by disc warps and so this also fails to show up low frequency
design skill. On balance it offers the best value for money of the group,
rumble. In fact, deep rumble is very rare these days, and Iwas very
especially for those who intend to use modern compliant moving- magnet
surprised to hear it with the CS505.
cartridges •
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Two turntables by Noel Keywood

IT SEEMS A difficult task to persuade people
I that the straightforward belt- drive record
deck is still acredible piece of hi-fi equipment.
Both the Thorens TD160S and STD 305S look
impossibly simple alongside the latest paralleltracking offerings with computer logic and
direct- drive, or the new servo- arm designs. And
yet it is the simplicity of these two decks that can
be so attractive. Istill find most microprocessor
controlled systems obstructive in one way or
another, but when using these decks, one is free
from the annoyances of over- intelligent
machines.
Both the Thorens and the STD have just one
control—an on/off switch! On the Thorens it is
combined with the speed change function,
while speed changing on the STD 305S necessitates platter removal and a change of belt
position on the motor drive pulley by hand.
There's no doubt, however, that decks such as
these possess all the performance of their glossy
electronic stablemates—if not more—and have
the added advantage that you can select ahigh
quality pickup arm to partner them. There is one
frustration, as far as Iam concerned at least,
which is lack of any automatic arm lifting device.
There are times when getting up to take arecord
off, just to avoid the irritating clicks of arun- out
groove, seems to be painfully inconvenient. This
is where the automatic deck scores—on convenience. Otherwise, be assured, in case you are
wondering, that buying asimple deck such as
the ones in this report, and them fitting it with an
arm, isn't some ancient hi-fi ritual passed
through by devotees just for its own sake. It is a
very sound proposition for anyone who wants
the top quality in record reproduction. My own
experience—long ago—is atypical testimony to
this.
Ibought aThorens TD150, which was much
like the TD160. Fitted with an SME arm, and
mounted on an attractive acrylic plinth, it
worked silently and without so much as ahint of
a fault for years, remaining rumble free. The
Thorens decks are renowned for their performance and durability, although Thorens pickup
arms have, in my opinion, been consistently less
than excellent. Consequently, in the UK at least,
there has remained asteady demand for the deck
without an arm. Most owners would seem to
prefer to fit an SME arm.

In contrast to such asimple, high quality and
reliable combination of hi-fi components are the
complex record playing gizmos which are so
attractive to look at and such fun to operate. I
have reviewed anumber of these and generalisations about performance and reliability are
dangerous. However. Ihave come across many
budget integrated decks that have developed
rumble after only ayear or so of use, while more
expensive decks often incorporate facilities of
doubtful usefulness and—particularly those
from Japan—arms of questionable compatibility for modern cartridges. The more complex a
deck becomes, the more it is likely to go wrong,
and in many cases it would seem that the extra
cost of construction has been put into the
provision of such complexities rather than into
good basic engineering.
The Thorens and STD decks in this report
stand in contrast to such devices. Both are
competitively priced, high quality, simple and
reliable turntables, fitted with effective isolation
systems. Both . employ a floating sub- chassis
suspension, coupled with belt- drive, which
isolates the arm and platter both from the motor
and the outside world. This type of suspension,
which floats the arm- board, subchassis, main
bearing and platter on springs, can be very
effective if well engineered. It easily outperforms solid- plinth decks in providing effective
shock and feedback isolation, but it is somewhat
less popular—at least with manufacturers—
throug h its complexity and atendency for the
sub- chassis to start bouncing up and down
when the arm is cued, causing groove jumping.
Remote controls can avoid this latter problem,
but they add to the cost of a turntable. Also,
unlike the simple direct- drive deck, which can
be used straight out of the carton, they also need
careful setting up.
Because of these characteristics of floating
suspension decks, they are normally considered
to be most suitable for the more knowledgeable
and careful user who will take more than a
passing interest in hi-fi. Coupled with the
necessary setting- up procedure is the problem
that such suspensions are sensitive to arms of
differing weights. Some quality arms are now
offered with extremely heavy pillar stabilizing
weights that are really too great a load for a
floating suspension to carry. This must be borne

in mind. With afloating suspension design, an
alternative lightweight fixing nut would be
preferable for such arms without any degradation of sound quality.
One final strength—but also drawback—is, of
course, that you have to choose and fit an arm.
The benefit here is that specialist arms tend to be
of higher quality than those found on integrated
decks, and in general their design is more
advanced. The great drawback, however, is that
a bit of woodworking is called for, unless a
precut arm board is available or the dealer can fit
an arm of your choice.
Athough the Thorens TD1605 is presumably
intended to take independent arms, Idoubt
whether it will accept some of the heavier
Japanese units such as the Lustre GST801. The
arm carrier plate is small and will accept a
mounting pillar hole of around 30 mm diameter
maximum, placed about 210 mm from the centre
of the platter. This makes pickup arms of around
220 mm effective length most suitable; luckily,
this is afairly common figure for the effective
length. However, a long arm like the Lustre
needs a mounting hole of 38mm diameter
spaced 225 mm from the centre of the platter.
With a lot of cutting and fiddling it may be
possible to shoehorn in the large arms, but they
are not really suitable. Furthermore, the Lustre
weighs no less than 1kg, and although the
TD160 suspension is adjustable, I doubt
whether it would support such weight satisfactorily.
For the test program, Ifitted an SME3009
Series Ill. The front- to- back centre line of the
arm cutout should be placed about 5mm to the
right of the arm carrier plate centre line, and the
centre line joining the two rear fixing screws
placed about 5mm in front of that joining the
two rear carrier plate fixing screws. The instruction manual supplied with the deck, surprisingly,
was intended for aTD160 fitted with Thorens'
own arm and provided no advice for the attachment of an independent arm. There were no
particular setting- up dificultes, though, and the
floating suspension system was pre- adjusted
for an arm of the SME's modest weight.
The TD160S, an upgraded version of the long
established TD160BC, possesses asubstantial
wooden plinth with a satin black finish. The
motor plate is made of steel covered with asatin
aluminium trim plate, and the floating subchassis is of pressed steel also. The platter is
Thorens' usual two-piece design with acentral
hub—metal opposed to the cheaper version's
plastic—driven by abelt coupled with aheavy
cast outer rim. This assembly is covered with a
black rubber mat that supports adisc fairly well,
since much of its face is flat. Speed change is
carried out by moving alever on the front- left of
the plinth, both 33 and 45 rpm being available.
The acrylic dust cover is as neatly finished as the
plinth and moves on friction hinges. Since the
plinth is heavy and very well made, it resists
movement when the lid is opened or closed and
this attribute, together with effective suspension
isolation, ensures that the pickup will not be
upset when the lid is moved.
STD's 305S is very similar to the Thorens in
basic principle, using a synchronous motor,
belt- drive, and a floating sub- chassis of mild
steel. Both Thorens and STD damp internal steel
panels with felt, to minimise any colorationproducing resonances. STD fit afelt mat, compared with the TD160's rubber one, but on the
review sample this was crudely cut and suffered
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which is taken to be typical recorded music
level. The deck, standing on acoffee table on the
floor, is subjected to a gliding tone sweeping
from 10 Hz to 1kHz reproduced by two nearby
loudspeakers.The extremely low level of feedback of the Thorens/SME combination only
significantly exceeded output from the cartridge due to random disturbances ( building
vibrations and the like) at a few points in the
frequency band. It is common, with solid plinth
decks at least, to see significantly worse results
than this, with feedback levels often equalling
recorded music levels. The only deck Ihave
tested that significantly improved upon this
result was another renowned floating—suspension design from Acoustic Research.

an off-centre spindle hole. This didn't affect
performance and, apart from that, the STD 305S
is very well made and extremely well finished. Its
outer plinth walls, apparently some kind of ABS
plastic, were more resonant than the wooden
ones of the Thorens, but Iwould rate them as
fairly adequate for their task. The speed change
is manual, as Imentioned earlier.
The STD arm carrier plate is larger than that of
the TD160—and usefully larger than that fitted
to the earlier STD turntables— so fitting a
heavyweight Japanese arm would be no problem dimensionally. However, again Iwill say
that the enormous mass of the Lustre will weigh
down the floating suspension and cause it to
bottom. At the time of writing, STD told me they
were unable to supply strenghtened suspension
springs to cope with this type of arm.
Again, therefore, I
fitted an SME3009 Series Ill
to the deck and encountered no problems,
although STD don't seem to set up the 305S to
take any pre- determined arm mass and some
fiddling is needed with the suspension nuts
before the sub- chassis floats on a level plane.
The instructions supplied clearly indicate how
the deck should be set up, but suspension
adjustment is awkward without a ' nut- runner'
since pliers foul the plinth walls.
One further point on arm compatibility that
should be mentioned is that of sufficient clearance beneath the deck for the arm pillar. Both
decks have about 60 mm vertical clearance, but
this could be increased by making ahole in the
plinth bottom plates fitted. Fitting 'deep' arms,
like the old Decca International, could present
problems, although they are not insoluble.
Thorens' TD160S was noisy for the first few
days of operation. The drive system or bearings
produced acyclic ' rubbing' noise, but this subsided and appeared to have no effect upon
performance, eventually becoming totally silent
in this respect, like STD's 305S. Both decks
were run in for a number of days before being
tested.
Iwas pleased to find that the floating subchassis of both decks moved freely not only in
the vertical plane, but laterally too. Many of
these designs bounce up and down freely, but
are very stiff laterally, and a lack of lateral
compliance compromises the isolation abilities.
With any floating sub- chassis design, incorrect
dressing of the arm leads will 'anchor' or short
circuit the suspension in one or both planes and
careful attention should be paid to this aspect

when setting up. With the arm leads correctly
dressed, it was obvious on simple inspection of
the decks that their sub- chassis had very low
resonant frequencies. If you can see these things
bounce up and down with the naked eye, and
can follow each vertical movement, then it is
almost certain that the resonance is around 6Hz
or less—as it should be, below the main warp frequency region. The TD160 did, in fact, resonate,
around 4Hz ( fig. 1a) in both lateral and vertical
planes, but damping was very light. Once excited, the sub- chassis tended to keep going,
making handling difficult. This behaviour does
not give an ideal high-pass filter action and abit
of light, squashy foam in the springs could tame
its antics a bit, giving afilter action nearer the
optimum. However, I doubt very much
whether the under- damped behaviour would
ever present practical audible problems, although while making feedback measurements it
was obvious that the sub- chassis was more
subject to random
movement than
that of the
STD 305S.
The resistance
of the 160S to
feedback proved
exceptionally
good ( fig 2a).
The level of feedback shown is sensed
by the pickup arm
fitted with a Goldring
G900 IGC cartridge,
resting on astationary
disc. The reference level
of 0dB is set by a
disc modulation
level of 3.54
cm/s RMS,

Although the Thorens TD160S performed so
well, STD's 305S just pipped it to the post on
the matter of feedback isolation ( fig. 2b), but not
by asignificant margin Ifeel. The STD suspension resonated at 4Hz laterally and 6.5 Hz
vertically—again both suitably low values ( fig.
1b).However, STD have added some damping
to the suspension in the form of foam within the
springs, giving abetter filter action and suppressing random movements to a slightly greater
extent. Random disturbance level was consequently lower than that of the TD160S, if only
by a small amount, while feedback breakthrough was much the same. It can be said that
both these decks are extremely well isolated
from the loudspeaker soundfield, and also effectively isolated from outside disturbances. Ifound
it impossible to induce self-sustaining feedback
in either deck, whereas this is never the case
with solid plinth designs.
The STD305S proved hum free, at least with
the SME/Goldring combination, but the
Thorens deck possessed a stronger hum field
that could be heard at full amplifier gain, even
though it wouldn't be intrusive at ordinary
listening levels. There are two points to make
about the TD160 concerning hum. If an arm
with poorly screened signal cable is used, it may
be wise to re-route it away from the mains cable,
where both leave the plinth. This could reduce
hum. Furthermore, the difference in screening
between cartridges can be great. For example,
Grado designs are very sensitive to hum ( I
suspect that their hum screening is negligible).
A Grado fitted to the TD160 tested here predictably generated alot of hum. Both Shure and
Ortofon cartridges are insensitive to
hum, though, and these would not
be bothered by the Thorens
hum field.

Iwas abit disappointed to hear motor drone
from both decks—aform of rumble—at full gain.
Again, my own test would not represent typical
listening conditions, since Iused asilent acetate
disc. However, many cheaper direct- drive decks
manage to provide complete silence under these
conditions. With aquiet vinyl disc and a high
volume set on the amplifier, this drone from the
decks could not be heard. However, hum breakthrough and drone combined could be detected
from the TD160 in this situation, even though
the effect was slight. The STD was audibly
quieter than the Thorens.
It was a pity, however, that both decks did
introduce background noise, the Thorens contributing rumble drone and hum—albeit in small
quantities—whilst the STD introduced just a
small amount of motor drone. In spite of these
weaknesses—not suffered by good direct- drive
designs—both decks do in fact introduce less
overall background rubbish in use than directdrives, simply because of the often poor isolation of the latter, giving a higher level of
feedback breakthrough. Cutting out background rubbish behind program provides
greater clarity, better focus and improved
acoustic depth of field.
Thorens' deck ran nearly 1% fast but suffered
little from speed variations. Combined wow and
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flutter exhibited over aperiod of 100 seconds
can be seen along the bottom of fig. 2a.The STD
305S turned in avery similar performance ( fig.
2b), except it didn't run fast. Iwouldn't expect
speed variations, either at alow rate in the form
TABLE 1
Speeds available
Fine speed adjustments
Stroboscope

of 'wow', or at ahigh rate in the form of ' flutter',
to be audible.
In use Ifound both these turntables provided
clean, precise reproduction. They maintained
image depth by ensuring good inter- transient
silence and sounded delightfully free of muddle
or that flat, featureless quality that is the hallmark of a poor sounding turntable. The two
decks did sound different, but Iwouldn't personally state that either was more correct or
incorrect. Thorens' TD160S was impressive for
its obvious, if atrifle boomy, bass quality and a
nice feeling of program depth. It was abit 'thick'
in the mid- band when compared to the STD
305S. Prime qualities of the 305S were sharper
definition, and a little more clarity. Idid feel,
however, that there was some subjective
attenuation of bass output and on balance this
deck sounded the brighter of the two.
Taking into account the greater flexibility of
arm matching with the the STD, and also the
same attribute with regard to cartridge compatibility, due to alow hum field, I
feel it presents the
best value of these two decks, especially as it is
slightly less expensive. However, Thorens
TD160S is an excellent product and is certainly
good value, possessing the convenience of a
proper speed change control. Owners of the
TD160BC can upgrade their deck to ' S' level
with a modification kit available for £ 25.30.
Both products are preferable to many of the
current integrated turntables from Japan, if you
don't mind the inconvenience of manual arm
cueing and give sound quality ahigher priority
than ease of use •

THORENS TD160S

STD 305S

33 & 45 rpm
None
No

33 & 45 rpm
None
No

Speed Variations: (
to DIN 45507)
Speed accuracy
drift
wow ( unweighted)
flutter ( unweighted)
w & f ( total. DIN weighted)

+0.9%
+0.8% to + 1% p-p
0.12% quasi- peak
0.05% quasi- peak
0.06% quasi- peak

+0.1%
0to 0.2% p-p
0.15% quasi- peak
0.05% quasi- peak
0.08% quasi- peak

Rumble: (
to DIN 45539)
unweighted ( DIN A)
weighted ( DIN B)

-45 dB
-69 dB

-45 dB
-71 dB

Shock isolation:
Plinth/subchassis suspension
resonant frequency

4 Hz lateral
4 Hz lateral

4 Hz lateral
6.5 Hz vertical

Typical price (
inc. VAT)

£170

£149

Manufacturer/Distributor

Cambrasound Ltd
Freedex House
4-10 North Road
Islington, London
N7 9HN
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C. W. & J. Walker Ltd
Brentwood,
Red Lane
Frodsham
Warrington WA6 6RA
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TUNERS 1

Four slimline tuners by Gordon King

ICRO- ELECTRONICS, digital techniques
and frequency synthesising are playing
increasing roles in the up-market tuner. As I
have explained before, these technologies do
not necessarily in themselves enhance the
quality of the final audio signal. Indeed, in some
respects digital tuning, for example, could be
regarded as aretrograde step when it comes to
ease of operation!
With analogue tuning the whole of the
available radio spectrum space is clearly visible
in the form of atuning scale and, as with telling
the time by unconsciously evaluating the angle
between the two hands, one soon associates the
position of the cursor along the scale with a
particular station, knowing that alittle to the left
of Radio 3 lies Radio 2 and a little to the right
Radio 4. Similarly, with the analogue watch one
can easily see with respect to a visible datum
how much time has passed or how much time
there is to go.
Digits provide an infinitely narrow but precise
'window' on what is being measured, accuracy
being the key- note. Tuners based on frequency
synthesising tune over FM Band II in small steps
of 50kHz ( sometimes less), and the prevailing
trend is for the tuning to be operated up or down
in frequency purely electronically by the press of
an appropriate button. There is usually an option
of modes such that asingle press changes the
tuned frequency by one step, retained pressure
providing afast up or down count for getting to
the required frequency quickly, and a search
mode whereby asingle press evokes afast count
which halts automatically when aradio signal of
sufficient strength is detected by the electronics.
This sort of thing lends itself to press- button
station selection, using amemory chip, so that
once the frequencies of a number of stations
have been memorised immediate recall of any
one of them is achieved by depressing the
appropriate button. Tuners equipped with an
AM section have similar AM modes of operation
but often with tuned frequency MW steps of
9kHz. When press- button station selection is
incorporated each button can normally be programmed to memorise one FM frequency and
one AM frequency, and that selected by the
button depends on whether the band switch is
set to FM or AM. The electonics are usually
arranged so that the station which is tuned
when the tuner is switched off is that which is
obtained when it is next switched on.
Unless the station frequency is known by the
user, it is not particularly easy to tune arequired
transmitter because when the tuning is operated
in the fast mode audio muting is activated to
avoid digital switching transients causing nasty
noises from the speakers. The muting lifts only
when the count is stopped. Even though an
approximation of the station frequency may
be known, the latest breed of tuners are remarkably sensitive on FM so it is possible that
the count may be stopped at the frequency of a
more distant station which is also carrying the
sought programme, which may not be far in
frequency from that of the transmitter radiating
into the local area. This is not always helped by
the signal strength indicator when fitted, which
may indicate 'full' signal even from the more
distant transmitters!
Almost all of the UK FM transmitters are
accommodated by the 50kHz steps. The only
one Ican recall which fails to correlate exactly is
Radio 4Wenvoe, which operates at the curious

Of neat slim- line configuration, having dimensions of 430 x53x 310 mm, this FM/AM tuner is
quartz crystal frequency synthesised, operating
over 87.5-108MHz FM and 522-1611kHz AM
(MW only). Tuning steps are 50kHz FM and
9kHz AM, the tuned frequency clearly displayed
at the front electronically. There is no analogue
tuning.
Another feature is that the digits can be
arranged to display real time ( the 24- hour
variety!) and also be geared to switch the tuner
(and arear mains outlet) on and off at different
times and in various modes. The tuning, too, can
be operated in a number of ways, including
recall from apreviously programmed memory. In
the event of mains power interruption, an
auxiliary power source in the form of three 1-5V
cells retains the memory and timer settings.
Tuning is basically operated by two press
buttons, one giving an upward count in

quired FM or AM station by the method previously explained and then depresses a button
labelled ' memory', which illuminates for about
5s, during which time the station selector button
to which it is required to link the tuned frequency is depressed. The same button can be
used to programme the frequency of an AM
station. Each button is programmed in a like
manner, providing a recall capacity of sixteen
stations.
The station selector buttons are numbered 1
to 8and the FM and AM selector buttons 9and 0.
With the mode selector switch in the time set
mode these ten buttons are used for setting the
24- hour real time, in rather the same way as
entries are made to a pocket calculator. The
clock starts working as soon as the mode switch
is turned to the manual position, so it is asimple
matter to synchronise the time accurately to the
pips of atime signal.
The timing part of the tuner works in relation
to the real time previously established. The
program is written by first turning the mode
switch to the 'write' position, after which the
type of timed operation required is set by other
programming buttons. There are three programs
which can be used separately or together as one
composite program, which are 'everyday 1',
'everyday 2' and 'once', and each is associated
with aswitch- on and switch- off button.
For example, by using the first two programs
just mentioned it is possible to achieve automatic switch- on and switch- off over two
separate time spans during the prevailing day
(assuming that the programmed time is after
the real time!) and all subsequent days. This
means that you could obtain switch on at 07.00
hours and switch off at 08.00, switch on again at
20.00 and switch off at 23.00, this pattern
repeating daily. In the 'once' mode a switch
on/off cycle can be arranged for the following
24 hours only ( no repeats on following days),
the data in the memory being cancelled automatically after the operations have been processed. However, this operational cycle could
be introduced along with the repeat operations
exampled above, happening, for instance, some
period between 08.00 and 20.00 hours.

frequency and the other a downward count.
Pressing one of the buttons once causes the
frequency to change up or down by one step
only. Retained pressure results in arapid change
in frequency until the button is released. An
indicator labelled 'quartz lock' illuminates when
the tuning corresponds exactly to the station
frequency. When fast scanning, although aflash
of the indicator might be seen when passing
over astation, the count is too swift to be able to
halt precisely at that frequency. It is thus necessary to tune to the required frequency by singlestep operations after the fast scan has brought
the tuning within easy reach of the required
frequency.
However, there are eight press buttons which
can be used for programming up to eight FM
frequencies and
eight AM
frequencies.
Programming is simple, for after setting a programme mode selector switch at the left of the
fascia accordingly, one merely tunes the re-

If the multiple programming inadvertently
results in the times overlapping, then the order
of priority of switching is 'once', 'everyday 2'
and 'everyday 1', but in general the system is remarkably foolproof and was found to be consistent in operation. Since the mains outlet at the
rear of the tuner is also switched on and off at
the same time as the tuner circuits, the timer can
be used to control the switching of ancillary
equipment.
For the timed operations the mode switch is
set to the 'auto' position. There are also
positions on the switch for cancelling incorrect
data and for confirming the programming.
Additional buttons provide for recall of real
time: activating a440Hz oscillator which sends
a 'tone' to the audio outputs in place of the radio
audio for checking the recording level of atape
machine; and for mono mode, which simultaneously lifts the muting ( though it is still
present when the tuning is operated). In the

frequency of 92-125MHz. Thus, with a tuner
using 50kHz steps, one would either have to
establish alock at 92-1 or 92-15 MHz, resulting
in atuning error of + 25kHz. Distortion would
probably be alittle higher at full deviation than if
the signal were tuned to the dead centre of the IF
passband and FM detector ' S' characteristic but,
frankly, Iwould say that the distortion would
pass unnoticed, still being greater on the transmission than in the tuner.
Digital electronics also facilitate the incorporation of areal time readout and the programming of switch- on and switch- off times, similar
to the sort of things provided by video cassette
recorders. This is exemplified by the Technics
ST- S7, which is also equipped with a mains
output switched by the timing relay.
As well as the normal lab tests the tuners were
auditioned, mostly driving the recent JVC A- X9
Super- A amplifier and IMF TLS80/11 speakers.
Program material for the subjective assessments
was obtained both from off- air transmissions
and from lab- derived VHF FM stereo signals
from reel-to-reel tape masters.

Technics ST- S7
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stereo- with- muting mode the muting is lifted
only when the incoming signal is strong
enough to activate the quartz lock function and
when the tuned frequency corresponds accurately to the frequency of the transmission.
The front on/off button puts the tuner into
standby mode. The power switch proper is
located at the rear and would normally be used
only when the tuner is out of service for a
protracted period, as it also extinguishes the
clock. Audio is delivered by a pair of ' phono'
sockets, while another pair allow the connection of an oscilloscope or amplifier for detecting
reflected signals and hence multipath distortion.
A screw- type 75- ohm FM aerial socket is fitted,
calling for an adaptor for interfacing with a
standard 75- ohm socket, while aswitch allows
the aerial input to be used with aspecial tuned
type of aerial, such as the Technics FM wing
aerial. AM signal is provided by arear ferrite rod
aerial with full swivel capability. There is also a
terminal for connecting an external AM aerial.
The lab results typify a tuner of high FM
sensitivity, approaching the theoretical limits in
this respect, of very good lmV input mono S/N
ratio and of acceptable stereo S/N ratio. The
3rd- order RFIM ratios suggest that the tuner
would not be unduly bothered by quite strong
signals delivered by the aerial from amultiplicity
of off- air signals, though in extremely strong
signal fields external aerial attenuation might be
desirable, depending on whether or not ahigh
gain directional aerial is used to alleviate multipath reception. No matter how good atuner's
RFIM performance, spuriae will always be
evoked given astrong enough input signal!
However, the spurious rejection, exemplified
by the repeat spot ratio, is another good
indicator that the tuner would not be easily
upset by avery strong signal. The excellent ldB
capture ratio would also tend to minimise the
tuner's sensitivity to multipath reception.
For a tuner of fixed FM IF bandwidth the
measured selectivity represents agood average
value which is neither too wide to let through
high amplitude side signals nor too narrow to
impair significantly the full deviation distortion
performance. In fact, as will be observed, the
distortion was acceptably low in all modes,
including the difficult L—R stereo subchannel
mode.
Pilot tone and stereo subcarrier at the audio
outputs were well attenuated, the former having
only a small influence on the extreme upperfrequency response ( see fig. 1). Stereo
separation was very good at low and middle
frequencies, but tending to deteriorate swiftly
above about 3kHz. AM rejection ratio can be
classified as very good based on my test
method.
The tuner performed extremely well in the
domestic scene and under detailed audition, but
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Iwould personally have favoured some form of
signal strength indication. Fora person unaware
of the frequencies of the stations required some
difficulty is bound to be experienced, and to
some degree this would be alleviated by signal
strength indication. However, once the stations
have been preset there would be no further
trouble in tuning.
Despite the collapse of upper- frequency
stereo separation, fine stereo imagery was noted
on good off- air transmissions and on my labbrewed stereo signal. At normal modulation
levels very little non- speaking channel splash
was noticed, but transient breakthrough was
apparent at higher modulation levels. On certain
off- air transmissions there was amild tendency
towards emphasised sibilance; but less on my
home signals, which could indicate atransmitter
aberration!
Overall frequency response was smooth with
good extension right down to the lowest bass
frequencies transmitted; and it was considered
that the normal- modulation distortion produced
by the tuner was at least one magnitude below
that which can be expected on the best of off- air
transmissions.
Sensitivity was such that quite distant and
hence relatively weak signals could be resolved
with low background noise, especially in mono
mode. At the off- air test site no trouble at all was
experienced from phantom signals or spuriae
resulting from front-end overload. Selectivity,
too, was regarded as quite afair value, while the
excellent capture ratio helped combat multipath
distortion caused by time- delayed reflected signals which are the plague of my reception
location!
All in all, avery interesting state- of- art tuner
which would have extra appeal to those contemplating the introduction of timed switching
into their hi-fi systems.
The AM section seemed to have a slightly
greater sensitivity than most tuners so endowed,
but the quality of reproduction was no better as
this is limited essentially by the quality of the
transmitted signals, and it is quite a revelation
setting the tuning for the same programme on
both FM and AM and then doing a quick
comparison by changing the band switch!
Detailed lab tests were not undertaken of the
AM section as it is more of aconvenience than a
hi-fi attribute.

Sony ST-J8813

This model is FM- only and yet is physically
larger than the Technics, having the approximate
dimensions
of
480 x80 x370 mm.
Nevertheless it has a neat low- profile appearance. It is equipped with racking side slots and
masking hardware.
As with the Technics, tuning is digital with
crystal- locked frequency synthesizing changing
in steps of 50kHz. There are three methods of
tuning, and instead of the two tuning buttons of
the Technics, the Sony is equipped with three
side- by- side. The two outside ones provide the
up and down frequency changes for so-called
automatic tuning. When one of these buttons is
depressed (there being no need to hold it down
in this mode) the tuning changes automatically
up or down in frequency until astation of viable
strength is tuned, the count then halting. By
holding down the middle button while simultaneously pressing an outer one once, a50kHz
change in frequency is achieved. If one of the
outer buttons is held down while the middle one
is depressed a ' manual tuning' function obtains,
whereby the whole of Band II is fast scanned.
There is no halting at stations in this mode.
When the mute button is depressed and the
tuning operated in 50kHz steps the muting is
not lifted until the precise frequency of the
transmission is tuned. In this way, therefore, a
very accurate station frequency readout can be
obtained. ( This, of course, is within the 50kHz
switching steps.) It was very interesting to
discover that the Wenvoe Radio 4 signal on
921 25MHz could be obtained at both 92.1 and
92•15M Hz even with the muting active, which
tends to prove the point made earlier. Also in the
automatic tuning mode the scan stopped at
92.1MHz in the upwards direction and at
92.15MHz in the downwards direction!
There is also memory tuning catering for up to
seven stations with press button recall. Also
memorised on each station recalled by the press
buttons are normal or narrow selectivity ( the
model being equipped with press button selectivity change), mono or stereo mode, and
muting on or off. Thus, if a station on, say,
881 MHz is tuned with the mode at stereo,
muting on and selectivity normal, and this is
memorised for later button recall, then when
recalled it will appear with stereo and muting on
and selectivity at normal! The various conditions
just mentioned are indicated on a small
illuminated panel beside the usefully large and
brightly lit frequencies digits.
Programming the station buttons is easy. One
merely needs to tune the required station, set the
various conditions ( stereo or mono, normal or
narrow selectivity and muting on or off) and
hold down abutton labelled 'memory' while at
the same time depressing one of the station
buttons. This can be done up to seven times. For
writing into the memory, a station must have
been received for more than is. Labels for
station indentification are provided and are
inserted by removing asmall cover from the top
of the tuner. The station last received is automatically memorised and thus appears when the
tuner is next switched on.
The contents of the memory are retained by a
non-volatile integrated circuit during the time
that the power is turned off and even when the
tuner is disconnected from the mains supply,
which is useful, avoiding the need for battery
backup.
The audio signals are delivered

by

rear

'phono' sockets at both adjustable and fixed
levels. Aerial inputs at 300 ohms balanced and
75 ohms unbalanced are provided, but the latter
by the silly type of inverted coaxial socket,
calling for an adaptor when used with a
standard British coaxial aerial plug. I really
cannot understand why tuners and receivers
destined for the UK market use this type of IEC
male receptacle!
The lab results reveal atuner of virtually the
same sensitivity as the Technics, but having a
slight edge over this in absolute terms in the
narrow selectivity mode, and being slightly less
sensitive than the Technics in normal selectivity
mode. The lmV S/N ratios of the Sony, though,
are better than the Technics, marginally in mono
mode and more significantly in stereo mode.
Under normal off- air conditions, however, it is
unlikely that a realistic difference would be
detected.
Front-end 3rd- order IM and spurious rejection ratios are similar to the Technics, as also the
excellent capture ratio in normal selectivity
mode. The capture ratio always deteriorates
slightly in narrow mode. You will see that the
selectivity in the normal mode is wider than the
fixed selectivity of the Technics and narrower in
thé narrow mode, the optional values thus being
quite acceptable.
It is normal, too, for the distortion at full
deviation to be less in the normal ( or wide) than
in the narrow selectivity mode; but good values
are retained even in the narrow mode, which is
highly commendable. Residual pilot tone was at
a very low level and the 38kHz subcarrier
virtually at vanishing point.
Fig. 2shows avery good and 'flat' frequency
response over the important part of the
spectrum, with just a slight trace of low bass
roll- off ( but note that the graph goes down to
10Hz where nothing of interest is transmitted).
Remarkably good stereo separation is achieved
right up to 15kHz in the normal selectivity
mode—acommendable result, indeed,
This model also has aform of signal strength
indication with quite a fair dynamic range,
which facilitates tuning to the strongest ' local'
station of a group carrying the required
programme.
Under domestic conditions this tuner was
highly favoured, not only for its relative ease of
operation ( though it must be admitted that most
tuning was done with the press button
facilities), but also for its very good quality of
reproduction via the test setup. Only my young
son missed an AM facility, not being able to tune
Radio 1 at ' critical' times!
Stereo imagery was excellent, with very little
non- speaking channel splash even at abnormally high modulation levels as applied to my labbrewed stereo VHF signal. In fact, comparing

the master tape signal as applied to the test
amplifier/speakers, with the same signal from
the tuner applied to the radio input of the
amplifier, revealed dramatically the extremely
good quality delivered by the tuner. On some
material
it was virtually impossible to
distinguish between the two conditions when
the levels for comparison were very carefully
balanced. There were mild differences in some
cases, especially at the higher frequencies and
on transient material, undoubtedly exposed by
the higher bandwidth of the signal direct from
tape as compared with the 15kHz bandwidth of
the FM system.
A little sibilance was detected, but the overall
frequency response was excellent and the bass
end nicely portrayed with good coherence of
ambience. Another very well designed tuner,
therefore, of state- of- art design but lacking the
timed switching facilities of the Technics.

Aurex ST-S20

Despite
its
mini
dimensions
of
258 x54 x184 mm ( W xHxD), this is another
digital display device based on frequency
synthesising. It could, in fact, be used instead of
the analogue T1OL in the Aurex System 10 ( one
of Toshiba's micro- systems), styling and
dimensions being compatible. It is an all- wave
tuner, having a SW band tuning over 5.8 to
155M Hz in addition to MW and LW bands and,
of course, stereo FM. Aerial inputs for 75 and
300 ohms FM are provided. A ferrite rod aerial is
used for the MW and LW bands—fully adjustable—but an external aerial needs to be connected for the reception of SW stations.
Tuning steps are 50kHz FM, 1kHz LW, 9kHz
MW and 5kHz SW. In addition to press- button
recall there are two modes of tuning: ' manual',
with up and down frequency change achieved
by buttons, and 'auto'—when this button is
depressed the tuning scans automatically until a
station is tuned, the scan then ceasing and the
signal being ' locked' by the PLL of the synthesiser. When either of the manual buttons is
depressed once and then immediately released
the tuning changes up or down by one step, but
when finger pressure is retained the scan continues until the pressure is released. This is
a reasonably quick method of getting to a
particular part of the frequency spectrum. It
takes about 18s to scan from one end of the FM

band to the other.
For station recall there are eight buttons and
each one can be programmed for one station in
each band, yielding atotal capacity of no fewer
than 32 separate stations ( if you•can find them!)
Small matching press buttons- are also used for
waveband selection. To relate any station to a
press button one merèly tunes the station by one
of the methods described, depresses a button
labelled ' memo' and then depresses the button
to which that particular station is to be related.
Immediate recall of any station so memorised is
achieved by selecting its waveband and then
depressing the appropriate station button. The
button number depressed is shown on the
digital display as achannel number.
The front on/off switch places the tuner in
standby mode in its off position. This ensures
that as long as the tuner is plugged into the
mains supply the tuning data are retained in the
memory. To avoid loss of data in the event of
mains failure or when an external timer is used
with the tuner, amemory back-up can be fitted
in arear compartment in the form of three miniature 1.55V silver oxide cells. These, it is claimed,
should last about four months when active for
eight hours aday.
The digital display is usefully large and bright
and shows the selected waveband as well as the
tuned frequency and channel number. The word
'stereo' also appears when the station is stereoencoded. A row of five illuminated dashes above
the digits give some indication of tuned signal
strength, but the dynamic range of the indicator
is abysmal. The first dash lights with an input
around 1.25pV and all five of them when the
input is up to about 15pV. On stations of normal
usable strength, therefore, they are all lit—on
FM, anyway. Nevertheless, the indication is
handy for revealing the presence of astation, as
the audio muting lift is annoyingly delayed
when tuning ( see later).
The tuner is very neatly styled with matt
'silver' finish. Rubberised strips underneath and
grooves along the top facilitate its stacking with
other Aurex micro components. Fixed level
audio output is delivered from a pair of goldplated ' phono' sockets.
In the lab Ifound that the ultimate sensitivity
was ashade higher than that of the previous two
models, though of virtually corresponding
inputs for the 50 and 60 dB mono and stereo
S/N ratios. Limiting at — 1dB was similar to the
other models. On these counts alone, therefore,
it would be nigh impossible to distinguish
between them. Ultimate S/N ratios can also be
classified as very good, though not quite reaching the values measured on the Sony. Front-end
3rd- order IM responses and the repeat spot
spurious rejection ratio were a small shade
below those of the other models, but still quite
acceptable nevertheless. Capture ratio, too, was
very good.
IF selectivity was on the sharp side, specified
as 75d B + 400kHz I
HF by the manufacturers,
and it was this, Ifelt, which to some extent led to
the higher full- deviation distortion results. I
have recently been monitoring the BBC's
deviation levels and have found that peaks to
100% modulation level ( including pilot tone)
are unusual. Iwould put the average level at
around 35 to 40% and at this deviation the
tuner's distortion would be quite small. It is
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can be used to correct the overshoot and
establish the correct tuning point, the muting
then lifting after the delay already noted.
The best way of tuning is undoubtedly by the
pre-programmed station buttons. There is adequate capacity here, and this is how the tuner
was mainly operated during the domestic trials.
Differences between either of the previously
examined models and the Aurex were marginal
using off- air FM programmes, though it should
be noted that during the trials the programmes
were all recorded! Greater differences were
detected using lab- derived FM stereo signals
and open- reel master tape program material.
Reproduction seemed to possess more ' body'
through the Technics, for example, and it was
Not really room for much else in the ST- 320.

judged by at least one listener to be ' crisper' than
that from the Aurex on an A/B basis. It was also
found that the Aurex appeared to respond more
to impulsive interference on weak FM stations
than the other two models, even with accurately
equalised aerial inputs from the same source.
This should not be taken to imply, though,
that the reproduction was poor. Ihave found
that tuners have greater auditioning differences
than amplifiers, and the effective 'coloration', if
this is how it can be termed, of one tuner may be
preferred against that of adifferent tuner by one
listener, while another listener's preference may
be the other way round! Frequency balance was
'smooth' and stereo imagery quite good, but
judged not to be up to the high standard set by
the Sony. The low- frequency end of the music

interesting to note that speech can cause the
deviation to reach relatively high peak values.
Pilot tone at the audio outputs was well down
and residual subcarrier was insignificant.
Steady-state AM rejection ratio was dose to
that of the previous models, but I had the
impression that perhaps the rejection of impulsive interference was slightly less good.
Fig. 3 shows a good stemo frequency response but with aslightly rising treble just prior
to the 19kHz ' notch' take over and with channel
balance degrading a shade with increasing
frequency. Stereo separation at lkHz was dose
to specification, but with progressive fall- off in
separation either side of 1kHz.
f
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The tuner was highly favoured for its neat
design and simplicity of operation using the
preset station buttons for tuning. In automatic
tuning mode of FM and MW, the tuning halted
spot on frequency when astation was detected,
even when of relatively low strength. The automatic tuning is not intended for use on the LW or
SW band, according to the instructions. For
manual tuning one really needs to know the
frequency of the required transmission, for
when the scan is running, in common with most
digital synthesised designs, the audio is muted
so the stations over which the tuning passes
cannot be heard.

spectrum was well handled, but some uppertreble stridence was detected at high modulation levels.
There was less treble output on MW/AM than
from the Technics, but the Aurex has the allwave advantage over the previous two models,
which could be important to some people.
Some second- channel ( image) spuriae were
noted on SW, the signal being repeated at lower
strength at a different frequency, but this was
not particularly bad. All- in- all an interesting
little tuner.

There is a significant delay after a station is
tuned before the muting lifts. This, which can be
frustrating, applies to all bands. In some cases,
therefore, it might well be necessary to tune
step-by-step to find a station, and after each
step change allow sufficient time for the
muting to lift. The fast scan can be used, of
course, when the approximate frequency is
known.

A fet R ( Cambridge) T21

Because the signal strength indicator responds to relatively weak signals and because it
remains active when tuning manually, stations
are thus revealed as the tuning passes over
them. However, it is hardly feasible to halt the
tuning precisely at the frequency where the
indicator responds; but the step tuning method
116

Iwas glad in the end to have acquired aBritish
tuner to include in this group. I have been
criticised for writing comparatively little during
recent years about British hi-fi, but Ican vouch
that this is not for want of trying. The market is
saturated with imported equipment from manufacturers whose models seem to change in
number and undergo face lifts at remarkably
frequent intervals, much to the vexation of some

dealers. The British chaps, on the other hand,
tend more to retain a specific model for years,
though for some reason or other it always seems
to be in 'short supply'! Iwould, of course, be
happier if there were so many wholly British
products on the market that my testing time
could be more evenly distributed; but this seems
not to be.
The A & R T21 is not a digital tuner, but
adopts continuous analogue tuning based on
capacitor diodes ( varicaps) over 88 to 108M Hz.
There is no AM section. Tuned frequency is
revealed by red LEDs shining through a 'frosted'
window measuring about 125 x25 mm. The
frequencies are printed in white at 4MHz intervals, and as the tuning control knob is turned so
the LED illumination moves along the 'scale'
behind the frosted window. Their light is thus
somewhat diffused. The LEDs, 21 of them, are
placed side- by- side in a row, and each one
corresponds to achange of 1MHz. Thus, despite
the lack of scale readout definition, it is possible
to achieve a reasonable inkling of the tuned
frequency by referring the lit LED to the scale
print. However, when the frequency of astation
falls between the 1MHz intervals an accurate
readout is not possible, though two adjacent
LEDs tend to glow, instead of just one, when the
frequency falls midway between the 1MHz
intervals, the appropriate LED then brightening
and the one the other side dimming as the
tuning is brought closer to the 1MHz interval.
This nature of tuning is certainly different, but
I couldn't help thinking that it represents a
perhaps rather expensive way of obtaining a
display, possibly being less accurate in readout
definition than a well aligned conventional
tuning scale and cursor, though this would be
larger in 'display length'. There are additional
LEDs behind the frosted window. A red one
shows when astereo signal is tuned. A line of
three, having agreen one centred between two
red ones, shows when a station is 'optimally'
tuned by the centre green one only being
illuminated. However, to get this action it is
necessary to tune a signal to within the IF
passband, for the green one remains lit at
frequencies where there are no signals. The red
outer LEDs indicate which direction the tuning
needs to be shifted to get the centre green one to
light. This can be abit confusing when several
stations lie in close proximity to each other. The
strength of the tuned signal is also LED indicated, there being arow of five LEDs for this,
the first two red- glowing and the final three
green- glowing. The first red one starts to glow
with an aerial input of about 6pV and the final
green one with an input of about 1,500pV, so
the dynamic range of indication is usefully wide.
The frosted window display occupies the
centre of a black- finished fascia. The control
knob, which rotates smoothly though devoid of
flywheel inertia, and the various switches, are
also black. The diffused effect of the frosted
window gives the impression that the window is
dusty or dirty and needs cleaning! Pre-set
tuning and press- button selection are also
catered for. One of arow of six buttons activates
the knob tuning, while the five remaining
buttons can each be set by an associated rear
control to select a specific station or tuned
frequency. Unfortunately, the pre-setting controls at the rear are readily accessible and could
easily be detuned by dusting, etc. It would have
been better had these been sunken screw- driver
adjustments or could be covered after setting.
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However, small tuning errors can be combated automatically by afront AFC ( automatic
frequency correction) switch which has aviable
'pull- in' range. Tuning and station presetting, of
course, would normally be done with this
switch at 'off'. It was noticed that fairly heavy
'crashes' emanated from the speakers when
using the station selector buttons. There is also a
stereo/mono switch, the red stereo indicator
extinguishing when mono is selected.
The audio signals are delivered by a DIN
socket and the level is adjustable by a rear
control, but not right down to zero ( see table).
FM aerial inputs are available at 75 ohms
unbalanced ( co- ax) and 300 ohms balanced

Inputs for
30 dB S/N ratio:
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(twin feeder), the former using a proper co- ax
socket and the latter a 300- ohm socket of the
American type.
The tuner is 'slim line', measuring approximately 450 x230 x57 mm (W xD xH) and is presented in awooden sleeve, the net result being
quite attractive and 'different' in apleasant son
of way, as already noted.
The lab results reveal a design of quite fair
sensitivity, quieting curve and noise floor, but
failing to rival its group competitors on most of
these counts, though the ultimate stereo S/N
ratio was marginally better than that of the
Technics. On average, the RFIM ratio was not
too dissimilar from that of the other models,

though showing some sideband imbalance, and
was about the same as the Aurex on repeat spot
rejection ratio. Capture ratio was also a good
'state- of- art' value.
As regular readers of my writings will know, I
assess the FM selectively by using two VHF
input signals, one at 100pV level unmodulated
to which the tuner is adjusted and the other
50mV 100% modulated at 1kHz. The modulated
signal is then detuned from the frequency of the
unmodulated
signal
until
the
signal/
interference ratio (
eg, breakthrough of the lkHz
modulation) reaches 30dB, the parameter being
the detuning in kHz required for this condition in
both plus and minus directions.
Using these procedures on the T21, it was
found that the detuned lkHz-modulated 50mV
signal could still be detected even when the
detuning placed this signal outside the tuner's
IF passband! To attain a 30dB signal/
interference ratio it was necessary to switch in a
little 1kHz filtering, which invalidates direct
comparison of this parameter against that of the
other models. However, using the IHF procedures, the selectivity ratio was placed around
48 to 50dB (
eg, 100pV unmodulated signal
with 25 to 32mV of modulated signal) for the
alternate channel. The adjacent channel ratio
was around 2to 3dB. Imust mention that while
most tuners exhibit slight modulation breakthrough outside the IF pas$3and with a 50mV
modulated signal, the breakthrough is not
usually so strong as to make it impossible to
achieve the required 30dB signal/interference

AUREX ST- S20

A & R CAMBRIDGE T21

TECHNICS ST-S7

SONY ST-J88B"

2.-1 1JV mono

0.8 pV mono

:-.1.5 pV mono; 5pV stereo

4 pVmono; 40 pV stereo
12.5 pV mono;
125 pV stereo
1.3 pV
2-5 pV stereo

6 pV mono; 50 pV stereo
15 pV mono;
150 pV stereo
2pV
3 pV muting

50 dB ditto:
60 dB ditto:

4pV mono; 40 pV stereo
12-5 pV mono; 125 pV stereo

-1 dB limiting:
switching threshold:

2.-1 pV
5pV muting/stereo

1-25 pV (0.8 pV narrow)
mono
4 pV mono; 40 pV stereo
12.5 pV mono;
125 pV stereo
1.25 pV
5pV muting/stereo

Ultimate S/N ratios
mono:
stereo:

79.5 dB
71.5 dB

81 dB
75.5 dB

79.5 dB
74 dB

77 dB
73 dB

RFIM 3rd-order 84+95 MHz input
at 93 MHz:
at 96 MHz:

-74 dB
-73 dB

-74 dB
-70 dB

-73 dB
-71 dB

-71 dB
-75 dB

Repeat spot suppression ratio
(100-35 MHz input for 10.7 MHz IF.):

2.-98 dB

98 dB

86 dB

85 dB

Capture ratio IHF:

2-.1 dB

1dB ( 1-6 dB narrow)

1dB

k1.2 dB

Selectivity for 30 dB S/N ratio at 95 MHz
unmodulated 100pV input with interfering
signal at 50 mV modulated:

+300 kHz/- 300 kHz

+359 kHz/- 334 kHz
+253 kHz/- 268 kHz narrow)

+207 kHz/- 210 kHz

+553 kHz"/- 390 kHz"

Distortion at 1kHz
L+R:
L- R:
stereo left:
stereo right:

0.1%
0.03%
0.17%
0.17%

0.05% ( 0.2% narrow)
0.07% (0.17% narrow)
0-07% ( 0.1% narrow)
0.1% ( 0.1% narrow)

0.22%
0.45%
0.45%
0.45%

0.3%'••
0.8%' • '
196**•
1%"•

Pilot tone residual:

-56 dB

-69 dB

-69 dB

-70 dB

Subcarrier residual:

-62 dB

below - 80 dB

below - 80 dB

-49 dB

AM rejection ratio ( 30% AM):

56 dB

56 dB approx.

56 dB approx.

53 dB

Signal strength indication min/max:

not fitted

500 pV/5 pV

15 pV/1.25 pV

1,500 pV/6 0/ LEDs

Tuning indication:

quartz lock synthesized digital
50 kHz steps

quartz lock synthesized digital
50 kHz steps

quartz lock synthesized
digital 50 kHz steps
FM manual (see text)

analogue using LED display
(see text)

Audio output stereo:

600 mV per channel

0-1100 mV (var); 690 mV
(fixed) per channel

500 mV per channel
fixed

1,000 mV per channel max;
10 mV min. (var.)

Typical Price (
inc. VAT)

£200

£369

£200

£173

Manufacturer/Distributor

National Panasonic ( UK) Ltd.,
107-109 Whitby Road,
Slough, Berks. SL1 3DR

Sony ( UK) Ltd.,
134 Regent St.,
London W.1

Toshiba ( UK) Ltd.,
Toshiba House,
Frimley Road,
Frimley, Camberley,
Surrey, GU16 5JJ

Amplification & Recording
(Cambridge) Ltd,
French's Mill,
French's Road,
Cambridge CB4 3NP

Unless otherwise stated reference modulation level 100% including 10% pilot tone stereo,
test frequency 95 MHz, 1mV aerial input. CCIR/ARM noise weighting and aerial loading
pd across 75 ohms matching pad.

'Measured in normal selectivity mode unless stated otherwise
— Interfering signal modulation breakthrough outside IF passband.
• LED- indicator- tuned and AFC on.
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Two budget tuners by Gordon King

UDG ET tuners are usu all y l
arger

ph
ys i
cally

than their more sophisticated counterparts,
though less elaborately equipped. They mostly
adopt mechanical capacitor gangs for tuning
and are hence devoid of press button station
selection. They are also, of course, less expensive! On the other hand, it is often difficult to tell
from comparative auditioning whether the
audio is emanating from asophisticated digital
synthesised model or from amore modest creation with analogue tuning. Indeed, there are
people around who still prefer the old-fashioned
analogue tuning, as there are who prefer
watches and clocks with hands rather than
those with electronic digits.

frequency and the frequency synthesising of the
local oscillator signal for accurate step tuning.
The budget tuner is continuously tunable over
the entire band ( not in small steps) and is
commonly equipped with a signal strength
meter or indicator of quite fair—if not
logarithmic—dynamic range, often complemented by acentre- zero FM tuning meter. As the
audio muting of the sophisticated tuner does
not usually lift until astation is accurately tuned
by the synthesizer's PLL, a tuning indicator is
somewhat redundant, though some models incorporate an ' on tune' or ' lock' indicator which

lights when the audio muting is lifted by an
accurately tuned signal.
Iapplied the same range of lab tests to these
two budget tuners as to the four more sophisticated models. The models were comparatively
auditioned, this time using the Hitachi HMA7500 power amplifier driven by the Radford
ZD22 preamplifier, in conjunction with the IMF
speakers used for the auditioning of the sophisticated models.

DENYO TU 30001.

This Japanese model sells for around £ 68 and

Parameter- wise, the sophisticated design
commonly scores on an absolute basis. The
ultimate sensitivity can be higher, as also the
ultimate S/N ratios, which, along with better
spurious rejection ratios, can render the more
expensive model more suitable for difficult
reception areas. The more advanced electronics
involved, however, do not necessarily lead
directly to improved audio quality, for quite abit
of it is concerned with the digital readout of
from previous page

ratio either side of the normal selectivity
characteristic. Hence the T21 breakthrough
would appear to be higher than normally
experienced from atuner in this price range.
Despite the seemingly 'wide' selectivity, the
full- deviation harmonic distortion was not excitingly low. It was, in fact, significantly higher
in left and right channel stereo modes than given
by the other models of the group. The 19kHz
pilot tone has been well notched- out, but less
successfully the 38kHz sub- carrier which,
devoid of modulation, was some 20dB higher in
amplitude than the pilot tone. The AM rejection
ratio, as measured, was also alittle below that of
the other tuners of the group.
Fig. 4shows a 'flat' stereo frequency response
with less than 1dB channel imbalance, but
which rolls- off before 15kHz. In common with
those of the other models, the lower curves of
the pen chart indicate non- speaking channel
output and stereo separation. They include all
harmonics of the modulation and spuriae. It is
my opinion that whatever signals are being
delivered by the non- speaking channel, then
these should be revealed, for after all these
signals will be applied to the parent amplifier
and are thus bound to influence the nth- degree
auditioning. By filtering out all the harmonics
and spuriae, leaving only the modulation fundamental frequencies, the separation ratio is invariably improved as would, of course, be
expected.
Since the audio output is widely adjustable,
the tuner will signal- interface with virtually any
amplifier. With the tuner in stereo mode the
interstation muting is continuously active. To lift
the muting and hence to tune stations below the
threshold level it is necessary to switch to mono
mode.
Despite the various technical criticisms previously made, the tuner was judged to have a
pleasant sound, quite ' rich' and full in the bass
with a 'warmth' of reproduction not matched by
some of the other models. Overall frequency
balance was also favoured, though it was generally thought that stereo imagery was slightly less
rigid than portrayed by the Sony, for example.
Using the lab- derived FM source and top- grade
program material, some shortcomings were detected at upper- treble on transients and over118

tones, but these would probably not be noticed
on ordinary off- air program material.
There was aslight delay on muting lift but not
sufficient to prove frustrating, tuning fairly
slowly. During a spell of tropospheric ducting
the model was capable of responding to distant
stereo signals without undue interaction with
more local adjacent channel stations. Noise
floors were of asubjectively hi-fi value and hum
level low. The station press- buttons proved
useful, the tuning proper not being suitable for
accurate frequency indentification. All- in- all, a
very happy little tuner, but one without AM
facilities.

Conclusions
Owing to the wide differences between the four
models it is barely feasible to suggest a 'best
buy'. Each model has its own particular characteristics which may be regarded as desirable by
an intending purchaser. For example, the Aurex
might well be favoured for its remarkably mini
dimensions and all- wave attribute, especially if
ashort waveband is considered important ( but
remember this only from 5.8 to 15-5MHz). This
model also has along waveband in addition to
medium waves.
The Technics is also equipped with AM but
only for MW. The Sony and A & Rare FM- only.
The timing facilities of the Technics might also
be regarded as adesirable bonus. Ifound them
useful during the trials, it being convenient to
have but one switch to activate the whole hi-fi
and to be able to arrange this for auto- timing.
The A & R is the non- digital of the four,
though the LEDs tend to give afeeling of digital
electronics. It is a neat little tuner and the only
British one of the group. One or two technical
curios were unearthed during the lab work, as
you will have seen, but for normal applications
these failed to detract from the auditioning
impressions. In fact, the model was liked for its
apparent 'warmth' of reproduction and 'fullblooded' sound.
Iagree with my collegue Angus McKenzie
about the need for a 'standard' to define the level
of the signal which is sometimes provided for
setting atape machine prior to off- air recording.
I, too, find these embodied oscillators useful.

That of the Technics produces a tone around
440Hz at a convenient level. The instructions
suggest setting the recording controls of a
cassette deck to about — 2dB and those of an
open- reel deck to about OdB, using the tone.
With cassette decks, at least, Ifound the suggested level quite viable.
Way back in 1977. Iwas in discussion with
David Robinson of Dolby Labs about a level
standard, and Iwas inclined to agree with David
at the time that the proposed tuner Dolby
reference level, corresponding to + 37.5kHz
peak deviation, would represent a good standard. Since then Imust say that most of the
tuners and receivers passing through my lab, so
equipped, have been found to approximate this
level closely.
To be realistic, the RF performance of most of
the models of the group was so close as to be
barely detectable as 'differences' under practical
operating conditions. For nth- degree noise performance the Sony just about topped the group.
This model, too, had the edge on distortion,
taking all modes into account, in ' normal' selectivity mode; but as shown by the table the
Technics did pretty well on this score as well.
Distortion of the A & R was a little disappointing, comparatively, but the distortion
yield fell with reducing deviation. The Sony
came out well on overall frequency response
and stereo separation, as can be seen ( fig. 2).
Based on critical listening using the labderived FM signal, Iwould say that the Sony
gave the most accurate reflection of the openreel master tape source; but it is unlikely that this
would be discerned using ordinary off- air
signals against the Technics, for example. The A
& R seemed to possess asound of its own. This
is meant in a non- derogatory manner! The
reproduction seemed to have agreater 'warmth'
and 'fullness' than the other models, which was
apparent on A/B comparison against different
tuners.
The smallest and possibly neatest model of
the group, Ithink, was the Aurex. It is remarkable how such abundle of complex electronics can nowadays be reduced to such a
small volume. It only goes to show how much
free space there must be in large- dimensioned
tuners!
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exemplifies the budget tuner. Compared with
the digital models, especially the Aurex, it is
massive within its approximate overall dimensions
of
433 x142 x240 mm ( W xH D).
Encased in dark- finished metal, the fascia is
'brushed' or satin aluminium, along the top of
which is aclearly- printed tuning scale behind a
glass window. Active scale length approximates
275 mm, which is lit by diffused light. Tuning
runs smoothly, helped by flywheel inertia, but
the FM scaling is not very clearly calibrated ( in
terms of actual frequency divisions between the
main frequency numbers), and the particular test
sample was somewhat out of tuning alignment.
The ' L' suffix signifies that the model has aLW
band in addition to MW AM and VHF FM. AM
signals are picked up by arear ferrite rod aerial
which hinges away from the back panel but
cannot be swivelled. There is aterminal for an
external AM aerial if found necessary. A red LED
on the tuning scale section glows when astereo
signal is tuned, but its operation was sluggish
on the lab- derived stereo VHF of 10% pilot tone
deviation, though it seemed to switch OK on
off- air stereo stations.
Two illuminated meters reside below the scale
at the left-hand side of the fascia, one showing
relative signal strength over aquite fair dynamic
range ( see Table) and the other centre- zero FM
tuning.
A large tuning control knob at the opposite
side of the fascia is complemented by a bandselector switch, two lever switches for muting
and high- blend, and a press switch for mains
power. Audio signal is delivered by a pair of
'phono' sockets, and terminals provide achoice
of 75- or 300- ohm FM aerial input.
In the lab it was found that the absolute mono
sensitivity ( for 30 dB S/N ratio) was quite fair
for a tuner at this price. Stronger signals,
though, than required by the sophisticated
models were needed to achieve the 50 and
60 dB mono and stereo ratios. Muting came on
fairly quickly.
Ultimate S/N ratios were also relatively 'fair'
but better results are only possible by more
expensive design. Iwas surprised at the quite
good front-end 3rd- order IM rejection ratios,
but the repeat spot spurious rejection ratio was
only fair. Capture ratio was reasonable and
selectivity not very sharp, though this led to
quite acceptable left and right channel stereo
distortion results. Curiously, the distortion was
higher in the L+R mode and higher still in the
L— R stereo sub- channel mode. Although there
is a centre- zero FM tuning meter, the least
distortion was not achieved with this tuned for
centre!
Pilot tone residual was fairly well down and
sub- carrier right down, but AM rejection ratio
was below the standard set by the more expensive models. Fig. 2shows a1dB rise in frequency
response at circa 5 and 15 kHz, the latter fol-

lowed by aswift drop into the 19 kHz ' notch'.
Stereo separation ( including spuriae) was
virtually to specification, but the pen chart shows
that the high- blend filter not only reduces the
stereo separation with increasing audio frequency but also rolls- off the treble end of the
frequency response. These are quite normal
results in high- blend mode whose purpose is to
reduce background noise on weak stereo signals without entirely defeating the stereo effect.
As already noted, the dynamic range of the
signal strength meter was quite good, but there
was apparently some scale misalignment.
Bearing in mind its relatively low cost, the
tuner performed quite happily under audition.
Utmost 'clarity' of the more costly sophisticated
models was not present, but Imust admit that on
some off- air programmes it was difficult to
detect agreat deal of difference on A/B testing.
Slight stridence and 'splashing' were heard on
strongly modulated signals, and stereo imagery
was sometimes not all that convincing. Overall
response, though, was considered satisfactory
and background noise behind strongish signals
was not unduly apparent. In fact, Iwas quite
encouraged by the results from atuner in this
price category.
Sensitivity of the AM bands was about
'average', but upper-sideband cutting was
noted in comparison with the MW/AM results
from the Technics digital ST- S7, for example.

NAD 4020A
NAD is a strange company, being Americanbased but arranged in conjunction with a
number of European dealer chains, Hi -Fi
Markets in the UK, for example. The 4020A
tuner sent for review is being made in Taiwan; I
was given to understand that it has passed
through astage of improvement since its inception, this being exemplified by the review
sample and the models currently available. ( The
partnering amplifier is the NAD 3020 which has
been favoured by encouraging press.)
Although the review sample was equipped
with an AM band, this was for MW only. Ithink
I'm correct in saying, however, that there is also
a model catering for both the MW and LW
bands, which Iwas hoping to receive. The AM
signal is normally collected by arear ferrite rod
aerial which has the advantage of being adjustable in all planes, thereby facilitating beam-

ing on to the required transmission or orientation to minimise its response to interference. For
difficult AM reception areas a rear terminal
caters for an external aerial.
There are also terminals ( spring- loaded type)
for 300- ohm balanced and 75- ohm unbalanced
(coaxial feeder) FM aerials. A good point for UK
users is that the 75- ohm terminals are also
complemented with a UK- type coaxial socket.
These terminals, along with a pair of ' phono'
sockets for audio delivery, are located on aflat
step at the back of the tuner. There is no DIN
outlet, but there is a three- position switch
which allows immediate change of FM deemphasis over 25, 50 and 75 ps. The UK
standard is 50 ps, and it was with the switch at
this setting that the tests were made.
The tuner is metal- encased and ' functional'
looking. It is not equipped with rarely- used
knobs and switches. Its dark brown finish is
pleasantly complemented by a black tuning
knob and switch buttons. The tuning scale is
also dark- backed, which contrasts against the
lighter colour of the tuning cursor and printed
FM and AM frequencies. The scale is softly
illuminated when the tuner is active, and it scans
about 230 mm. Mechanism is freely- running
aided by a small flywheel. FM scale accuracy
mid- band was very good.
Press- switches are used for power on/off
("on' position shown by the glowing of a red
LED), mono, muting, FM and AM. Above the
tuning knob are three LEDs for FM tuning
indication, the correct tuning point being signified by the glowing of the green centre one,
while plus or minus 'off tune' conditions are
revealed by the glowing of either of the amber
outside ones. There is afourth LED which glows
green when astereo signal is tuned in.
Dimensions are 420 x96 x240 mm ( W xHxD),
and weight 4.2 kg.
In the lab Iwas impressed by the very good
ultimate sensitivity of the FM section which,
under the test conditions, was virtually on par
with the theoretical absolute. The 'quieting'
slope also came out nicely, with relatively small
signals only being required for signal/noise
ratios up to 60 dB ( CCIR/ARM). Iwas expecting to have measured aslightly higher ' ultimate'
mono S/N ratio ( 1mV 75 ohms input), but the
result obtained was perfectly respectable, and
the stereo ratio was not far below this—acouple
of dB better than measured on the Denyo.
Fora tuner in this price range Iwas also happy
with the spurious rejection ratios, exemplified
by the RFIM and repeat spot tests. Again, both
of these have the edge over the Denyo results.
Capture ratio was also slightly lower than the
Denyo. Despite the 'sharper' selectivity of the
NAD, the harmonic distortion was not unduly
impaired. In fact, quite good values were
measured, as you can see from the table.
The designers have kept the residual pilot
tone appearing at the audio output well down,
though the stereo subcarrier was, for some
reason or other, alittle higher. Iwas also pleased
with the AM rejection ratio. The pen chart
shows areasonably 'flat' frequency response up
to 15 kHz with good channel balance; also
remarkably good stereo separation characteristics over the whole spectrum of interest. This
tuner, unlike the Denyo, has no signal strength
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Inputs for
30 dB S/N ratio:
50 dB ditto:
60 dB ditto:
-1 dB limiting:
switching threshold:

2pV mono
5.5 pV mono; 60 uy stereo'
20 pV mono; 200 pV stereo*
1.5 pV
2pV muting

0.8 LW mono
3.2 pV mono; 32 pV stereo
10 pV mono; 100 pV stereo
1pV
3.2 pV muting

Ultimate S/N ratios
mono:
stereo:

73 dB ( high blend off)
67 dB ( ditto)*

71.8 dB
69 dB

RFIM 3rd-order 94+95 MHZ input
at 93 MHz:
at 96 MHz:

-67 dB
-65 dB

-74 dB
-71 dB

Repeat spot suppression ratio
(100-35 MHz input for 10 MHz IF):

77 dB

84 dB

Capture ratio IHF:

ez-.2.5 dB

--t1 . 5dB

Selectivity for 30 dB S/N ratio at 100 pV 95 MHz unmodulated input
with interfering signal at 50 mV modulated:

+403 kHz/- 391 kHz

+363 kHz/ - 334 kHz

Distortion at 1kHz
L+R:
L- R:
stereo left:
stereo right:

0.25% ( optimised tuning)"
0.5% ( ditto)
0.06% (ditto)
0.06% (ditto)

0.056% ( tuned by indicator)
0.28% ( ditto)
0.1% ( ditto)
01% ( ditto)

Pilot tone residual:

-57 dB

-72 dB

Subcarrier residual:

-78 dB

-63 dB

AM rejection ratio ( 30% AM):

45 dB ( tuning meter centre)

57 dB ( tuned by indicator)

Signal strength indication max/min:

1mV/4 pV

no signal strength indicator

Tuning scale error 95 MHz:

+547 kHz

zero

Audio output :

570 mV per channel

620 mV per channel

Typical price (
inc. VAT)

f58

f86

Manufacturer/Distributor

Uher Sales & Service,
24 Market Place, Falloden Way,
London NW 11

Hi Fi Markets,
Unit 3, Colonial Way,
Watford, Hens

Unless otherwise stated reference modulation level 100% including 10% pilot tone
stereo, test frequency 95 MHz, 1mV aerial input, CCIR/ARM noise weighting and
aerial loading pd across 75 ohms matching pad.

.

•Auto-stereo switching sluggish.
•• Distortion rises with tuning meter at centre zero.

NAD 4020A

slightly 'thin'. The Dertyo was thought to have
more lower- frequency make-up and less mid/
high- frequency roll- off than the NAD.

Conclusions
Bearing in mind the real budget price of the
Denyo, obtainable, so Iunderstand, for less than
£60 from some sources, there can be no doubt at
all that this model represents remarkably good
value for money. It is well-equipped, having the
advantage over the NAD in having meters for
relative signal strength and FM tuning, and
nicely presented in the typical Oriental style.

(20'1. MODULATION AT
400Hz REF 50ps
PRE- EMPHASIS)
FIG.2
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indicator or high blend filter. At 95 MHz the
tuning accuracy was within the readout definition of the scale.
Some of the parameters measured were in
advance of those specified by the manufacturer,
which is probably accounted 'for by the improvements earlier noted.
We were pleasantly surprised by the results
obtained under audition. Even on relatively
weak signals the noise was not obtrusive, and
this on stereo. The same relatively low signal
applied to the Denyo resulted in a greater
background hiss on stereo. The difference,
however, diminished substantially on stronger
signals, but the NAD was always the quieter of
the two on stereo.
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Overall frequency balance was also considered good, and on direct A/B comparison
with the Denyo the NAD was thought to have
more treble 'sparkle' and a fuller bass. Stereo
imagery was excellent, and it required a fair
degree of overmodulation to evoke nonspeaking channel splash or undue stridence. We
were not bugged by whistles or phantom signals, and during aspell of tropospheric propagation distant stations were resolved in stereo
without birdies or other interference, but with a
higher than acceptable background hiss.
Direct A/B comparison with the Denyo on
MW/AM transmissions indicated that there was
not very much to choose between the two in
terms of sensitivity, but the NAD sounded

On some of the technical parameters the NAD
was better disposed, reflective, no doubt, of the
extra selling price ( around £ 86). It is also a
different looking tuner from the Denyo, which
some might regard as better looking. It certainly
out- performed the Denyo on the sensitivity
stakes, and the stereo noise floor was lower. It
also measured better on RFIM and repeat spot,
so would possibly be a better bet in strongish
signal areas where the Denyo might call for
aerial attenuation to avoid phantoms or spuriae.
I was impressed by the relatively low fulldeviation distortion.
Careful auditioning using off- air signals failed
to reveal all that much difference between the
FM sounding of the two models. In fact, some
listeners veered in favour of the Denyo sound.
Using the lab- derived FM stereo source, however, differences became more noticeable,
though not dramatic. I then, personally,
favoured the results of the NAD, but only just!

CASSETTE DECKS

Four £200 cassette decks by Mike Jones
IN THIS review we look at adual- speed cassette deck from America
I (the BIC T2), amachine from Grundig of Germany ( CF5100) which
includes the ' High Com' noise reduction system, and two standard decks
from Japan, the Pioneer CT400 and Teac A660. But before examining
the individual decks it will be helpful to discuss some more general
points. When the Philips cassette first came onto the market it was, to say
the least, anoisy low fi recording medium. But by the end of the sixties
Dolby Laboratories had developed an acceptable system which greatly
reduced the noise and increased the fidelity. It does this by raising the
amplitude of low-level HF signals during the record process to lift them
well above the noise floor, and reverses the process on replay, thus
retaining the improved S/N ratio. With acorrectly adjusted system you
end up with the same gain at all frequencies and a dynamic range
capacity of around 60 dB. However, the main drawback of the cassette
system is still that it fails to retain enough of the original dynamic
information. The dynamic range of the most massive music can
approach 80dB, and thus must be compressed; such compression is
worse at high frequencies, although metal tapes are helping to overcome
this on some of the better class machines.
Most program material can be accommodated within a60 dB span,
but even though the Dolby- B system can achieve this by providing an
improvement of 10 dB, there is still quite alot of ground to be made up if
the very loudest musical peaks and the quietest 'silences' are to be
handled with complete safety. In the mid seventies the dbx Corporation
launched a2 : 1compresser/expander system which could produce an
80-90 dB dynamic range on cassette, and very spectacular it is to listen
to; but many people can hear it ' breath' as the noise- gate opens and
closes. On certain pieces of music this can be very distracting.
Telefunken's ' High Com' which is fitted to the Grundig CF5100 is
similar to dbx but does not have the same rate of compression or
expansion and is reputed not to breath quite so much. But, as we shall
see, although we did not detect breathing the sample we looked at did
have its problems.
High-speed working is not new to me because Iwas testing cassette
tape at ni/s as long ago as 1976. Indeed, quite alot of C60 low- noise
cassette tape is supplied to the audiovisual market for operating at this
higher speed. So it was with some interest that we looked at the BIC T2
with its dual- speed facility. Unlike the other decks in this review, the T2
is not able to work with metal tapes. But at its higher speed it compares
very favourably with metal tape.
Finally, before we take an in-depth look at the four decks Ifeel that a
mention should be made of aword that doesn't seem to be very popular
with some equipment manufacturers: 'reliability'. Although all the decks
were obtained direct from the manufacturers or their importers, during
the course of the tests all four failed in some way or other. This would not
be so bad if it were just an isolated case, but manufacturers seem unable
to send their decks out correctly set-up and in full working order. Having
been heavily involved in the cassette tape industry for over five years I
was always taking knocks for variations of 1to 2dB, yet it would appear
that we must be quite happy, as reviewers, to allow the hardware
manufacturers to produce equipment to this same low standard. During
the time Ispent with atape manufacturer agreat deal of pressure was
placed on us by Angus McKenzie and Gordon King to improve the tapes
that we produced, and quite rightly so. Now that I
am on the consultants'
side of the fence I
will do everything that actively encourages equipment
manufacturers to improve their standards.

The CF5100 is not to my mind as attractive as the Pioneer CT400,
although the controls are well laid out and easy to use—apart from the
start button to which Iwill return later. The cassettes are loaded into a
'direct loading' cassette drive, which is situated at the right-hand end of
the machine, with a removable plastic dust cover being supplied to
protect the heads when there is no cassette inserted. The single
record/replay head is of the Sendust type, with a twin- gap
erase head. Immediately to the left of the transport are six mechanically
operating push- buttons that control the deck functions. They are fastwind and rewind, record and play, pause and stop. Most of them are
fairly easy to use and Ifound them to be positive in operation apart from
the start button, which required afair deal of pressure to get it to lock into
place. In fact it required so much force that on several occasions the deck
moved away from me unless Iheld it with my other hand. Above the deck
control buttons there is athree- digit counter with azero re- set control.
There are no timer or memory facilities on this machine.
A variable output control is fitted that swings the output level from
500 mV to 1.5 V, at 0dB/VU. Tape selection is by three push- buttons
which select ferric, chrome and metal tapes. Ferrochrome can be
selected by pressing both the ferric and chrome switches together. Two
LED level meters are located slightly left of centre and consist of ten
segments per channel reading from — 20 to + 5dB. The LEDs changed
colour as the level increased, from green for signals below 0dB, to
yellow at 0 and to red above. Imust point out that the multi-lingual
instruction book gave very little advice on adjusting the machine to the
correct level, and while the recommended level of 0dB was correct for
ferric it was some 2dB below optimum on metal tapes.
Beneath the meters are dual- concentric friction- coupled input level
controls which have the added feature of an adjustable stop. This
enables the user to pre-set the record level to any point between zero and
maximum and to refer to the same level again at alater date. To the left of
the level controls are the two noise- reduction switches, one for High
Com and the other for playing back Dolby cassettes.
The single DIN microphone socket is intended primarily for use with
Grundig's series of stereo mikes, although with the aid of a special
adaptor it can be used with a pair of mono models. Insertion of the
microphone plug disconnects the line input from other souces. The
sensitivity for microphones is 600 pV across 5k- ohm, and asecondary
input is available for phono of 120 mV into 1 meg. The line input
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Grundig CF5100
DURING THE late fifties and for most of the sixties, to many people the
world of tape recording meant one word: Grundig. Their reel-to-reel
machines became famous for technical performance and reliability.
Unfortunately, with the advent of the cassette Grundig's customers
began to buy the smaller more convenient machines, and for several
years in the UK their tape recorders became amemory from the past. But
now the company is fighting back with anew range, which includes the
CF5100.
The main feature of this deck is that it incorporates High Com, anoise
reduction system developed by Telefunken. High Com is designed to
increase the dynamic range capacity of arecorder from amere 50 dB or
so to astaggering 80 dB, across the entire frequency spectrum. This is
achieved by compressing the signal during the recording process and
expanding it again during playback. The ' breathing' problems associated
with systems of this type have been overcome by Telefunken, who have
split the spectrum into separate bands and treated each band on its own.

0

COMPRESSION AT 10kHz
WITH INPUT AT DOLBY
LEVEL ( 200nWb/m)

-6-

10-

-12'

FIG.1
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE AND
COMPRESSION CHARACTERISTICS
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sensitivity is 0.2 mV into 1.6k. A single toggle switch is mounted at the
extreme left-hand side of the front panel to control the mains supply.
Unfortunately, as the machine is not logic controlled the deck does not
drop out of the play position when the supply is disconnected, so one
has to remember to stop the machine before switching off, otherwise the
pinch- roller could become damaged.
At the rear there are two cables, one for the supply and the other
(which is 1metre long) is terminated in afive- pin DIN plug, which may
suit some amplifiers but not all. It is of course possible to use an adaptor
lead, but Iwould have thought it made far more sense to use the more
normal phono/DI Ncombination of sockets on the rear panel. The output
of the machine is only available during play, in accordance with DIN
requirements.

Mechanics

The cassette drive is derived from asingle DC servo- motor coupled via a
belt to aflywheel, which apart from being directly coupled to the capstan
also drives the appropiate spool, depending upon the mode. The
operating buttons for the various deck modes are mechanically connected to the transport mechanism, and although the instruction book
states that one can go from function to function without going through
stop, Iwould not advise this—especially bearing in mind that there is no
effective braking on the supply spool.
To test transport control Isimply insert aTDK MAR cassette, which
has crystal-clear sides, and observe how well the machine controls the
tape through its various functions. The CF5100 is fine in all modes
accept when stopping from fast- wind, when on several occasions Isaw
tape being spilled into the cassette body. It is possible under these
conditions for a cassette to jam, especially if it is removed from the
machine in this state. All the various take-up and supply torques were
reasonable, and in themselves should not create any problems with
cassettes, but Ido have serious doubts about the braking system. Total
wow and flutter measured 0.15%.

Electronics

This machine came out as best of the four decks in terms of dynamic
range at both ends of the spectrum ( see fig. 1) and was also the best setup model for metal tape, especially for its record/replay response
without Hi- Corn ( fig. 2a). It auditioned superbly when used in this
mode, but it did not fair so well on pre-recorded Dolby tapes, which
reproduced with too much treble cut. However, reproduction of
standard test- tapes gave a response within 1dB out to the recorded
upper limits. With Hi-Com in use, the record/replay responses suffered a
slight lift below 1kHz at high recorded levels ( figs. 2b and c).
On chrome and ferric Ithought that it was biased too low, as it tended
to favour low- bias tapes. This seems a pity, as many good tapes are
found just above the DIN bias slot, which Ithink most people agree is a
little out of date. Indeed this is supported by universal acceptance of the
new I
EC recommendations which have just been bought up to date to
include all the new tape formulations. Unfortunately atechnical problem
arose just before we were due to plot the Grundig's ferric performance
figures. This was no fault of the deck and we apologise for the missing
curves and HF compression data in this model, but we did take adequate
general notes for overall assessment of ferric performance. Best results
on chrome were obtained with BASF Chrome II and Contek Cr0 2,and
FIG.2
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on Ferric with Memorex MRX3 and Pyral Super Ferrite, along with Sony
BH F.
Iexperience afew problems with the high sensitivity of the DIN input,
where the gain control is situated afterthe input stages which means that
they can very easily be overloaded. However, during auditioning we
used a QED attenuator with complete success, and although the
CF5100 would not match directly into the majority of Japanese or
American amplifiers, it should give no problems with the majority of
European models, which tend to have adjustable inputs and outputs.
The High- Corn did present one problem in the form of pumping on
high level signals of 10 kHz. If a signal of 10dB below Dolby was
injected for 30 seconds or more, the unit started asevere pumping action
at regular intervals, varying from — 20 to — 30 dB in level. But to be fair to
Grundig, we could not repeat this effect with signals of short
duration—and it was not aproblem during subjective tests. However,
although this is untroublesome in use it is something that Grundig
should pay attention to.

Subjective
For the auditioning we used aLinn LP 12 with an lttok and Asak, fed into
aNaim amplifier and then to apair of Spendor BC 1s. All four decks were
connected to the tape output socket in turn and an identical program
recorded. Levels were set with the aid of aB & Kpink- noise test record to
0dB on the level meters.
Connecting the Grundig to the Naim was no problem, due to the QED
attenuator, and the CF5100 auditioned extremely well: overall
there was more depth, good detail and plenty of information at the top
end. If anything the tonal balance of the recording was alittle bright, but
not unduly so. The bass was nicely controlled. We also listened to some
Decca pre-recorded cassettes, and this was the only time that the
performance of the Grundig fell behind that of the Teac. The detail and
clarity of material recorded on the CF5100 itself had gone, and in fact we
preferred the results without the Dolby noise reduction circuit in use.
Overall, then, avery good machine provided you are not bothered
about compatibility. Apart from the problem on the High- Corn Ifeel that
Grundig should increase the bias on the ferric and chrome positions to
become compatible with the IEC reference tapes. But in the
record/playback tests on metal this deck reigned supreme among the
four reviewed here. Certainly worth considering if you are in the market
for amachine around £ 170.

Pioneer CT400
VISUALLY THIS deck had the greatest impact of the four, with its clean
uncluttered lines and sleek front panel. Everything seemed to be in just
the right place, both aesthetically and operationally. Apart from being
the cheapest of the four decks at around £ 140, it is also the smallest,
occupying just over 10 cm in rack height. Also, although the CT400 is
one of the cheaper Pioneer decks it does have the ability to cope with all
current tapes, including metal. Unfortunately our first sample of the
machine was faulty, so all our results apply to areplacement model.
The first thing that catches the eye is the large dark purple bezel of the
twin gas- discharge level meters. When the deck is switched on the
legend strip glows in anot- too- bright turquoise The bezel also contains
a three- digit mechanical counter ( without memory functions) and
beneath the bezel are the main control switches, with four finger- touch,
logic- controlled deck- operating buttons. Alongside these are four
toggle type switches that select bias, equalisation, Dolby and recordmute. Unfortunately, although two switches are provided for tape
selection Pioneer do not say which is for eq and which for bias, and
neither is the Dolby- B circuit provided with an MPX filter. So if you
wanted to use this deck for recording from FM radio you should ensure
that the tuner had its own pilot- tone filter.
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To the right of the selector switches are three jack sockets, two for
microphones and the third for headphones, the latter offering plenty of
volume for both high and low impedance phones. Above these is the
dual-concentric input gain control, but there is no provision for
controlling output level. At the other end of the machine is the eject
button, mains switch and the timer select switch, which will start the
deck in either record or play mode when the mains is switched on.
Microphone input sensitivity is 0.3 mV at 10k, and phono is 50 mV at
75k, while line output level is 450 mV into 50 k. The machine features a
Sendust record/replay head and atwin- gap ferrite erase head.
The cassettes are housed in aforward tilting door that swings out from
the top, the heads being located at the bottom of the machine. Access for

cleaning is provided by removing the plastic cover to the door, which is
held on by two screws; once this is done, cleaning the heads, capstan
and pinch- roller is afairly simple task.

Mechanics
Despite its small size the CT400 handles the cassette tape exceedingly
well. At no time during the test program or mechanical evaluation did the
tape go out of control. Full logic control means that it is possible to go
directly from one function to another without having to go via stop, and
although Ideliberately tried to foul-up the logic system, in no way could
Iget it to misbehave itself.
Rewind was rather slow, taking some 138 seconds to rewind aTDK
MAR C90. Take-up torque is moderate and the deck should handle the
folded- foil type of cassettes without any problem. Many manufacturers
fail to provide enough back- tension, with the result that cassettes tend
to overun. Personally Iwould like to see the recommended 8 grams
adopted, and not the mere 2-4 grams that many manufacturers use,
including Pioneer. But despite this there were no tape handling
problems with the CT400.
All deck functions are driven from asingle motor, which is connected
to both flywheel and transport system. Although this type of arrangement is very simple and easy to maintain, it does tend to suffer from poor
wow and flutter, basically because all the moving parts are connected
together. We measured an average W & Ffigure of around 0-9%, which is
notverygood at all. Perhaps I
should mention exactly how we measure the
W & Fof cassette decks and what we are looking for.
Initially we record a3.15 kHz tone onto the cassette at areasonably
high level, and although much of the W & Fwill come from the cassette
itself we use particular types which are very good in this respect, while
the results are averaged across three different cassettes. On playback the
signal is fed into ameter which measures the frequency variations of the
3.15 kHz tone using FM detectors. The output is weighted to international agreements, of which there are three main ones: DIN ( quasipeak detection), NAB ( average detection, RMS calibrated) and JIS
(R MS detection). The interesting difference between these standards is
that the DIN figure will always appear worse than the other two.
Apart from the basic W & Ffigure, which does not tell us the cause of
any problem, we also analyse the flutter component using areal-time
third- octave analyser which operates from 0.22 to 180 Hz. This type of
analysis allows us to pinpoint the individual components of adeck that
are actually causing problems.
Having related the wonders of our measurement method Ihave to
admit that we found the results on the Pioneer rather confusing because
of the single motor drive. There was not one or even two main problem
areas, but ten or more, all producing variations on the capstan.

In the ferric position Ipreferred Sony AHF, Fuji FX1 and TDK 0.D, which
means that the deck is biased in the middle of the current bevy of ferric
tapes. On chrome we again liked BASF Chrome II, although the results
were slightly better with TDK SAX. In fact many more tapes than these
will perform on the recorder reasonably well, but these definitely gave
the best overall results without affecting the tonal balance of music.
Metal was disappointing; as the results show, it was only marginally
better than the chrome. But this is typical of many machines around this
price tag and Imust admit it is very difficult for amanufacturer to decide
where to draw the line with machines built to aprice. Certainly Pioneer
are not alone in this. As one dealer put it to me ' no cassette deck under
£200 works well on metal'—he is probably right. But to set the record
straight, Ihave seen excellent results from Pioneer decks on metal
formulations. You pays your price and takes your choice, it is as simple as
that; however, if you wish to use metal on the CT400, then we found that
Denon DXM and TDK MA gave the best results.

Subjective
As we expected, metal was adisapointment, but the results were very
good with chrome tapes—especially when we left the Dolby circuits
switched off. On aThelma Houston album the results with metal were
dull, but with an extended bass, Vivaldi was muddy and heavy, and
a Dire Straits track sounded softer but with a good stereo image.
However, with chrome and no Dolby the performance was nearly up to
that for the Grundig subjectively, only lacking in dynamic range.
A nice looking deck, then, whose performance doesn't live up to its
looks. If you want aPioneer, Isuggest that you look at one of the more
expensive models like the CTF 750.

Teac A660
THE TEAC A660 is a 2- head, two- motor deck with logic control and
facilities for ferric, chrome and metal tapes. It also includes Dolby noise
reduction for around £ 170. Apart from aproblem with level when the
Dolby was activated on the first machine, and aminor difficulty with the
record- enable switch on the second sample, the A660 was the best setup machine of the four decks in terms of its non- Dolby record/replay
responses. In fact it tested on ferric, chrome and metal more like agood
cassette deck should. The responses were flat and the bias slots nicely in
the middle of various tape groups.

Electronics
For its price the CT400 performed fairly well on the three basic tape
types, but we have come across something which Iregard as amajor
problem with Pioneer decks: poor Dolby alignment. Icannot see the
point of installing any noise reduction system if it reduces the performance capability of the deck. Many manufacturers can get it right, so why
can't Pioneer? Some 2dB is lost on HF saturation ( the dotted lines on
Pioneer ferric and metal bar- graphs in fig. 1 show the no- Dolby
performance) and the frequency response at low levels is noticeably
altered ( see fig. 3) The latter was not helped in this instance by a
response bias of the same general shape ( but not so severe) when Dolby
was not applied.
The playback- only response alignment was good on both ferric and
chrome, being within 1dB up to 12.5 kHz on the two calibration tapes.
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The front panel of the machine is neat, being grouped into three main
areas. On the left-hand side of the panel is the front loading cassette
compartment, access to which is gained via atilt forward door with an
inbuilt cassette tray. When the door is forward aguard plate is brought out
to protect the heads. Cleaning of the heads and pinch- roller is facilitated
by removing acover on the door while it is open, then by closing it again
so that the guard is placed in the operating position. A twin- gap erase
head is fitted and aSendust record/replay head.
The transport controls are located in the centre of the machine and are
of the lightweight touch variety laid out in the familiar Teac configuration. Apart from the usual transport and record buttons, arecord- mute
button is provided. Red LEDs are fitted to indicate record, mute and
pause. Above the transport controls is athree- digit mechanical counter
with memory, that allows you either to stop at 999 or automatically to
put the deck into play mode.
Two large peak- level meters are provided which seemed to work very
accurately, and although they have adynamic range of 25 dB we had no
problems in use. Beneath the meters, four switches of the toggle type
select memory, bias, eq and noise reduction. The bias switch has three
positions for metal, chrome and normal, there being no provision for
ferrochrome. The eq switch has the same markings and the two switches
are designed to be operated together. The Dolby switch is astraight
on/off type, with no MPX filter provision for FM radio.
Three jack- sockets are located next to the Dolby switch, being the
inputs for microphone ( with an input sensitivity of 250 pV at 2000) and
headphone outputs suitable for both high and low impedance models.
The output level to both the headphones and the phono sockets,
situated at the back of the machine, are adjustable with the output level
control, the basic line output level being 300 mV into 50 k, with phono
input sensitivity of 60 mV into 50 k.

Mechanics
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Being a dual- motor drive type of machine, we did see a reasonable
wow- and- flutter figure and analysis. The average result was around
0-15 to 0-25% ( DIN weighted), with the majority of the variations
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was quoted at 1%. I
thought that it was amisprint, but it wasn't and this is
indeed acassette deck with inbuilt distortion. In fact it was so bad that
we have assumed it is faulty and have worked out the specified LF MOL
from the information supplied with the machine. This explains the
missing figures against the T2 in the distortion table. Apart from this the
machine proved to be interesting and produced some good results.
Apart from being adual- speed model the T2 boasts Dolby- B, MPX
filter, three- digit counter with memory stop function, three bias levels, a
two- position switch, separate output level controls for the line output
and headphones, and apair of peak- reading meters. The front panel is
finished in black with black and chrome controls, and the panel lettering
in white. A little old-fashioned and certainly on the heavy side. The
transport controls are via piano- key operation, with an interlock which
means that you have to go through stop when changing functions.
Front panel layout is fairly straightforward and reasonably logical. The
cassette transport is located at the left-hand end of the panel, with
access being gained via adrop- down type of door. Two thumb- screws
release aremovable cover to allow access for head cleaning. Atwo- head
configuration is used with single- gap ferrite erase head and apermalloy
record/playback head. The transport controls are located beneath the
cassette compartment and control the normal deck functions. To the
right of these and on the same level are the selector switches, of the
toggle type, for speed, record safety and mute switch, Dolby selector
with MPX filter, alow, normal and high bias switch, and finadly one to
select the correct equalisation.
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coming from the flywheel and the cassette itself. The logic control
system is quick and precise to use, the functions being under the control
of amicroprocessor, and although it was possible to transfer from one
function to another directly. I
encountered no problems because the tape
is kept effectively under control at all times.
Take-up and fast- wind torques were alittle on the high side and could
be lower. However, they are not likely to cause any problems in
operation unless you buy inferior cassettes that are badly slit. Cassettes
of this type tend to jam very easily, especially with machines of higher
torque

Electronics
This deck gave the best results on playback of pre-recorded Dolby
cassettes and on Dolby record/replay with metal ( fig. 4c). In fact it was
only ' High Corn' that gave the Grundig the best overall rating, and note
should be taken of the well extended bass response here, albeit achieved
at the expense of some irregularity below 120 Hz. The only minor
problem we found in using the machine was that the input sensitivity
was alittle low for the Naim pre- amp, and to achieve the correct levels
we had to operate the gain control at 85% of its travel.
On replay- only of test-tapes the machine was flat to within 1dB up to
14 kHz, which may explain why it sounded so much better on prerecorded cassettes. No azimuth problems were encountered, the machine being very well set up in this respect. In the ferric bias slot several
tapes worked well, with Fuji FX1, Maxell UD and TDK OD giving the
best results. These tapes were so well biased that they all produced their
best LF M Ois, yet at the same time produced quite acceptable saturation
results.
Chrome produced fair results, although the low-level frequency
responses show some Dolby misalignment ( even worse on ferric); also,
saturation was alittle low, which would indicate amismatch between
bias and record equalisation. There is no doubt that to obtain best results
metal tapes should be used. For example, the A660 averaged saturation
figures of - 5dB on chrome and - 2dB on metal, a very useful
improvement. Even so, Ifound that BASF Chrome II gave very good
results, as did TDK SAX and Maxell XLII S, the latter two giving
improved HF saturation.

Subjective
We found the input alittle insensitive, but despite this we experienced
no problems with excessive noise; in fact quite the reverse. On reggae
music the bass was slightly extended, with agood stereo image. We
detected no coloration and the transient response seemed quite good,
though not quite up to the standard of the disc or the Grundig.
We enjoyed the classical selections best on this machine because of its
excellent tonal qualities. The bass was a little pronounced on some
passages but this did not detract from enjoyment of the music. The
vocals in the Dire Straits track were not as clear as the disc, bulto be fair to
the recorder this is avery difficult track and precise positioning of the
vocalist is not easy with the disc, let alone from acopy.
This is agood machine and far outclassed the Pioneer and BIC and it is
not very expensive at around £ 170. Ihave no hesitation in recommending it to anyone who needs a good quality deck and requires
compatibility with other machines. Moans: just acouple. It was apity
that two machines were required and that the second also had afault,
although minor. Iwould also like to see the chrome bias shifted alittle
lower to improve the saturation on this type of tape, for it has alot to offer
and is alot cheaper than metal.

A push-button selects line or microphone input, the level of which is
controlled by alarge dual- concentric control placed beneath the centre
of the two peak- reading meters. Phono input sensitivity is 200 mV , with
a6000 microphone input, and output from 50 mV to 2Vinto 10k. On a
level with the selector switches and at the extreme right-hand end of the
machine are three sockets for two microphones and headphones. A
good point with this machine is that mono recording from a single
microphone is possible if you use the right-hand mike input; the signals
then appear on both stereo channels.

Mechanics
The flywheel is belt- driven from asingle motor which also drives the
transport functions of the deck, so the same comments apply here as
with the Pioneer. Wow and flutter was measured at 0-12% ( lii/s) and
0-05% (;i/s). Main causes of flutter were the flywheel, pinch roller and
cassette, although there was a further problem at a sligh ly higher
frequency for which we were not able to find the cause,
o page 130
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IMAGINE MY disappointment when Ilooked at the specification of the
BIC T2 and found that the total harmonic distortion of the electronics
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Two receivers
T

HESE two receivers differ substantially in both price and appearance.
The less expensive, at what could be termed as abudget price, is the
Seoum RS- 3200. The Onkyo TX20 is approximately 6dB up ( about twice
the price) on the Seoum, but this does not quite apply to power yield. The
specification places the Onkyo at 30+30 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz into 8ohm loads for 0.08% TH D, which was met in the lab. The specification of
the Seoum was far more stark; in fact Icould find nothing about the power
stakes in the instruction booklet. However, lab tests indicated that up tp
clipping into 8- ohm loads over 20 Hz-20 kHz the power was 1-7 dB
down from that of the Onkyo, at around 20+20 W.
Both models use analogue ( scale and cursor) tuning and both are
equipped with AM, the Seoum medium and long waves and the Onkyo
with medium- wave only. Neither has amc pickup input, but both have A
and B speaker switching, the Seoum making it possible to use either
speaker pair or both simultaneously, and the Onkyo A or B pair only.
In appearance the Onkyo is far more 'slim line' than the Seoum, which is
of conventional styling. Dimensions of the former approximate
418 x75 x340 mm and of the latter 430 x130 x330 mm ( both Wx Hx D).
Selling prices are around £ 85 for the Seoum and £ 170 for the Onkyo. After
this brief glimpse of the two models let us now get down to see what they
really offer and how they performed.

SEOUM SR- 3220
THIS IS presented in the usual form of matt-'silver' fascia and matching
knobs. Enclosure is black- finished metal and the corners of the front panel
protrude quite sharply. The dark- backed tuning scale occupies a fair
amount of the front and has an active length of just under 240 mm. Scaling
and frequencies are printed in white on the front window and become
pleasantly illuminated. The cursor is well revealed against the dark backing
and the tuning runs fairly smoothly with inertia assistance, but with alittle
'grind'.
Scale backing carries an LED for stereo indication, three for signalstrength and two for FM tuning. Dynamic range of the signal strength
indication is poorly defined and not very wide, but the two LEDs for FM
tuning were good, the idea being to tune until both glow at equal
intensities. A large knob for tuning is conveniently disposed at the righthand side of the scale and smaller knobs and buttons in line along the
bottom of the fascia provide all the other operations. All controls work
smoothly against resetting numbers, the only indentation being for
balance control centre. A single rotary switch provides input functions
selection and has positions for LW, MW, FM, pickup and aux. Pressbuttons are used for power, speaker pairs A and B, FM mute, low filter,
loudness, mono and tape monitor. There is a headphone jack socket
towards the left-hand end. You can see, then, that for its low price the
receiver is well equipped. Iwas pleased to see that FM mute can be
switched off even in stereo mode. However, Iwould have preferred centre
indents for the bass and treble controls.
All signal interfaces are by rear ' phono' sockets ( no DIN socket
duplication for atape machine) and spring- loaded terminals are fitted for
connecting the speakers. Screw terminals are used for connecting the
aerials, and for FM you are given the option of 75- ohms coax or 300- ohms
balanced. You might need to connect an external AM aerial, depending on
local screening and prevailing signal fields. However, at my location
respectable AM was obtained from the rear ferrite- rod aerial, but as this
only hinges up and down it may well be necessary to turn the whole
receiver for the best results and least interference. Protection is by rear
speaker fuses, one for each channel, which are located under ascrew- off
cover. One of these blew during my searching tests, but replacement
restored normal operation without any harm having befallen the power
amplifier.
You will see that for each receiver Ihave completed two lab charts with
oscilloscopic and pen- chart support, one for the amplifier section and the
other for the FM section. Detailed lab tests of the AM sections were not
carried out, but Igive my listening impressions later.

by Gordon King

Amplifier Lab Results ( SR- 3220)
Into 8- ohm loads Iobtained around 21+21 W over 20 Hz -20 kHz,
corresponding to a nominal output of 13.2 dB. Slightly more power
(though less on the dB scale) was obtained into 4- ohm loads. At 1kHz the
power was somewhat higher at both loadings, the wideband shortfall
being essentially at LF and leading to 11 dB and 1.4 dB headrooms.
Iwas pleased with the 1kHz burst output into 2.7 ohms and the swift
recovery from overload, and also with the single- channel results obtained
into the difficult ( 60 deg. phase- angle) ZL load, the latter giving the
impression that the amplifier would drive most speakers without
premature clipping.
Distortion was somewhat higher than would be expected from more
expensive equipment, the spectrogram ( fig. la) showing relatively large
2nd and 3rd harmonics and more ' ripple' than would be tolerated at higher
price. Interesting here, however, was the fact that the ripple components
all but vanished when the drive was removed from the power amplifiers,
which only goes to show that a no- drive hum test should be complemented by one with drive, and for this a spectrum analyser or wave
analyser is essential. The residual hum and noise results were obtained
without drive, of course, and although the residual was higher un weighted than weighted, the unweighted result does not give the
impression of the magnitude of the ripple indicated by the spectrogram in
the presence of signal. Anyway, without drive one needed to get fairly
close to the speakers to detect the residual. Of course, it is impossible to
tell by listening just how much hum is present on adrive signal. The effect
is more an impairment in low-level ambience behind the actual program
signal.

Fig. 1Spectrograms showing 2nd and 3rd harmonics from 300 Hz at + 10 d8
and ripple components across 8 0 load. Left (a),Seoum SR 3220. right ( b). Onkyo TX20.

Curiously, the distortion proper was lower across Z, at 16 kHz than
across 8 ohms at 1kHz with the test signal applied to pickup. In both
cases, though, the distortion factor residual was ' peaky' or ' notchy'. With
the tone controls at the indicated 'flat' setting Iwas not impressed by the
down gradient at the bass end ( fig. 4). The — 1dB point occurred around
240 Hz but could be countered by turning the control away from, 'flat'
towards a little bass boost.
Tone control responses were otherwise quite reasonable. The low filter,
incorrectly labelled 'subsonic filter' on the receiver, was pretty useless
owing to its low rate of roll- off and fairly high- frequency start. ' Loudness'
was normal for this class of equipment. Deviation from RIAA was
measured from the recording output and hence out of the influence of the
tone control circuitry. It was not too bad, but the pen chart shows alittle lift
ONKYO TX 20
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tone controls
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around 30 Hz prior to sub- bass roll- off. Small- signal frequency response
correlated with the speed of the output transistors, giving aslew factor of
greater than five.

right into the centre of the IF passband. The same applies when the button
is released after roughly tuning with the lock defeated.
The frequencies are marked in small thin print along the edges of aslit
which carries the cursor. They are not illuminated and not very easy to see
in low ambient light. The cursor itself, however, is illuminated and clearly
visible.

Although the damping factor tended to fall at HF, it is unlikely that a
greater nominal value would improve the speaker control much. Pickup
overload margins were moderate, better than some that Ihave measured
but worse than others, including the Onkyo. There was not aproblem with
Tuning is operated by aknob aside the scale which, although freely
pickup signal/noise ratio, and the output offset was good on one channel
turning, lacks the inertia of the heavy flywheel assisted models. A larger
though could be bettered on the other.
knob at the extreme right-hand side of the fascia operates the volume
Having in mind the relatively low price of this receiver, the amplifier
control over soft 'click' positions against numbers marked on the fascia.
results were not at all bad.
Three strip- type press- switches between the two knobs select between
source/tape, tuner/pickup and FM/AM, the modes selected being inFM Lab Results (
SR- 3220)
dicated by lights. A similar light- indicated switch at the left-hand side is
Of moderate sensitivity, the FM section of this receiver was somewhat
for power on/off.
limited by the poor alternate- channel selectivity ratio and the even poorer
adjacent- channel ratio; but these shortfalls would be unlikely to be
exposed under normal reception conditions of service area stations, or
possibly even with more distant stations which are free from heavy sidefrequency interference. Capture ratio was quite acceptable and this would
help ' block' unwanted signals in the IF pass- band. A fairly strong aerial
signal is required for lowest noise on stereo, but the mono S/N ratio was
better.
It is possible that aerial attenuation might be needed in areas close to
main stations to avoid spuriae and phantom signals, but, again, under
'normal' reception conditions this should not be unduly troublesome.
Distortion was on the highish side with full deviation, but was found to
decrease with reducing deviation, so in practice this would probably be
less troublesome than the lab results might suggest. The 19 kHz pilot- tone
and stereo subcarrier were well notched out, such filtering being mainly

Fig. 3 Square- wave oscillograms ( 1kHz) from modulated FM aerial input to recording
outlet. Left (a), Seoum SR 3220; right (b), Onkyo TX20.

responsible for the square- wave rings shown by the oscillogram ( fig. 3a).
These can affect the nth- degree quality under critical audition, but
without filtering the presence of strong 19 kHz signal can be almost as
adverse and, indeed, audible to some ears (see under the Onkyo FM
results).
The pen chart shows agood stereo frequency response ( fig.6), being
about 0.5 dB down at 20 Hz and 1dB down at 15 kHz, the response then
dropping swiftly into the 19 kHz notch. Stereo separation includes
crosstalk harmonics and spuriae as well as fundamental. Filtered results at
three spot frequencies are given in the lab chart.
You will see that the three LEDs provided only alimited range of signal
indication, so it is possible that all three will be lit on asignal that is not
strong enough to yield the full stereo signal/noise ratio. FM output for
tape recording was atrifle low, but intermodulation distortion at 50%
modulation level using two-tone signal was acceptable.
Overall, then, the FM results are afair match for the amplifier section,
and although one could be more critical this would hardly be fair at this
price level.

Close-up view of Onkyo control panel

Controls and switches in less regular use are located out of sight
beneath afront flap below the tuning scale. Here we find small non- click
knobs for bass, treble and balance, asingle button for changing between
speaker pairA or B, and buttons for high filter, servo- lock on/off ( which in
the off position gives mono mode and lifts FM muting), loudness and
function, the latter giving tuner/pickup with the button out and aux when
depressed—corresponding to the source selected by the main front button
already noted. A headphone jack socket also lies beneath the flap. The
knobs are rather fiddly to adjust and it is difficult to see when they are
centred despite small dots round them. Centre 'click' positions would
help.
Signal interfaces at the rear are 'phono' sockets—again no DIN socket
for tape—and screw terminals are used for connecting the speaker cables.
There are also smaller terminals for FM and AM aerials, but adisappointment is that only 300- ohms FM aerial matching is provided. This means
that for a proper match to 75- ohm coax an external low- loss balun
transformer is needed. Such atransformer was used for the lab tests. Ifind
it hard to understand why manufacturers continue to omit this very
important interface from equipment destined for the UK.
However, on the plus side the rear ferrite- rod aerial can be adjusted over
amoderate angle, which avoids having to turn the whole receiver in an
endeavour to beam onto an AM station or minimise interference. Like the
Seoum, under- cover fuses at the rear provide protection.
Amplifier Lab Results (TX20)

Into 8- ohm loads Iobtained around 31+31 W over 20 Hz-20 kHz,
corresponding to anominal 'to- peak- clipping' output of 14.9 dB. About 5
watts more power was obtainable into 4- ohm loads, though the voltage at
this loading was about 2.4 dB less than that across 8ohms. At 1kHz the
to- clipping power was slightly higher at both loadings but, again, the
wideband shortfall was at LF, leading to 0.5 and 0.9 dB headrooms at 8
ohms and 4 ohms respectively.
The amplifier didn't buck when driven hard and into severe overload
with 20 ms bursts. The voltage across 2.7 ohms held up well, resulting in
4.7A of RMS current with fast recovery from overload. Good handling of
the ZL load is also signified by the 16 kHz voltage across this being
virtually the same as that across 8ohms resistive.
ON KYO TX20
Distortion was around amagnitude less than that from the Seoum, the
THIS MODEL is of matt-'silver' finish all over and the scale consists of a spectrogram ( fig. 1b) showing alittle 2nd harmonic but barely any 3rd
(measuring noise floor down to — 90 dB for this test). The spectrogram
narrow strip over about two-thirds the length of the fascia; but only about
also reveals avery low ripple residual with the amplifier under drive. The
1.28 mm of it is active scale, so the bands are relatively compressed.
sidebands either side of the 300 Hz driving signal should be ignored.
Remainder of the scale section carries a line of five LEDs for signalHarmonic distortion residual was alittle ' peaky' across ZL at 16 kHz, but at
strength indication, red- glowing stereo beacon and FM tuning LEDs, with
1kHz across 8ohms resistive ( with input to pickup) it was mostly noise.
servo- lock indicating LED. The scheme is to FM tune until two centre redSmall- signal frequency response was reasonable ( input aux and output
glowing LEDs light and then, when the hand is removed from the tuning
speaker via tone controls at centre), but there was atendency for the treble
knob, any small tuning error is automatically corrected, acentre yellowto start rolling off alittle earlier than Iwould have liked. You can also see
glowing LED signifying that the servo has locked. Direction of tuning
this in the pen chart on the response corresponding to the 'flat' setting of
required to establish the knob- held non- locked condition is revealed by
the treble control ( fig. 2). The chart shows that the tone control
arrow heads related to a pair of larger outer red- glowing LEDs. By
characteristics are not too dissimilar from those of the Seoum; loudness
depressing a button it is possible to defeat the servo- lock which
response was alittle less severe, though. The Onkyo sports ahigh filter in
simultaneously lifts FM muting. Pull- in range is impressive, for once an
contrast to the Seoum's low filter, but this is also seen to be of the basic
outer LED is lit, removing the hand from the knob causes the tuning to pull
6dB/octave roll- off rate, with the — 3dB point around 7kHz, so is not
particularly 'valuable'. Accuracy of the pickup RIAA eq was very satisfactory, though in this case aslightly earlier upper- frequency roll- off might be
subjectively desirable!
Overall small- signal response of the amplifier section suited the speed
of the output transistors, leading to aslew factor greater than 5(
e.g., no
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bad distortion at 100 kHz with input same as required for the rated power
at 1kHz with the volume control setting unchanged), so transient
intermodulation distortion should not be troublesome. Iwas impressed by
the very good pickup overload thresholds and by the low hum and noise
residuals, which again prove the low hum yield of the amplifier section.
Pickup signal/noise ratio was around 'average' and the sample had no
problems with regard to output offset voltage.
FM Lab Results ( TX20)
Despite having to pass the FM input signal through abalun transformer
to simulate 75- ohm UK coax interface, sensitivity was still higher than that
of the Seoum. 60 dB signal/noise ratios also resulted from lower aerial
signal levels, but the model does feature auto high- blend. The front-end
also uses two dual- gate MOSFETs and three variable- tuned circuits
between aerial and mixer, with afourth for local oscillator tuning, which
were undoubtedly responsible for the better repeat- spot and RFIM ratios
of the Onkyo. Mono and stereo 1mV S/N ratios were also slightly in
advance of the Seoum.
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Tone controls and filters:

Fig. 2

(IHF):

Pickup overload thresholds'
20 Hz ( mV):
1kHz ditto:
20 kHz ditto:

Capture ratio would not quite reach the Seoum's value, but the
alternate- and adjacent- channel selectivity ratios were much better.
Harmonic distortion at full deviation was also lower in all modes, but there
was little difference between the I
MD results. This could possibly have
been due to the high 19 kHz pilot- tone residual of the Onkyo, giving the
impression that deep pilot- tone notching is not used in this model.
On the plus side, however, this resulted in the upper- frequency
response extension shown by the pen chart ( fig. 6) and the lack of
multiple ' rings' on the square- wave ( fig. 3b), while on the minus side it
means that alow level of 19 kHz signal is allowed into the amplifier. You
will see that the pen chart was measuring this spuriae from the nonspeaking channel in fig. 6, giving the impression of poor stereo
separation. However, to be fair Ialso measured the separation through a
bandpass filter at three spot frequencies and have included the results in
the lab chart.
As amatter of interest Ialso measured the level of the 19 kHz pilot tone
at the speaker output and found that with half setting of the volume
control and tone controls ' flat' asignal of 130 mV was present across 8
ohms. This would cause a tweeter to react, and people with sensitive
upper- frequency hearing might actually hear the whistle. With full treble
boost the output rose to 420 mV; at maximum volume setting it was 1V;

.

Fig. 5

12
115
500 ( to slew limiting
threshold)

27
250

S/N (
ref 0dB o/p) &
CCIR/ARM weighting
MM PU ref 5mV input (dB):

73

73-5

Residual hum+noise DIN AF
band ( uV):

820

300

Residual noise CCIR/ARM
weighting ( e):

265

320

Output offset L/R ( DC mV):

4/59

2,500

-17/-5

Pilot tone at v/c half on ( mV):

130 ( 420 with full treble
boost)

Pilot tone at LS v/c max ( mV):

1,000 ( 3,350 with full
treble boost)

'Refers to peak clipping threshold or onset of visible distortion.
"Output dB values refer to 2.8282 V rrns across stated load to nearest tenth of dB.
•••Distortion percentage corresponds to vector sum of harmonics and mains ripple
components including intermodulation products. See spectrogram for nature of
distribution.
*
— Refers to rated o/p at 1kHz and constant i/p over test frequency range.
Notes: Unless otherwise stated output corresponds to continuous sinewave, output
loading to 8ohms resistive, input to 500 mV at tuner or aux and tests performed
with control preamplifier and power amplifier coupled as for normal operation.
Z, approximates impedance of 5ohms modulus & 20 deg. phase- angle at 16 kHz.

and at maximum volume with treble boost it was 3.3 V, corresponding
nearly to 1 - 4W! The residual is easily visible on an oscilloscope
monitoring the output from an FM stereo station ( fig. 7), so it must surely
affect the reproduction in some way or other? Unfortunately, a sharp
19 kHz notch does incite ' rings', but perhaps these may be less detracting
than 19 kHz residual.
Ihave not yet made up my mind about this, but Ido know that my
daughter, whose hearing goes up to high treble, can hear the pilot- tone
under certain conditions. Perhaps the best plan would be for designers to
provide switched notch filtering so that we can make up our own minds
which are worse--" rings' or spuriae!

Fig. 7Pilot- tone ( 19 kHz) from loudspeaker as monitored by microphone when
reproducing FM stereo radio signal from Onkyo 7)(20. Pilot- tone some 25 dB below
average music level.

Auditioning Impressions ( both models)
For the price the Seoum auditioned remarkably well. The residual hum
which was measured in the lab could only just be vaguely heard close to
the speakers when the volume control was turned right down.
Background noise on pickup was also low, though Ihad alittle trouble in
cutting hum to aminimum when using am-ccartridge through the Signet
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FM SECTION

SEOUM SR 3220

ONKYO TX 20

Input for
30 dB S/N ratio mono/stereo
(pV):
50 dB ditto mono/stereo ( pV):
60 dB ditto mono/stereo ( pV):
-1 dB limiting ( pV):
switching threshold ( pV):

2.2/6/60
20/200
1.6
1.6 ( stereo); 2.5 ( muting)

1-5/4/30
12/120
1
1 ( stereo): 3 ( muting)

Ultimate S/N ratio
(1 mV input)
mono ( dB):
stereo ( dB):

70.5
66

72.5
68.5 ( 19 kHz filtered out)

RFIM 3rd-order 94+95 MHz
input ( dB):

-58 av of both sidebands -60 av of both sidebands

Repeat spot suppression
ratio
100.35 MHz input for
10.7 MHz if. ( dB):

73

85

Capture ratio IHF ( dB):

1.7

2

Selectivity (
dB):

23 av alternate channel
IHF

75 av alternate channel
IHF

Distortion at 1kHz
L+R (%):
L - R (%):
L (%):
Ft (%):

0.6
0.6
1
1

0.18
0.18
0.3
0.3

Pilot tone residual (
dB):

-70

-33

Subcarrier residual (
dB):

-75

-50

AM rejection ratio 30% AM
(dB):

47

50

Frequency response stereo,
channel balance and stereo
separation 20% modulation
level at 400 Hz and 50 ps
applied pre- emphasis:
Signal strength indication
max/min ( pV):
Tuning indication:

Filtered separation:

Fig. 4

Filtered separation:

100 Hz: 30 dB
1kHz: 30 dB
10 kHz: 46 dB -Fig. 6

150/15 ( three LEDs)

100 Hz: 34 dB
1kHz: 36 dB
10 kHz: 28 dB

35/2.2 ( five LEDs)

Analogue
Analogue
FM 88-108 MHz;
FM 88-108 MHz;
AM 550-1600 kHz and
AM 550-1600 kHz
150-350 kHz LW

Audio output per channel
stereo ( mV):

300 at recording output

493 at recording output

IMD 4+5 kHz 50% peak
modulation (%):

0.3

0.3

Squarevveve 1kHz:

Fig. 3 ( a)

Fig 3 ( b)

Distributor:

Videotone Ltd,
98 Crofton Park Rd,
London SE4
Tel: 01-690 8511/2

Audiotrend Ltd,
33 Bridle Path, Watford,
Hens, WDZ 4B2
Tel: 0923-33017

Unless otherwise stated reference modulation level 100% including 10% stereo pilot
tone, test frequency 95 MHz, aerial input 1mV, noise weighting CCIR/ARM, aerial
loading ad across 75 ohms matching pad, for Seoum, and via balun transformer
for Onkyo, and signal/interference ratios 30 dB.
Note: Tested from recording output.

MK12T transformer—but Icleared it in the end.
The relatively limited power of the amplifier did not affect the 80-85 dB
SPL auditioning much. Adequate audio urge seemed to be available
without running too close to peak clipping threshold, though it was
possible, of course, to detect clipping aberrations when running at an
intensity more suitable fora larger amplifier. Bass was not as firm as would
be expected from amore expensive receiver, and from the pickup alittle
treble stridence was detected which was not a feature of the cartridge
used. Stereo imagery was well in focus on good program material, but
low-level ambience was judged to be only fair as this was sometimes
impaired by a 'muddy' characteristic tending to mask the natural atmosphere of the concert hall at low- frequencies. There was also a little
confusion associated with classical music at full concert voice, accompanied by some loss of instrument definition. But these things were by
no means bad. Iam just being very critical.
The FM section performed adequately at the test site. Selectivity was
sufficient for all my ' local' stations and the receiver had no difficulty in
resolving weaker signals at quite fair quality, but with a rise in stereo
background noise. Despite the rather wide selectivity, noticeable by the
'spread' of signal over the tuning point, Iwas not troubled by ' birdies' or
side- frequency interference on service area stations. The lack of tuning
sharpness, however, was more apparent when trying to receive a weak
signal in competition with a near- frequency stronger one.
AM offered about an average performance, but again, the selectivity
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seemed to be rather wide, which encouraged whistles and signal ' beats'
when searching over the MW band after dark. The LW band will be useful
to some people, but the lack of ferrite rod aerial adjustment would call for
the use of an external AM aerial in some cases. This should not need to be
elaborate provided local electrical interference fields are not strong.
Bass rendering of the Onkyo was full and firm, and aslightly higher peak
SPL could be obtained than from the Seoum without running into
clipping, but with certain program material the upper- treble gave cause for
comment, especially on FM radio. There was evidence of a vaguely
'metallic', 'tizzly' quality which could be reduced by applying alittle treble
cut or activating the high filter. Exaggerated sibilance was also apparent
on FM radio.
Residual hum with the volume control fully retarded was so low that it
couldn't be heard even close to the speakers. Switching to tape monitor
with an FM station tuned and the volume control set high resulted in a
little audible radio breakthrough and a background buzz, but at normal
settings of the control it is unlikely that these effects would be heard
behind the tape signal. We experienced no problems with pickup
interfacing and background noise was not obtrusive. Low-level ambience
and stereo imagery were adequately portrayed, and complex orchestral
music came over without abnormal confusion. Subjectively, the main
weakness appeared to be the treble on FM radio.
The sharp FM selectivity was readily apparent when tuning over the
band, and the relatively high sensitivity was revealed by the response to
very weak signals, though with the inevitable rise in background noise
level. Dynamic range of the signal- strength indicator was far too narrow,
as four or five LEDs lit on signals of inadequate strength for noise- free
stereo. It was also difficult to see the frequency scale markings.
The AM section appeared not to be very sensitive, but optimum
response could be achieved by adjusting the ferrite rod aerial. Selectivity
was moderately sharp but the general quality was poor compared with FM
and the background ' hiss' was fairly high on weak signals.

Conclusions
The 0nkyo was the most sophisticated of the pair, but one would expect
this in view of its price level with respect to the Seoum. The difference in
resistive power yield between the two amplifier sections was barely
noticeable, though the Onkyo was the smoother performer. It was felt that
on FM the Seoum had the edge over the Onkyo—that is from the
auditioning point of view—but the Onkyo scored in terms of technical
results and on overall auditioning. The Onkyo was also judged to be of
better styling and engineering. The FM servo- lock was useful.
On the other hand, the Seoum was regarded as good value for money
and offers a performance that would be satisfactory for many domestic
applications. Neither model failed permanently during the lab tests and
auditioning trials, but with the somewhat limited power available,
speakers of reasonable efficiency should be selected.
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NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM

dbx model 21 disc
decoder
by Trevor Attevvell
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EXIMIIIIMmi CI

X 21

DISC/TAPE DECODER
18111.11111.111111"111"
TYPE It

Name

8"IMMIXIMMilemawassem

am.

TAPE

PEtpieTiON ' '

MANUFACTURER'S TYPICAL SPECIFICATION
Frequency response: + 0.5dB with respect to nominal
decoding curve Total harmonic distortion: Less than
0.2% through an encode/decode cycle at any level up to
4V rms output. Hum and noise: - 100 dBV, A- weighted.
Dynamic range 100dB output signal. Input impedance: 100 /C. Load impedance: 5k0 or greater.
Dimensions: 223mm wide" 70 mm high . 168 mm deep.
Weight: 1-1 kg. Finish: Black and chrome, with walnut
ends. Price: app. E20—see p. 111. Manufacturer: dbx
(USA), from BSR Limited, Powke Lane, Cradley Heath,
Warley, West Midlands, 664 5GH.

r

FORESTALL possible complaints about
non-standard abbreviations, the lowercase ' b' in dbx is adeliberate feature of the trade
name! The complete dbx noise reduction system
comprises acompressor to shrink the dynamic
range of the source material before it is recorded,
and an expander to restore the original range
during reproduction. The compandor law is a
linear decibel one, and the process is illustrated
in fig. 1. Starting from the left, the line A- B
represents the possible dynamic range in the
original sound on a dBA scale, some typical
levels being indicated. Even dbx cannot cope
with the full 130dB range, so the line C- D
represents the available dbx range, which can, in
this example, cover everything from a quiet
studio to an average rock concert. E- F represents the dynamic range of the recording
medium ( disc, in this case), which can reach
about 65 dB in the best cases, though it is often
up to 20 dB worse in practice. Usually there is a
studio tape recorder between C- D and E- F, in
which case it can be preceded by the compressor. Since it will have a basic dynamic range
much greater than any disc, this pre- encoding
will make it effectively disappear ( except for
frequency response non- linearity—see below),
but if amaster tape not already encoded is used,
some loss of dynamic range will result, though
not much if Dolby-ed.
We have now compressed the signal to the
extent that it can be fitted on adisc between the
lower surface- noise 'shelf' and the upper limit
set by the maximum amplitude, velocity or
acceleration ( depending on frequency). This
limit is labelled with the general term 'tracing
distortion', as used by dbx themselves. On
replay, the expander doubles the dynamic range
to recover the original input ( J- K), and it may be
seen that the minimum S/N ratio is doubled
also, as is the tracing distortion headroom.
Included in the low level ' rubbish' that gets lost
are such things as rumble and hum, unless these
are already engraved on the disc at levels above
the surface noise, and also less obvious
additions like intermodulation products in the
cartridge and faint pre- echo. Original tape hiss
or print- through are reproduced, because the

system cannot distinguish these from genuine
signal.
All too much like something- for- nothing?
Well yes, but there are some problems to be disposed of in any compandor system. Briefly
listing only the bare bones of acomplex matter,
audible ' noise breathing' is the rise and fall of
unavoidable background noise from the original
source as the system gain changes in response
to the higher level signal. If the latter has abroad
spectrum, the noise will be masked, but in some
cases ( piano is agood example) there may be
little masking. Gain overhang occurs if the
compandor gains do not follow rapid changes in
signal amplitude, and this modulates the noise,
which is all too audible when unmasked at the
end of atransient. Finally, any frequency nonlinearity in the system between compressor and
expander is doubled ( in dB) by a2: 1system—
thus a cartridge with a 2dB rise at high frequencies will appear to have one of 4dB.
Fortunately most good quality tape and disc
equipment has small and smooth non-linearities
that can be equalised reasonably well.
To minimise such problems ( except the last),
the dbx system uses a very fast RMS leveldetector based on analogue multiplication,

while the noise modulation problem is reduced
by high frequency pre- emphasis, using a12 dB
shelf with the lower corner at about 450 Hz and
the upper one at abouti . 6kHz. The inverse deemphasis takes place in the expander.
An advantage of the dbx system in practice is
that no reference level need be set, since the
operation involves the same power law at all
levels. If using the full dynamic range—which
would rarely be necessary—care would be required in setting input levels to the tape recorder
or cutter, otherwise there is flexibility in deciding which limit to keep well clear of.
The dbx 21 under review is adomestic decoder for tapes or discs which have already been
coded. ( Their models 122, 124 and 128 compandors can also be used to decode and playback discs). The small unit is mains powered,
preferably from a 'convenience' outlet, since it
has no power switch. It is connected very simply
in atape recorder record/replay loop, with or
without atape recorder, or in an external processor facility ( any processor must come after
the dbx). Alternatively, it could be connected
between pre and main amplifiers. It is a rectangular case, with extruded aluminium front
and rear panels, steel top and bottom plates and
wood ends, secured by screws into the extrusions. All components, including connectors
and switches, are attached to a pcb which
occupies the whole of the internal horizontal
cross-section. The eight phono connectors are
on the back, together with apreset adjustment
to equalise the average, normal and decoded
output levels—this sets the actual voltage corresponding to the OdB line on the figure. The
front panel, in black and chrome, has a ' power
on' LED and two simple push-button controls,
one to switch the expander in or out, the other to
select 'tape' or 'source'. With these one may play
from any available source, including tape, with
or without decoding, or may record from any
source without encoding. No instructions are
provided for tape recording from adbx encoded
disc, though the deterrent is amatter of legality,
not of difficulty. In some systems equipped with
on or off- tape minitoring, avery nasty howl may
occur on switching to tape from any other
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signal- carrying source without first switching
the decoder to 'tape'. The answer is always to
use the ' monitor facility on the preamp as
instructed, never the 'tape' ( source) position. In
many cases the option will not be available, and
the danger doesn't arise. If the decoder is not
being used, it need not be powered as long as
the buttons are set for ' noise reduction out' and
'source' respectively.
Dynamic measurements on the dbx 21 were
not practicable without special input signals,
which were not available, but steady-state
checks confirmed that the unit met its specification comfortably as far as could be determined. A very adequate 51- V RMS output was
obtained before clipping, and the sensitivity
adjustment range was 34 dB—more than ample.
The discs provided for listening tests are
detailed below. On playing the first one there
was a plop from the descending stylus—then
silence. Literally nothing is heard until the first
note of the recording, after which one revels in a
truly realistic dynamic range that reveals how
much dynamic degradation there is between the
concert hall you have just entered and the
recordings you generally put up with—the lack
of bass compression is particularly noteworthy.
As for the standard ' problems' with compandors, playing only three discs repeatedly is a
severe test—there is plenty of time to look for
trouble, and Idid hear some very slight noise
modulation on the piano. However, this was so
slight that it seems almost nit-picking to mention it? The sheer impact of the full dynamic
range and the clean transients were arevelation.
Ordinary records will never sound the same
again—these are among the very few examples
that stand comparison with master tapes. True,
the recording balance was not entirely to my
taste, but that is no fault of the process. Likewise,
the occasionally just audible tape noise would
not have been there had the tape recorder been
included in the system.

Perhaps we are now brain- washed into forgetting that a part of the function of dbx is to
remove grot that shouldn't have been there in
the first place. The corresponding increase in
dynamic range is not, however, within the
capability of the disc alone, and one wonders
whether the apparently rather uninterested
major record companies are ignoring alife-saver
while pursuing the digital alternative, which is
complex and will demand a high capital outlay
from the consumer. It is arguable that dbx could
provide an inexpensive alternative with acomparable performance, except that a digital
system can, theoretically, extend the response of
the electronics down to zero frequency. But a
compatible loudspeaker is difficult to envisage,
and most of us would probably settle for
16.35 Hz!

CASSETTE DECKS from page 124
Drive torques were on the medium to heavy side; care would have to
be taken with the choice of cassettes at high speed, where we noticed an
increase in take-up torque. BIC warn the owner about this in the
instruction book, saying that only branded cassettes should be used at
the higher speed. Ican only endorse their remarks. An auto- shut-off
device is fitted, utilising a rotating magnet placed over a Hall- effect
transistor—if it stops rotating, after ashort delay the auto-stop works.

Electronics
Apart from LF distortion the deck worked very well, especially at the
higher speed. The input level needed was fairly compatible with the
majority of equipment and should present no problems in use, while the
output should match the least sensitive of amplifiers; we found the
headphone output more than adequate. The replay- only response was
fair, especially at HF where it extended to 16 kHz for — 1dB, although
there was a3dB lift at 40 Hz and a2.5 dB lift at 63 Hz, the result of which
was to make pre-recorded tapes sound somewhat boomy. A similar
boosted LF response shows in the record/replay results at 3i/s ( fig. 5).
The flattest ferric tape we found to be BASF's Super Ferric LH1, which
also produced areasonable saturation at — 6dB at slow speed and — 1dB
at 3t, i/s. On chrome, TDK SAX provided the best results, but the results
on distortion were abysmal and much worse than normally expected for
this type of tape. It was no better at the high speed. Saturation did not
improve agreat deal with chrome, although one has to remember that
the reduced noise floor nevertheless increases the dynamic range.

Subjective
As one might imagine, the high distortion tended to take one's attention
away from the other subjective aspects of the recorder. But we heard
many problems other than the breaking up of guitar notes and the
general fuzziness that seemed to accompany each track. The bass end
was also boomy, and this was really more pronounced than the
distortion. The vocalist on the Dire Straits track seemed to have moved
backwards. Apart from these faults the stereo image was tight and the
sound rather warm. Iwas disappointed because Iwas looking forward to
the performance of ahigh-speed machine. But the boomy bass coupled
with distortion proved too much for our ears, so subjectively we rated it
at the bottom of the four.
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Discs auditioned
CHAMINADE: Concertstuck for piano and orchestra
DOHNANYI: Five piano pieces _ James Johnson (pno) I
RPO IFreeman. Orion ORS 78296
A SLAVONIC FESTIVAL ISt. Louis SO Slatkin & Susskind.
Turnabout OTV 34718
THE ART OF LAURINDO ALMEIDA ILaurindo Almeida
(gtr). Sine Qua Non Superba SAS 2027
A catalogue of dbx - encoded discs is available from BSR at
the above address. It includes recordings on the Turnabout
Varese Sarabande, Chalfont Unicorn, Sine Qua Non,
Orion, Crystal Clear, Direct Disk Labs, and Mek Realtime
labels. A number are cut from digital mastertapes, which
goes some way to alleviate the noise modulation problems
described earlier.

Note: The dbx model 21 is presently available for
an astonishing launch price of around £ 20, but
this is expected to rise somewhat in the ensuing
months.

In conclusion Iam going to comment on the T2's specification rather
than the model we tested, which was obviously faulty. There are so many
good cassette decks around which perform better than the T2 at normal
speed that Icannot see where BIC expect it to fall in the market. Even the
rated distortion of 1% is far in excess of modern ferric tapes, let alone the
latest bevy of high- bias chromes and pseudo- chrome tape, plus the
immense advantages of metal. Really, since this machine was introduced, developments in the cassette field have overtaken it.

Conclusions
DESPITE THE problems that arose from faulty machines, the review has
raised several interesting points. Perhaps the first is that metal tapes do
not benefit allmachines, and in the case of the Pioneer CT400 you would
do far better to use it on chrome, where it worked fairly well. Secondly,
apart from the pumping problem during testing, the High-Com seems to
work exceedingly well, and with this system and the superb way in
which the Grundig was set up on metal, the CF5100 came out as the best
machine in the record/replay section of the test program and auditioning. However, for compatibility and all-round performance the Teac just
had the edge.
May Isum up like this: if you are starting to consider cassette
machines, then listen to the Grundig and Ithink you will find its
performance surprising. If on the other hand you have acollection of
tapes, then the Teac could well be abetter choice, with the Pioneer third.
DISTORTION AND MAXIMUM OUTPUT LEVELS
Model

Characteristic

Ferric

Chrome

Metal

Grundig
CF5100

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz ( dB)

0.89
+4
+1.5

1.2
+7
-4

0.73
+8
+8

Pioneer
CT400

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz ( dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz ( dB)

0.3
+5
-3.3

0.4
+5.6
-2.5

0.7
+5
+0.5

Teac
A660

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (%)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz (dB)
MOL for 3% THD at 4/5 kHz ( dB)

0.56
+5
-0.7

1.58
+5-7
+0.1

0.9
+7.3
+2.3

BIC
12

3rd harmonic at 200 nWb/m (
94)
MOL for 3% THD at 315Hz (dB)
MOL for 3% THO at 4/5 kHz ( dB)

see text

5.1 ( l¡i/s)
see text

see text
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Pioneer High Fidelity (GB) Ltd., P.O. Box 108, Iver, Bucks, SLO 9JL.

rid when you swilchover to thc-770
you will smile and say iLs ma8ic
because U-tere is nolliin8 like
under the sun!

